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New Sylvania Technique eliminates 
erratic pin soldering 

Picture tube callbacks due to "open -pin connections" dramatically reduced 

The "old" conventional pin soldering method relied upon con- 
tact between pin and wire only at their tips. 

New Sylvania pin soldering technique extends solder far up into 
the pins -provides maximum contact with the wire- assures low 
electrical resistance and high mechanical strength. 

What does the new Sylvania pin soldering technique mean to you? It means the 
solution of a long- standing, industry -wide pin soldering problem. Callbacks will 

be reduced -crimping and resoldering will be a thing of the past. 

Thousands of service technicians have proven for themselves -in millions of service 
calls -that Sylvania SILVER SCREEN 85 TV PICTURE TUBES are the surest 
way to build a better business. You should, too. Electronic Tubes Division, Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. 

A 

SYLVANIA IA 
GUENERA L TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS 
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NOW READY 
The NEW XRI Home Study Course in 

ELECTRONICS 
PRINCIPLES - PRACTICES - MAI\ TENANCE 

SPECIAL TRAINING 
EQUIPMENT 

No extra cost. In NRI Electronics train- 
ing especially developed training kits 
bring to life theory you learn in easy, 
illustrated lessons. You get practical ex- 
perience with Thyratron Tube circuits, 
Multivibrators, Capacitors, Diodes, Tran- 
sistors, Telemetry, Computer Circuii, 
and other basic circuits and compon,mt <. 

KIT 1 
Get practical experience 
measuring voltage, current 

building circuits. 

KIT 2 Build d'Arsonval type Vac- 
uum Tube Voltmeter. Tes 

power line frequencies, high audio, radio 
frequency signals, resistances. 

KIT 3Practice with resistors, ca- 
pacitors, coils. Work with 

half -, full -wave, bridge. voltage doubler 
and pi -type filter circuits. 

KIT 4 Build circuits with pentode 
tubes, selenium resistors. 

transistors. Build oscillator, check signal 
phase shift with oscilloscope. 

KIT 5 Experiment with thyratron 
tube circuits, Lissajous pat- 

terns. Study basic amplitude detector cir- 
cuits, modulation, demodulation. 

KIT 6 Get practical experience 
with magnetic amplifiers, 

learn to use modified Prony brake; deter- 
mine motor torque. Use strobe disc to 
measure motor speed. 

KIT 7 Learn effects of positive and 
negative feedbacks (used in 

analog computers). Practice varying po- 
larizing voltage and illumination. 
KIT 8 Experiment with multivibra- 

tors used as timing genera- 
tors in binary counters, and as frequency 
dividers. Learn to use blocking oscilla- 
tors, thermistors. 

KIT 9 Practical experience in 
telemetry circuits used in 

earth satellites, remote control devices. 
Work with basic circuits used in digital 
and analog computers. 

KIT 10 Assemble circuits in elec- 
trical and electromechani- 

cal systems, make valuable practical 
electronic circuits. 
MAIL COUPON -New 64 -Page Cata- 
log pictures and describes Training 
Kits, explains what you learn. 

NRI is America's oldest, largest home 
study Radio -Television -Electronics 
school. For over 45 years NRI has been 
training men without previous experi- 
ence for success in Radio -Television 
Servicing and Communications. Now, 
expanded uses of Electronics in indus- 
try, business and defense are increasing 
the demand for Electronic Technicians. 
Four to seven Technicians are needed 
for every engineer. To meet this de- 
mand NRI announces a complete, com- 
prehensive course in ELECTRONICS 
-Principles, Practices, Maintenance. 
This training stresses basic fundamen- 
tals because so many Electronic devices 
are built around identical Electronic 
principles. It is for beginners, or for 
Technicians who wish to expand their 
knowledge. 

This is the 
Electronic Age. Electronic 
Equipment is al- 
ready being used 
to count, weigh, 
control flow of 
liquids, solids, 

gases. Control exposure in photog- 
raphy, detect fumes, or lire. In- 
spect at remote points. Supervise 
traffic. Survey land areas and ocean 
contours. Search for oil, miles be- 
neath the surface. Measure radia- 
tion and control power levels in 
atonic installations. Control air 
traffic. Translate one language into 
another, The MILITARY applica- 
tions of Electronics ... particularly 
in space rockets and missiles, track- 
ing devices, etc., ... probably equal 
all of the uses above. Electronic 
equipment is used to machine parts 
through complex cycles. It is used 
in business to process data, control 
inventory, prepare payrolls, post, 
calculate, and in 
medicine for 
electrodiag- 
nosis, measure 
body character- 
istics, electro- 
surgery. 

Job Counselors Recommend 
Right today a career in Electronics offers 

unlimited opportunity. Job Counselors 
know the pay is high, jobs interesting, 
advancement opportunities great. They ad- 
vise ambitious, aggressive men who want 
higher pay now and a better future: "For 
an interesting career, get into Electronics." 
Learn More to Earn More 
Simply waiting and wishing for a better 
job won't get you ahead. You have to de- 
cide you want to succeed and you must act. 
NRI can provide the training you need 
at home in spare time. No need to go away 
to school. You don't need a high school 
diploma or previous Electronic experience. 
This course is planned to meet the needs 
of beginners. You work and train with 
components and circuits you will meet 
throughout your Electronics career. You 
get especially developed training kits for 
practical experience that make Electronics 
easy. simple to learn. 

Oldest and Largest School 
Training men to succeed, is the National 
Radio Institute's only business. The NRI 
Diploma is respected and recognized. NRI 
graduates are everywhere throughout U.S. 
and Canada. Mail the coupon today. New, 
FREE 64 -page Catalog gives facts. oppor- 
tunities about careers in Industrial and 
Military Electronics, also shows what you 
learn, facts about NRI's other courses in 
Radio -Television Servicing and Radio- 
Television Communications. Monthly pay- 
ments available. 
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gr 

the Same School That Originated the RTS BUSINESS PLAN 

to* 
.P.4°'141' 

P 

A SPECIAL CUMPAT COURSE 
COVERING ALL THREE PHASES OF 

The Entire Course Is Made 
Up Of The Following: 

35 LESSONS COVERING BASIC 

AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS 

9 EQUIPMENT KITS COMPLETE 
WITH TUBES AND BATTERIES 

SOLDERING IRON 

25 LESSONS COVERING THESE 

ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SUBJECTS: 

Thyratron Tubes Semiconductors 
Electronic Symbols and Drawings 
VoltageRegulators Electronic - 
Timers Control Systems XRays 
Photoelectric Devices Dielectric 
Heating Geiger Counters Pulse 
Circuitry Clippers and Limiters 
Multivibrators Electronic Counters 
Radar Magnetic Amplifiers Analog - 
Computers DC Amplifiers Digital 
Computers Storage Systems Input 
and Output Devices Servomechanisms 
Telemetering 

60 EXAMINATIONS 

UNLIMITED CONSULTATION SERVICE 

KIT MANUALS 

DIPLOMA UPON GRADUATION 

AND MUCH MORE ... 
RTS' Membership in 
The Association of 
Home Study Schools 
is your assurance of 
Reliability. Integrity and 

Quality of Training. 

BASIC INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 
DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY MAN OF TODAY 

This is MODERN training for the MODERN man. You'll find no "horse and 
buggy" methods here. Every page of this streamlined course is devoted 
to important Electronics principles and practical projects. You'll be 
amazed how fast you grasp Electronics the RTS way. RTS has combined 
modern THEORY and PRACTICE to make this the finest training program 
of its kind available! 

SATISFIES NOVICE, TECHNICIAN OR HOBBYIST 
Whether you're new to Electronics or an old "pro," chances are you'll 
find this to be the ideal course for you. The novice will appreciate the 
completeness of the training. It starts with the most basic considerations, 
covering each important point thoroughly, yet concisely. The technician 
will enjoy the practical review of fundamentals and profit from the 25 
advanced subjects covered. 

RTS GIVES YOU "TOP MILEAGE" FOR YOUR TRAINING DOLLAR 
The price quoted below buys EVERYTHING - there are no extras to pay 
for. RTS has gone "all out" to give you the best training value in America. 
Why pay hundreds of dollars for training such as we offer when it's avail- 
able for this LOW PRICE? If you can find a better training bargain ... 
BUY IT! 

CAN BE COMPLETED IN MONTHS INSTEAD OF YEARS 

Some students will complete this course with "Jet- Like" speed but we 
allow up to two years if your circumstances require it. You study at your 
own rate. You are ENCOURAGED but not pushed. You'll find the lessons 
professionally written but easy to understand. LET US SEND YOU ONE OF 

THESE LESSONS ALONG WITH YOUR CAREER BOOKLET SO YOU CAN SEE 

FOR YOURSELF. NO OBLIGATION! 

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
815 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE 

LOS ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA 

ALL KITS ARE SENT TO 

YOU COMPLETE. TUBES ANO 

BATTERIES ARE INCLUDED 

AT NO EXTRA COST 

No Kit Deposits Required. 

THE FIRST TRAINING KIT IS SENT 

IMMEDIATELY UPON ENROLLMENT 

DON'T LOSE OUT - FIND OUT! 
RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION Dept. EW-81 

1115 E. ROSECRANS AVENUE LOS ANGELES 59. CALIFORNIA 

Rush me full information by return mail. (please Print) 

Name Age 

Address 

City - Zone State 

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL ON YOU! 
August, 1961 3 
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CHANNEL MASTER 
has everything 

under the 

sun... 

to keep your Summer Sales Simmering) 
Summertime is "easy living" time. People have more leisure hours in 
which to enjoy radio and television. That's why they'll want radios 
and TV sets that are in top operating condition... and Channel Master 
has everything you need to do the job better. 

Replace winter -worn antennas with one of the powerful Super 
T -W's. Convert old- fashioned manual rotators to fully automatic opera- 
tion with the new Channel Master Automatic Rotator Control Consoles. 
Perk up TV set performance by replacing weak or worn out tubes. Show 
your customers how their leisure hours can be more enjoyable when 
they own Channel Master portable radios. 

There aren't any summer sales doldrums when you sell the Channel 
Master line because Channel Master has everything you need to keep 
summer sales simmering. 

CHANNEL MASTER works wonders in sight and sound 
E L L E N V L L E N E W Y O R K 
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S UPPOSE... just suppose you realized that you could go 

further if you understood electronics - suppose you realized what a 

First Class FCC license would do for you, in raising your income. Let's 
say you figured that this ability would mean $20.00 more per week on 

your paycheck. This is a reasonable supposition. 

THIS MEANS THAT, for every week you delay getting started in an 

electronics training program, you are one week longer in getting that 
extra $20.00 per week ... it means that you are actually losing $20.00 
for every week you delay making the decision to enroll in an electronics 
course! Think of it Who can afford to lose $20.00 a week? Or possibly 
more! 

WHICH COURSE TO TAKE? 

HERE ARE FIVE RULES to guide you 
in selecting the course of training that is best suited to 

YOUR PERSONAL NEEDS: 

.V IT MUST teach you the theory of electronics. WHAT 
good is a course if it doesn't really "MAKE ELEC- 
TRONICS YOURS," to use for your personal advance- 
ment? Select a course that you can understand... one 
that reveals to you the basic, underlying principles of 
electronics. 

IT MUST be one that can be completed successfully 
in a matter of WEEKS, not a course that goes on and 
on! Time is worth money. Every extra week which a 
"long course" may require is money out of your 
pocket! It costs more than tuition ... it costs you real 
dollars! Let nothing delay YOU in preparing for your 
FCC license. Select a school that values YOUR TIME! 

IT MUST be reasonable in cost! The best test of the 
true worth of a product or service is in WHAT YOU 
GET FOR YOUR MONEY. Select a course that is 
sufficiently reasonable in cost so that you know you 
won't have to drop out before you complete it! Select 
a school with conservative tuition fees - but, be sure it 
does something for you. 

IT MUST gain recognition for you. Don't be satisfied 
with the mere promise of some sort of diploma! Be 
sure the course will qualify you for a nationally recog- 
nized measure of electronics knowledge -a FIRST 
CLASS Commercial FCC License. Remember: This is 
a U.S. Government license. No school can issue it, 
nor promise it to you! Select a school whose graduates 
consistently PASS the FCC exams. 

IT MUST be a mature course of training... for mature 
men ... not a mere "memory" course or one in which 
you are expected to cram your way through by "brute 
force." IT MUST not he one that leaves you "on your 
own." Select a school that affords you personalized 
instruction. Select a course from a school that reflects 
maturity. dignity, and integrity. 

Get your First Class Commercial F. C. C. License 
by training at 

GRANTHAM 
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS 

YOUR TIME 

7g 

IS 

WORTH 

MONEY! 

IS GRANTHAM TRAINING FOR YOU? 

HERE ARE FIVE FEATURES OF GRANTHAM TRAINING 
. , . check them off ... see if this is the course for you. 

CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
Grantham teaches the theory of electronics. Ever basic 
concept of electronics fundamentals is covered in the 
Grantham course ... whether you take it in resident 
classes or by home study. Grantham training "makes 
electronics yours." 

LYou can get your First Class FCC license IN ONLY 12 
WEEKS in Grantham resident classes (or, in a corres- 
pondingly short time in the Grantham home -study 
program.) THINK OF IT! A commercial U.S. Govern- 
ment license ... PROOF OF YOUR qualifications in 
meeting these U. S. Government requirements as an 
electronics communications technician ... a nationally 
recognized certificate. By preparing you for this license 
in only 12 WEEKS, Grantham conserves YOUR TIME! 

nGrantham Schools' tuition rates are low, yet the instruc- 
tional service is not equalled by many of the most 
expensive schools! Grantham can do this because of 
highly efficient instructional methods and because. 
Grantham has a sincere desire to out -do all others in 
service rendered per tuition -dollar. Grantham has estab- 
lished reasonable tuition rates. And, the percentage of 
students who successfully complete the Grantham course - and who get their FCC licenses-is one of the highest 
in the nation. 

0 YOU GAIN RESPECT by showing your Grantham 
diploma, once you earn it. YOU GAIN RESPECT by 
showing and posting your First Class FCC License - 
a nationally recognized certification of your electronics 
knowledge. Many companies which employ industrial 
electronics technicians require them to have this license. 
YOU CAN GET IT IN ONLY 12 WEEKS. Let 
Grantham show you how! 

El Mature men select Grantham Schools for electronics 
training. (The average age of Grantham Students is 
28.8 years) MATURE MEN want a definite objective 
(not a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow). Grantham 
training has this specific objective: To prepare you for 
your First Class FCC license and greater earning capa- 
bility. The Grantham Course is for mature men who 
know svhat they want. 

r (Moil in envelope or poste on postal cord) Quickly 

1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood 27, Calif. 

409 Marion Street 
Seattle 4, Wash. 

(Phone: HO 7-7727) (Phone MA 27227) 

3123 Gillham Road 
Kansas City 9, Mo. 

821 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 

!Phone- JE 1-63201 (Phone: ST 3-3614) 

MAIL COUPON NOW -NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 
August, 1961 

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS 
1505 N. Western 408 Marron 3123 Gillham Rd. 821'19t0, Nw 

Nellyweed Seattle Kansas City Washington 

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get my com- 
mercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there is no obligation 
and no salesman will call. 

Name 

Address 

City_ 

I m Intsrted In: Home Study, Seattle classes 

Age 

Slate 

I Hollywood classes, Kansas City classes, Washington classes 

L 16-M1 
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FIELD 

ENGINEERS 
For Univac Missile - 

Guidance Computers 

Field engineers are now being 
selected for maintenance assign- 
ments on ultra- reliable Univac 
missile -guidance computers and 
other military electronic data 
processing systems. 

Openings involve maintenance 
of the Univac ICBM guidance 
computer, first of its size to be 

completely transistorized. 
Applicants must have at least 

2 years of formal education in 
Electronics with 3 or more years 
in maintenance or maintenance - 
instruction. Experience should 
be associated with complex elec- 
tronic equipment such as TV, 
radar, sonar or digital comput- 
ing systems. 

Before assignment, you receive 
2 to 6 months training at full 
pay in our St. Paul, Minnesota, 
laboratories. Benefits include 
company paid life insurance, hos- 
pitalization, medical and surgical 
benefits, relocation expenses and 
living allowances at field sites. 

Openings also for qualified 
instructors with backgrounds 
similar to above. 

Send complete resume of edu- 
cation and experience to: 
R. K. PATTERSON, Dept. CC -8 

Division of Sperry Rand Corporation 
2750 West 7th St., St. Paul 16, Minn. I J 

Ali qualified appucnnts will be considered rvgardiess 
of re Creed. color or national origin. 
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... for the Record 
By W. A. STOCKLIN 

Editor 

Hirsch -Houck Labs Joins ELECTRONICS WORLD 
T(1 work on a technical publication like ELECTRONICS WORLD 

with almost 250,000 circulation- mostly men professionally in- 
terested in electronics -is challenging. There never is a dull mo- 
ment nor does a day go by but some thought is given to improving 
the contents of our magazine. The formula is simple. All we have 
to do is publish the most authoritative material, presented in the 
most interesting manner possible so that every one of our readers 
finds our publication useful and enjoyable! On the other hand, to 
deny that we have problems or that we have our good and bad 
days like everyone else would be foolish. 

During the past six months, we have conducted quite a few 
reader surveys with one objective in mind -to determine which 
articles and what subjects are of most interest to our readers. The 
results of these surveys came quite close to our expectations with 
"Mac's Service Shop," "New Products Section," and our own 
"Lab Tested Product Reports" leading the field in monthly fea- 
tures. Of these three, our "Lab Tested Reports" is the only fea- 
ture that has caused us exceptional problems and headaches. As 
anyone would expect, to be able to test amplifiers, speakers, micro- 
phones, tuners, and, in some cases, test equipment is not a simple 
task. We never could find a single laboratory that could handle all 
of these products. We had various facilities - -- tuners would go to 
one laboratory, speakers to another, and amplifiers and test equip- 
ment would occasionally be sent out but, for the most part, such 
evaluations were handled by our staff during evenings and week- 
ends. Needless to say, because of these problems, we have always 
been on the lookout for a single laboratory capable of handling 
all of the products -not just any laboratory -but one that had 
highly qualified engineers capable of judging the quality of audio 
equipment not only from test results, but from an aesthetic stand- 
point as well. 

It is with great pleasure we are now able to announce that, be- 
ginning with our October issue, all of our hi -fi product evaluation 
will be handled by Hirsch -Houck Laboratories. We welcome two 
men -Julian Hirsch and Gladden Houck -to our magazine. Julian 
and Gladden are widely known for their accurate and impartial 
technical reports on hi -fi equipment. Not only does this new as- 
sociation relieve us of a lot of problems, but it makes available to 
us the facilities of a well -equipped laboratory. To our readers it 
means that we will be able to continue publishing authoritative 
product reports, but in much greater depth than before. 

Logo To Change 
Starting with the September issue, the ELECTRONICS WORLD 

cover logo will look different. It will appear in upper and lower 
case type with both words the same height. We have always felt 
that both the words "Electronics" and "World" are of equal im- 
portance and should be the same size, but with block lettering as it 
now appears it would have been difficult to read. Our new logo type 
face (see page 8) solves this problem. 

The addition of the Hirsch -Houck Laboratories' facilities is just 
one of many examples of how ELECTRONICS WORLD is constantly 
improving its authoritative coverage. The new logo presents a 

more attractive appearance and makes it easier for you to identify 
your favorite electronics publication. -- 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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MEW- imp/y great knight-kits® 
A PRODUCT OF ALLIED RADIO 

I I _ 

talk of the kit world... only at 411 /ED se 

measures 
engine speed, 

0 -8000 rpm 

New Money- Saving Electronic Tachometer Kit 
3% Accuracy Regardless of Temperature or Voltage Variations 

Until Sept. 15 

Si 995 

Another KNIGHT -KIT first -a precision tachom- 
eter in money- saving, easy -to -build form. Helps 
you drive at your best engine speed efficiency, 
like the professionals. Transistor switching and 

No Money Down Zener diode regulator contribute to exceptional 
3' ; -of- full -scale accuracy, regardless of voltage or tempera- 
ture changes. Operates with 4, 6 or 8 cylinder automotive 
engines; simple installation. Ideal also for outboard marine 
engines using battery or magneto ignition system from 2 
cycle 2 cylinder and up. Big illuminated D'Arsonval meter; 
0 -8000 rpm scale; separate reference pointer may be preset 
to any desired speed. For 12 -volt systems only. With cables, 
mounting hardware, wire and solder. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
83 Y 944. For negative ground systems (American cars). 
83 Y 980. For positive ground systems (Foreign cars) 
t\'o Money Down, Introductory Price EITHER TYPE $19.95 

SEE DOZENS OF GREAT 

knight -kit B u y s in 

Allied's Summer Sale Book! 
Make your money- saving selections from 
page after page of great KNIGHT -KIT 
values and special offers! Save most on 
the best in build -your -own Stereo, hobby, 
instrument and Ham kits. Also see terrific 
closeouts on tape recorders, phonos, rec- 
ords and tape; specials in radios, cam- 
eras, TV accessories, Citizens Band 
radio, amateur gear, P.A., test instru- 
ments, tools and electronic parts. Send 
coupon today! 

ín 

it's WIRELESS - 
just plug in 
and TALK! 

Deluxe Wireless Intercom System Kit at Lowest Cost 
Works Anywhere Without Wires -No Installation! 

This easy -to- assemble intercom operates without PAIR 
installation or wiring -just plug into any AC or s379D DC wall outlet for step -saving communication! 3 
Change locations easily- anywhere. Ideal for 
home, office or store. In the home, you can corn- No Money Down 

municate with nursery, garage, basement or patio. In office 
or shop, provides time- saving communication. Will operate 
between adjacent buildings that are on same electric- company 
line transformer. Perfect for baby sitting. Features power - 
line noise silencing circuit for absolutely quiet "standby "; 
premium quality throughout. Has Talk- Listen switch, with 
lock -on feature for constant listening. Handsome cream -toned 
plastic cabinet, 9 x 5% x 5% ". Can be used in systems con - 
sisting of 2 or more units, as desired. Shpg. wt., 3!,,¡ lbs. 
20 YX 272 -2. Complete 2- Station System. NET $37.90 
83 Y 941. Additional Station. NET EACH $18.95 

SEND 

FOR IT 

NOW! 

ALLIED RADIO 
August, 1961 

ALLIED 

SAVE AS NEVER BEFORE 
on everything in Electronics - 
hundreds of special bargains - 
dozens of new products! Write 
for this big value -packed Sale 
Book today! 

RADIO, Dept. 31 -HI 
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, Ill. 

Send FREE Allied Sale Book No. 205 
Ship me the following: 
o 83 Y 944 Tachometer Kit. 

0 83 Y 980 Tachometer Kit. El 83 Y 941 Intercom Station 

.. enclosed 

O 20 YX 272-2 Intercom System 

Name 
PRINT 

1 

Address 

City Zone State 
J 
7 
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NOW NEAR THIS: 

Two significant additions to our extraor- 
dinary series of electronic devices for 
home and commercial use. 

PROTECTO COM Model PC -12. A com -' 
pletely transistorized, household inter. 
corn and fire detection system insures 
protection against intruders, communi- 
cation to the door and throughout the 
home...detection of fire! Protecto Corn 
consists of MA -13 transistorized Ampli- 
fier with Fire Oscillator and Test Button, 
IR -6 Indoor Remote, OR -1 Outdoor Re- 
mote, four FB -2 Fire Detecting Thermo- 
stats, 50' of 6- conductor wire and 150' 
of 2- conductor wire. 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

MIN - - - I ' WIRELESS PAGING SYSTEM This fully' 
transistorized paging system simply 

Iplugs into the nearest A.C. electrical 
outlet. Composed of: Model CP -70 - 1 
Master Station. Separate controls for 
On -Off, Page and Dictate. Smooth Desert 

ISand finish adapts to every decor. Model 
CP- 71- Speaker -Amplifier Receiver. Fully 
transistorized. Unlimited number of 

Ispeaker- amplifiers may be used with ' 
one or more master stations. 

-- =El -- -EMI - 
For complete information write: 

8 

182 Avenue 

PROGRESS 

WEBSTER 

CORPORATION 
D Rochester 21, New York 

A Subsidiary of the 
Progress Webster Electronics Corp. 

COMING 
NEXT MONTH 
COMPUTERS & THE SEMICONDUCTORS 
THAT MAKE THEM WORK 
Transistors and semiconductor diodes 
are making computers smaller and more 
efficient. Here is a rundown on how and 
where they are used. A computer glos- 
sary for the technician is included. 

IMPEDANCE MATCHING IN P.A. SYSTEMS 
Practical help for the sound installer and 
sound technician in this first of a three - 
part series. Information on matching 
speakers to low -impedance lines is in- 
cluded in this article. 

MARINE ELECTRONICS MAINTENANCE 
Part 1 of a two-part series covering the 
special business and technical problems 
involved in tackling marine electronic 
service work, along with a detailed study 
of the equipment used and troubleshoot- 
ing methods employed in servicing depth 
sounders. 

ELECTRONICS & BIOLOGY 
Electronics is being used as a tool in the 
study of biology -and biology is supply- 
ing tools for electronics. The results of 
this mutual effort are described for the 
benefit of technicians who work with such 
equipment. 

DOMESTIC TRANSISTOR 
REPLACEMENTS IN IMPORTED RADIOS 

A practical chart ¡or the technician. 

I:ItI rin ir IIurII 

Dozens of makes and models are covered, 
along with the domestic transistor which 
may be used as a replacement in each 
stage of the set. 

THE "SIMPLE- TALKIE" 
An ultra- simple hand -held trans -receiver 
for the ham who can use a very short - 
range talk -back system. Power input is 
10 mw. and the range is several hundred 
feet. 

TRANSISTORIZED CB CONVERTER 
Details for building a two -transistor con- 
verter for the car's broadcast radio that 
permits it to pick up Citizens Band sig- 
nals. 

BELOW THE BROADCAST BAND 
The design of a sensitive low -frequency 
converter to be used with a communica- 
tions receiver or broadcast set to cover 
the important frequencies from 10 to 530 
he. These frequencies are used for world- 
wide communications for submarines, 
aircraft beacons, weather and time in- 
formation, and marine communications. 

All these and many more interesting and 
informative articles will he yours in the 
September issue of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD ... on sale 

August 15th 

ELECTRONIC NAME QUIZ 
By WILLIAM E. BENTLEY 

WI.: all recognize an "internal c bus propelled Veldt e'' an anlo hile, 
but how al Ierlr -s words when faner names replace the f 'liar 

terms? Take a try at the ten below, then check your answers with the more 
r names on page 72. 

1. A bi- laterally conductive avalanche device. 

2. An electro- mechanical synchronous modulator -demodulator. 

3. An astable twin- triode source of waves rich in odd -order harmonics. 

4. A transfer resistor. 

5. A vacuum -tube device characterized by less than unity voltage gain. 

6. A two- terminal conductive device possessing a resistance equal to its impedance. 

7. A corrective technique based on re- injection of out -of -phase waves. 

8. An electrostatically controlled vacuum device that displays rectilinear coordinate information. 

9. An electro- mechanical acoustic device characterized by a fibrous diaphragm. 

10. A resistive device that requires 10 revolutions to provide extreme values. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Analyze Every Transistor Circuit 
Trouble in Minutes! 

TEST ALL TRANSISTORS 

IN- CIRCUIT 
OR 

OUT -OF- CIRCUIT 

-------7T 

It's a. 

Now you can... 

New fn- circuit Transi -Probe 

COMPLETE TRANSISTOR TESTER SIGNAL TRACER 

VOLTMETER BATTERY TESTER, _ MILLIAMETER 
Transistors are tested in- circuit with a new .typique AC GAIN 
check and out of circuit with an accurate DC GAIN a 
LEAKAGE check. Set -up chart included for referme y 

Test all transistors in- circuit with a new unique AC GAIN check. 
It works every time and without the use of the set -up booklet. 
Test all transistors out of circuit with the AC GAIN check or with 
a more accurate DC current gain and leakage check. 
Read current gain (beta) direct for experimental, engineering work 
or for matching transistors. 
Check diodes simply and accurately with a forward to backward 
ratio check. 
Signal trace from speaker to antenna with a special low impedance 
generator. No tuning, adjustments, or indicating device needed for 
transistor radio trouble shooting. Just touch output leads to tran- 
sistor inputs and outputs until 2000 cycle note is no longer heard 
from speaker. (Generator output monitored by meter.) It's a harmonic 
generator for RF -IF trouble shooting and a sine wave generator for 
audio amplifier trouble shooting. 
Check batteries under operating conditions as well as the voltage 
dividers with a special 12 volt scale. 
Monitor current drawn by the entire transistor circuit or by indi- 
vidual stages with a 0 to 50 Ma current scale. A must for alignment 
and trouble shooting cracked boards. _ 

PAPTS ARE '+ADE IN A..,FRiCA 
67" rr 

S E N C O R E 
A D D I S O N , I L L I N O I S 

August, 1961 

Benefit from 
these Sencore extras 

Lists Japanese equivalents. 
Automatically determines NPN or PNP. 
Mirror in detachable cover to reflect opposite 
aide of printed board. 
Special clip to fit between batteries for cur- 
rent check. 
Transi -probe for making in- circuit transistor 
checks 

Color modern two tone gray 
Size 8" z 7%" x 3" 
Weight only 5 lbs. 
Meter 0 to 3 Ma, 3% ", 5% tolerance. 

modern plastic 
Batteries two size "C" cells 

Model TR -110 ONLY 49'° 
Sencore Sam says, "If 
you'd like to get rid of 
those batteries during re- 
pair time, get the Sencore 
PS103 Battery Eliminator. 
It's the best and it's only 
S 19.95." 
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Within the 
n 

JUSTIN L. ALBERS has been appointed vice- 
president, distributor operation services 

for the RCA Sales 
Corporation. suc- 
ceeding Robert M. 
Ryan who has re- 
tired. 

A former assistant 
dean in the School 
of Commerce at St. 
Louis University. 
Mr. Albers joined the 

firm in 1956 as a field sales representa- 
tive. Prior to joining the company. he 
held executive marketing positions with 
strontberg- Ca,lson and Capehart- 
t ,trnslcorth. He also served in the U.S. ir Force with the rank of Captain. 

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION 
has added a director of education to its 
national office staff at 600 S. Michigan 
Ave., Chicago 5, Ill. 

Robert J. Morgan, who will work un- 
der the direction of the association's 
executive director William C. Weber, 
Jr., will be directly responsible for the 
operation of the four business manage- 
ment institutes sponsored by ERA and 
will coordinate the business session por- 
tions of the group's annual convention 
and management conference. 

Mr. Morgan was assistant manager 
of the Aurora, Illinois Chamber of Com- 
merce before joining the ERA. 

SIDNEY FLEISCHMAN is the new sales 
nanager of Precision Apparatus Com- 

pany. Inc., subsid- 
iary of Paeot'onics, 
Inc. A veteran of 
dyer twenty -five 
years in the elec- 
tronics field, he will 
be in charge of mar- 
keting and sales for 
the division's test in- 
strument line. He 

will also handle sales to the government 
and special contracts. 

He joined the firm from Eby Inst'u- 
nlent Company where he served as gen- 
eral manager and marketing manager. 
He was also associated with Superior 
Instruments Co. as well as Pilot Radio 
and Jefferson -Travis. 

UTAH ELECTRONICS CORPORATION is the 
new name of UTAH RADIO AND ELECTRONIC 

CORPORATION reflecting product diversi- 
fication by the Huntington, Indiana 
firm . . . FANON ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, 
INC. has announced acquisition of MARK 
SIMPSON MANUFACTURING CO., INC., Long 
Island City manufacturer of intercom 
equipment . BOGUE ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

has established a military electronics 

to guide you 
to a 
successful future 
in 

ELECTRONICS 
Div I O -TV 
COMPUTERS 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
This interesting pictorial booklet 
tells you how you can prepare for a 
dynamic career as an Electrical En- 
gineer or Engineering Technician in 
many exciting, growing fields: 
MISSILES RADAR RESEARCH 
ELECTRICAL POWER ROCKETRY 

AUTOMATION AVIONICS 
SALES DEVELOPMENT 

Get all the facts about job opportu- 
nities, length of study, courses 
offered, degrees you can earn, 
scholarships, part-time work - as 
well as pictures of the Milwaukee 
School of Engineering's educational 
and recreational facilities. No obli- 
gation - it's yours free. 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

10 

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
Dept. EW -861, 1025 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin *15.113 

Please send FREE "Your Career" booklet 
I'm interested in Electronics Radio -TV 

Computers Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

Name _........ 

Address_..... 

Age. 

City ................._._ _Zone. State _... _.. 

I'm eligible for veterans education benefits 
Discharge date 
-== r 

division ,tt I eiltintlo Beach, Calif. . . . 

ENGLISH ELECTRIC CORPORATION has been 
incorporated in the state of Delaware 
as a wholly owned subsidiary of THE 
ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED of 
London. The U.S. subsidiary has offices 
at 750 Third Ave., New York City . 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY has pur- 
chased it controlling stock interest in 
MICROSONICS, INC. of Hingham, Mass., 
manufacturer of delay lines . . RADIO 
MERCHANDISE SALES, INC. has changed its 
name to RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. . . GEN- 
ERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION has ac- 
quired PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY and 
announced the formation of a new ca- 
pacitor division with four manufactur- 
ing plants . I.D.E.A., INS, has changed 
its corporate name to REGENCY ELEC- 
TRONICS, INC., thus capitalizing on the 
company's well -known product trade - 
name ... Production of the GLOBE ELEC- 
TRONICS DIVISION is being consolidated 
with that of GC ELECTRONICS in Rock- 
ford, Illinois. Both firms are divisions 
of TEXTRON ELECTRONICS . . . FANON 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES has formed a new 
subsidiary, FANON TRANSISTOR CORPO- 
RATION, which will manufacture high - 
power n -p -n silicon mesa transistors. 

L. DONALD COLE has been promoted to 
the post of manager of marketing serv- 
ices for CBS Elec- 
tronics, the manu- 
facturing division of 
CBS. He replaces 
Roy Juusola who has 
been transferred to 
the firm's Lowell 
semiconductor oper- 
at ions. 

Mr. Cole was for- 
merly sales service manager for CBS 
Electronics which he joined in 1954. He 
is a member of the EIA Receiving Tube 
Marketing Data Committee and of the 
American Management Association. 

A native of Winchester, Mass., he re- 
ceived his degree in business adminis- 
tration from Nichols College. 

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION has opened 
a new store at 5312 N. Port Washing- 
ton Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The 
12,000- square -foot facility also has a 
large parking lot for customers in an 
adjacent area . GENERAL ELECTRIC 

COMPANY will build a computer labora- 
tory in the International Science Cen- 
ter at Sunnyvale, California . . 

FEDERATED PURCHASER has established an 
international division with headquarters 
in New York . MOTOROLA INC. has 
opened a 307.000 -square -foot addition 
to its semiconductor products division 

(Continued on page 14) 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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LAFAYETTE is America's Citizens Band Headquarters 
Complete Portable Communications for Everyone 

NO LICENSES. 

TESTS OR 

AGE LIMITS 

9 

Ship 
to 

Shore 

For 

Farming 

LAFAYETTE 

Construction 
Work 

-TRANSISTOR 
CITIZENS BAND 

"WALKIE TALKIE" 

LAFAYETTE HE -20A 

Deluxe CITIZENS 

BAND TRANSCEIVER 

Complete with Leathe, 
Carrying Case, Earphone. 

Antenna, Batteries, and Crystal 

1on 
Now With Added Deluxe Features- 

Pi- Network for Greater Power Output Calibrated "S" Meter 
14 Tube Performance, 3 Diodes Built -in 12 Volt Power Supply 

for Mobile Use Complete with Matched Crystals for Channel 9 

Completely Wired -Ready to Operate 
Fully Transistorized - 9 Transistors plus 1 Diode 
Uses Inexpensive Penlight Batteries No License, Tests or 

Age Limits Comes with Leather Carrying Case, Earphone, An- 
tenna, Batteries and Crystals 
As simple and easy to use as the telephone -and twice as handy. Receives 
and transmits up to 7 miles under favorable conditions, or 1.5 miles under 
average conditions. Weighs only 18 -oz. and slips into your pocket. Push-to- 
talk button operates built -in speaker as sensitive microphone. 

A highly efficient 2 -way communications system operating over a distance 
of up to 20 miles or more depending on terrain. Features 4 crystal -controlled 
transmit positions and 4 crystal -controlled receive positions. Tuneable 
superhet receiver covers all 23 assigned channels. Other highlights include 
dependable push -to -talk ceramic mike & relay, adjustable squelch control, 
automatic series gate noise limiter and illuminated dial. 

HE-800WX 

LAFAYETTE 
HE-15A 

DN1-Y 

95O 
5.00 Dow 

MADE IN U.S.A. 

SUPERHET Citizens Band TRANSCEIVER 
Completely Wired -Not A Kit 5 Crystal -Controlled Transmitting Positions 
Tuneable Receiver Over Full 23 Channels High Output Crystal 

Microphone Complete with Transmitting Crystal for Channel 9 

A compact, precision transmitter and receiver covering up to a 20 
mile or more radius, depending upon conditions. The HE -15A features 
an effective full -wave variable noise limiter, RF jack on front panel, 
planetary vernier tuning, 5 -prong microphone jack for easy relay ad- 
dition, and 12 tube performance from 4 dual -function tubes, 2 single - 
function tubes, 2 rectifiers. 

HE -19 Telescoping Whip Antenna 
HE -16 Power Supply for 12 Volts 
HE -1B Power Supply for 6 volts 

Net 3.95 
Net 10.95 
Net 10.95 

LAFAYETTE ALL -IN -ONE 
CITIZENS BAND MOBILE ANTENNA 

The Scoop Buy for Citizens Band Mobiles 

Chrome Swivel Base Stainless Steel 
Spring 1021/2" Stainless Steel Whip for 
Optimum 11 -Meter Performance 

Chrome swivel ball mount base designed for mount- 
ing on any surface. Stainless steel spring holds rod 
in properly adjusted position and prevents rod dam- 
age from shocks and blows. Stainless steel whip 
for maximum resiliency and strength. FAYETTE R Abi n = Q 165 -08 LIBERTY AVENUE, JAMAICA 33, N.Y. OTHER LOCATIONS 

NEW! LAFAYETTE RADIO FIELD INDICATOR ?' 
Continuously Indicates Transmitter Output 
Rugged 200 ua Meter Movement 
Requires No Electricity, Batteries or A Must Transmitter Connection for All 

Ham 
and 
CB 

Operators 

Check the performance of marine, 
mobile or fixed transmitter. Features 
a 200 ua meter movement with vari- 
able sensitivity control. Earphones 
can be plugged in for an aural check 
of output. Antenna extends from 
31á" to 103/4". Magnet on bottom 
plate allows easy mounting on car 
dash or metal surfaces. Size, less 
antenna, 31"8W, 2111H, 2 "D. 

PLEASE INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES WITH ORDER 

NEW YORK, N.Y. NEWARK, N. J. BRONX, N. Y. PARAMUS, N. J. BOSTON, MASS. PLAINFIELD, N.J. 
100 6th Avenue 24 Central Avenue 542 E. Fordham Rd. 182 Route 17 110 Federal Street 139 W. 2nd Street 
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Profiles in Electronic Engineering Technology 

CREI 

° °a CREI home study 

program helped me 

become an electronics 

O D Ineer- ThroughaCHEI 
Home Study Program I learned the 
practical theory and technology I 

needed to become a fully -qualified 
engineer -not a `handbook' engineer 
either -and I did it while I was on 
the job." 

Robert T. Blanks 
Engineer, Research & Study Division 
Vitro Laboratories, Silver Spring, Md. 
Division of Vitro Corporation of America 

INDUSTRY- RECOGNIZED CREI HOME STUDY PROGRAMS 
PREPARE YOU FOR INCREASED RESPONSIBILITIES, 
CHALLENGING POSITIONS IN ELECTRONICS 

Today thousands of advanced electronics personnel - 
engineering technicians, engineers, administrators, execu- 
tives- attribute their present high salaries and positions 
to their home study of CREI's comprehensive programs 
in Electronic Engineering Technology. Wherever you 
go- wherever thorough knowledge of electronic en- 
gineering technology is a prime requisite- you'll find 
CREI Home Study students and alumni welcomed. 

Engineer Robert T. Blanks 
his CREI Home Study Program to 
tro Laboratories. 

When you enroll in the CREI Home Study Programs, you join 
more than 20,500 students who are presently working in almost 
every phase of electronics in all 50 states and most countries in 
the free world. You study courses to which a number of today's 
leading engineers and scientists have made substantial contri- 
butions. You are guided and assisted by CREI's staff of experi- 
enced instructors. Completion of your CREI Home Study 
Program depends upon your on- the -job electronics experience, 
the amount of time you devote to study and the program you 
choose. 
Demand for CREI- prepared men today far exceeds the supply - 
has exceeded the supply for many years. CREI Home Study 
Programs are specifically designed to prepare you for responsible 
positions in the electronics industry. In addition, CREI Home 
Study Programs are kept up to date to include latest advancements 
in electronics. We invite you to judge the Programs for yourself. 
Check the thoroughness and completeness of CREI Home Study 

ca ovided u r - uest. These P ama 

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ELEC- 
TRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZED COMMUNICATIONS 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZED AERONAUTICAL AND NAVI- 
GATIONAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZED TELEVISION 
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZED SERVOMECHANISMS AND 
COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZED ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS AUTOMATION AND INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS ENGI- 

OLOGY 

The high calibre of a CREI Home Study education is d to 
by America's biggest corporations, where CREI students and 
alumni attain positions ranging from engineering technicians to 
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EMPLOYERS ARE QUICK: lue of your en 
rogramá company as well 

yourself. Often promotion comes before you complete your studies. 
Here Engineer Robert Blanks discusses CREI with Director Wayne 
G. Shaffer of Vitro Laboratories. 

YOUR LIVING IS BETTER 

Programs. CREI alumnus 
front lawn with his dog, is 
in a comfortable suburban 

n you prepare 
ncements throug 

Robert Blanks, shown relaxing on his 
understandably proud of his fine home 
neighborhood. 

Your CREI acquired knoulydge helps 
, makes you more valuable on the job. 

ng:nser arks tzth Technician Robert I. Trunnell, a CREI 
Home Study alumnus and John H. Scofield Mathematician, a 
current CREI Home Study student -all of Vitro Laboratories. 

engineers to top officials. Such companies are National Broad- 
casting Company, Pan American Airways, Federal Electric 
Corporation, The Martin Company, Northwest Telephone Com- 
pany, Mackay Radio, Florida Power and Light, and many others. 
These companies not only recognize CREI Home Study educa- 
tional qualifications but often pay all or part of CREI tuition 
for their staff members. 
CREI Home Study Programs are the product of 34 years of 
experience; CREI itself was among the first to have its curricula 
accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Develop- 
ment. Each program has been developed with the same pains- 
taking skill and care that CREI put into its World War II 
electronics courses for the Army Signal Corps, its special radio 
courses for the Navy, and its post -war group training programs 
for leading companies in aviaticn and electronics. For those who 
can attend day or evening classes in person, CREI maintains a 
fully accredited ECPD Technical Institute Residence School Pro- 
gram in Washington, D. C. 

Pre -requisite is a high 
school education or e.! basic electronics training 
and /or practical electro ce. (Electronics experience 
and /or training not necessary for Residence School.) If you 
qualify, send for the latest CREI catalog and full information 
at no cost. Veterans may apply under the G.I. Bill. If you're 
doubtful about your qualifications, let us check them for you. Mail 
coupon to: The Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Dept. 11011-H, 

3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C. 

your CREI Home Study 
' growing family pitched in 

to prom é :iñ mit 'ree f: We a tune to pursue his CREI studies. 
Now they share in his success. 

r 

C 

THE CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 

Founded 1927 ECPD Accredited 
Technical Institute Curricula 
Dept.1108 -113224 Sixteenth St., N. W., 
Washington 10, D. C. 
I am interested in the opportunities offered by 
the CREI Home Study Programs in Electronic 
Engineering Technology. 

I believe my qualifications as listed below meet CREI requirements. Please send me your 
latest catalog and full information at no cost. 
Please check my qualifications below and let me know if I am eligible for CREI Home Study 
Programs. 

CHECK 

FIELD 

OF 

GREATEST 

INTEREST: 

My educational and electronics experience qualifications are: 
(All information held in strict confidence) 

E'splayed by 

type of present work_ 
Education: Years High School _ -other __- 
Electronics Experience 
N ame Age 

Address_ 
City -_ _ -.____ ._ _ _ _ __ -____ Zone State 

Check: Home Study Residence School G.I. Bill 

Servo and Computer Engineering Technology 
Electronic Engineering Technology 
Aero and Navigational Engineering Technology 
Automation and Industrial Electronic Engineering Technology 
Nuclear Engineering Technology 
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a significant advance 
in high -fidelity reproduction 
WE ARE PROUD TO INTRODUCE THE LONG -AWAITED dynatuner 

e......-.- =IMO 

AN FM TUNER IN THE DYNAKIT TRADITION OF OBVIOUS superiorit 
n> 

. 

SPACE EOR 

DYNACO 
MULTIPLEX ADAPTER 

Complete including cover, $79.95 kit; $99.95 semikif; 5119.95 factory wired and tested 

Dynakit specifications are always based 
on reality rather than flights of fancy, 
so our Dynatuner specification of 4 
microvolt (1HFM) sensitivity appears 
somewhat archaic when practically all 
competing tuners imply greater sensi- 
tivity in their advertising. Performance 
is what counts, however, so we invite 
you to compare the DYNATUNER 
directly with the most expensive, most 
elaborate FM tuners available. 

We know you will find lower distor- 
tion, lower noise, and clearer reception 
of both weak and strong signals than 
you ever expected. You will find new 
pleasure in FM listening free of distor- 
tion and noise. 

Slightly higher in the Wed. 

Best of all, the amazing performance 
of the Dynatuner is achieved in actual 
home use -and maintained for many 
years, since it can be completely aligned 
for optimum performance without ex- 
ternal test facilities. Thus, after ship- 
ment or after tube change, or after any 
other source of changing operating 
characteristics, the Dynatuner can be 
re- instated to peak performance. 

Naturally, the Dynatuner includes 
provision for an internal multiplex 
adaptor. The FMX -3 will be available 
soon and can be added at any time 
for full fidelity stereo FM reception - 
your assurance that DYNAKIT always 
protects you against obsolescence. 

Write for detailed information on this and other Dynakits. 

DYNACO, INC., 3912 Powelton Avenue, Philadelphia 4, Penna. 
CABLE ADDRESS DYNACO, PHILA. 
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facility in Phoenix, Ariz.... MITRONICS, 
INC. has moved into its new factory at 
Murray Hill, N.J.... RADIO SHACK COR- 
PORATION has opened its sixth unit at 
South Shore Plaza in Braintree, Mass. 

. LEAR, INCORPORATED has announced 
a $3.500,000 plant expansion program 
at its instrument division in Grand 
Rapids. Mich. . . . ALLEGRI -TECH, INC. of 
Nutley. N.J. has opened a 20.000- square- 
foot plant at the East Millsdale Indus- 
trial Park, Burlingame. California . . 

KOESSLER SALES COMPANY has moved its 
San Francisco offices to new and larger 
quarters at 2803 Geneva Ave.... HOW- 
ARD W. SAMS CO., INC. and BOBBS -MER- 
RILL CO., INC. have moved their New 
York offices to 3 \Vest 571 h Street . 

NAVIGATION COMPUTER CORPORATION 
has moved to the Valley Forge Indus- 
trial Park. Norristown. Pa.. . A new 
plant for the production of welded com- 
ponents for the electrical -electronics 
industry has been opened by SYLVANIA 
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC, al Warren, Pa. 
. . . DELCO RADIO DIVISION is building a 
new 150,000- square -foot manufacturing 
plant for semiconductor products al 
Kokomo. Ind.... ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
has dedicated a new headquarters plant 
in the Lake Success Business and Pro- 
fessional Park. Great Neck. N.Y. 

GLENN E. RONK has been appointed di- 
rector of marketing at Cornell- Dulilier 

Electronics Dir-ixion. 
In this new post he 
will supervise the 
marketing mana- 
gers. at the lira's 
six plants. who have 
responsibility for ap- 
plication engineer - ing product 
planning. pricing. 

advertising and sales promotion. order 
service, and associated marketing func- 
tions. 

Mr. Ronk, who was graduated from 
USC mutyna CUM laude in engineering. 
will maintain offices in Newark. N.J. at 
the company's corporate headquarters. 

H. T. HARWOOD is the new director of 
public relations for Shure Brothers. 
Inc. He was formerly advertising mana- 
ger of the firm . LOUIS H. ARICSON 
has been named chief executive officer 
of the Weston Instruments Division of 
Duystr'otn . REAR ADMIRAL WILLIAM L. 

FRESEMAN (USN. Rel.) has been maned 
assistant to the president of Radio Engi- 
neering Laboratories. Inc.... Pioneer 
Electric cE Research Corporation has 
named JOHN W. BULLOCK to the post of 
sales manager . . . ALLAN W. GREENE, 

president of Heath Company. has been 
elected a corporate vice- president of 
the parent firm. Duystont. Inv.. . B. 

BRADLEY OSTHUES, JR, has been appointed 
vice- president and general manager of 
Serro Dynamics Corporation. a wholly 
owned subsidiary of National Com,puny. 
I,EC. . . . ROBERT E. JOHNSON has joined 
Shallcross Manufacturing Cowpony as 
vice -president and sales manager . 

REGINALD A. YOUNG has been named 
manager of the subminiature receiving 

(Continued on page 86 
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GET YOUR ELECTRONICS -TV -RADIO 

HOSE TRAINING FROM N.T.S. RESIDENT SCHOOL 
BREAK THROUGH 

TO HIGHER PAY, 

GREATER JOB SECURITY 

START NOW! Break through 
the Earning Barrier that stops 
"half- trained" men. N.T.S. 
"All- Phase" Training prepares 
you ... at home in spare time 
for a high -paying CAREER as a 

Over 1 City Block of Modern School 
Facilities, Laboratories and 

Shops Housing Over 
1,000 Students. 

50,000 Graduates - 
all over the World - 

since 1905 MASTER TECHNICIAN in Electronics - TV - Radio. One Master Course 
at One Low Tuition trains you 
for unlimited opportunities in All 
Phases: Servicing, Communications, 
Preparation for F.C.C. License, 
Broadcasting, Manufacturing, 
Automation, Radar and Micro -Waves, 
Missile and Rocket Projects. 
A MORE REWARDING JOB ... a 
secure future ... a richer, fuller life 
can be yours! As an N.T.S. 
MASTER TECHNICIAN you can 
go straight to the top in 
industry ... or open your 
own profitable business. 

NATIONAL f4HN içài SCHOOLS 
WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

THE SCHOOL BEHIND YOUR 
HOME -STUDY TRAINING 

BETTER 

...MORE COMPLETE 

...LOWER COST 

.WITH NATIONAL 

SCHOOLS' SHOP- METHOD 

HOME TRAINING! 

Fir BETTER 
. Training that is proved and 

tested in N.T.S. Resident School 
shops and laboratories, by a 

School that is the OLDEST and 
LARGEST of its kind in the world. 

MORE COMPLETE 
. You learn ALL PHASES OF 

Television - Radio - E ectronics. 

ipur LOWER COST 
Other schools make several 

courses out of the material in our 
ONE MASTER COURSE ...and 

you pay more for less 
training than you get in 

our course at 
ONE LOW TUITION! 

a, 

19 BIG KITS YOURS TO KEEP 

Friendly Instruction and 
Guidance 
Graduate Advisory Service 
Unlimited Consultation 
Diploma Recognized 
by Industry 

EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED FOR SUCCESS 

In these modern School Headquarters 
your Home Training is: 

Classroom -Developed, Lab -Studio 
Planned, Shop- Tested, 

Industry- Approved, 
Home Study -Designed. 

N.T.S. IS NOT JUST A 
MAILING ADDRESS ON A COUPON 
N.T.S. is a real school ... a world famous 

training center since 1905. Thousands of men 
from all over the world come to train in our shops, 

labs, studios and classrooms. 
You learn quickly and easily the N.T.S. Shop- Tested 

way. You get lessons, manuals, job projects, personal 
consultation from instructors as you progress. You build a 

Short-Wave, Long -Wave Superhet Receiver plus a large screen 
TV set from the ground up with parts we send you at no additional 

cost. You also get a Professional Multitester for your practical 
job projects. The Multitester will become one of your most valuable 
instruments in spare time work while training, and afterwards, too. 

Many students pay for their entire tuition with spare time work. 
You can, too ... we show you how. 

SEND FOR INFORMATION NOW ... TODAY! 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE 

TRA 

SPARE TIME ... A ' 

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES 
If you wish to take your Electronics -TV- 
Radio training in our famous Resident 
School in Los Angeles - the oldest and 
largest school of its kind in the world - 
write for special Resident School cata- 
log and information, or check special 
box In coupon. 

ACCREDITED 
MEMBER 

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR 

FREE BOOK 
& ACTUAL LESSON 

YOUR 

PACE! 

After you graduate you can open your 
own TV-Radio repa r business or 

go into high paying jobs like these: 
Communications Technicians. Hi -Fi, 

Stereo and SoLnd Recording 
Specialists, TV -Radio Broadcasting 

Technician. Technician in 
Computers & Missiles, Electronics 

Field Technician. Specialist 
in Micro -Waves and 

Servomechanisms, Expert 
Trouble Shooter, All -Phase 

Master Technician, 
TV -Radio Sales. Service 

and Repair. 

NATIONAL. SCHOOLS (, 
WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

No 
obligation. 

No 
salesman 
will call. 

AcTUUAr. LgON 

NATIONAL'L SCHOOLS 

August, 1961 

WORLD -WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

1000 SO. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF., U. S. A. 

7 

/ 
I 

/ 
I 

Mail Now To 
National Technical Schools. Dent. iH -81 
0000 S. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 37, Calif. 
Please rush FREE Electronics- TV -Radio 
"Opportunity" Book and Actual Lesson. 

Name Age 

'I - Address. 

I City -_ -_ -- - - -- Zone _._Stare_ - 

I-- Cheek Nere if interested ONLY in les,eent Training al LN Ange , 
t VETERANS: Give date of discharge 

I, 

1 

/ 
I 

I 
/ 

1 
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the only way 
your customers 

can enjoy genuine 
outdoor high 

fidelity! 

UNIVERSITY IS CHOSEN AGAIN 

FOR PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION 

1961 

3 t t 

1 
F Iilf 

9 N 3.1 

1flÌ 

1 !MIMI r------ 
Y 

MODEL WLC 

, 

with ('i.iversity:s 
1/ :d'IC /IIB 

weatherproof high fidelity 
speaker systems 

i 
MODEL MLC MODEL BLC 

One quick demonstration of a Music/ 
Aire and your customers will never 
again settle for the restricted range and 
tone of a portable when they go out- 
doors. Each Music /Aire is a genuine 
coaxial, with separate woofer and 
tweeter. They deliver wide- range, full - 
bodied sound to any desired area .. . 
wide or narrow, shallow or deep. And 
they can be left out in rain or shine ... 
they're immune to everything but su- 
perb sound! For details, see your rep, 
or write Desk S -8. University Loud- 
speakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y. 

MLC ideal for moderate -size areas. Front loaded 
folded horn. 123/A" x 9' /e" x 105 /e" deep. $34.50 
BLC with extended bass. Front loaded folded 
horn. 2234" dia.. 91/4" deep. $53.70 
And the WLC ... finest outdoor system made ... for heavy duty installations. $150.00 

v 
UNIVERSITY. 

A Division of Ling Turco ERc tronic s, Inc. 

r. 
#+ a,:I A 

Flanking the main platform where the 
ceremonies took place are two arrays of 
four University WLC's each, the finest 
outdoor high fidelity speakers made. The 
heavy snow that fell the day before the 
1961 inauguration had no effect whatso- 
ever on the performance of these speakers. 

1957 4 

41 r* 

OUTDOOR HIGH FIDELITY 

LOUDSPEAKERS REPEAT 

SOUND SUCCESS OF '57 

Wherever highest quality reproduc- 
tion of voice and music is essential - with wide -angle coverage at high 
output levels, full frequency response 
and complete protection against the 
weather - that's where you'll find 
University up front. Not only at 
Washington's Capitol Plaza, but at 
auditoriums, parade grounds, sta- 
diums and concert halls throughout 

!'-' ~' the world. For all University's tV! ?. weatherproof speakers are genuine 
dual -range systems, with separate 
bass and treble drivers - resulting 
in full- bodied lows, cleaner highs, 
greater efficiency, less distortion and 

UNIVERSITY -THE WORLD'S 
superior acoustic projection. 

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 

PUBLIC ADDRESS SPEAKERS 

For every public address installation, 
University's complete line of drivers, 
trumpets, paging /talk -back and many 
special purpose speakers assures you 
of the exact speaker required to do 
the job as specified, at minimum cost 
and without waste. For complete 
information, write Desk S -81, Univer- 
sity Loudspeakers, Inc.. 80 So. Kensico 
Avenue, White Plains, N. Y. 

PAGING / TA IRS AC I( 

SPECIAL PURPOSE WEATHERPROOF PO WR PAGE 

UNIVERSITY. 
A Urvision of lin,.remCO u.CVamcs. Inc. 
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How to get a 

Commercial 

FCC License 

EFFECTIVE 

JOB FINDING 

SERVICE HELPS CIRE 

TRAINEES GET 

BETTER JOBS 

EXCLUSIVE 
TECHNICIAN 
TRAINING PROGRAM 

IN COMPUTERS, 

SERVO MECHANISMS, 
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS 

and others. 

i 

Get All 3 Booklets 

Free 
a successful plan tor ... 
Electronics Training 

To Get An 
FCC Commercial 

License 

Completion of the Master Course 
(both Sections) will prepare you 
for a First Class Commercial 
Radio Telephone License with a 
Radar Endorsement. Should you 
fail to pass the FCC examination 
for this license after successfully 
completing the Master Course, 
you will receive a full refund of 
all tuition payments. This guar- 
antee is valid for the entire pe- 
riod of your enrollment agree- 
ment. 

"License and $25 raise due to Cleveland Institute Training" 
"I sat for and passed the FCC exam for my second class license. This meant a promotion to Senior 
Radio Technician with the Wyoming Highway Department, a S25 a month raise and a District of my 
own for all maintenance on the State's two -way communication system. I wish to sincerely thank you 
and the school for the wonderful radio knowledge you have passed on to me. I highly recommend the 
school to all acquaintances who might possibly be interested in radio. I am truly convinced I could 
never have passed the FCC exam without your wonderful help and consideration for anyone wishing 
to help themselves." 

CHARLES C. ROBERSON 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Employers Make Job Offers Like These 
To Our Graduates Every Month 

,olcast Station in Illinois: We are in nerd of an engineer nth a rst 
telably a Outten( of Cleveland IaetItute of Eleelronlle 

in 
Colorer: t'We are currently In need man 

" 
will, electronic. 

in radar maintenance. We would au/it-e hu , ur is 

GET THIS HANDY POCKET ELECTRONICS DATA GUIDE 

Free . 
Puts all the commonly used conversion factors. for- 
mulas. tables. and color codes nt your fingertips. Yours 
absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. Vo further 
obligation! 

TO GET THIS FREE GIFT, MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

find out how 
I. ,'ol, 

r to g 10 .rll. ,ner1:t11Zr4.'14e'1"1, 
ioad higher :> IO 

a 

1101 ImtnrLmt Y,,. in the 
. i. field of electronic.. 

2. 
,Iur, tOola1v.11u. . 

.101/1 , 
l, iunp 41111441' 4411. 

In electronics rr1y.r l 
lo ab1111v l solve trublemw will hell: you 

get ahead In \nur 
to 

3. You e , handle l .Iectrnl,ir ,I.vl,ns. Every Inc. 
advanee.:11 i.ing made 10, eleelronh.. unly llu'ougl, 
e410r1010l1 , 1141 . III keel, ill, with the.e 
I.,.-Ionm..nt. anti loso 00 II-4, ,ih,1in.w device,. 

OPPortunifies 
in 

Electronics 
for You 

Act Now 
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS 

RN56 1776 E. 171h St. Cleveland 14, Ohio 

Sorry -Not For Beginners 
Please inquire only if you really want to get 
ahead and to add to what you have already 
learned in school, in the service, or on the 
job. Some previous schooling or experience 
in electronics, electricity. or related fields is 
necessary for success in Cleveland Institute 
programs. 

Successful 
Electronics 

Training 
MOD MID MIND 11111111111 

Accredited by the 
National Home 
Study Council 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
1776 E. 17th St. Desk RN56 Cleveland 14, Ohio 

Please send FREE Career Information Material prepared to help me get 
ahead in Electronics. 

Military El Amateur Radio l Telephone Company 
Radio -TV Servicing rl Broadcasting 1 Other 
Manufacturing r; Home Experimenting 

In what kind of work are you now engaged? 

In what branch of Electronics are you Interested? 

Name Age Address 

City Zone State 
ItN3G 
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III 

II_V'Illllllll IIIII I ' I' Latest Information 

on the Electronic Industry 
By ELECTRONICS WORLD'S 

WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT 

GIRL RECEIVES 200,000TH CITIZENS RADIO AUTHORIZATION -The 200,000th Citizens Radio 
Service permit was recently issued to a young girl in Spenard, Alaska, operating 
station 23Q0106. The Commission was told that the two -way radio will be used for 
contact between car and home and also to keep in touch with relatives in the 
neighborhood who have no telephone. CB is the Commission's fastest growing individ- 
ual radio service numerically -only two years ago 50,000 were using CB and a year 
ago (at the end of May), the number exceeded 117,000. 

PORTABLE FM RADIO USE PROHIBITED ON PLANES -FM sets whose oscillators operate within 
or very near the v.h.f. aircraft band (108 -118 mc.) have been banned from all civil 
aircraft. In issuing the ruling, the FCC said that interference has been found to 
affect v.h.f. radio navigation systems, causing the appearance of a "red flag," 
indicating navigation instrument trouble to the pilots. 

NEW BANDS SOUGHT FOR SPACE -AGE COMMUNICATIONS -The next ten years will face such 
heavy demands for world -wide space -program channels that clusters of new bands will 
have to be found. In an effort to appraise this critical situation, the Commission 
has issued proposals that would provide satellite space service for communications, 
space research, and meteorological purposes; also initial requirements for an 
aeronautical mobile route service operating in a space environment and telemetry, 
command, guidance, and tracking functions tied to such services. Developed in 
consultation with the Office of Civil Defense Mobilization and the Interdepartment 
Radio Advisory Committee, and other interested government agencies, the program 
calls for a total of about 3000 mc. of spectrum space between 3700 and 8400 mc. 
Reviewing the reasons for some of these needs -as in the case of broadcasting - 
Washington said it is probable that communication satellites will be used to relay 
aural and television programs and, accordingly, will require special higher 
frequency channels. Commenting on the meteorological satellite status, the 
Commission said that two types of satellites are under study -polar or quasi -polar 
orbiting types and the so- called synchronous orbiting models. For these, three types 
of transmission are planned: from Command Data Acquisition station (CDA) to the 
satellite(s) during periods when the satellite is within line -of -sight of the CDA 
station; from the satellite to the CDA station on command during the time the 
satellite is within line -of -sight of the CDA station; and continuous transmission 
from the satellite. In one instance to meet these requirements, two channels (90 -kc. 
wide) will be required for a digital and slowed -down video transmission from 
satellite to ground, and these channels would be in the 137 -138 mc. band. The 
transmitters would have up to a possible maximum of 50 -watts output. By 1965, 
existing telecommunications facilities throughout the world- submarine cables and 
high- frequency radio circuits -will be so taxed, Washington warned, that it will 
fall upon earth -satellite relays to save the day. 

EARTH -SPACE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AUTHORIZED -Westinghouse has received 
permission to operate an experimental radio station to bounce signals off the moon 
and passive (non- radio -equipped) earth satellites for basic research and study of 
space communications. The earth station will be located near Linthicum (Ann 
Arundel), Maryland and reflected signals will be received by the same station. The 
authorization, which extends to November 1st, specifies operation on the center 
frequency of 550 mc., with power of 2000 watts maximum into the antenna. 

KENNEDY SCIENCE AIDE WARNS OF TECHNICAL MANPOWER DEFICIT -Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, the 
President's special assistant for science and technology, has warned that the nation 
is producing only about half the top -level scientists it needs. Speaking before the 
EIA assembled in convention, Dr. Wiesner said the country needs between 12,000 and 
15,000 scientists yearly in contrast with the present output of about 6000. He 
estimated that the national demand for engineers and scientists would total between 
2 and 2;% million in 1970. A member of the faculty at MIT for more than 16 years, Dr. 
Wiesner is on leave as Director of MIT Research Laboratory of Electronics. He was 
the recipient of EIA's 1961 Medal of Honor for his contributions to the advancement 
of the electronics industry. 41- 
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HOW THE OCEAN GREW "EARS" TO PINPOINT MISSILE SHOTS 

A quarter of the world away from its launching 
pad an experimental missile nose cone enters its ocean 
target area. 

How close has it come to the desired impact point? 

Where actually did the nose cone fall? 

To answer these questions quickly and accurately, 
Bell Laboratories developed a special system of deep - 
sea hydrophones -the Missile Impact Locating System 
MILS) manufactured by Western Electric and in- 

stalled by the U. S. Navy with technical assistance from 
Western Electric in both the Atlantic and Pacific Missile 
ranges. MILS involves two types of networks. 

One is a long- distance network which utilizes the 
ocean's deep sound channel. It monitors millions of 
square miles of ocean. The impacting nose cone re- 
leases a small bomb which sinks and explodes at an 
optimum depth for the transmission of underwater 
sounds. Vibrations from the explosion are picked 
up by hydrophones stationed at the optimum depth 

and carried by cables to shore stations. Time differ- 
ences in arrivals between these vibrations at different 
hydrophones are measured and used to compute loca- 
tion of the impact. 

The other is a "bull's -eye" network that monitors a 
restricted target area with extraordinary precision. 
This network is so sensitive it does not require the 
energetic explosion of a bomb but can detect the 
mere splash of a nose cone striking the ocean's 
surface -and precisely fix its location. 

The universe of sound -above the earth. below the 
ocean -is one of the worlds of science constantly being 
explored by Bell Laboratories. The Missile Impact 
Locating System reflects the same kind of informed 
ingenuity which constantly reveals new ways to im- 
prove the range of Bell System services. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
World center of communications research and development 
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TV -RADIO Servicemen or Beginners 

SEND FOR 

7- Volume Job Training Set 

on 7 -Day FREE TRIAL 
The First Practical 

TV- RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

Shop Library 

Answers ALL 
Servicing Problems QUICKLY .. . 

Makes You Worth More On The Job! 
Examine Coyne's all -new 7- Veloute TV- 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS Reference Set for 7 
days at our expense! Be convinced it gives you 
the way to easier TV -Radio repair -time sav- 
ing. practical working knowledge that helps 
you get the BIG money! See how to install. 
service and align ALL radio and TV sets. even 
color -TV, UHF. FM and transistorized equip- 
ment. New photo -instruction method is quick 
and easy to understand. No complicated Loath 
or theory -just practical facts you can put to 
use immediately right in the shop, or for ready 
reference at home. Over 3000 pages; 1200 dia- 
grams: 10.000 facts! 

Like An Electronics 
VOL. 1-EVERYTHING 
ON TV RADIO PRINCI- 
PLES! i 
VOL. 2- EVERYTHING 
ON TV- RADIO -FM RE. 
CEIVERS; 403 pages. 
fully illustrated. 
VOL. 3- EVERYTHING 
ON TV -RADIO CIR- 
CUITS! - bun- 

..uns. 

VOL. 4- EVERYTHING 
ON SERVICING IN- 
STRUMENTS! they 

66al.. how to , them. 
8 pages: illustrated. 

Expert At Your Side! 
VOL. S- EVERYTHING 
ON TV TROUBLE- 
SHOOTING! Covers all 

i sets. 437 
-, illustrations. (lia- 

VOL. 6 -TV CYCLOPE- 
DIA! Quick and t. 

s to TV probl,m 
galphabeticnl order. in 

including L'IIF. Color 
TV and Transistor's: SOs 
pages. 
VOL. 7- TRANSISTOR 
CIRCUIT HANDBOOK! 
Practical Referent, 

. g Transistor Ap- 
pliratiorgs: nv, r ?(IO 
Circuit Diagrams: Ill) 
pages 

DIAGRAM BOOK FREE! 
For prompt action. we'll also send 
you this big book. "150 Radio - 
Television Picture Patterns and 
Diagrams Explained" ABSO- 
LUTELY FREE just for examin- 
ing Coyne's 7-Volume Shop Li- 
brary on 7 -Day FREE TRIAL! 
Shows how In cut servicing time 
by reading picture -patterns. plus 
schematic diagrams for many TV 
and radio sets. 

SEND NO MONEY 
Just mail coupon for 7- Volume TV -Radio Set 
on 7 -Day FREE TRIAL! We'll include the DIA- 
GRAM BOOK FREE. If you keep the set, pay 
only S3 in 7 days and S3 per month until 527.23 
plus postage is paid. Cash price only S24.95. Or 
return set at our expense in 7 days and owe 
nothing. Either way, the FREE BOOK is yours 
to keep. Offer is limited, so mail the coupon 
TODAY! 

FREE BOOK -FREE TRIAL COUPON 
Educational Book Publishing Division 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
1455 W. Congress Porkwoy, Dept. BI -EW, Chicago 7, III. 
Yes! Send one COYNE'S 7- Volume Applied Prac- 
tical TV- RADIO -ELECTRONICS Set cor 7 -Days 
FREE TRIAL per your over. Include Patterns de 
Diagrams - hook FREE! 

Name Age.... 
Address 

-: Cheek here if you want Set sent C.O.D. Coyne 
pays postage on C.O.D. and cash orders. 7 -Day 
Money -Back Guarantee. 
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FROM OUR READERS 
DIODE EQUALIZING RESISTORS 

To the Editors: 
I read the article "Diodes Are Dif- 

ferent" in a recent issue of ELErrRON- 
(Cs WORLD with considerable interest as 
I have recently used silicon diodes in 
a modulator I constructed. 

However I (h) not agree with the ne- 
cessity of using equalizing resistors 
across silicon diodes in series to prevent 
their breakdown. It is true that the 
back resistance of diodes varies greatly. 
even with diodes of the same type. 
Thus the diode with the highest hack 
resistance will have the highest voltage 
across it. But this voltage cannot be- 
come great enough to damage the rec- 
tifier if the total peak inverse voltage 
does not exceed the sum of the p.i.v.'s 
of the individual diodes. This is due to 
the fact that as the p.i.v. across an in- 
dividual diode increases, a point will be 
reached where an avalanche condition 
takes place. Under this condition the 
inverse resistance of the diode de- 
creases, thus causing the voltage across 
it to decrease while also increasing the 
voltage across the other diodes. This 
avalanche condition will damage a di- 
ode only if it occurs long enough to 
overheat the semiconductor. The volt- 
age equalization takes place fast 
enough to prevent this damage. 

Thus we see that while the equalizing 
resistors will not hurt anything they 
are really unnecessary. 

RONALD FREI\IrTtl 
Crandon. Wisconsin 

We are still !letting guile a bit of 
reader (nail on Author Hrrlehun.t's 
article on the use of diodes. Here is his 
response to u question raised by Reader 
Freinl u t lt.- Editors. 

Dear Mr. Freimuth: 
Your viewpoint is an interesting one, 

and while yule' description of events 
may be sound. I cannot agree with your 
conclusion that shunting resistors do 
no good. It is heat that is the enemy 
of diodes and tine that alternately aval- 
anches and then conducts at full ca- 
pacity is doomed to the destruction 
cycle of which I spoke in my article. 
This view is not that of a lonely experi- 
menter sitting in his basement with his 
imagination and his soldering iron. At 
companies where there is some knowl- 
edge of this matter. the engineers con - 
skier it good practice not only to shunt 
each diode in a string with a 500,000 - 
ohm resistor, but also a .01 -pf capacitor 

There is a real principle involved 
here. and that is what is good engineer- 
ing in a ttiren sit nutitn. As a long -time 

radio ham, a hi -fi enthusiast, and a non - 
practicing graduate electrical engineer. 
I have over the years seen some fearful 
and wonderful concoctions, from an en- 
gineering point of view, put together 
by eager beavers who are long on en- 
thusiasm and short on technical knowl- 
edge. It is a constant source of amaze- 
ment to me to see how many seem to 
perk along quite well. I sometimes 
think this may be one factor that makes 
it possible for the untutored to play a 
significant role in the advancement of 
the art. 

The reason for this, of course. is that 
SO many components. or even systems. 
are operating at a fraction of break- 
down levels. But when you start to op- 
erate right at maximum ratings, you 
can't fool with it. There are a lot of 
diode strings in this country (maybe 
you have one in your modulator) oper- 
ating without equalizing resistors and 
avalanching along merrily. Maybe the 
ambient temperature is low. Maybe 
they are operating, on the average, at 
half capacity. Or maybe the guy just 
has an effective St. Christopher medal 
(and unusually balanced diodes!. But 
I'm afraid that doesn't prove much. 

If you have trouble with the power 
supply in your modulator, take a 
chance and use some equalizing resist - 
ors-it might save you some money. 

J. H. H.tzLE( Il'IlST 
Kenilworth, Illinois 

TEST EQUIPMENT DISTORTION 
To the Editors: 

The Product Test Report of a recent 
issue of ELECTRONICS WaaD carried this 
statement : 

"Incidentally, we have subtracted the 
residual distortion of our test equipment 
in order to arrive at these figures lot 
distortion of the equipment tester).). This 
may or may not be valid depending on 
the nature of the residual distortion." 

The product reviewer's doubts as to 
the validity of the results obtained by 
this method are well founded. The prob- 
lem is that the distortion components 
created by the test oscillator, the ampli- 
fier under test, and the distortion meter 
will add in phase for each distortion 
component separately. Unless the phase 
and magnitude of the individual distor- 
tion components are known for the test 
oscillator. the distortion meter, and the 
distortion meter output. it is not possible 
to obtain results with absolute accuracy. 

Consider these examples: The over -all 
distortion between test oscillator and 
distortion meter is 0.1'; . An amplifier of 
known 0.5',; distortion is connected be- 
tween the two instruments. Depen(line 
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Fc aeaQì VOM advatce 20 yew 
SET IT! SEE IT ° 

eie 

w 

READ IT! 
DIRECTLY- ACCURATELY 
WITHOUT MULTIPLYING 

200 100 50 40 30 20 
d0 

ALL-NEW 

V 0 Matic 
360 

AUTOMATIC VOLT -OHM -MILLIAMMETER 

Individual Full -Size Scale for Each Range 

Range Switch Automatically Sets Correct Scale 

Only One Scale Visible at Any Time 

No Multiplying ... No False Readings 

Meter Protected Against Extreme Overload 
Mirrored -Scale for Precise Readings WITH 

BURN -OUT PROOF 
METER 

EASIEST- FASTEST- ERROR-FREE READINGS 
Once you set the range switch properly, it is impos- 
sible to read the wrong scale. Readings are easiest, 
fastest of all -so easy the meter "practically reads 
itself." Eliminates reading difficulties, errors, and 
calculations. 

All scales, including the ohms scale, are direct read- 
ing. You do not have to multiply. Saves time and 
trouble. Gives you the right answer immediately. 
Ohms -adjust control includes switch that auto- 
matically shorts out test leads for "zero" set. 
Every scale in the V O Matic 360 is the same full 
size ... and only one scale is visible at any one time, 
automatically. Supplemental ranges are also pro- 
vided on separate external overlay meter scales. 

This new -type automatic VOM is another innova- 
tion by B &K that gives you features you've always 
wanted. Outdates all others. 

Includes convenient stand to hold "360" 
for correct viewing in 4 positions. 

Net, $5995 

Ask Your B &K Distributor for Demonstration 
or Write for Catalog AP18 -N 

August, 1961 

Ranges: DC Volts -0 - 3, 1 5, 60, 300, 1000, 6000 (20,000 12 /0 
AC Volts -0 
AF (Output)- 0 

- 3, 

- 3, 

15, 

15, 

60, 
60, 

300, 1000, 
300 volts 

6000 ( 5,000 S! /v) 

DC Current -0 - 100 pa, 5 ma, 100 ma, 500 ma, 10 amps 

Resistance -0 - 1 000 ohms (3 !! center) 

O - 10,000 ohms (50 '.! center) 

0 - 1 megohm (4 k !! center) 

O - 100 megohms (150 k !! center) 

Supplemental Ranges: 18 separate external overlay meter scales for 
DC Volts- 0 - 250 my Capacitance -100 mmfd to 4 mfd 

Audio Power Output -up to 56 watts DB (decibels) 

Peak -to -Peak AC (sine) Volts- 0 - 170, 850 

Polarity Reversing Switch and Automatic Ohms -Adjust Control 
Frequency Response AC: 5 - 500,000 cps 

Burn -Out Proof Meter: Protected against overload and burn -out 

Complete with 11/2-volt and 9 -volt batteries and test leads 

BAK MANUFACTURING CO. 
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE CHICAGO 13, ILL. 

Canada: Allas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 19, Ont. 
Export: Empire Exporfen, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A. 
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RESIDENT SCHOOL COURSES 
IN NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES 

Industry needs Electronic Technicians! 

Let RCA 
train you in 
Advanced Electronics 
This is the college -level training you need 
to work with professional engineers on re- 
search, development, or production projects 
in such fields as: automation, guided missiles, 
radar, television, computers, and other ad- 
vanced electronic applications. 
RCA Institutes Resident Schools in New 
York City and Los Angeles offer this com- 
prehensive course that prepares you for any 
field of electronics you may choose. Other 
courses in TV and General Electronics, 
Radio and Television Servicing. 
Classes start four times each year. Applica- 
tions now being accepted. 

VIP 
RCA INSTITUTES 

SCHOOLS OF TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY 
A Service of Radio Corporation of America 

I- - -- -Send to the school nearest you!--- - 
RCA Institutes, Inc., Dept EWR -81 

350 West 4th Street Pacific Electric Building, 
New York 14, N.Y. Los Angeles 14, Calif. 

Please send me your FREE catalog of Resident School 
courses. 

Name 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

Address 

City Zone State 

For Home Study Courses See Ad On Opposite Page 
J 

upon the phase of the distortion components, the distortion 
meter reading will be anywhere between 0.4'; and 0.6';. 
Therefore, the over -all distortion measurement is accurate 
to ±'A of the reading because the ratio of actual amplifier 
distortion to test equipment distortion amounts to 5:1. The 
above shows the maximum error in distortion measurements 
tolerable as specified in the Amplifier Test Standard IHFM- 
A -200 as published by the Institute of High Fidelity Manu- 
facturers. 

A severe measurement problem arises when ultra -low 
distortion values are to be measured. It is extremely difficult 
to hold test equipment distortion reliably below 0.03'; over 
a narrow band of frequencies with 0.1'; a more typical value. 
Yet, amplifiers of good design operated at relatively low 
output levels will exhibit distortion of the same order of 
magnitude. Unless special and very time consuming tech- 
niques are used, it is not possible to obtain very low distor- 
tion figures of amplifiers with any accuracy. Using conven- 
tional techniques. total distortion readings lower than test 
equipment distortion may be obtained because of partial 
distortion cancellation. 

If it is not required to obtain the absolute accuracy in dis- 
tortion measurements, it is always worthwhile to list sep- 
arately the over -all distortion results and the distortion of 
the test equipment at the levels and frequencies used. This 
way the confidence level of the measurements is established 
and the results can be interpreted. 

DANIEL VON RECKLINGIIAIUSEN 
Chief Research Engineer 
H. H. Scott. Inc. 
Maynard, Mass. 

Naturally. we could not take the space in a product report 
to gire all the reasons outlined above, but we are sure our 
readers are interested in the serious problems that exist in 
taking measurements on very low distortion equipment. 

-Editors. 

STEREO DIMENSION CONTROL 
To the Editors: 

Your recent article "A Dimension Control For Stereo" 
(April 1961 issue) showed a circuit using a dual 500.000 -ohm 
control with both sections center -tapped and with a linear 
taper. Where can I obtain such a control for use in the cir- 
cuit? 

W. K. V.\Nn v.1NDER 
Altoona, Pa. 

To the Editors: 
I have constructed the stereo dimension control that was 

described in one of your recent issues and it works exactly 
as claimed. I am well pleased with its performance. 

However, I had to do a bit of improvising since I was un- 
able to locate the dual 500,000 -ohm ganged center -tapped 
potentiometer as shown in Fig. 4. I tried several electronics 
parts dealers and none of them carried the part in stock. 

I ended up using two 250.000 -ohm ganged pots connected 
in series for each of the 500,000 -ohm controls that were 
shown. The junction of each pair of 250,000 -ohm pots was 
connected to ground and the two sliders in each pair were 
then connected to a double -pole, double -throw switch. This 
switch allowed me to insert two of the four 250,000 -ohm 
elements into the circuit as required. 

This arrangement works as well as the one you described, 
but I have three controls to handle instead of the single con- 
trol discussed. 

HAROLD G. HEINAMAN 
Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Our large uolntne of mail on the article indicates that a 
good many of our readers want to experiment with this cir- 
cuit. The dual- tapped 500,000 -ohm control cannot be ob- 
tained readily in assembled form. Hotrerer. both Centralab 
and IRC offer parts from which. such a control can be easily 
assembled. For example. the IRC "Coneentrikit" dual -rol- 
aone control may be assembled from two base elements num- 
bered B19 -133X. Or it might be possible to use two IRC 
Q19-1.13X controls that are mechanically ganged together. - 
Editors. - 
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40 EXPERIMENT 
LESSONS 

Each containing absor 
ing, practical experiment 
bound together in 2 

40 SERVICE 
PRACTICES 

Full of practical, time-sav- 
ing and money -saving serv- 
icing tips, bound into 20 
books. 

PLUS ALL THIS AT NO EXTRA COST- 

MULTIMETER 
A sensitive precision meas: 
uring instrument you build 
and use on the job. Big 
0/2" meter with 50 micro - 
amp meter movement. 
20,000 ohms -per -volt sen- 
sitivity d -c, 6,667 a -c. 

RCA training at home can be the 
smartest investment you ever made 

Look what 

you get in 

the Course in 

Radio and 

Electronic 

Fundamentals 

Containing all the basic 
principles of radio and 
electronics in easy- to -un- 
derstand form. 

15 KITS 
to build a Multimeter, 
AM Receiver and Sig- 

nal Generator. Kits 
contain new parts for 
experiments, inte- 
grated so as to demon- 

strate what you learn in 

the lessons and to help 

you develop technical 
skills. Each kit is fun to 

put together! 

Have the satisfaction of 
building your own radio 
receiver with this high - 
quality 6 -tube superhetero- 
dyne set. Big 5" speaker, 
fine tone! 

Also, comprehensive, fully- integrated home study courses 
in Television Servicing Color Television Electronics 
For Automation Transistors. Stake out your future in 
electronics with any one of this wide variety of courses. 

SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

A "must" for aligning and 
trouble -shooting receivers. 
Build it for your own use. 
170 KC to 50 MC funda- 
mental frequencies for all 
radio and TV work. 

Practical work with the very first lesson! Pay- only -as- 
you- learn! No long -term contracts to sign! No monthly 
installments required. Pay only for one study group at a 

time, if and when you order it! 

SEND FOR FREE HOME STUDY CATALOG TODAY! 
V' 

RESIDENT SCHOOL COURSES 
in Los Angeles and New York City offer 
comprehensive training in Television and 
Electronics. Day and Evening classes. Free 
Placement Service. Catalog free on request. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
A Service of Radio Corporation of 
America 350 W. 4th St.. New York 
14, N. Y. 610 S. Main St., Los An- 
geles 14, Calif. 

August, 1961 

The Most Trusted 
Name in Electronics 

r 
RCA INSTITUTES, INC. Home Study School, Dept. EW -81 

A Service of Radio Corporation of America 
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation, rush me the FREE 64 -page illustrated booklet "Your Career in 

Electronics" describing your elect, onic home study training program. No salesman 

will call. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 

Veterans: Enter discharge date 

CANADIANS -Take advantage of these same RCA courses at no additional cost. 

No postage, no customs, no delay. Send coupon to: RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 

5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 9, Quebec. 

For Resident School Courses See Ad on Opposite Page 
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Raytheon RAY-TEL eIivers 

BETTER PERFORMANCE, INCREASED RANGE 

as 

* Here's what Mr. D. J. Lubin (400054) of Baltimore, Maryland has to say about the superior 
performance of the Ray -Tel two -way CB radiotelephone: 

"My base station and car are equipped with Ray -Te!. I use this system 
primarily for business purposes, and I am extretnely pleased with the 
excellent performance and range of both units." 

And here's why Mr. Lubin gets performance - because Raytheon spares no expense 
to give you quality features that defy comparison with other models. Check these fea- 
tures before you buy: 

In the RECEIVER: Sensitivity - better than 1µv, 
not more than 8 KC at 6 db. ANL (Automatic 
Noise Limiter) - series valve type. Squelch - no bleed -through. AVC (Automatic Volume 
Control) - prevents overload. Audio - at 
least 2.5 watts at less than 10% distortion. 

In the TRANSMITTER: Power Output - certified at 
2.8 watts. Modulation - close to 100 %. Micro- 
phone - rugged carbon button. Electronic Switch- 
ing no troublesome relays. Pi Network Output - 
easy efficient loading. Standby Switch - saves 
battery. 

And in CONSTRUCTION: Tube Clamps, Inspected 
Solder Joints, Adequate Tie Points, Double Impreg- 
nated Transformer, Plated Braced Chassis, Locking 
Rivets - guards against corrosion, Epoxy Coat- 
ing - for lasting protection. 

RAYTHEON Ray -Ette 
... remarkable new 

"pocket" unit. Try it soon at 
your retailer. 

For the name of your local Ray -Tel retailer, write Raytheon Company, 
Distributor Products Division, 411 Providence Turnpike, Westwood, Massachusetts 

RAYTHEON COMPANY 
DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION 
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Now is the time 
to come to the aid 

of your party ! 

The more you enjoy outdoor living, 
the more you'll enjoy the Electro -Voice 
Musicaster- world's finest weather- 
proof loudspeaker system. 

A Musicastcr will add to your fun 
wherever you are. Whether you're 
dancing under the stars, swimming in 
the pool, or relaxing around the 
barbecue in the backyard, music from 
a Musicaster adds the pleasure of 
outdoor high -fidelity music from your 
present Hi -Fi system, radio, phono- 
graph or TV set. 

It's easy to connect for permanent 
use outside, or you can simply move 
your Musicaster into the recreation 
room for year -'round pleasure. 

Designed for indoor -outdoor use, the 
E -V Musicaster obtains high- fidelity 
response from a heavy -duty weather- 
proofed speaker mounted in a rugged 
aluminum die -cast enclosure. This 
combination insures long -lasting 
satisfaction under all conditions. 

Now is the time to come to the aid of 
your outdoor party ... with an Electro- 
Voice Musicastcr. It's easy to install ... 
send for full information and the name 
of your nearest E -V sound specialist. 

ELECTRO -VOICE High -Fidelity Speaker System. .. it's Weather-proofed! 

P.S. If your school, church or club 
needs a tough, high -quality, all -purpose 

speaker, the smart choice is an 
Electro -Voice Musicaster. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
Frequency Response: 60- 13,000 cps 
Dispersion: 120' 
Po.ver Handling Capacity: 30 watts program 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
Size: 21W Hx21 ;, "W x8, "D 
Weight: 31 lbs. net 
Price: $54.00 
Musicaster II available with additional tweeter 
to extend response to 18,000 cps. Price: $75.00 

Electro- Voice, Inc. Dept. 814N 
Buchanan, Michigan 
Please send me your booklet, "How to 
Enjoy High- Fidelity Outdoors." 

Name 

Address 

City State 

ke.roaikez® ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Consumer Products 

t 

z 

Division, Buchanan, Michigan 
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dedicated 
to 

perfection ® .. .. ® - 

TRANSISTORIZED 
4 -TRACK STEREO TAPE DECK 

MODEL RP -100W 
Completely assembled, wired and tested. 

5399.95 
MODEL RP.100K 

Seml -kit includes a completely assembled 
and tested transport, electronics in kit 
form. $299.95 
Perfected 4-track stereo /mono recording, 4 
& 2 track playback. True high fidelity tran- 
sistor electronics, individual for record & 
playback, plus separate record & playback 
heads permitting off-the -tape monitor. 2 
recording level meters. mixing, mic & level 
controls, switched sound -on -sound record- 
ing. Electrodynamically braked supply & 
takeup reel motors; hysteresis synchro- 
nous capstan motor. Individual solenoids 
for pinch-roller & tape lifters. All- electric. 
interlocked push -button transport control & interlocked safety "record" pushbutton. 
Precision tape guidance & sweep loading - no pressure pads. No slurring or tape 
bounce problems. Digital turns counter. 
Vertical or horizontal mounting. Modular 
plug -in construction. An original, exclu. 
sive EICO product designed & manufac- 
tured in U. S. A. (patents pending) 

NEW ;%%' +, LINE......... 
Strxo1MMICIZO 

411v Ri R á ti lie lob gL PMMA.. 
e e e t oi ii 41111. 

PA TUNING FM LEVEL SELECTOR AMIEVFL 4M lUN.NG 

FM -AM STEREO TUNER ST96 
Kit $89.95 Includes Metal Cover and FET Wired $129.95 

FM and AM stereo tuners on one com- 
pact chassis. Easy.to- assemble: prewired, 
prealigned RF and IF stages for AM and 
FM. Exclusive precision prewired EYE - 

TRONICS tuning on both AM and FM. 

FM TUNER 
Switched AFC (Automatic Frequency Con. 
trol). Sensitivity: 1.5uv for 20db quieting. 
Frequency Response: 20.15,000 cps ±ldb. 

AM TUNER 
Switched "wide" and "narrow"' bandpass. 
High Q filter eliminates 10 kc whistle. 
Sensitivity: 3uv for 1.0V output at 20db 
S/N ratio. Frequency Response: 20 -9,000 
cps ( "wide "); 204,500 cps ( "narrow "). 

OFEICO STEREO.......... 
,--Metro 

Lam " aan ~mow axrav" A 

SFLFF:TOR MOD[ BALANCE ,:ti 
1 . ® 

o on 
Bass $'^Ór TREBLE Ire 

70 -WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST70 
Kit $94.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $149.95 

40 -WATT INTEGRATED STEREO AMPLIFIER ST40 
Kit $79.95 Includes Metal Cover Wired $129.95 

BOTH AMPLIFIERS: Complete stereo cen 
ters plus two excellent power amplifiers. 
Accept, control, and amplify signals from 
any stereo or mono source. 

ST70: Cathode. coupled phase inverter Mr. 
cuitry preceded by a direct -coupled voltage 
amplifier. Harmonic Distortion: less than 
1% from 25- 20.000 cps within 1db of 70 
watts. Frequency Response: !-y%db 10. 
50,000 cps. 

ST40: Highly stable Williamson -type power 
amplifiers. Harmonic Distortion: less than 
1% from 40. 20.000 cps within 1 db of 40 
watts. Frequency Response: ± ',db 12. 
25,000 cps. 

Over 2 MILLION EICO instruments in use. 

Most EICO Dealers offer budget terms. 

There's an EICO for your every stereo /mono need. Send for FREE catalog. 
EICO, 3300 N. Blvd., L.I.C. 1, N. Y. EW -8 

Send free 32 -page catalog & dealer's name 
Send new 36 -page Guidebook to HI -FI for 
which I enclose 256 for postage & handling. 

Name _ .. 

Address 
City _ Zone State .. 

Add 5% in West. 

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC.FM, N. Y. 95.5 MC, Mon.-Fri., 7:15-8 P.M. © 1961 by EICO, 33.00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N. Y. 

Export Dept.. Roburn Agencies Inc., 431 Greenwich St.. New York 13. N. Y. See us at Booth 424, N.Y. Hi -Fi Show, Sept. 13 -17. 
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By ED BUKSTEIN / Author, 'Medical Electronics' 

ife and electricity are closely related. Here is the 
ature of some of the signals that are generated within 
he body along with activity of heart, brain, muscles. 

IN A WAY that is not yet completely 
understood, life and electricity are so 
closely related that electrical activity 

may prove to be the essence of being 
alive. With a voltmeter of sufficient sen- 
sitivity, for example, you can measure 
the potential in the bark of a tree or the 
root of a plant (which, in some inex- 
plicable manner, seems to vary with the 
phases of the moon). It has been known 
for well over a century that nerve and 
muscle tissues generate small but meas- 
urable voltages. Today, in every well - 
equipped hospital and clinic, electronic 
instruments are used to measure and 
record these potentials. Such recordings 
are of great value in diagnosis and re- 
search studies. 

We are inclined to think of pulse 
modulation, logical switching networks, 
and feedback control systems as rela- 
tively recent developments. But nature 
has been using these techniques for 
many thousands of years. One of the 
body's servomechanism systems, for ex- 
ample, adjusts the pupil of the eye in 
accordance with changes of light level. 
You can see this automatic control at 
work by standing in front of a mirror in 
a darkened room. If you now switch on 
the lights, you will see the pupils auto- 
matically become smaller to limit the 
amount of light entering the eyes. 

The human brain represents about 
two per -cent of the total body weight, 
but this two per -cent tells the other 98 
per -cent what to do and when to do it. 
The brain functions as a supervisory 
control unit, analyzing the input infor- 
mation it receives from the sense or- 
gans, making decisions and issuing 
orders in the form of control signals to 
the muscles and glands of the body. 
Without the controlling influence of the 
brain, the body would be a wilderness 
of uncoordinated cell activity. 

The structurally delicate brain, en- 
closed in the hard protective shell of the 
cranium, contains literally billions of 
nerve cells. Each of these cells, because 
of its chemical composition, generates a 
minute amount of voltage. The individ- 
ual cells are electrically interconnected 
so that cells can communicate with each 
other. As a result, the electrical activity 
of one cell can act as a trigger to influ- 
ence a neighboring cell. This neighbor- 
ing cell can, in turn, fire one of its 
neighbors, etc. Neighboring cells are 
connected by means of a synaptic junc- 
tion, a kind of chemical rectifier which 
allows electrical impulses to pass 
through in only one direction (sugges- 
tive of the switching diodes used in the 
logic circuits of an electronic com- 
puter). The nerve pulses coming into 
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the brain from the sense organs there- 
fore fire a selected pattern of brain cells. 
This pattern gives meaning to the input 
signal. Excitation of a given pattern of 
cells, for example, may correspond to a 
Beethoven sonata. A theorem of geom- 
etry may excite another pattern of cells. 
The sound of a ringing telephone or the 
pleasant smells from the kitchen at din- 
nertime excite still other sets of cells. 

Anatomists have mapped out the 
motor areas of the brain by means of 
electrical stimulation of the exposed 
brain during surgical procedures. Volt- 
age applied by means of a small probe 
to one part of the brain may cause the 
movement of a wrist; stimulation of an- 
other area may move only a finger; 
other areas control the legs, toes, eye 
lids, etc. Stimulation of the area associ- 
ated with hearing will produce the sen- 
sation of sound even though no actual 
sound may he present. Likewise, stimu- 
lation of the sight areas will produce the 
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Fig. 1. Normal electroencephalogram is ap- 
proximately sinusoidal and varies in both 
amplitude and frequency. Basic frequency, 
8 -12 cps, is known as alpha rhythm. 

illusion of lights. Interestingly, electri- 
cal stimulation may sometimes awaken 
memories which the patient had long 
forgotten. 

The electrical activity which goes on 
continuously in the brain can be moni- 
tored by means of small metal elec- 
trodes placed on the scalp. The voltage 
picked up by the electrodes is only about 
50 microvolts in amplitude and a high - 
gain amplifier is therefore required, as 
shown in Fig. 2. The amplified signal 
controls a lightweight pen that writes 
on a moving strip of paper. This record- 
ing is the electroencephalogram --the 
waveform of the brain. The electroen- 
cephalogram is roughly sinusoidal in 
shape and varies in both amplitude and 
frequency as shown in Fig. 1. The basic 
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SCALP 
ELECTRODES 

PATIENTS HEAD 

RECORDING 
PEN 

-PAPER CHART - 
Fig. 2. The electrical activity of the brain produces waveforms which can be moni- 
tored by means of scalp electrodes. Recorded waveform is an electroencephalogram. 

rhythm of the brain is in the range of 
8 to 12 cycles per second and is known 
as the «lpha rhythm. The functional 
meaning of the brain waveforms and the 
electro-chemical mechanisms by which 
they are generated are still matters for 
conjecture, but the electroencephalo - 
gram is nevertheless useful diagnos- 
tically. Brain tumors, for example, can 
be localized by means of the unusual 
electrical activity in the corresponding 
area, and certain brain disorders pro- 
duce recognizable waveforms. 

A single -channel instrument is shown 
Fig. 2, but most clinical and research 
electroencephalographs (EEG) have at 
least six or eight amplifiers and a like 
number of recording pens. This permits 
simultaneous recording of waveforms 
from many areas of the scalp, corre- 
sponding to different lobes of the brain. 

Nerve Impulses 

The nervous system is the communi- 
cations network of the body. Handling 
an enormous volume of traffic, this net- 
work is "on duty" twenty -four hours a 
day, seven days a week. Pulse wave- 
forms traveling through the nerve fibers 
control our thoughts and our emotions, 
regulate our heartbeat and respiratory 
rates, and command our reflex actions 
and glandular secretions. As you read 
these words, nerve impulses are racing 
through the optic nerves to your brain. 
Nerve cells in the brain respond to these 
incoming pulses to give meaning to the 
patterns of ink on this page. As your 
eyes scan each line of print, an end -of- 
line signal is flashed to your brain. The 
brain responds by sending out pulses to 
contract your eye muscles, returning 
your vision toward the left. At the same 
time, a vertical pulse tilts your eyes 
slightly downward during the right-to- 
lef t retrace, in preparation for the next 
line of print. When your eyes reach the 
last word on the page, an end -of -page 

Fig. 3. Typical nerve cell is irregular in 
shape and has tubular extension known 
as axone. Nerve pulses follow a path 
from the cell body itself through axone. 

NUCLEUS O NEURONE 

AXON 

signal causes your brain to dispatch 
pulses to your arm and hand muscles. 
Actually, an anticipating circuit will 
tense your arm muscles before your 
eyes reach the last word on the page. 
As you turn the page, other pulses in a 
negative feedback network limit the ex- 
tent and speed of your arm movements. 
Without such negative feedback, the 
initial contraction of your arm muscles 
would literally rip the page right out of 
the magazine. 

All of these control signals are sub- 
ordinate to a higher level of decision 
making circuits. As a result, the eye- 
ball sweep circuits and the end -of -page 
arm control circuits can be inhibited by 
the presence of pulses in the higher level 
circuits. Pulses at these higher levels 
may be arriving from the sensory nerves 
carrying messages such as "phone is 
ringing- activate leg muscles" or "I'm 
thirsty -stop reading and get water." 
Interestingly, these higher level circuits 
can be inhibited by still higher levels 
which might initiate command pulses 
meaning "disregard the telephone" or 
"get water later." All of this nervous 
activity is, of course. only a small part 
of the total traffic pattern. Concurrent- 
ly. nerve pulses in appropriate fibers 
are triggering the heartbeat, controlling 
the breathing rate, and adjusting the 
eye pupils. 

Fig. 5 shows in highly schematic 
form, the basic connection of the sen- 
sory and motor nerves. The sensory 
nerves are the conducting pathways be- 
tween the sense receptors and the brain. 
Sense receptors are varied in function 
and widely dispersed throughout the 
body. Examples are the taste buds of 
the tongue, the light receptors of the 
eyes, the heat. cold, and touch receptors 
in the skin, etc. 

The incoming pulses in the sensory 
nerves are analyzed by the brain, and 
the brain may choose to either disre- 
gard them or to take some action. If the 
finger is placed on a warm surface, for 
example, the heat receptors in the finger 
will dispatch pulses to the brain. If the 
surface is only moderately warm, the 
incoming pulses to the brain will occur 
at a low repetition rate and the brain 
may disregard them. If the surface had 
been hotter however, the pulse fre- 
quency would have been higher. In this 
case. the brain would send pulses to the 
arm muscles in order to pull back the 
finger. If the surface is very hot, an 
interesting switching action occurs to 
prevent serious damage to the finger. 
The high pulse frequency, correspond- 
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ing to the high temperature. opens an 
emergency gate which has the charac- 
teristics of a high -pass filter. As shown 
in Fig. 5, the emergency gate bypasses 
the brain and activates the arm muscles 
directly. This is a time- saving procedure 
which pulls back the finger in less time 
than would have been required for the 
brain to analyze the incoming pulses. 
Such reflex actions frequently protect 
the body from serious damage. 

Most of the nerve cells of the body 
are located in the brain and spinal cord. 
It is estimated that there are about 
14 x 10Y' of these cells. A typical shape 
of the nerve cell as shown in Fig. 3. The 
cell body, known as a neurone, is rather 
irregular in shape and has a long tubu- 
lar extension known as the axone. The 
axone is the nerve fiber, and the fibers 
of many cells may run side by side like 
a multiconductor cable. The individual 
nerve fibers are extremely small in di- 
ameter, typically about a thousandth of 
an inch, and range in length up to about 
three feet. 

POSITION OF PULSE 

N t 

-ioo 

NORMAL 
RESTING" 
POTENTIAL 

Fig. 4. Nerve pulse travels along fiber 
as an in -rush of positive ions into the 
normally negative interior. Interior of 
fiber therefore becomes momentarily pos- 
itive as the nerve pulse passes along. 

Superficially, the nerve fiber re- 
sembles a coaxial cable. The tubular 
membrane is filled with a jelly -like con- 
ducting substance, and the outside of 
the membrane, corresponding to the 
outside conductor of a coax, is bathed 
by conducting body fluids. The nerve 
fiber however, is much more than a mere 
passive conductor. Experimental evi- 
dence shows that the nerve impulse, 
after traveling the length of the fiber, 
suffers no loss of amplitude. It is more 
accurate therefore to regard the nerve 
fiber as a cable having a built -in power 
supply and the ability to regenerate and 
reshape the pulse from point to point 
along its length. 

By analogy, the nerve fiber can be 
likened to a large number of thyratrons 
connected in cascade so that the output 
pulse of each thyratron triggers the 
next thyratron. The output pulse of the 
last thyratron would therefore be as 
great in amplitude as the output of the 
first one. The analogy is further 
strengthened by the all -or -none re- 
sponse of both the nerve fiber and the 
thyratron. An input pulse will not fire 
a thyratron unless its amplitude is as 
great or greater than a certain mini- 
mum amplitude. An input pulse greater 
than this minimum required value how- 
ever, will not produce a larger value of 
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Fig. 5. Sensory nerves carry input information to the brain, then the brain sends 
pulses to muscles through motor nerves. Gate bypasses brain in emergency reflex. 

plate current than would he produced 
by the minimum -value pulse. (In the 
same sense that a rifle bullet will not 
travel faster if you pull the trigger 
harder, the thyratron either ionizes or 
it doesn't.) The nerve fiber behaves in 
a similar manner. If the electrical stim- 
ulation is below the threshold value, the 
nerve will not fire. Increasing the stimu- 
lation above the threshold value how- 
ever, will not increase the amplitude of 
the pulse propagated along the nerve 
fiber. There is a further similarity be- 
tween the nerve fiber and the thyratron 
in that the thyratron requires a finite 
time to de- ionize (assuming, of course, 
that some means is provided to produce 
de- ionization). Likewise, the nerve fiber 
once excited will not respond to a sec- 
ond stimulating pulse until it has had 
time to recover from the effect of the 
first pulse. This interval during which 
the nerve will not respond to further 
stimulation is known as the refractory 
period. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the tubular mem- 
brane of the nerve fiber functions as an 
insulator to separate the negative ions 
inside from the positive ions outside. 
The inside of the fiber is therefore elec- 
trically negative with respect to the 
outside. This potential difference has 
been measured by means of micro -elec- 
trodes and is typically about 80 to 100 
millivolts. Biologists describe the mem- 
brane as being selectively permeable, 

meaning that the positive ions (sodium) 
cannot penetrate the membrane and 
therefore remain on the outside. The 
negative ions on the inside are produced 
by the chemical activity within the 
fiber. 

When the nerve fiber is electrically 
stimulated by a sense receptor, the 
membrane becomes permeable to sodi- 
um ions at the point of stimulation. The 
positive ions now rush through the 
membrane to the interior. As a result 
of this sodium current, the interior of 
the fiber becomes positive with respect 
to the exterior. The chemical mecha- 
nism which alters the permeability of 
the membrane is not yet understood, 
but it is known that the action is regen- 
erative: the sodium current makes the 
membrane more permeable, and the in- 
creased permeability permits a greater 
flow of sodium current. Furthermore, 
the inward rush of sodium current pro- 
duces an increase of permeability of the 
adjacent section of membrane. Conse- 
quently, the point of sodium in -rush 
progresses along the length of the fiber. 
This nerve impulse travels along the 
fiber at a speed which may reach several 
hundred miles per hour. A typical shape 
of the nerve pulse, which is about 130 
millivolts in amplitude, is shown in Fig. 
4. 

Muscle Potentials 

During the latter part of the 18th cen- 

Fig. 6. Block diagram of human heart and circulatory system. Right side of heart 
pumps blood to lungs for oxygen; left side distributes oxygenated blood to body. 
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Fig. 7. Muscle potential picked up by electrodes is amplified 
and displayed on oscilloscope. Speaker provides audible output. 

Fig. 8. Heart -generated voltage can be picked up by means of 
electrodes placed on the skin. The electrocardiograph (ECG) 
records waveform of the beating heart. Lower trace is an ac- 
ual ECG waveform. Negative pulses are used for calibration. 

tury, Luigi Galvani accidentally discov- 
ered that a frog's leg twitched when 
suspended by a copper hook on an iron 
railing. Galvani attributed this to "ani- 
mal electricity," but his contemporary, 
Alessandro Volta, insisted that the mus- 
cular contraction resulted from the 
voltage generated by the dissimilar 
metals (a controversy which led to the 
development of the electric battery). In 
modern medical practice. electrical 
stimulation of muscle tissue is used as a 
method of diagnosis. A variety of pulse 
and sine -wave generators is available 
to the medical profession for use in pro - 
clueing muscular contract ion. In cases of 
muscular disorder, this technique often 
permits the doctor to determine 
whether the muscle is at fault or if it is 
not receiving a proper supply of pulses 
from the motor nerves. 

Of at least equal interest to the diag- 
nostician is the fact that a contracting 
muscle produces an electrical output. 
The study and recording of these mus- 
cle potentials is known as electromyog- 
raphy (EMG). Instrumentation is ac- 
complished as shown in Fig. 7. A needle - 
shaped electrode is inserted through the 
skin into the muscle to he studied. An 
additional disc- shaped electrode is 
placed on the skin near the needle elec- 
trode. The voltage picked up by the 
electrodes when the muscle contracts is 
amplified and displayed on an oscillo- 
scope. 

The contraction of a single muscle 
fiber produces a pulse waveform of ap- 
proximately one millisecond duration 
and 0.01 to 0.3 millivolt amplitude. The 
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needle electrode however, usually con- 
tacts a whole group of muscle fibers 
known as a motor unit. The resulting 
waveform therefore consists of an ir- 
regular series of pulses some of which 
may be overlapping. 

As shown in Fig. 7, an audio amplifier 
and loudspeaker are used to make the 
muscle potentials audible. The resulting 
crackling sounds are meaningful to the 
diagnostician trained in this type of 
work. 

The Electrocardiogram 
The contraction of any muscle is ac- 

companied by electrical activity. and the 
heart muscle is no exception. The volt- 
age developed by the beating heart can 
be detected by means of small metal 
electrodes strapped to the surface of 
the body. A typical waveshape (electro- 
cardiogram) is shown in Fig. 8. 

The heart is an electrically triggered 
mechanical pump which circulates the 
blood and its many vital components to 
all parts of the body. Each time it re- 
ceives a triggering pulse, the heart con- 
tracts and squeezes the blood out 
through the arteries. During the inter- 
val between contractions. the heart re- 
fills with blood in preparation for the 
next squeeze. The heart has four cham- 
bers: two auricles for receiving the 
blood and two rentricles for discharg- 
ing the blood into the arteries. A valve 
which opens at the proper time during 
the heartbeat cycle allows the blood to 
transfer from auricle to ventricle. 

A block diagram of the heart and 
circulatory system is shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 9. Eyeball potentials are picked up by electrodes placed on skin near eye 
sockets. Potential at electrodes is about 20 µv. per degree of eye movement. 
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'l'he right side of the heart pumps blood 
to the lungs to pick up oxygen, and the 
oxygenated blood then returns to the 
left side of the heart. From here the 
blood is pumped through the circulatory 
system to distribute the oxygen to the 
tissues of the body. The blood now re- 
turns to the right side of the heart to 
be pumped to the lungs again for more 
oxygen. 

The electrocardiograph amplifier (see 
Fig. 8) must have excellent low-fre- 
quency response because the basic fre- 
quency of the electrocardiogram is the 
heartbeat rate, about one beat per sec- 
ond. Higher frequency components are 
also present because of the non- sinus- 
oidal shape of the waveform. The P 
wave of the electrocardiogram is pro- 
duced when the auricles contract; the 
QRS peak corresponds to contraction 
of the ventricles; and the T wave is as- 
sociated with refilling of the ventricles. 
The exact shape of the electrocardio- 
gram varies with a number of factors 
including the position of the pickup elec- 
trodes on the body. There is sufficient 
uniformity among healthy individuals 
however, so that the cardiologist can 
associate distortions of the waveform 
with specific structural or functional 
defects of the heart. As a matter of 
established standards, the pickup elec- 
trodes are placed on the right arm. left 
arm. and left leg. A recording taken be- 
tween the two arms is known as lead I; 
right arm to left leg is lead II; and left 
arm to left leg is lead III. Chest elec- 
trodes are also used for recording the 
so- called precordial leaks. 

The heart- generated voltage varies 
not only with respect to time but also 
with respect to position. The electrical 
activity starts in the sino- auricular 
node. an area of highly excitable tissue 
in the right auricle. Nerve pulses from 
the brain excite this node and therefore 
determine the heartbeat rate. From the 
right auricle the electrical activity 
spreads to the left auricle and then. 
through a conducting pathway, to the 
ventricles. As a result, a wave of voltage 

(Continued on pugs 75) 
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A'; TEREO- HEADPHONE ' 

THE FIRST convincing stereo demon- 
stration the author ever heard was 
via headphones and, as a result. 

headphone stereo has always been one 
of the author's favorite means of listen- 
ing to recordings. 

Some time ago, the author was struck 

R,, R Dual 500.000 oho, an dio.taper pot (see 
text, 

R.. Rs -- 10,000 ohm. t o.. res. 
R., R,,-- 781111 ohm, ', w. res. 
R,. R- -39,000 ohm, 1 u. res. 
R R,.-- 170,1100 ohm, ': u. res. 
R., R,.. -75 ohm, "j w. res. 
R0. Ru -3900 ohm, z w. res. 
R.:. R,. -4711 oho,, 1 w. res. 
R,,- 15.000 ohm, 1 u 
R 100 ohm pat ("Hum Rolando t "1 
C.',, C_. .05 of., 400 e. capacitor 

2280; 40 pl., 450 v. elec. capacitor 
J . J: -RCA -type phono jack 
J Two-circuit phono jack 

S.p.s.t. switch (panted with R. R l 
SR.- Silicon diode (Author used 420 volt, 

.75 amp. Sarkes Tarzian F -6 or 1N2484; 
lower current units may he used 

T,, T. -- Output tnu,s. 25,000 ohms to 4 ohms, 
2.3 watts (Triad S13.1' or equiv.) 

T. Power trans. 230 -0.230 v. 6, 25 ma.; 6.3 
V. t' 9 amp, (Staneor PC -8418 or equiv.) 

V, -12.4417 tube 
V..-6,4 U6 tube 

1 -2" s 4" r 6" (or larger) chassis 

Fig. 1. Special attention is paid to keeping 
the hum level low because of the minute 
power levels employed for headphone listening. 
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By ROBERT M. VOSS 

Construction details on a simple 
dual 1 -watt stereo amplifier that 

is designed for headphone listening. 

by the waste of power involved in using 
a 70 -watt stereo power amplifier to drive 
phones- -not only was over 'á of the 
output being lost in the isolating resis- 
tors, which were necessary to reduce the 
power amplifier noise to a tolerable 
level, but the output stage was convert- 
ing 90 watts of input to heat and de- 
livering peaks of only milliwatts to the 
headphones. 

Circuit 
For this reason, the author decided to 

develop a power amplifier more in line 
with headphone requirements. The final 
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of 
two separate voltage-amplifier-power- 
amplifier configurations, operating from 
a common silicon -diode power supply. 
The power transformer specified in the 
parts list is one that happened to be on 
hand; actually any transformer capable 
of delivering 25 ma. or more at the re- 
quired voltage will do. 

The use of 6AU6's as power amplifiers 
is not common, but in low -power cir- 
cuits such as this they perform admir- 
ably. They exhibit high power sensitiv- 
ity, high plate efficiency. and have low 

screen- current requirements. In this cir- 
cuit, each 6AU6 will deliver a little more 
than a watt at mid- frequencies. When 
both are used, the total output is a little 
less than 2 watts. 

The input stages use !z of a 12ÁU7 
as the voltage amplifier for each side. 
Feedback is returned from the output 
to the input cathodes. A dual 500,000 - 
ohm audio -taper pot is the volume con- 
trol. Although not a matched stereo 
control, the unit the author used pro- 
vided astonishingly accurate tracking- - 
from inaudibility to full gain no change 
in relative volume could be detected. 
But. as any hi -fi "fanatic" knows. the 
human ear is a woefully inaccurate in- 
strument. so if you prefer your sound 
reproduction on an oscilloscope or a 
meter rather than on headphones, by all 
means use a matched control. 

The power supply is exceptionally 
well filtered. as is necessary when deal- 
ing with powers of this magnitude, espe- 
cially with single -ended output stages. 
A further precaution against hum is the 
hum -balance control in the heater cir- 
cuit. If hum persists. connect the slider 

(Continued on page 74) 

The 2 "x 4 "x 6" chassis used by the author required a pretty close fit of parts. 
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BONDED- SHIELD 
TV PICTURE TUBES 

By LYLE EVANS, Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

SINCE the introduction of the first 
television receivers, it has been cus- 
tomary to provide a plate -glass 

safety shield built into the front of the 
cabinet. The only deviation from this 
practice until recently has been the use 
of molded- plastic shields in portable 
sets, for weight reduction. During the 
last year, a wholly new series of tubes 
has been introduced which, as one of 
many desirable features. eliminates the 
necessity for providing the plate -glass 
safety shield. 

These are the new 19 -inch and 23- 
inch. square -cornered, rectangular pic- 
ture rubes with matching implosion 
shields laminated to the tube face with 
a layer of thermosetting resin especially 
designed for the application. These 
tubes have already gained wide ac- 
ceptance in the industry because of 
their increased strength, safety, and im- 
proved picture performance. 

Basically, there are two types of 
"bonded- shield" tubes. One employs a 
pressed -glass implosion shield formed in 
such a way as to curve around the face 
of the picture tube, thus providing a 
natural pocket for inclusion of the resin. 
Such a tube is shown in Fig. 1. A second 
approach is shown in Fig. 2, in which a 
flat sheet of plate glass, similar lo that 
normally used as the separate safety 
shield in front of the TV receiver, is cut 
and sagged to match the contour of the 

Fig. 1. The glass shield is formed to 
curve around the faceplate of the tube. 

Many special features of this CRT type are not 
widely known, although they concern viewers and 
service technicians, as well as manufacturers. 

tube face. In this case, the glass does not 
curve around the side of the tube, there- 
fore, a plastic band is used to hold the 
implosion plate at the proper distance 
from the tube face to allow for the resin 
layer. Both tubes have been made com- 
mercially but, at present, the first ver- 
sion has proven to be more popular. 

The new 19- and 23 -inch designs have 
resulted in the first major improvement 
in viewing performance in many years, 
on more than one count. Part of this is 
due to the fact that the faceplates have 
much more nearly rectangular shapes 
than their predecessors do. This change 
was incorporated as a result of a poll 

Fig. 2. A fairly flat plate may be used 
and held in position by a plastic band. 

Fig. 3. Superimposed faceplates of 21- 
and 23 -in. tubes. Note corners of latter. 
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conducted to determine consumer pref- 
erence. The average viewer is accus- 
tomed to rectangular shapes for viewing 
areas. Windows, mirrors, movie screens. 
and picture frames are some of the ele- 
ments he is accustomed to looking at or 
through that adhere to rectangular 
form. The extent of this change can be 
seen in Fig. 3, where faceplates of the 
old and new shapes are compared, with 
one superimposed on the other. 

This squaring off of the corners also 
results in additional viewing area, so 
that portions of the picture formerly 
lost can now be seen. In the case of the 
23 -inch tube, this has recovered 20 addi- 
tional square inches of usable viewing 
surface as compared to a conventional 
21 -inch CRT. The amount of transmit- 
ted picture information that is not re- 
produced thus becomes negligible. 

The reduction of the overscan of the 
raster t required by less rectangular pic- 
ture tubes) has also brought with it an 
improvement in available contrast. Why 
this is so is not immediately obvious. 
but the gain is nonetheless significant. 
Electrons in the overscanned beam 
strike the bulb walls instead of the face- 
plate. A certain percentage of these are 
reflected back to the phosphor screen. 
producing low -level excitation of cer- 
tain areas in addition to the desired ex- 
citation by the primary beam. This 
contaminates the desired information. 
particularly when areas that should be 
black are excited. With overscan re- 
duced to an insignificant level, a truer 
picture is reproduced, in addition to one 
with better contrast. Fig. 4 indicates the 
improvement in contrast ratio of a 23- 
inch CRT over its 21 -inch predecessor. 

Another bonus of the new tube is its 
flatter face. Curvature of the viewing 
screen restricts the angle over which the 
viewing audience may be distributed 
and tends to distort the image for those 
who are not facing the screen head on. 
This curvature has been made necessary 
by the physical requirements of the 
tube. The addition of another element, 
the laminated implosion shield, in front 
of the faceplate has made it possible to 
flatten out the surface considerably. 
This can be noted in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Use of the laminated implosion plate 
offers many additional advantages. It 
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definitely makes the tube stronger and 
therefore safer. Nevertheless, if the 
tube should implode, the attached safety 
plate is a significant factor. The shield 
will not break away, and the faceplate 
will be held firmly to it by the resin 
layer rather than break up into flying 
particles. If this should happen in the 
cabinet, the resulting difference in 
terms of receiver damage is important. 
To the technician, handling the tube 
outside of the set, this difference is also 
significant. 

Elimination of a separate. glass plate 
has also eliminated two reflecting sur- 
faces. This is due to the fact that the 
transparent resin developed for making 
the bond has approximately the same 
index of refraction as the glass used, so 
that light passes through glass- resin- 
glass with no internal reflections from 
the two glass surfaces that are in con- 
tact with the resin layer. Fig. 5 shows 
that, with a separate plate, there are 
four reflecting surfaces: the inner and 
outer surfaces of the faceplate and the 
inner and outer surfaces of the safety 
plate. The laminated tube, on the other 
hand, has only two reflecting elements: 
the inner surface of the faceplate and 
the outer surface of the attached shield. 
Thus the reflection of ambient light is 
greatly reduced. 

This reduction results in another sub- 
stantial increase in available contrast 
and also in available brightness. A fur- 
ther improvement in contrast is 
achieved by tinting the safety shield. 
The latter is thus a gray filter having a 
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Fig. 4. Rectangular shape of 23 -in. tube 
permits improvement in available contrast. 
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It has already been pointed out how 
construction reduces annoying specular 
reflections from room lights and win- 
dows considerably. There is a trend 
toward further reduction in a new line 
of tubes in which a diffusing, anti -glare 
coating is applied to the outer surface 
of the safety shield. This coating breaks 
up reflections from the front surface of 
the shield to the extent that images of 

REFLECTIVE 
SURFACES 

Fig. 5. A CRT with sepoiate 
implosion shield results in 4 

glare -reflecting surfaces. 
With a laminated CRT, the num- 
ber of surfaces can be halved. 

50 -per -cent transmission characteristic. 
The filtering improves contrast by re- 
ducing the amount of ambient light that 
passes through the safety shield and re- 
flects back from the tube. Fig. 6 com- 
pares measurements of contrast ratio 
between laminated and non -laminated 
tubes under varying conditions of am- 
bient light. 

An annoying feature of receivers us- 
ing the earlier -type tubes has always 
been the accumulation of dust and dirt 
on the tube face and the inner surface 
of the separate safety shield due to elec- 
trostatic attraction. This has meant con- 
siderable loss in light output with time, 
and has necessitated the periodic re- 
moval of the safety shield for cleaning 
purposes. With laminated tubes this is 
no longer the case. The only exposed 
surface is out front for easy cleaning 
by the housewife. 
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LAMINATED TUBE 

lamps, drapes. windows, and other sur- 
rounding objects are virtually elimi- 
nated from the tube's viewing surface. 

Processing Techniques 

The significant improvements real- 
ized with the use of a bonded- shield 
tube. which are real, have been made 
possible by the development of the 
epoxy -resin lamination method for at- 
taching the shield. The prepared tube 
and its separate shield are first cleaned 
and then mounted in a specially de- 
signed jig. These two elements are care- 
fully spaced so that, after the resin is 
introduced. a minimum thickness of .06 
inch will be maintained over the entire 
tube face. This jigged assembly is then 
heated to 200 -250" F, and the epoxy 
resin is then dispensed into the prede- 
termined cavity between the tube and 
the panel. 

The epoxy resin. like other similar 
materials, requires the addition of a 
hardener to effect a thermosetting cure. 
Since the resin begins to cure immedi- 
ately after the hardener is added, this 
intermixture cannot be accomplished 
too far in advance. A special dispenser 
is used that accurately meters the 
proper proportions of resin and hard- 
ener. and also mixes them intimately 
just prior to their introduction into the 
tube assembly. In addition, the resin is 
maintained at 200 F. This substantially 
increases the rate of cure. minimizing 
processing time. 

After the resin has been added, the 
assembly is held in the jig for 20 to 30 
minutes. While this is not sufficient time 
for complete curing, the tube may be 
removed safely from the jig and han- 
dled. In a few howl, the tube itself is 
cool, but the curing process continues. 
Approximately 24 hours are required 
for complete curing. 

Aside from maintaining correct tem- 
perature and correct proportions of 
resin and hardener, there are other pre- 
cautions to be observed. Poorly mixed 
materials may result in resin defects. 
Care must be taken to prevent the in- 
clusion of air bubbles or small foreign 
particles, since the over -all quality of 
the screen area must he just as good as 
that of a non -laminated tube. In addi- 
tion, special testing and control pro- 
cedures have been developed to insure 
that the resin will cure with the proper 
elongation and tensile -strength charac- 
terist ics. 

In addition to advantages already 
noted, the tube offers new styling possi- 
bilities to the set manufacturer. Freed 
of the need for adding a separate safety 
plate, he has more flexibility in devel- 
oping methods for mounting the tube. 
He can also achieve a still further re- 
duction in the depth of the set. Advan- 
tages to the viewer, in terms of im- 
proved picture quality, have already 
been noted. The bonus to the service 
technician, in terms of a safer tube to 
handle in the shop, completes the circle 
of benefits. This single development has 
something important to offer to all who 
are concerned with the set. -[ - 

Fig. 6. Effects of bonded shield under 
varying conditions of ambient lighting. 

2 4 6 
AMBIENT LIGHT -FOOT CANDLES 
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SERIES 

B+ 
CIRCUITS 

AGREAT proportion of the TV re- 
ceivers made and sold in recent 
years uses one version or another of 

the series "B +" type of circuit, also 
called the stacked "B +" or shelf -type 
supply. With some variations of the 
principle being more common than oth- 
ers, readers who can recognize one type 
readily may not be so well aware of 
others. Because of this and because the 
peculiarities of such arrangements have 
great bearing on the particular pat- 
terns of symptoms when faults develop, 
the stacked circuits are well worth in- 
vestigation. 

With the exception of some low -volt- 
age, portable models, the "B +" in most 
modern TV receivers is normally in the 
region of 250 volts. On the other hand, 
video i.f. amplifiers and some other cir- 
cuits are designed to function with 

+250V. 

2ND VIDEO I 
IF AMP 

1ST VIDEO 
F AMP 

J- 
IA) 

IST VIDEO 

I F AMP 

+25OV. 

2ND AF 
AMPLIFIER 

2ND VIDEO 

I F TAMP y 
Iel 

SYNC OR 
OTHER 

CIRCUITS 

Fig. 1. Two frequently met methods for 
stacking circuits, in block diagram form. 

lower d.c. voltages, in the order of 125 
volts. To obtain the lower level of 
"B +," a series dropping device is 
needed in the higher "B +" line. Re- 
sistors are conventionally used for such 
voltage dropping, and almost always 
do the job in older TV sets. However, 
the power dropped across them is 
wasted power drawn from the supply. 
and the heat they dissipate tends to 
shorten the life of nearby circuit com- 
ponents. 

By using a circuit that otherwise 
performs some normal function in the 
receiver (or more than one such cir- 
cuit) as the voltage dropping element, 
the designer eliminates the resistor and 
overcomes the drawbacks mentioned. 

34 

Fig. 2. Improved version of circuit in 

This arrangement allows the manufac- 
turer to use a smaller power trans- 
former or otherwise reduce require- 
ments in the main power supply, 
thereby reducing weight and cost of the 
set. 

One of the simpler arrangements of 
this type is shown, in block -diagram 
form, in Fig. 1A. The voltage across a 
video i.f. amplifier tube is commonly 
about 125 volts d.c. Here two such 
stages are in series across the 250 -volt 
"B +" line. Each of these stages is de- 
signed to pass the same amount of 
cathode current, so the series connec- 
tion is practical. In this condition, volt- 
age division of the full "B +" will be 
equal, with about 125 volts developed 
across each circuit. 

A more elaborate version is shown 
in Fig. 1B. Here the audio- output stage, 
which handles considerable current, 
acts as one half of the divider. The 
other half consists of several circuits 
in parallel, each of which draws less 
current individually. Commonly the 
first two video i.f. amplifiers, as shown, 
are in the lower half of the divider 
along with one or more other stages. 
like the sync circuits. The total plate 
and screen -grid current of each i.f. 
stage might be in the order of 15 ma. 
and the sync circuits may draw 10 ma. 
Cathode current for the audio -output 
tube would then be approximately 40 
ma., with about the same voltage across 
each stage. 

The actual circuit of a two -stage 
stacked i.f. amplifier appears in Fig. 
5A. Electrons representing the total 
current flow in the circuit. indicated by 
arrows, travel up through R_, in the 
cathode of V,, divide into the plate and 
screen -grid currents of this stage, then 
re- combine in R:, and travel on through 
R,. Emitted from the cathode of V,, 
they again divide into plate and screen - 
grid currents for the latter tube, then 
re- combine at R:.. 

Resistors R, and R. are the cathode 
bias resistors for V, and V, respectively. 
R. and C, form the plate -decoupling cir- 
cuit for V,, thereby preventing the 
signal -current variations in this stage 

Fig. 5A provides better a.g.c. action. 

TO 3RD 
VIDEO I.F. 

from reaching V, and affecting its op- 
eration. R. and C, perform a similar 
function with respect to V_, keeping its 
signal variations from reaching the 
"B +" line. 

Suppose that this circuit were broken 
at point X, that point A were con- 
nected to a separate source of low 
"B +," that point B were connected to 
a normal "B -" point, and that the 
power- supply connection to R were 
also from some low- voltage point. The 
circuit is shown with these changes in 
Fig. 5B. Two conventional video i.f. 
amplifiers become apparent. Thus in 
the stacked arrangement, C:: makes 
point A appear as ground for i.f. sig- 
nals, permitting the two circuits to 
handle signal independently as though 
they were wired in the normal fashion. 
This fact is important to remember in 
servicing: the voltages on V, should be 
measured with reference to point B. In 
this connection, note that the V_ grid is 
also returned to the simulated ground 
point, which is about 125 volts positive 
as far as d.c. is concerned. The absolute 
voltage at this grid is less important 
than the potential difference between 
grid and cathode. 

The a.g.c. voltage is applied to V, of 
Fig. 5A in the normal way, through re- 
sistor R,. Note that there is no separate 
a.g.c. connection for V. Actually, the 
single connection controls the gain of 
both stages. When a.g.c. voltage be- 
comes more negative, as when a strong 
signal is being received, the plate cur- 
rent of V, is decreased. This decreases 
the cathode current available for V, 
which is in series, in turn decreasing 
gain of the latter stage. 

One disadvantage of this arrange- 
ment is that voltage and current condi- 
tions in the two stages become so highly 
dependent on the condition of the tubes 
that a defect in one can cause consid- 
erably more maloperation than would 
normally be the case. Suppose, for ex- 
ample, that V, should become weak. 
Effectively, this increases the tube's re- 
sistance. The voltage drop across it will 
also increase, leaving less for V, and 
preventing the latter from functioning 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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FROM 
1ST A F 

C2 

AUDIO 
OUTPUT 

VI 

+250V 

+125 -140V. INE 

B+ TO 2ND 
VIDEO I.F. 

CI + 

T 
8+ TO IST B+ TO SYNC--- 
VIDEO I.F. AND /OR TUNER 

250V, 

ov( 

Fig. 3. A method for stacking audio - 
output stage with other TV circuits. 

properly. The low emission of one tube 
then impairs the over -all gain of the 
i.f. strip, apparently reducing receiver 
sensitivity. The effect is similar to that 
of excessive a.g.c. voltage. 

A Circuit Variation 
To improve a.g.c. action and com- 

pensate for differences in emission that 
may exist between the two tubes. the 
circuit of Fig. 2 was developed. R.; and 
R.: form a voltage divider and regulator 
that keeps the control -grid voltage of 
V, reasonably constant. 

When a.g.c. voltage is applied to the 
grid of V1, the latter's plate current 
will decrease, increasing the drop across 
the tube and thus increasing its plate 
voltage as the result of divider action 
in the series string. So far, behavior is 
the sanie as that in the circuit of Fig. 
5A. This increased voltage at point A 
also occurs at point B, effectively in- 
creasing the cathode voltage for V. In 
the case of Fig. 5A, this change has rel- 
atively little effect, because the V, grid 
voltage, also dependent on point B, 
keeps in step with the cathode voltage. 
However with V. grid voltage stabilized, 
as in Fig. 2, the change in cathode volt- 
age alters tube bias so as to reduce 
current through V, (in fact, through 
both tubes) to a greater extent than 
occurs in the earlier circuit. This re- 
sults in highly effective a.g.c. action. 

As to the effect of a weak tube, sup- 
pose that emission in V, has decreased. 
The fixed grid voltage will prevent an 
excessive voltage drop across this tube 
by changing the grid- cathode bias and 
forcing the stage to conduct more. Spe- 
cifically, as the voltage drop across the 
tube begins to increase, the cathode 
voltage is reduced, and approaches the 
relatively fixed grid voltage. This re- 
duced bias encourages the tube to con- 
duct more, increasing its gain and 
permitting V, to conduct closer to its 
normal current. This compensation does 
not occur in Fig. 5A, where bias is de- 
termined only by cathode resistor R.. 
(For further information on servicing 
such i.f. circuits, see the author's 
"Speed- Checking I.F. Systems" in the 

1ST A F 

VI 
AUDIO OUTPUT 

V2 

i 

8+ TO 2ND 
VIDEO I F. 

B+ T0 1ST B+ TO SYNC 
VIDEO I.F. AND /OR TUNER 

Fig. 4. Another stacked audio circuit 
eliminates a resistor and a capacitor. 

May 1961 issue of this publication, on 
page 38.) 

Series Audio -Output Tubes 

Fig. 3 shows the circuit of an audio - 
output stage that acts as the series 
dropping device for several lower -volt- 
age circuits, as outlined in Fig. 1B. The 
"clamping" voltage for the grid, which 
will be a few volts lower than the cath- 
ode voltage, is established by the di- 
vider consisting of R, and R2. This 
potential determines the approximate 
voltage that will appear on the low 
"B +" line. As in the case of the i.f. cir- 
cuit in Fig. 2, the fixed grid voltage 
tends to compensate for variations in 
the emission capability of the output 
tube. 

Another method used for biasing the 
audio- output tube. when the latter is 

FROM 
TUNER 

Cc 

By DARWELL H. WEBSTER 

"Active" voltage 
dividers, used 
widely and with 
variety in TV, 
have oddities. 

part of a series "B +" system, appears 
in Fig. 4. Here grid voltage for biasing 
is obtained directly from the plate of 
the first audio amplifier. This first - 
stage tube and its plate -load resistor 
act as the needed voltage divider. The 
arrangement eliminates the separate 
divider resistors of Fig. 3, R, and R2, 
and the coupling capacitor, C.. 

In each circuit (Figs. 3 or 4), CI acts 
as a decoupling capacitor that prevents 
audio -signal variations through the out- 
put tube from reaching those circuits 
using the 125 -140 volt line. 

Troubleshooting 

The special service problems of series 
"B +" circuits grow out of the fact that 
a defect in one tube or stage in the sys- 
tem can affect performance of one or 

(Continued on urge 87) 

Fig. 5. Two stacked i.f. stages (AI and conventional, equivalent circuit (B). 
IST I F 2ND I.F. 

vI v2 

(A) 

TO 3RD 
VIDEO I.F. 

TO 3RD 
VIDEO I.F. 

Iel 
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REDUCING 

CITIZENS BAND 

IGNITION 

NOISE 

Your receiver's full 
sensitivity can be used 
only if you are not 
troubled with noise 
from your car's or 

oat's electrical 
tern. Here are 
tical remedies. 

By LEO G. SANDS 
Author, "Class D Citizens Radio" 

IGNITION noise is one of the prime 
factors limiting the range of Citizens 
Band radio in mobile installations. 

The range would be considerably 
greater if the full sensitivity of receivers 
could be utilized but what use is it to 
have a receiver with one -microvolt or 
better sensitivity if the ignition noise 
level is several microvolts? 

Unfortunately, the automobile igni- 
tion system creates and radiates radio - 
frequency energy whose level is maxi- 
mum at frequencies close to the 27 -mc. 

X 
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band. This is bad for the CB operator. 
You can do something about suppress- 

ing noise generated by your own car, but 
there is nothing you can do about stop- 
ping the noise generated by other cars. 
You will, however, experience less noise 
from other cars if your receiver incor- 
porates a noise limiter. 

Sometimes the noise- suppression pro- 
cedures that are followed when a stand- 
ard AM broadcast -band auto radio is 
installed will suffice -but not always. It 
is common to install spark -plug sup- 

Fig. 1. (Below) Ignition -system circuit for 8- cylinder car. 

Fig. 2. (Right) Regulator and generator circuit. The 3 relays 
are the cut -out, current regulator, and the voltage regulator. 

SPARK 
PLUGS RI 

IST RIBU TOR 

/0,000 
TO 

20,000 
VOLTS 

C2 

IGNITION 
COIL 

r 

pressors at all of the plugs and a sup- 
pressor in the distributor rotor ignition 
coil lead in order to reduce ignition 
noise. Also, a filter capacitor is usually 
installed across the armature terminal 
of the car's generator to reduce gener- 
ator- produced noise. If these measures 
do not stop the noise, coax or conven- 
tional capacitors are also installed at the 
hot (battery) primary lead of the igni- 
tion coil, the ammeter, dome light, and 
dashboard instruments to bypass to 
ground the ignition noise signals picked 

REGULATOR 

DISTRIBUTOR L_ POINTS 

70 STARTER 
SOLENOID TO TO 

RADIO, IGNITION 
ETC. COIL , 

EC. 
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up and re- radiated by the vehicle's low - 
voltage wiring. 

Ignition noise exists because each of 
the four, six, or eight spark plugs in the 
engine are small, but potent, "spark 
transmitters" -which are still fondly 
remembered by old -time hams and ship 
radio operators. In addition, there is an- 
other spark transmitter under the dis- 
tributor cap. 

A very high- potential pulse, ranging 
from 10,000 to 20,000 volts, is generated 
every time the distributor points open. 
The points. shown in Fig. 1, are opened 
and closed by a cam at a rate deter- 
mined by the speed of the engine. When 
the points close, d.c. flows from the ve- 
hicle's battery through the ignition 
switch, S,, distributor points, and the pri- 
mary winding of the ignition coil -set- 
ting up an intense magnetic field which 
envelopes the ignition -coil secondary. 
When the points open, the d.c. flow in 
the primary winding ceases abruptly, 
causing the magnetic field to collapse 
and inducing a potential in the second- 
ary winding of the ignition coil. 

The e.m.f. induced in each turn is in 
series- aiding with the e.m.f. in the other 
turns. The high voltage results not only 
because of the very high turns ratio of 
the windings in the ignition coil but be- 
cause of the sharp magnetic kick caused 
by sudden cessation of current flow 
through the primary. 

The ignition -coil turns ratio ranges 
from 40:1 to 100:1. As a straight trans- 
former, the 12 volts would be stepped up 
from 480 to 1200 volts but because of the 
inductive kick, the voltage is actually 
ten to twenty times greater. 

The voltage across the secondary is so 
high that it causes a discharge across 
two series -connected spark gaps. It 
jumps across the air space between the 
distributor rotor and one of the elec- 
trodes of the distributor and through 
the pressurized vapor between the 
points of a spark plug. 

Each of these gaps looks like a very 
high impedance until the dielectric (air 
or vapor) breaks down and an arc is 
formed across the gap. Then, each gap 

looks like a low impedance and, for the 
very short duration of the spark, the 
current flow is large and a magnetic 
field is developed around the ignition 
wires. Thus we have a spark transmit- 
ter whose resonant frequency is deter- 
mined by the inductance and capaci- 
tance of the ignition circuitry. 

Suppressors 

A high voltage is required to cause a 

spark to jump across a gap; the current 
can be infinitesimal. For this reason, we 
can reduce the current to reduce the 
noise -radiating field, without reducing 
the effective voltage. Even if a 1 -meg- 
ohm resistor (R,) is connected in series 
with the spark gap, as shown in Fig. 3A, 
the source voltage, E., will be equal to 
E, the voltage across the gap. There will 
be no voltage (E) across R, because 
there is no current flow before the gap 
breaks down and is arced across. 

But, this ideal gap condition does not 
exist. As shown in Fig. 3B, there may 
be leakage resistance across the gap 
(dirty spark plugs). This leakage resist- 
ance, R, is in series with R, and the 
voltage applied to the spark gap, E, is 

A totally shielded and noise- suppressed automobile electrical system. 

SHIELDED 
REGULATOR 

SPARK -PLUG 
SHIELD 

SHIELDED 
SPARK -PLUG 

WIRE 

SHIELDED 
IGNITION 

COIL 

SHIELDED REGULATOR 
GENERATOR LEADS 

w...m..w. 

SHIELDED DISTRIBUTOR CAP 

August, 1961 

RI 

E2 

SPARK GAP Es 

11 
IA) 

RI 

I 

LEZJ 
SPARK GAP R2 E3 EI 

1 ZI 
Ie) 

Fig. 3. (A) Suppressor resistor does not 
reduce voltage significantly when spark 
plugs are clean. (B) With dirty or fouled 
plugs there is a reduction of gap voltage. 

Spark plug with suppressor attached. The 
suppressor resistor at the right is of the 
universal type and may be used at the 
spark plugs or in the hot secondary lead 
of the automobile's or boat's distributor. 

Generator -whine suppressor for CB. The 
lugged lead connects to the generator 
(armature) output terminal. The generator 
output lead is connected to the screw at 
the other end of the coil. The strap at 
the bottom is for mounting. Inside the 
phenolic tube, around which the coil is 
wound, is a variable trimmer capacitor for 
tuning the circuit to paral.el resonance. 
The circuit response is broad enough so 
that one setting at the transmitter's op- 
erating frequency suffices for whole band. 

equal to the voltage E, minus E. 
It is for this reason that the distrib- 

utor suppressor is usually a 7500-10,000 - 
ohm resistor and each spark -plug sup- 
pressor has a resistance of about 5000 
ohms. The total 15,000 -ohm resistance 
in series with the two gaps (distributor 
and one spark plug) has negligible ef- 
fect, except when spark plugs are badly 
fouled. 

It is the general consensus that the 
use of spark -plug and distributor sup- 
pressors does not interfere with engine 
performance nor increase fuel consump- 
tion. 

To reduce the direct radiation of igni- 
tion interference, suppressors can be 
installed on each spark plug and at the 
distributor. These suppressors consist 
of a resistor encased in a tubular insu- 
lating housing with terminals on each 
end to fit the spark plugs or distributor 
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Shielded distributor cap and ignition wires. 

to the ignition cables. Instead of sup- 
pressors, spark plugs which have built - 
in resistors can be substituted or, alter- 
natively, special ignition cables with 
built -in resistance (provided in many 
new cars) can be used. Series resistance 
in the ignition circuits has two effects. 
It reduces the radiated field by limiting 
current and broadens the resonance 
(lowers the "Q ") of the wiring. 

Additional Remedies 

In addition to the high -voltage igni- 
tion system, electrical noise is caused 
by the vibrating contacts within the 
current -voltage regulator, the brushes 
and commutator of the generator, the 
opening and closing of the distributor 
points, and the charging and discharging 
of the distributor capacitor (C, in Fig. 
1). 

For an ordinary auto radio, generator 
"whine" is adequately suppressed by 
installation of a 0.1- to 0.25y,f. capacitor 
between the frame of the generator and 
the output terminal of the generator 
which is connected internally to a brush 
that contacts the armature. In Fig. 2, 
this capacitor is shown as C,. 

However, for Citizens Band reception, 
this may not be adequate. A parallel - 
resonant wavetrap (L, and CO may be 
connected in series with the generator 
output lead, as shown in Fig. 2. These 
wavetraps are available commercially 
under G -C, Globe. Johnson, and other 
tradenames. Typically, L, consists of 13 
turns of No. 10 enameled wire, wound 
on a 1 -inch diameter phenolic tube. 
The coil is shunted by a variable trim- 
mer capacitor (C5,), with a maximum 
capacity of 50 µµf. 

With the engine running and the re- 
ceiver on (unsquelched), C is adjusted 

THIS MONTH'S COVER 
AN installation of a Hallett shielded ignition 

system has just been completed on car's 
engine shown on this month's cover. The 
shielded leads between car's distributor and 
spark plugs, as well as the shielded ignition - 
coil cover, are clearly seen in the photo. The 
technician is just screwing down the cover on 
the shielded voltage -regulator box prior to 
testing out the effectiveness of the noise sup- 
pression with Citizens Radio transceiver at left. 

(Cover photo by Jacques Saphier) 
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for minimum generator whine. When 
tuned correctly, L, -C: serve as a very 
high impedance at the CB operating fre- 
quency. The trap is used in conjunction 
with C, to cut out generator whine when 
using the regular auto radio. 

The noise caused by the vibrating con- 
tacts of relays RL,, RL,, and RL:: (Fig. 
2) of the regulator may be minimized 
by connecting a 0.1- to 0.25 -µf. capacitor 
(C:) between the grounded cover of the 
regulator and its battery terminal and 
another capacitor (CO between the 
cover and the generator terminal of the 
regulator. 

Filters are usually not connected to 
the field terminal of the generator or 

!I 

Shields for fitting over spark plugs. Reek - 
ter plugs may be used for noise suppression. 
One of shields has been cut away (at right). 

regulator because of possible damage 
to the regulator relay contacts. But a 
circuit that is sometimes recommended 
for connection here is a resistor (R:Il 
with a value of 3.9 to 6.8 ohms and a 
series mica or ceramic capacitor (C,:) of 
around 200 µif., as shown in Fig. 2, be- 

Auto engine equipped with complete filtering 

tween the regulator cover and its field 
terminal. 

Filter Capacitors 
Ordinarily, capacitors used for noise 

suppression are paper types enclosed in 
a metal cylinder, as shown in Fig. 4A. 
The protruding wire is for connection 
to the "hot" side of a circuit and the 
mounting lug of the capacitor enclosure 
is fastened to the generator or the regu- 
lator cover. firewall, or other grounded 
surface. To be effective, the lug must 
make firm contact with clean metal 
(paint or grease removed) or to the 
mounting bolt. Suppressor capacitors 
with two leads (one to ground), as 

INSULATED 
LEAD 

ss 

% TERMINAL 
SHIELD CAN Lam-, MOUNTING LUG LUG 

(At 

INSULATED INSULATED 
LEAD 

% 

LEAD 
J 

TERMINAL ` TERMINAL 
LUG LUG 

INSULATE ENCLOSURE 

TERMINAL A 

(e) 

MIR 
SHIELD CAN O MOUNTING LUG 

TERMINAL B 

(CI 

Fig. 4. (A) Conventional capacitor sup- 
pressor. IBI Insulated capacitor suppres- 
sor for ammeter and other instruments. 
ICI A coaxial or feedthrough capacitor. 

shown in Fig. 4B, do not have to be 
mounted rigidly. 

Although these standard auto -radio 
noise suppressors are adequate for AM 
broadcast -band reception, they may not 
be adequate for CB reception. This is 
due to the fact that standard paper ca- 
pacitors possess inductance as well as 
capacitance. This inductance has no sig- 
nificant effect at relatively low fre- 
quencies, but may be so great at 27 mc. 
as to offset the bypassing effect of the 
capacitor. Sufficient bypassing at both 
broadcast -band frequencies and at 27 
mc. can often be achieved by shunting 
ordinary capacitor suppressors with a 

(Continued on page 96) 

and shielding to minimize electrical noise. 
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Electronic 
Overload Relay 

By JOHN POTTER SHIELDS 

Construction of a simple electronic device that removes 
power from a drill or other appliance that is overloaded. 

HOW MANY times have you wished 
for a simple electronic device you 
could connect, say, to your drill 

press which would automatically re- 
move the power from it should the drill 
bind or if you should unhappily get your 
tie caught in the works? Or, how about 
connecting this gadget to your circular 
or bandsaw so that if the blade should 
strike a nail, power will be removed im- 
mediately, saving the blade? Well, the 
"Electronic Overload Relay" to be de- 
scribed is capable of performing such 
tasks as well as a host of others around 
the home workshop, lab, or radio -TV 

MOTan. OR 
.'wEF LOAD 

o 

myAc 

R.R. , 47 ohm. / m. res. 
R- 11/0rí ohm, I m. res. 
17,-47,000 ohm, I m. res. 
R,- 211,0011 ohm wireroonnd pot 
C,C: -20 of., ISII v. elec. capacitor 
C. -8 µf. 50 v. elec. capacitor I for a.c. 

operation only/ 
T. --Fil. trans. 2.5 v. c.t. (current rating 

depends on maxim um load current desired. 
Stone'''. l' -6133, 2.5 v. 0' 5 amps used by 
author, 

T.- Power trans. /17 v. pri.; 125 v. 0, 15 ma.; 
6.3 v. a .6 amp. (Monroe PS-8415 or equiv.) 

RL .-- S.p.d.t. relay, 5000 ohm roil (Potter 
h Bromfield 1.85.5000 or equiv.) 

SR; 65 ma. selenium rectifier 
S, -Normally open push -button (see text) 
F, -/ atop fuse 
Y',- -2D21, 21150. or 51,2 -A thyratron 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the overload relay. 
One -half of the low -voltage secondary of a 
filament transformer is inserted in series with 
the appliance motor or other load. When the 
current rises, the thyratron tube conducts and 

P energizes the relay. This opens the motor circuit. 9 Y 
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service shop. In the latter case, it can 
come in very handy in keeping an eye 
on those elusive "dogs" while you are 
out of the shop on a regular service call. 

The unit is a load -sensing device 
which is connected in series with the 
equipment to be protected. In the case 
of a drill press or saw, any slight in- 
crease in motor load, such as that caused 
by a binding drill or a nail in the piece 
of wood being sawed, will be reflected 
as a slight increase in the current drawn 
by the motor. This current increase is 
sensed by the overload relay which im- 
mediately removes operating power 
from the device being protected. 

Fig. 1 is the schematic diagram of the 
"Electronic Overload Relay." T,, a 2.5- 
volt filament transformer is used here 
as a "current transformer." Half of the 
2.5 -volt secondary is used as the sensing 
winding and is connected in series with 
the load to be protected. The transform- 
er's primary is connected between the 
control grid of V, and ground. Resistor 

ax;:.>z: x:' w'33a ......a.:.n ............:......<c.....k:::?S.?:3?:i':z<i<!ü:<'<'< :Eji?:ï3°`'............... 

1.: across the primary of T, serves to re- 
duce the developed voltage to a point 
suitable for proper operation of the thy- 
ratron V,. 

In use. normal operating current 
drawn by the load through the low - 
impedance secondary of T, develops a 
voltage proportional to the secondary 
current in its primary winding. This 
a.c. voltage is applied to the control 
grid of the thyratron. The cathode of 
V, is connected to the arm of the "Sensi- 
tivity" control, R.. With normal load 
current flowing in the secondary of T,, 
R. is adjusted so that the cathode of V, 
is slightly more positive than the peak 
positive half -cycle applied to the control 
grid of V, from the current transformer. 
Since in this case the grid of V, is more 
negative than the cathode, it will not 
conduct or fire and the relay will not be 
energized. 

If the load current should now in- 
crease, the voltage developed across the 

(Continued on page 66) 

...... .: ,........ÿieb:::.'..........:'p"%i .................:...............:::."..... 

All the components are mounted on a small, open chassis. The knob protruding 
from the top of the chassis is the sensitivity control. Sensitive relay must be used. 

TI 

......:::`.:2::::':':':ï:':'ï:::3:ÿ::::v3':':<:.:::::::4:`i:::i;2:::;:2:::::':.Vti:. ::?y:2::::C:}::::i:::w :.:j>:.:i:::::..G':ë ...... :,... ... . ..:. :. 
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ADDING 
A CENTER SPEAKER 

FOR STEREO 
By GERALD J. HEALY 

Methods that may be used to derive a third channel for 
greater stereo spread, eliminating "hole -in- the -middle." 

W 
ITH the advent of stereophonic re- 
production there came problems of 
re- creating, as accurately as possi- 

ble, the original geometric location of 
the sound sources. Most of the initial 
work was done in the recording field. 
The major objective was to eliminate 
the "ping -pong" effect of early stereo 
recordings. This was accomplished 
through the use of various microphone 
techniques and different recording 
methods such as the use of three -track 
master tapes. The three tracks con- 
tained left -, center -, and right -channel 
information. In cutting the master disc, 
the center channel is carefully mixed 
with the left and right channels. The 
result has been records and tapes with 
greatly improved center -channel "fill." 

The spotlight then shifted from re- 
cording to reproduction, for here there 
existed an annoying dilemma -how to 
get wide -stage stereo without a "hole - 
in- the -middle." To understand this 
problem fully, a more complete knowl- 

LEFT 
SPEAKER 

edge of two- speaker stereo is neces- 
sary. See Fig. 1. In order to reproduce 
a uniformly balanced sound stage, the 
speakers have to be placed close to- 
gether such that the listening angle is 
not too great (Figs. lA and 1B). This 
produces a relatively large focal area, 
but the sound stage is narrow. As the 
listening angle increases, the sound 
stage seems wider. This is accomplished 
by either bringing the listener closer to 
the speakers or by separating the 
speakers. However, as the listening 
angle is increased, a "hole" tends to de- 
velop in the center due to the focal area 
moving behind the listener (Figs. 1C to 
1F). This happens if the speakers main- 
tain the same angle with respect to the 
wall. To maintain the original listener- 
focal area orientation, the speakers 
have to be toed -in as the listening angle 
increases, since balanced stereo can be 
heard only in the focal area. Note also 
that the greater distance between the 
speakers and the listener reduces the 

amount of sound received at the focal 
area. 

The size of the focal area is deter- 
mined by the directional character- 
istics of the speaker systems employed. 
As the speakers are separated, the size 
of the focal area may tend to decrease 
due to the absorption of the middle and 
high frequencies -those which give ste- 
reo its greatest directivity. Once the 
listener moves out of this area, the cen- 
ter of the sound disappears, with a re- 
sulting "ping -pong" effect or even a 
complete loss of stereo directivity. 

Center Channel 

The solution to this problem seems 
to lie in the derivation of a center chan- 
nel whose output depends on the infor- 
mation of both left and right channels. 
The maximum power delivered to this 
center channel occurs when both left 
and right channels contain the same in- 
formation, which happens only when 
the source is in the center, between left 

Fig. 1. (A,B) Narrow -stage stereo has no "hole -in- middle" but listening area is fairly restricted. (C,D) Wide -stage stereo has a 
slight reduction of sound in the center location. IE,F) Extremely wide -stage stereo is characterized by a pronounced "hole." 
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and right. As the source moves to the 
left away from center, the contribution 
from the left channel would be approxi- 
mately the same level as when the 
source was in the center but the con- 
tribution from the right channel would 
drop off as the source was moved far- 
ther to the left. The over -all effect 
would be a reduction in the output 
level of the center channel. See Fig. 2. 
This same thing holds true if the sound 
source moves to the right. When this 
center -channel speaker is combined 
with a widely separated two- speaker 
system, the sound stage has good con- 
tinuity. See Fig. 3. 

The earliest method of obtaining a 
center channel was to mix the pream- 
plified and equalized left- and right - 
channel signals electrically. The result- 
ing signal was fed to a third amplifier 
and speaker system. The mixing circuit 
was designed so that a high degree of 
channel separation was maintained. The 

R 
SOUND SOURCE LOCATION 

Fig. 2. Power -output requirement of 
the derived center -channel loudspeaker. 
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Fig. 3. Three- speaker wide -stage stereo. 

major drawback to this method was 
the expense of a third, high- quality 
amplifier. The ideal solution is to ob- 
tain the necessary signal at the speaker 
output terminals, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Unfortunately, this produces a "differ- 
ence" signal if the phase of both chan- 
nels is the same. To produce the 
required "sum" signal, the phase of one 
of the channels has to be shifted by 180 
degrees. This can be accomplished in 
several ways -four such methods will 
be discussed here. 

Reversing Phase 

The first method is to reverse the 

ground and "hot" lead connections on 
one channel of the stereo cartridge be- 
ing used. This can be done only with a 
four -terminal cartridge that does not 
have a built -in common ground. Note: 
This will not work with three -terminal 
cartridges. The only drawback to this 
method is that it restricts the system 
to phonograph records -no third chan- 
nel can be obtained from tapes or radio 
(AM -FM and /or FM -FM multiplex). 
If this method is chosen, connect the 

Fig. 4. Derived "difference" channel. 

G 

speakers as shown in Fig. 5A. Note the 
speaker polarity, especially that of the 
reverse -phase channel. A level control 
may be required on the center- or left - 
and right -channel speakers for best re- 
sults. 

The second method is no doubt the 
easiest; however it applies only to pre - 
amps which employ electronic phase 
reversal (as opposed to the most com- 
mon method of speaker -phase rever- 
sal). In this type of preamp, the output 

D 

Fig. 6. Generalized circuitry of the "Ultra - 
Linear" type of push -pull power output stage. 

is taken from either the plate or the 
cathode of the output tube; hence all 
that is necessary is to operate the pre- 
amplifier in the "reverse phase" mode. 
See Fig. 5A for proper speaker con- 
nections. Remember to observe the 
speaker polarities shown. 

The third method applies to systems 
which employ two separate power am- 
plifiers. If these amplifiers are made by 
different companies or if two different 
models made by the same firm are be- 
ing used, it may then be possible to ob- 
tain a third channel without any circuit 
changes. This can happen only if the 
number of tube functions of one ampli- 
fier, with respect to the other, produces 
an 180 -degree out -of -phase signal of 
one channel with respect to the other. 
To check this, connect the center -chan- 
nel speaker system to the 4 -ohm taps 
on each amplifier, as shown in Fig. 5A. 
Play a mono record with the system 
operating in the stereo mode. Adjust 
the volume of one channel above and 
below that of the opposite channel. If 
the signals are in- phase, there will be 
an audible null due to mutual can- 
cellation at the point of equal signal 
strength. If no such null occurs, then 
the required out -of -phase relationship 

(Continued on page 88) 

Fig. 5. (A) Center channel from out -of -phase amplifiers and (B) from converted am- 
plifier. Speaker impedance matching is not very critical, and it is advisable to ex- 
periment with various speaker taps to alter the sound levels produced by the various 
speakers. Actually, each output transformer is operating with two paralleled loads 
on it. Hence, the output impedances are half the values indicated at the transformer 
taps for speakers "A" and "B." In the case of the center channel, note that the two 
4 -ohm windings are in series, producing an impedance of 8 ohms. But again, because 
of the paralleled loads, the actual output impedance for "A + B" is just half this value. 
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By EBER W. GAYLORD 
Carnegie Inst. of Technology 

Using simple mechanical 
engineering principles, here 

is how to build a system to 

isolate the record player 
from the most severe shocks 

encountered in the home. 

42 

RECORD turntables or changers are 
usually supported by springs or elas- 
tic mounts provided by the manu- 

facturer. These mounts isolate the rec- 
ord player from acoustic feedback by 
the loudspeakers. However, to prevent 
acoustic feedback, it is only necessary to 
isolate the record player from frequen- 
cies higher than the lowest frequencies 
produced by the speaker; in many rec- 
ord players these mountings are much 
too stiff to protect the record player 
from the effects of shock caused by peo- 
ple dancing, children playing, and, in the 
case of particularly flimsy floors, people 
walking near the record player. These 
shocks can result in record -destroying 
groove -jumping and annoying disturb- 
ances in the sound. 

This article will describe a record - 
player suspension system that will iso- 
late the record player from the effects 
of the most severe shocks that would 
normally be encountered in the home. 
The suspension system accomplishes 
this by providing extreme flexibility to 
motion of the turntable in all directions, 
i.e., vertical, horizontal, and rotational. 
Only a few parts are needed for its con- 
struction. These parts include pulleys, 
strong cord or fishline, steel pegs. and 
extension springs --all of which can be 
found in a well -stocked hardware store. 
The unit has a simple mechanism for 

leveling the turntable. a necessity when 
a balanced tonearm is not used. 

Principle of Operation 
The suspension system isolates the 

record player from shock by permitting 
the record- player cabinet. or whatever 
structure the record player is mounted 
on, to move suddenly through large dis- 
placements, such as '.á of an inch, with- 
out transmitting any appreciable mo- 
tion or jar to the record player. In 
essence. the suspension system makes 
the record player behave like a seismo- 
graph; if the floor were to be suddenly 
jarred by an earthquake, one could no- 
tice it by observing the relative motion 
between the record player and the sus- 
pension system cabinet. 

A very simple criterion may be used 
to determine how flexible the suspension 
system must be: this is to specify the 
natural frequency of free oscillation of 
the suspended record player when it is 
disturbed into motion, i.e., the frequency 
at which the record player swings back 
and forth or bobs up and down. Analysis 
and experience have shown that a' nat- 
ural frequency of 2 cps or less will give 
adequate shock protection. At this low 
frequency, any vertical or horizontal 
oscillation of the record player will not 
produce forces between the needle and 
the record large enough to disturb the 

Fig. 1. Over -all view of record -player mounting arrangement described in the 
article. A pair of home -built tonearms complete the author's playback system. 

Fig. 2. Top view of the suspension system with the record player removed. 
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sound, cause groove jumping, or harm 
the record. Moreover, the small amount 
of friction in the suspension system will 
quickly clamp out these oscillations. 
Natural frequencies much lower than 
2 cps, corresponding to a more flexible 
suspension, are usually not necessary 
and they may become impractical due 
to space limitations and difficulty in get- 
ting extremely soft springs that are ca- 
pable of supporting the weight of the 
record player. 

Design 

The suspension system illustrated in 
Figs. 1 through 6 consists of a cradle 
that is suspended at each corner by 80- 
lb. -test Dacron fishing line running over 
ball- bearing pulleys. The other ends of 
the cords are fastened to extension 
springs. The other ends of the springs 
are anchored by cord to the steel pegs 
in the record player leveling windlasses. 
The record- player mounting board rests 
on four posts extending up from the 
cradle. The flexibility of the system is 
achieved through pendulum action in 
the horizontal direction and through 
spring action in the vertical direction. 

The cradle can be made of thin strips 
of oak, or other strong wood, and glued 
together with a good glue. 

The leveling windlasses, shown in 
Figs. 4 and 5, consist of ',.. -inch diameter 
steel pegs clamped in a wood block by 
steel straps. The pegs are kept from 
rotating by the clamping friction. Their 
action is similar to that of the pegs of a 
violin. A slot is cut in the upper ends of 
the pegs to accept a screwdriver. Any 
corner of the record player may be 
raised or lowered by inserting the screw- 
driver through properly placed holes in 
the record -player mounting board and 
rotating the pegs. 

The natural frequency of oscillation 
of the record player in the horizontal 
direction is f .3.12/ V1 cps. where l is 
the length in inches of the portion of 
string A -B (Fig. 6) between the pulley 
and the cradle. A minimum length of 2 
inches will give a frequency of about 
2.2 cps. If space permits, longer lengths 
will provide better isolation. 

The Springs 
The choice of springs depends on the 

total weight of the suspended record 
player, mounting board, and cradle. The 
greater this weight, the heavier and 
stiffer the springs must be. 

Determine the total suspended weight 
and divide this quantity by 4 to get the 
approximate load carried by each 
spring. Call this quotient W. For ex- 
ample, the total suspended weight for 
the Thorens turntable used by the au- 
thor was about 20 pounds, so W =5. 

Now specify a spring on the basis of 
its spring constant, called K pounds per 
inch. K is given by the formula: K= 
W f/9.75, where f is the natural fre- 
quency. For example, with W =5 pounds 
and f = 2 cps, K = 5 x 4/9.75 = 2.05 
pounds /inch. 

Enough space must be provided in 
designing the system to allow for the 
stretch of the spring due to the sus - 

(Continued on page 82) 
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Fig. 3. Inside view showing the arrangement of the four suspension springs. 

Fig. 4. Close -up of the leveling windlass with its two height -adjusting screws. 

Fig. 5. Details of the leveling windlass. Two of these assemblies are required. 
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MULTI- 
PURPOSE 

LOW- 
VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY 
By CHARLES CARINGELLA 

Regulated, variable output 
to 14 volts and 5 amperes 
with low ripple is useful 
for powering transistor 
circuits and eliminating 
or charging batteries. 

Fig. 1. The supply was mounted in a special case that offers several advantages. 

THE DAY OF the time -honored bat - 
tery eliminator. with its high a.c. 
ripple. is dwindling rapidly. The pop- 

ularity of transistorized radios. includ- 
ing those used in automobiles whether 
they are of the hybrid variety or not, has 
imposed a new requirement on service 
shops. The need for a versatile, variable 
source of low d.c. voltage is evident. It 
may sometimes be called upon to de- 
liver fairly high current, but it now 
must do so while keeping a.c. ripple at 
a low level. 

The bench supply described here will 
do that at moderate cost, making a 
worthwhile addition to the service shop, 
and it will also find use in the labora- 
tory or on the experimenter's bench. 
For example, in addition to powering 
transistor circuits. it can provide d.c. 
power, on an experimental basis. for a 
variety of portable or mobile equip- 
ment. It also provides enough output to 
give an automobile battery a healthy, 
overnight charge. 

The author's completed version, in 
Fig. 1, provides continuous control and 
metering of output voltage and current. 
Stepdown transformer T, (Fig. 3) sup- 
plies 18 volts a.c. to a full -wave bridge 
rectifier made up of four silicon diodes, 
SR, to SR,. Each of these will pass 5 
amperes, which is the maximum output 
rating of the entire supply. The peak - 
inverse voltage ratings of the 1N1450 
types used also meet the circuit require- 
ments safely. 

The zener diodes. CR, and CR,, serve 
as a reference for regulating the supply 
and also determining its maximum out- 
put voltage. The potential across each 
of these is nominally 6.8 volts. With the 
two in series, nearly 14 volts is obtained, 
and it remains constant despite fluctua- 
tions in input a.c. or output load. 

The same end can be achieved in 
other ways, but the use of the two 
diodes was considered to be well worth 
their cost in terms of convenience and 
reliability. A small battery or string of 
series cells adding up to the maximum 
output voltage, used in place of CR, 
and CR, would serve the same purpose. 

However, they would have to be 
checked and replaced from time to time. 
An alternate scheme is shown in broken 
lines (detail A, Fig. 3). This network 
could be used to replace the diode pair 
(broken lines) in the main schematic. 
If this is done, R, and R, form a simple 
voltage divider, and C: maintains the 
voltage at a somewhat constant level. 
However, regulation will not be as good 
as in the other methods. The choice is 
up to the user, based on his needs. 

In any case, the reference voltage is 
applied between the base of transistor 
V, and the positive side of the rectified 
supply. Since this stage is an emitter 
follower, the emitter output, developed 
across R. is held to within a few tenths 
of a volt of the base potential. Since R, 
is a potentiometer. the voltage it selects 
for application to the base of V, is regu- 
lated although variable. This control is 
thus the supply's voltage adjustment. 
V, is also an emitter -follower stage, so 
output across R:: closely follows the in- 
put voltage at the base. 

Emitter output of V. in turn, is cou- 
pled to the bases of V.. and V,, these two 
transistors being in parallel to provide 
the desired current output from the last 
stage. In effect, the last two transistors 
also function together as an emitter fol- 
lower, but the external load now serves 
as the emitter resistor. Essentially then, 
the regulator circuit is a three -stage, 
cascaded current amplifier, with each 
stage supplying more current than the 
one preceding it. The four Motorola 
power transistors, Type 2N554, are rela- 
tively inexpensive, currently selling for 
not much more than a dollar each. 

The circuit is also very effective in 
reducing power- supply ripple. This is 
extremely low -in the millivolt region 
-even when the supply is delivering 
maximum current. The same results 
could be achieved with conventional fil- 
tering methods, but the inductor and 
capacitor required would be large and 
expensive. 

Simultaneous monitoring of voltage 
and current in the output is provided 
with two separate meters. Fuse F: pro- 
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Fig. 2. Most major components are seen in top chassis view . 

tects the circuit under test as well as 
the regulator transistors in the event 
of a short. Its value will be discussed 
later. 

Construction 

The instrument was housed in a case 
measuring 5 inches by 6 inches by 8 
inches. This new -style enclosure, manu- 
factured by L. M. Bender Co. (LMB), 
was chosen because it comes as a wel- 
come departure from familiar types. It 
permits access to any part of the chassis 
without removal of the front or back 
panels. The case also makes an excel- 
lent heat sink for the transistors. It is 
constructed entirely of aluminum and 
its six sides, all making good thermal 
contact, help to conduct heat from the 
transistors into the air. Transistors V:, 
and V. alone will dissipate up to 60 
watts at certain voltage and current 
output conditions. 

Fig. 2, a top view of the chassis, shows 
the locations of major components. Wir- 
ing can be seen in Fig. 4. This is not 
critical except that heavy leads should 

Fig. 3. Supply uses 4 power transistors, 

Fig. 4. All diodes and wiring appear in bottom chassis view. 

be used to carry current in certain, 
critical parts of the circuit. These in- 
clude wiring from the negative side of 
the bridge to the collectors of V:: and 
V,, from the positive side of the bridge 
to positive terminal BP:, and in that 
part of the circuit involving the emit- 
ters of V: and V,, fuse F_, meter M, and 
BP,. Use No. 18 hookup wire or heavier. 

The vertical mounting brackets on 
the Triad power transformer were re- 
moved to permit compact mounting in 
the enclosure. A rectangular hole was 
cut in the chassis and the transformer 
was mounted horizontally with the bolts 
that originally held the brackets. The 
green lead on this component is a 
17 -volt tap, not used. It may be cut 
close to the transformer, taped, and 
curled under the wiring, out of the way. 

The entire circuit is isolated from the 
chassis. This enables equipment with 
negative or positive ground to be serv- 
iced with equal convenience. Be sure to 
observe all indicated polarities. Since 
the collector of the power transistor is 
connected to its case, the latter must be 

bridge rectifier, and regulating element.' 

i Stepdown trans. 18 volts n 6 amps 
'Triad F -4R11) 

RI 
0ETAIL A 

ISEF TEXT) 
.II 0-IS v. d.r. meter (Shnrite .Model 8.50) 
11 (1.5 reap d.r. meter (Sharite .Model 850) 
F. I amp fuse 
F. See text 

R, -220 ohm, I w. res. S, S.p..t.:. toggle switch 
R -100 ohm, S w. linear taper pot /Centrolab 

R'N -lull 
BP, .S -may binding post (Superior OF3OBC, 

black) 
R - 1011 oh,n, 2 w. res. BP: 5 -way binding post (Superior DF30RC, 
R1-220 ohm, I w. res. (see text) red) 
C,, C- 1000 µf 25 v. elec. capacitor (.Mal- 

lory WP-059) 
V,, r',, V , l'.,- 2.V554 power transistor 

(Motorola) 
C. -500 pl., 25 v. elec. raparitor (.Mallory I- L.1IR No. If'IC utility enclosure 

R'P -057. see text) 4- Power transistor u,nrn,tiag kits /.Motorola 
SR,. SR:. SR.. SR-,- 1N1450 silicon reetifi er, 

.S amp., loll p.i.v. 
MK-10) 

4- Silicon rectifier mounts (similar to lase 
C.R,, CR. - Zrner diode (.Motorola 1.11A.8Z) clips) 
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isolated from the chassis. This is accom- 
plished with a thin, Teflon washer, 
which provides electrical insulation yet 
maintains good thermal contact with 
the chassis for heat removal. The 
mounting kit specified in the parts list 
includes the necessary washer, socket, 
and hardware. Mount the transistors 
after the sockets have been wired and 
soldered, then check between each tran- 
sistor case and the chassis with an ohm- 
meter for possible shorts. 

Check -Out and Performance 
Before the power supply is put into 

use, it should be checked without a load. 
Turn on the power switch and manipu- 
late control potentiometer R_. You 
should be able to vary the voltmeter 
reading from 0 to 14 volts but the am- 
meter, of course, should not indicate. If 
the voltmeter deflects to full -scale and 
the reading cannot be adjusted down- 
ward, check the transistors for shorts. 
If ripple is measured with a v.t.v.m., 
about 1 volt should be read across C, 
and C_ and about 10 millivolts at the 
output terminals. (When the supply is 
operating at full capacity, ripple will be 
approximately 100 millivolts.) 

Next place a test load across the sup- 
ply. A 5 -ohm, 20 -watt wirewound re- 
sistor will serve the purpose. With it, 
output voltage can be adjusted up to 
10 volts. Transistors V, and V, will get 
warm. V, and V, will get very hot -in 
fact, too hot to hold. 

The operating value for fuse F, may 
be conveniently changed for each ap- 
plication, the choice being governed by 
the load. For instance, when working 
on a small transistor radio, a value of 
100 milliamperes or less could be used. 
Charging a car battery would require a 
fuse of several amperes. Although 5 am- 
peres can be handled, a continuous load 
of 4 amperes should not be exceeded for 
maximum transistor life 

Voltage regulation is quite good. At 
a setting of 6 volts with the load draw- 
ing 4 amperes, the drop is .5 volt. At 12 
volts, the drop is .8 volt for a total of 
11.2 volts at 4 amperes. -ap- 
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Novel, Uses O For 
Pho tocoiiductirt 
Photocclli4 / By JOHN POTTER SHIELDS 

Construction of a simple light - operated 
relay, an automatic night light, and a 

daylight alarm are all 
possible with inexpensive 

cadmium sulphide photocells. 
SEVERAL years ago a number of in- 

expensive cadmium sulphide photo- 
conductive photocells were put on 

) he market and have since found wide 
industrial and domestic application. Due 
to their small physical size and ex- 
tremely rugged construction, they can 
be used in many environments where 
the conventional gas or high- vacuum 
tube photocell would be totally unsatis- 
factory. In addition, the sensitivity of 
the cadmium sulphide (CdS) photocell 
is much greater than gas or high -vac- 
uum tube types so that, in many in- 
stances, no amplifier is required between 
a CdS cell and the relay or other device 
to be controlled. 

Characteristics 

The CdS photocell may be considered, 
for all practical purposes, as a light - 
sensitive resistor; the resistance of the 
average unit varying from many meg- 
ohms in total darkness to several hun- 
dred ohms under conditions of high 
illumination, such as in bright sunlight. 
In most cases, the current through the 
CdS cell is proportional to the amount 
of illumination to which the cell is ex- 
posed. It should be noted that cells by 
different manufacturers will vary some- 
what in this respect. 

The spectral response of the average 
CdS photocell is such that its sensitivity 
is excellent throughout the visible light 
range and extends slightly into the in- 
frared region. The spectral response 
peak, at approximately 6800 to 7000 
Angstroms, can be seen in Fig. 1 for 
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Fig. 1. Spectral response of typical 
CdS photocell -Polaris Type MAJ -1. 
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Fig. 2. A photocell- operated relay. 

Fig. 3. Light- sensitive potentiometer. 
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a typical cadmium sulphide photocell. 
As is the case with most good things. 

CdS cells have their limitations. For ex- 
ample, the frequency response of a CdS 
cell is so poor as to make it practically 
useless in such applications as optical 
sound -track reproduction and "light - 
beam" communications. These cells also 
poSSCSS what might be termed an "iner- 
tia effect." When a CdS cell is exposed 
to intense illumination which is then 
suddenly removed, a finite time is re- 
quired for the cell's internal resistance 
to change to its original value. This ef- 
fect is less pronounced as the intensity 
of illumination is decreased, therefore 
for maximum speed of response, as little 
illumination as possible should be used. 

As is the case with any resistive de- 
vice, the CdS cell has a maximum dissi- 
pation rating -- generally expressed in 
fractional wattage at a given ambient 
temperature. Therefore, in designing 
equipment employing these cells. both 
the ambient temperature in which the 
circuit will be operating and the maxi- 
mum electrical power which they can 
dissipate must be considered. 

Most CdS photocells have an internal 
capacitance of between S and 20 ,Rpf. 

which allows their use in wide -band 
video circuitry as would be the case if 
one were to be employed in an automatic 
contrast control circuit of a TV set. 

Practical Uses 

Now for a look at some practical ap- 
plications for the CdS photocell. As a 
starter, Fig. 2 shows one of the most 
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obvious applications for a CdS cell -a 
photocell -operated relay. As can be seen 
from the schematic, the circuit is sim- 
plicity itself, requiring only a selenium 
rectifier (SR.), a sensitivity control 
(R.), a filter capacitor (C,), a CdS pho- 
tocell (PC,), and a relay (RL,). The re- 
lay coil resistance should be between 
2500 and 10,000 ohms. In operation. SR, 
and C, provide a source of low -ripple d.c. 
which is applied to the sensitivity con- 
trol, R,, the CdS cell, and the relay coil - 
all of which are connected in series. The 
sensitivity control is adjusted so that 
when light strikes the cell, dropping its 
resistance, sufficient current will flow 
through the relay coil to energize the 
relay. Since the current drain of this 
circuit is quite small, a 90 -volt "B" bat- 
tery can be used to operate the circuit 
if, at any time, portable application is 
desired. 

A rather unique application of the 
CdS photocell is as a "light- sensitive 
potentiometer," as shown in Fig. 3A. 
Here a 2- megohm fixed resistor (R,) is 
connected in series with the CdS cell 
(PC,). The input signal is applied aerdss 
both R, and PC,. The output is taken 
from their junction and the low side of 
PC,, which is also common to the input. 
Assuming that the dark, resistance of 
the CdS cell is 10 megohms, then the 
output voltage will be 83 per -cent of the 
applied input voltage when the cell is 
not illuminated. If the cell is now suffi- 
ciently illuminated so as to drop its re- 
sistance to. say, 200 ohms, then the out- 
put voltage will be only 1 /10,000th of 
the applied input signal. 

This type of potentiometer has many 
useful applications. For example, it can 
be combined with a light bulb in a small 
housing to form a complete potentiom- 
eter control assembly, as shown in Fig. 
3B. This type of assembly could find ap- 
plication where it is desired to insert a 
pot in a high -impedance circuit; the pot 
being controlled from a point remote 
from the circuit. 

As an example, Fig. 4 shows such an 
assembly used as a volume control in a 
typical radio receiver. The CdS cell 
and associated resistor, R,, replace the 
conventional volume control. The "con- 
trol lamp" is connected by a piece of or- 
dinary two- conductor "zip cord" to a 
simple rheostat and battery located at 
the desired point of control. The obvious 
advantage of this setup is that no high - 
impedance signal appears on the control 
cable: allowing the use of an unshielded 
cable of almost unlimited length. Inci- 
dentally, this same type of control setup 
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Fig. 4. Light- operated volume control. 
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Fig. 6. Automatic night -light circuit. 

would he ideal for use with a stereo sys- 
tem where it is always advisable to have 
the volume and balance controls located 
by the listener's side. 

An a.c. supply may be used to excite 
the light bulb in the circuit of Fig. 4 if 
the cell is not placed in a circuit which 
is followed by large amounts of amplifi- 
cation. The reason that an a.c. supply 
may often be used in many circuits is 
that the light bulb filament possesses a 
certain thermal lag, that is, during each 
alternation of applied current, the bulb's 
filament doesn't have time to cool off 
completely. A low -voltage (2.5 volt) 
bulb is to be preferred over a higher 
voltage bulb as its filament is heavier 
and, as a result, has a greater thermal 
lag. 

Another, although not quite so ob- 
vious, application of the photocell -light 
bulb combination is in instances where it 
is desired to use the CdS cell as part of 
a high -potential circuit, while keeping' 

The author's breadboard test setup for evaluating CdS photocell circuits. 

the control circuit at or near ground po- 
tential. Since the bulb and cell are com- 
pletely isolated electrically, this type of 
operation would present no problem. 

Other Novel Uses 

Fig. 5 shows a rather novel applica- 
tion of a CdS cell. Transistor V, is con- 
nected in a series -fed Hartley oscillator 
circuit consisting of T,, C C., R,, and 
PC,. The base bias of V, is determined 
by R, in series with the CdS cell, PC,. 
When PC, is not illuminated, its internal 
resistance is in megohms so that V, can 
draw no base -bias current -preventing 
it from oscillating. If PC, is illuminated. 
its resistance will drop sharply allowing 
V, to break into oscillation by virtue of 
now obtaining base -bias current. A small 
speaker can be connected to the second- 
ary of T, to reproduce the tone. This 
gadget can be used as an "electronic 
alarm clock " -sounding a soft tone at 
the arrival of daylight. R: can be ad- 
justed to vary the amount of illumina- 
tion that is required to trigger the oscil- 
lator. 

Fig. 6 is another circuit which can be 
adapted to use as an automatic night 
light. A #47 pilot light is connected in 
the collector circuit of V,. The CdS cell, 
in conjunction with R,, form a voltage 
divider network which supplies base 
current to V,. When PC, is not illumi- 
nated, its resistance is extremely high, 
thereby shunting very little current to 
ground. As a result, V, receives suffi- 
cient base -bias current to conduct; 
lighting the pilot light. When PC, is 
illuminated, its resistance drops to a 
point where it shorts the transistor's 

Some typical CdS photocells along 
with improvised tube -socket mounting. 

base current to ground, causing it to 
cease drawing enough current to light 
the bulb. 

Needless to say there are countless 
other applications for CdS photocells. 
The examples given here are meant 
merely as illustrations and are not in- 
tended to stifle the imaginations of the 
readers. - 
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RELAYS MAKE 
LOGIC CIRCUITS 

By KENNETH BRAMHAM 

With tubes, transistors, assorted 

diodes, and magnetic devices to 

choose from, relays still hold 

their own.. Here's how they work. 

;QOÖÖÖ;_ , ,,,,,,¿J Q_O;_)O;;;;Ó:.,J .., t...!¡ 

WHEN SOMEONE mentions com- 
puter logic elements. we tend to 
respond by thinking of such "glam- 

orous" components. developed in recent 
years, as semiconductors or magnetic 
devices. Magnetic cores. rods, and tape: 
transistors and Esaki diodes: MAD 
I multi- aperture devices): paramatrons: 
delay lines- -these capture the imagina- 
tion so much that they make one forget 
about vacuum or gas tubes and com- 
pletely overshadow such a common- 
place as the electro- mechanical relay. 

Yet the relay. which was used before 
the mentioned devices came into promi- 
nence, is still the workhorse of the data - 
processing and control industries. The 
service technician is wrong to write 
it off as an antique because of the tend 
toward newer devices in large comput- 
ers and telephone installations. In fact, 
he is more likely to encounter relays 
Than any other devices. Relays are ac- 
tually being used more than ever before 
in remote controls, machine -tool opera- 
tion, o0ice equipment. and computer in- 

COIL 

CONTACTS 

k{!ir'.};; 

PIVOT 

-.-- ARMATURE 

A IRGAP 

Fig. 1. Electromagnetic energy pulls in 
relay armature, which switches contacts. 

put equipment. Consider even the mod- 
ern. giant, "electronic brains." made 
possible by the latest advances, used in 
banking and accounting processes. It is 
a safe bet that several relays will have 
to operate before an input is received 
by the first transistor. What relays can 
do and how they are used are therefore 
important concerns. 

The principle of relay operation is 
simple. Current is made to flow in a coil 
when a voltage is applied. This current 
produces a magnetic field in an iron core 
(Fig. 1) around which the coil is wound 
and in a movable armature. The only 
gap in the magnetic circuit, as shown. 
occurs between the core and the arma- ARMATURE 

ture. Most of the energy in the field 
(magnetic flux is indicated by the 
broken lines) is concentrated at the air 
gap, so that the light armature is at- tn..SFER 

tracted to the heavy core. If the arma- 

ture is mechanically coupled to a con- 
tact or switch assembly, its motion will 
make the switch contacts transfer. In 
the case of Fig. 1, armature motion will 
close the normally open switch contacts. 

Advantages & Disadvantages 

At first thought, relays would seem 
to have a serious handicap when com- 
pared to other devices as logic elements. 
Others can amplify. or provide us with 
gain. It is not immediately obvious that 
a relay can do as much. We are familiar 
with the gain of a tube circuit as being 
the ratio between a change of input 
voltage and a greater change of output 
voltage. However. a relay may be oper- 
ated by a small current in its coil. It can 
then control a much larger current 
through its contacts. This may be said 
to provide current gain. (Like the t'an - 
sistor, the relay is a current- sensitive 
rather than a voltage -sensitive com- 
ponent.) 

The relays dealt with here are also 
"two- state" devices: that is. they are 
either "on" or "off." with no degrees of 
operation in between. They do not have 
leakage current in the "off" state (as 
do transistors) nor resistance in the 
"on" state (as do tubes). Every relay re- 
quires a given, minimum current in its 
coil I input current t to attract the arma- 
ture and transfer the contacts, just as 
a tube needs an input pulse of minimum 

amplitude to he triggered into conduc- 
tion. 

Let us consider what these character- 
istics mean in terms of "gain" and effici- 
ency. Take a typical relay that may re- 
quire an input. of 50 ma. (50 volts across 
a 1000 -ohm coil) and that has eight sets 
of contacts. These contacts will have in- 
finite resistance when open and negli- 
gible resistance when closed. Each set 
can handle two amperes -a current gain 
of 40 (2/.05). If all eight sets of contacts 
are used, there is a total gain of 320! 

Comparison with that other current - 
sensitive device. the transistor, is inter- 
esting. For comparable operation, eight 
transistor circuits would be required, 
each capable of handling two amperes 
with an input current of 6.25 ma. (.05 /8 

.00625). Normally each of the eight 
circuits would require at least two 
stages of amplification. This makes a 
total of 16 transistors. plus associated 
resistors and capacitors in the external 
circuits. instead of one relay. 

Furthermore, we have been consider- 
ing a simple case. in which we only want 
to switch the output circuits on (or only 
switch them off I. This function parallels 
the action of a single -throw switch. 
Suppose we wanted to choose between 
two current -handling outputs in each 
section. We would need 32 transistors 
along with associated circuit compo- 
nents. A single relay with eight sets of 

Fig. 2. High -speed wire contact relays (Al are used in office equipment and com- 
puters. "Telephone- types (BI offer a wide choice of combinations of contacts. 
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Fig. 3. Basic logic elements with relays. 

contacts will still do -the job, if the con- 
tacts are of the C type. In these, one 
contact, which moves with the arm, - 
tuie, may swing to either of two other 
fixed contacts between which it is lo- 
cated. This duplicates the action of a 
double -throw switch. 

Relays also have drawbacks when 
compared with other devices. Operating 
speed is a disadvantage that rules out 
the use of relays in high -speed comput- 
ing; but, in applications where 5 to 10 
milliseconds of switching time can he 
tolerated, relay logic circuits can be 
used to advantage. Other problems re- 
sult from the inductance of the coils. 
The inductive kick produced when the 
coil current is interrupted must be sup- 
pressed, if damage to contacts is to be 
avoided. Adequate suppression often re- 
sults in greatly increased switching 
time and adds to the design prob- 
lems. Without suppression, if it is re- 
quired to break a relay coil circuit with 
the contacts of another relay, much 
heavier contacts must be used than 
would be the case with full suppression. 
In any case, relay contacts rated to 
carry a given current will be rated to 
make or break at a much lower current. 

Contact bounce is another disadvan- 
tage of many relay types. This is caused 
by the mechanical characteristics of the 
contact springs and will often cause a 
series of short pulses in the output cir- 
cuit before a static condition is reached. 
This is seldom a problem when the out- 
put is taken to another relay coil, as the 
short pulses will not affect the switch- 
ing time of a relatively slow -operating 
relay. If this pulsing output is taken to 
a high -speed transistor circuit, however, 
some special circuitry may be needed to 
give a clean signal. 

Using the Relays 

Those who are familiar with basic 
logic elements, such as those described 
in recent articles in this publication, 
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will be interested to see how these may 
be built from simple relays. Actually, 
t here are dozens of relay types to choose 
from. Only two are shown in Fig. 2, the 
wire- contact type IA) and the "tele- 
phone" type t13). The top illustrations 
are for physical appearance. the lower 
ones give an idea how they work. 

Only C type contacts are available on 
the wire- contact. relay, but as many as 
12 sets may be found. When the coil is 
not energized. one circuit is closed 
through the "Normal" contact. With 
coil current, the other circuit is made 
through the "Transfer" contact as the 
wire is attracted upward. 

Just a few of the many types of com- 
binations are shown for the telephone 
relay. The movement of the single arma- 
ture in Fig. 2B will close a pair of con- 
tacts (single -throw) on form A. transfer 
from one circuit contact to another on 
form C (double- throw). and open an- 
other circuit on form B (single-throw). 
Because of the restrictions imposed by 
wire- contact and other types of relays. 
we will show only logic circuits that can 
be made with C contacts, although all 
contacts will not always be in use. 

Three basic logic elements, the and. 
or, and c.relusire or configurations, are 
shown in Fig. 3 as they would be de- 
veloped with relays. These are the 
simplest cases. The actual number of re- 
lays used can be many more than the 
two shown in each case. In each ex- 
ample, output is indicated by the light- 
ing of lamp L. 

In Fig. 3A. the contacts of one relay 
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2 

''EXCLUSIVE NOT OR" 

(B) 

Fig. 4. The complimentary circuits for 
two elements in Fig. 3 are also possible. 

Fig. 5. Building complex circuits: this 
arrangement takes 31 possible input com- 
binations, produces output on 21 of them. 

OR 

< r T TJ T T _ 
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Fig. 6. One relay having two coils can 
simplify any of the circuits in Fig. 3. 

OR 

Fig. 7. If diodes are used, several in- 
puts can be fed to a single -coil relay. 

are in series with the contacts of the 
other. For output to be produced (for 
voltage to be applied to the lamp 
through a completed path), both relays 
must be energized. In Fig. 313, relay 1 

contacts parallel relay 2 contacts. En- 
ergizing either one (or both) will light 
the lamp. The e.,elasire or circuit of Fig. 
3C has an interesting arrangement : the 
normally open contacts of one relay are 
in series with the normally closed con- 
tacts of the other. and rice rer.sa. The 
path from the applied voltage to the 
lamp is complete only when either relay. 
but not both, is energized. 

The complement of an and circuit is 
not and: the circuit for this is shown 
in Fig. 4A, where the light is seen to be 
normally on and is disconnected only 
when relay coils 1 and 2 are energized 
simultaneously. Similarly, the comple- 
ment of e.rchcsire or is shown in Fig. 4B; 
the light being disconnected when either 
relay, but not both, is operated. 

In all the circuits shown, a light bulb 
has been used to indicate an output. In 
practice, this output may be used to 
operate almost any electrical device. 
Quite often the+ output of one logic cir- 
cuit is used as an input to another logic 
circuit. The diagram of Fig. 5 shows the 
output from two or circuits tone with 
two inputs, the other with three) used 
as an input to an and circuit. (To sim- 
plify the diagram all relay coils are 
shown as rectangles containing an iden- 
tifying number. This is common practice 
in relay logic diagrams. I Out of a pos- 
sible 31 combinations of two or more 
inputs, 21 will give an output to the 
light. 

Only simple relays have been dis- 
cussed to this point; however, there is a 
variation of these relays that is widely 
used and often reduces the number of 
relays needed for a logic element. This 
is the double -coil relay. Construction is 
identical with the simple, single -coil 
version except for an additional wind - 

( Con tinnrc)/ on tw!/c 90) 
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By JEROME M. GILISON 

Basic coverage of the specifications and features that 
are important to the user in picking a hi -fi FM tuner. 

WHEN faced with the awesome task 
of choosing an FM tuner, the music 
enthusiast has often felt completely 

lost amidst the complex jargon of tech- 
nical specifications and performance 
characteristics that seem to be the ex- 
clusive property of audio salesmen and 
electronics engineers. All too often the 
prospective buyer will throw up his 
hands and rely on the advice of the 
salesman or an "initiated" friend, only 
later realizing that his brand new tuner 
is lacking a feature that would be par- 
ticularly useful under his listening con- 
ditions. This is especially unfortunate 
because this all- too -common calamity 
can easily be avoided with just a little 
preparation before entering the hi -fi em- 
porium. 

Specifications 

The technical specifications all have 
very practical "common sense" mean - 
ings -expressed in technical shorthand 
-that indicate the type of performance 
you might expect under different oper- 
ating conditions. Sensitivity ratings, for 
example, are often used to compare 
different tuners. These ratings indicate 
the ability of a tuner to receive weaker 
stations without bringing in, at the same 
time, an annoying background of noise. 
Thus the number you see in print is the 
minimum received signal strength which 

ANT. 

will permit a given degree of quieting, 
or freedom from background noise. If 
Tuner "A" is rated at 1.5 microvolts for 
30 db of quieting (the most meaning- 
ful quieting level) with a standard 300 - 
ohm antenna, this means that Tuner 
"A" will provide an enjoyable music 
signal with only 1.5 microvolts received 
at the antenna. Generally speaking, the 
sensitivity rating for 30 db of quieting 
with a 300 -ohm antenna is the most use- 
ful basis of comparison and the prospec- 
tive buyer should be alert to spot 72- 
ohm antenna ratings for specialized ap- 
plications (which are exactly half the 
300 -ohm rating), and ratings for 20 db 
of quieting, which are lower but also 
include more noise. Of course, the lower 
the sensitivity figure, the more sensitive 
is the tuner. 

The Institute of High Fidelity Manu- 
facturers Inc. (IHFM1, an industry- 
wide group, has established two new 
sensitivity ratings which are now used 
by practically all tuner manufacturers. 
These are usable sensitirity and volume 
sensitivity. The usable sensitivity test is 
designed to measure the internal noise 
(including hum and distortion) gener- 
ated by the receiver itself, while the 
volume sensitivity is a measurement of 
a tuner's ability to provide a listenable 
signal from weak stations. (Editor's 
Note: Usable sensitivity is measured 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a typical FM 
tuner as discussed in accompanying text. 

TO AMPLIFIER 

tvith a -30 db, or 3(4, ratio between the 
tuner's output with and without 'modu- 
lation. Volume sensitirity is measured 
with a -20 db ratio between the tuner's 
output with a strong Diodulated signal, 
and the output with a creak modulated 
signal.) Due to the tremendous ad- 
vances which have been made in tuner 
sensitivity over the past decade, how- 
ever. the usable sensitivity test is the 
more stringent requirement for most 
tuners on the market today. What this 
means. in effect, is that today's tuner is 
so sensitive to radio signals that it will 
perform satisfactorily as long as the in- 
put signal is higher than the internal 
noise generated in the receiver tubes 
and components. 

The important factor, however, is 
the amount of sensitivity that you will 
actually need in your own area. There is 
simply no sense in parting with extra 
cash for a highly sensitive tuner when 
all the stations you will care to receive 
can be picked up with ease on a less 
expensive model. Probably the best way 
of deciding how much sensitivity you 
need is to determine the number and 
location of stations you would like to re- 
ceive. If your list includes some "must" 
stations at a distance of over 100 miles, 
you will probably need a highly sensi- 
tive tuner and, in most cases, a special- 
ized outdoor antenna. If your most dis- 
tant "must" station is located between 
50 and 100 miles from your home. a 
tuner in the more moderate sensitivity 
range with an outdoor antenna will 
probably suffice. Local stations should 
present no problems, at least in regard 
to sensitivity, to just about all tuners 
of hi -fi standing now on the market. Of 
course, these distances are very ap- 
proximate. for the peculiarities of FM 
transmission could place your domicile 
squarely in the midst of a "dead" zone 
while your neighbor is enjoying booming 
reception from distant places on his low - 
fidelity table model. If you are particu- 
larly interested in distance reception, 
the most sensible procedure would be 
to test the tuner of your choice in your 
home before making a final purchase. 

Of course, even in the largest metro- 
politan areas, highly sensitive tuners 
can add significantly to the pleasure you 
derive from FM listening. Many a listen- 
er in such an area has been delighted to 
discover a station just to his taste in a 
distant city that might have remained 
beyond his range with a less sensitive 
unit. Thus the sensitivity rating must he 
considered along with the applications 
you have in store for your tuner, before 
a decision is made. 

The AM noise rejection figure is an 
indication of the tuner's ability to sup- 
press atmospheric static and car igni- 
tion noises. If a tuner has good limiting 
action and thus a high degree of free- 
dom from such interference, this will be 
indicated by a higher AM noise rejection 
figure. You should keep in mind that 
high tuner sensitivity is usable only if 
it is accompanied by sufficient limiting 
act ion. 

Another important specification when 
judging the reception provided by FM 
tuners is the capture ratio. This ratio 
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indicates the degree to which a tuner 
can suppress a weaker station on the 
same frequency as the station you de- 
sire. A low capture ratio is particularly 
important in metropolitan areas where 
the FM band is crowded. With a suffi- 
ciently low capture ratio, you should 
rarely be troubled with even the faintest 
whisper of an advertising jingle in the 
background of a soul -satisfying pro- 
gram of Beethoven or Brubeck. Other 
indicators of a tuner's ability to elim- 
inate unwanted FM signals are: image 
reject ion, alternate -channel reject ion. 
and adjacent- channel rejection. All of 
these numbers, expressed in db. have 
one thing in common -the higher they 
are, the more selective the tuner is. 

All tuners worthy of the name "high - 
fidelity' should provide an audio re- 
sponse that is essentially flat ( y 1 (lb) 
from below 50 to 15,000 cps, the usable 
range transmitted by FM stations. In 
addition, they should limit harmonic dis- 
tortion to within 3!; over this range. 
You will find that these figures are, in 
fact. maintained by just about all com- 
ponent FM sets now on the market. 

Circuit Features 

These few performance specifications 
are more than adequate as a basis of 
comparison in selecting an FM tuner. 
For a more complete assessment of an 
FM tuner's performance, however, you 
should be acquainted with some of the 
more common design features of the 
sets most often found on the seemingly 
endless shelves of the average hi -fi sales- 
room. The FM signal, after being picked 
up by the antenna, first encounters the 
tuner "front -end" (see dashed box in 
Fig. 1) where it is amplified and sepa- 
rated from other signals close to it in 
frequency. Since the signal from the 
antenna is typically measured in mil - 
lionths of a volt, the most important re- 
quirement for a front -end is that it not 
introduce any internal noise of its own 
which would then he amplified along 
with the weak signal and appear as a 
rushing noise or hiss in the tuner out- 
put. From the standpoint of both high 
amplification and low noise, one of the 
best types of front -end design is the cas- 
code type, which is generally found in 
the more expensive models. This design 
uses two triodes (which are the least 
noisy type of tube) usually within a sin- 
gle -tube envelope. Less sensitive tuners 
will use a single stage of amplification 
in the front -end or, in rare instances, 
omit the amplifier entirely. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the FM signal is 
next fed to the mixer or converter stage 
(also part of the front -end) where it is 
changed to a lower intermediate fre- 
quency (i.f.), standardized at 10.7 mega- 
cycles. This can be accomplished by two 
low -noise triodes, one a mixer and the 
other an oscillator, or by a pentode -tri- 
ode converter combining the two func- 
tions. This stage should be covered with 
metal shields to prevent the unavoid- 
able radiation from interfering with the 
operation of the tuner or other equip- 
ment nearby. 

The signal is next sent to the i.f. am- 
plifier for a further increase in strength 
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Fig. 1. Typical t.f. response curves. 
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Fig. 3. The action of a typical limiter. 

and for elimination of any remaining 
interfering signals. Generally, the 
greater the number of i.f. amplifying 
stages, the better the performance of 
the tuner will be. This is due not only 
to the increased gain (amplification) 
afforded by the extra stages but by the 
decreuse in gain needed from each indi- 
vidual stage to achieve a usable output. 
The additional i.f. stages thus make it 
possible to increase the stability and 
thus lower the over -all distortion. 

An increasing number of FM tuners 
these days feature wide -band design. 
The advantages of wide -band design of 
the i.f. amplifier are shown in Fig. 2. By 
providing constant amplification for a 
broad range of frequencies, the wide - 
band tuner greatly reduces distortion, 
especially on loud transients. The steep 
slope of the "skirts" of the i.f. response 
curve aids in eliminating unwanted 
signals. The narrow -band peak -tuned 
tuner I dotted line) does not provide the 
same freedom from distortion because 
the amplification is non -linear over a 
portion of the response curve. 

After passing through the i.f. ampli- 
fier stages, the signal is then fed to the 
limiters, which remove the peaks of the 
transmission. thus removing AM inter- 
ference (Fig. 3) such as static and car 
ignition noise. Here. again. the number 
of stages can serve as a general indica- 
tion of the tuner performance. A well - 
designed tuner will include several dif- 
ferent types of limiters so that the 
amount of limiting action will depend 
on the strength of the received signal. 
This variable limiting action permits 
each stage to operate in its own best 
limiting range. Some limiters double as 
i.f. amplifiers on weak signals. 

At this point, the signal is ready for 
conversion to an audio output. This is 
clone either by a ratio detector or a 
Foster- Seeley discriminator. The ratio 
detector has come into increasing use 
because of its distortion-free operation 
over an extremely wide band. It also 
provides additional limiting action for 
strong signals. The only disadvantage 
of the ratio detector is that the strength 
of the audio output varies with the 

strength of the radio transmission. but 
this defect is normally compensated for 
by the addition of limiters and auto- 
matic volume control (a.v.c.) in the i.f. 
section. The Foster -Seeley discrimina- 
tor is being used less and less by tuner 
manufacturers but it does have the ad- 
vantage of producing a relatively con- 
stant audio output for both weak and 
strong stations. 

In most tuners, the audio signal from 
the detector is feci to one or more audio 
amplifiers and a volume control is pro- 
vided. The final stage is the cathode or 
plate follower, which permits long 
lengths of cable to be used between 
tuner and amplifier without loss of 
fidelity. 

Additional Features 

Although we've covered the main 
points in the typical FM tuner design. 
there are several additional features 
which should definitely be considered 
when purchasing a tuner. The first and 
one of the most important is automatic 
frequency control (a.f.c.). There exists 
today a difference of opinion amongst 
tuner designers concerning the relative 
merits and demerits of including a.f.c. 
-a controversy which is reflected in the 
fact that some of the better tuners on 
the market today do not include it. The 
argument against a.f.c. is that it is just 
an added complication which is not 
needed if the tuning sections are tem- 
perature- compensated to prevent drift- 
ing. The argument for a.f.c. is to the 
effect that although a.f.c. should not be 
needed to prevent drifting in a well -de- 
signed tuner, it is still indispensable for 
convenient and accurate tuning to the 
exact center- channel and minimum -dis- 
tortion position. 

The need for a.f.c. is actually aug- 
mented in a wide -band tuner because 
with such a tuner the peak indication on 
even the most accurate tuning meter is 
so broad that it. is literally impossible to 
find the center -channel position. Thus 
a.f.c. is used, after bringing in the sta- 
tion, to correct manual tuning errors. 
You will probably find a.f.c. an added 
convenience in most cases -and a switch 
is provided to turn it off if you should 
have any problems in receiving a par- 
ticular station. 

Another important feature is an ac- 
curate tuning meter or indicator. Gen- 
erally. a meter is preferable because of 
its added convenience and increased vis- 
ibility. However, several of the newer 
indicator tubes have improved charac- 
teristics, such as expanded -scale indi- 
cation for weaker stations. and can be 
used without any significant loss in con- 
venience. 

Suppression of inter -station noise is 
another feature well worth having in an 
FM tuner. This noise can easily become 
a tranquility- shattering roar if the vol- 
ume level is not turned down while 
tuning. The least satisfactory method 
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Big Nickel's Worth 
BARNEY had been out paying his util- 

ity bills during his lunch hour, and 
now he was back in the service de- 

partment ruefully counting his change. 
"You know, Mac," he said to his em- 

ployer, "we might as well quit making 
the nickel. Even I can remember when 
it used to buy a candy bar, a cold drink, 
or a telephone call; but now it won't buy 
anything -at least anything worth a 
darn." 

"Oh I don't know," Mac demurred. "It 
will still buy a whole hour of TV enter- 
tainment." 

"You're just talking about the elec- 
tricity the set uses." Barney hooted. 
"Figure in the original cost of the set 
and the expense of maintaining it and 
see how far your nickel goes." 

"I am figuring in these things -or 
rather the Kimble Glass Co., a division 
of Owens- Illinois and the A. C. Nielsen 
market research organization. took 
them into account. Their findings were 
published in Sylrania News and make 
mighty interesting reading for a service 
technician. Here," he said as he handed 
Barney a piece of chalk and waved him 
to the circuit -doodling blackboard at 
the end of the bench, "you write down 
the figures I give you so you can add 
them up. 

"First," he continued, "it's estimated 
the average TV set costs $269 new and 
will last from 9 to 13 years. Let's be con- 
servative and say 9 years. Even though 
the set may still be serviceable at the 
end of 9 years, enough receiver improve- 
ments will probably have been de- 
veloped to make the owner want a new 
receiver. Anyway, put down $29.89 as 
the annual cost of just owning a set, 
whether you use it or not. 

"Next, estimates of the cost of keep- 
ing a set going for a year range from 
$12.70 to $40.36. That $40.36 mainte- 
nance figure seems plenty high to me 
from our own experience, but let's use it. 

"The Edison Electric Institute esti- 
mates the average TV receiver con- 
sumes 325 kilowatt hours of electricity 
a year at an average cost of 2.50 per 
kwh. Write down $8.13 as the annual 
cost of current for the set. 
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"Let's not leave anything out. Your 
TV set is insured under your fire and 
comprehensive policy and should bear 
its portion of the cost. At a rate of 270 
per hundred dollars of valuation, the set 
will cost 73C a year for insurance. 

"Finally, the average American fam- 
ily moves every five years; so they will 
make one and four -fifths moves in the 
nine year period. The average cost of a 
long- distance move is $350, and the part 
of this absorbed by the TV set is $8 to 
$10. So let's put down $2.00 as the an- 
nual cost of horsing your TV set around. 
Now add those figures." 

"I get $81.11," Barney announced 
after some very scientific pecking on the 
blackboard with the chalk. 

"OK, now divide that by 1853 hours 
the average TV set is in use in a year. 
That means it's used a little better than 
an average of five hours a day." 

"I get a freckle less than 4.38 cents! 
Well what do you know? TV viewing 
does cost less than a nickel an hour. 
That's mighty low -cost entertainment. 
Only girl- watching is cheaper." 

"Oh you dreamer!" Mac chuckled. "In 
the long run, girl- watching is one of the 
most expensive forms of entertainment. 
Ask any married man. But I was sur- 
prised, too, at the low cost of TV view- 
ing. However, I think it's only fair to 
add on to the Nielson figures the cost of 
local household goods taxes as applied 
to the TV receiver; but even after that 
is done, the cost is still less than a nickel 
an hour -and don't forget we took the 
largest figure in every case in figuring 
the cost." 

"Of course," Barney mused, "the cost 
per hour would go up pretty fast for the 
fellow who used his set only an hour 
or so a day; but there aren't many of 
those. I know lots of women who turn 
on their sets at the start of the Today 
show and never turn them off until the 
close of the Jack Paar show. On top of 
that, they stay up for the late -late show 
a couple of times a week. Since several 
of the costs are fixed and do not go up 
with usage of the set, the cost per hour 
of viewing for these people would be still 
lower." 

"Right. I was quite interested to see 
that it was estimated almost half of that 
nickel -an -hour cost would eventually 
find its way into the cash registers of 
the service technicians. I still think that 
estimate is too high, but even if we did 
receive 21:0 an hour for keeping a TV 
set going, it would be darned low -cost 
maintenance on a very complicated de- 
vice. I only wish I could keep my power - 
mower, my outboard motor, or my car 
running for 2'_C maintenance per oper- 
ating hour. Why I'll bet I pay twice that 
to keep my electric razor working." 

"I'm with you, man," Barney agreed. 
"Say, not to change the subject, what 
am I going to do with this radio set? It 
belongs to a sightless elderly woman 
who depends on it for practically all her 
entertainment. Since she cannot operate 
an unfamiliar radio satisfactorily, I 
promised to have it back to her in jig 
time. I supposed the trouble was tubes, 
capacitors, or some other simple thing; 
but that's not the case. The oscillator 
will not work, and after having gone 
over the oscillator circuit very carefully, 
eliminating one part at a time -and 
that's not easy on this printed circuit 
chassis -I'm forced to conclude some- 
thing is wrong with the oscillator coil. 
No winding is open, and there are no 
shorts between windings, but one of the 
windings must have some shorted 
turns." 

"So why don't you put in a new coil ?" 
"It's not that simple. This coil is a 

special, designed to solder right into the 
printed circuit. Our service data does 
not recommend any replacement other 
than an exact duplicate secured from 
the manufacturer. Even if the distribu- 
tor has a coil in stock and does not have 
to back order from the manufacturer, it 
will probably take two or three weeks 
to get the coil. At least our experience 
with that distributor in the past makes 
me think so. In the meantime, that old 
lady's world is going to be pretty bleak." 

"Hm -m -m," Mac said as he looked 
down at the little oscillator coil. "This 
would seem to be one of the few cases 
in which some rough -and -ready first -aid 
type of servicing might he warranted. 
At least it's worth a try. Stick the ends 
of these test leads into the .12 and `7 
pin receptacles of the octal socket of the 
tube tester and set it up for an ordinary 
octal tube test. Let's try a 6.3 filament 
voltage to start. That will give me 6.3- 
volts a.c. across the test leads. Now we 
touch the leads to the ends of the cath- 
ode winding of the oscillator coil, like 
so. See, the wax is starting to melt on 
the winding. We let it 'cook' just a trifle 
longer and then move over to the wind- 
ing across the tuning capacitor. The re- 
sistance here is higher; so step that fila- 
ment voltage up to 7.5 volts. Now the 
wax on this winding is melting, too. We 
remove the test leads, allow the coil to 
cool for a minute or so. and then switch 
on the receiver- keeping our fingers 
crossed!" 

To Barney's amazement, the radio 
came on instantly and played perfectly 
normally. 

"We were lucky." Mac said as he 
(Continued on page 92) 
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TRANSISTORS 
THE transistor has been most welcome 

in the field of two -way land- mobile 
radio communications. Since com- 

pactness and minimum power drain are 
paramount in the design of mobile 
equipment, the hybrid transistorized re- 
ceiver and, subsequently, the all -tran- 
sistor receiver soon were forthcoming. 
Next, the transistor found its niche in 
battery- operated power supplies (re- 
placing the vibrator) and in transmitter 
audio systems. Finally, transistors 
spread to the radio- frequency and mod- 
ulator sections of the transmitter. All - 
transistor, hand -held transceivers are 
now widely available. 

Transistor as R.F. Oscillator 

The modern transistor functions well 
as an oscillator up into the hundreds of 
megacycles. Stable and economical crys- 
tal- oscillator circuits generate high -fre- 
quency signals, the outputs of which 
multiply up to the two popular two -way 
radio bands, 25 -50 mc. and 150 -174 mc. 
(The band from 450 -470 mc. is also 
available for land -mobile radio.) Self- 

excited transistor oscillators I hat can be 
frequency -modulated directly and have 
good center -frequency stability are now 
in use. 

Three typical crystal- oscillator cir- 
cuits are shown in Fig. 1. To obtain the 
necessary feedback for exciting the crys- 
tal, a split -capacitor or tapped -inductor 
feedback arrangment is often used. The 
amount of feedback into the crystal cir- 
cuit is determined by the position of the 
tap on the coil or the reactance ratio of 
the split -capacitor combination. The cir- 
cuit of Fig. 1C uses a tetrode transistor 
crystal oscillator. As in the case of a 
screen -grid vacuum -tube crystal oscilla- 
tor, there is better isolation between 
output circuit and crystal -improving 
frequency and output stability of the 
circuit. 

For high -frequency operation, over- 
tone crystals are used in appropriate os- 
cillator circuits, as shown in Fig. 2. A 
common- emitter circuit is shown in Fig. 
2A. This crystal circuit is similar to the 
Pierce vacuum -tube crystal oscillator. 
The collector tank circuit is tuned to the 

Fig. 1. Basic crystal oscillators. IA1 Split capacitor, IBI tapped coil, ICI tetrode. 

Fig. 2. Common transistorized circuits employed with overtone crystals. (Al Common - 
emitter circuit, CBI split- capacitor, common -emitter, ICI split -capacitor, common -base. 
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Compactness and low power 
needs make transistors 
ideal for use in commercial 
land- mobile equipment. 
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desired overtone output frequency. To 
obtain optimum feedback for overtone 
operation, a split- capacitor feedback ar- 
rangement is usually more effective. 
Common- emitter and common -base cir- 
cuits are shown in Figs. 2B and 2C. 

The output resonant tank of the tran- 
sistor crystal oscillator is in the collec- 
tor circuit. A transistor crystal oscilla- 
tor can be tuned by inserting a meter 
in either the emitter or collector circuit. 
When the tank circuit is tuned through 
resonance, the collector and the emitter 
currents dip, in the same way the plate 
current dips in a vacuum -tube oscilla- 
tor when the plate tank circuit is tuned 
through resonance. 

The transistor crystal oscillator is 
brought to proper operating condition 
by adjusting the base bias. When the 
crystal stage is not oscillating, this bias 
is usually adjusted until 3 or 4 ma. of 
emitter current flows. When the crystal 
circuit goes into oscillation, as the tank 
capacitor is tuned through resonance, 
the emitter current will dip. As the load 
is increased on the output of the crystal 
oscillator, the emitter current will 
again increase. It is apparent that the 
emitter or collector current reading is 
used in the same manner as the plate - 
current reading of a conventional vac- 
uum -tube crystal oscillator to establish 
proper operating conditions. 

In commercial two -way radio equip- 
ment, the proper operating conditions 
for the crystal oscillator have been es- 
tablished by the design of the unit. Us- 
ually it is only necessary to adjust a 
small trimmer capacitor associated with 
the crystal, as shown in Fig. 1A. It per- 
mits the crystal oscillator to be set to 
some precise frequency. Very tight fre- 
quency tolerances must be maintained 
and, therefore, it is necessary to include 
a frequency control. 

Inasmuch as the transistor is a low - 
impedance device, it is customary to use 
some form of tapped inductor in the col- 
lector tank circuit. By so doing, a 
high -"Q" coupling arrangement can be 
set up between stages and, at the same 
time, proper match can be made out of 
the low impedance of one transistor 
and /or into the low- impedance input of 
the following transistor. The position 

Fig. 3. Self- excited oscillators. (A) 
Hartley, (B) Colpitts, ICI Armstrong. 
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of the tap is very important to both the 
efficient operation of the oscillator and 
the development of the necessary drive 
for the succeeding radio -frequency 
stage. 

Self -excited oscillators also have ap- 
plications in two -way radio systems. In 
low -power units, self- excited and /or 
crystal oscillators are amplitude- or fre- 
quency- modulated. Again the transistor 
self- excited oscillators have vacuum - 
tube counterparts. Hartley and Colpitts 
types are shown in Figs. 3A and 3B while 
a feedback coil arrangement is shown in 

ri 

Fig. 4. Typical class -C amplifiers. 

Fig. 5. Metering and tuning of the 
transistorized class -C amplifier stage. 

Fig. 3C. This style is more commonly 
used as a transistor receiver local oscil- 
lator than as a transmitter oscillator. 

Transistor Class C Amplifier 
A transistor circuit can function as a 

reliable and stable class C amplifier. 
Although of low power output they 
operate well as straight- through ampli- 
fiers or multipliers. In communication 
services the frequency of the crystal 
must often be multiplied at least 12 
times. For this purpose, a series of tran- 
sistor stages may be used as compact 
and efficient multipliers. 

Several typical class C transistor 
stages are shown in Fig. 4. The common- 

emitter circuit is perhaps more preva- 
lent at the lower frequencies and is 
similar, in some respects, to the conven- 
tional vacuum -tube grounded -cathode 
class C stage. At very high frequencies 
(up to several hundred megacycles), the 
grounded -base circuit is popular. This 
method of connection is similar to the 
vacuum -tube grounded -grid amplifier. 
At very high frequencies the common - 
base circuit can usually be operated 
with a higher d.c. collector voltage be- 
cause of the lower breakdown voltage 
between collector and base, hence out- 
put and efficiency are somewhat higher. 
Pi- network tanks can be used for match- 
ing and harmonic suppression (Fig. 4C). 

The input impedance to the class C 
transistor stage is low, consequently the 
base is connected to a low -impedance 
point of the tank circuit of the preceding 
stage, as shown in Fig. 4A. The transis- 
tor r.f. stage can be signal- biased or may 
employ a combination of signal -bias and 
external or self -bias. In the circuit of 
Fig. 4A the amplifier is signal- biased 
by the flow of base current through the 
base resistor. 

In the arrangement of Fig. 4B, some 
external bias is developed by the resistor 
voltage- divider combination in the base 
circuit which connects to the supply 
voltage. Some self -bias is also developed 
across the emitter resistor. This com- 
ponent is filtered by the emitter capaci- 
tor. Stability, output, and efficiency are 
improved in many transistor circuits by 
this combination of signal and other 
bias. 

As mentioned previously, the oscilla- 
tor efficiency can be adjusted properly 
by controlling the base -to- emitter bias. 
In certain class C stages, the base bias- 
ing can be adjusted to the most favor- 
able operating conditions for a given 
excitation amplitude. The higher the 
collector voltage, up to a safe operating 
limit, the higher the output of the tran- 
sistor r.f. amplifier. 

Transistor stages are usually tuned 
by inserting a d.c. meter in the emitter 
circuit. as shown in Fig. 5. If a base bias 
adjustment is included, it is varied with 
no r.f. excitation applied, until the 
proper forward bias is obtained, as in- 
dicated by the amount of emitter cur- 
rent. Usually the correct base bias is 
set by selecting the right values for 
fixed resistors R,, R_, and R. The r.f. 
excitation is now applied and the base 
resonant circuit is adjusted for maxi- 
mum emitter current. This operation is 
similar to the adjustment of a vacuum - 
tube class C stage for which the grid 
tuned circuit is resonated for maximum 
grid current. As in the case of a vacuum - 
tube stage, the excitation from the pre- 
vious stage is now regulated until a 
specific amount of emitter current flows 
when the base tank circuit is tuned to 
resonance. 

Base input excitation and resonant 
tuning are generally accomplished with 
the collector tank circuit de -tuned from 
its resonant setting. The collector plate 
tank circuit is now tuned through reso- 
nance as indicated by a dip in the emit- 
ter current. This is similar to the dip 
in plate current when the plate tank 
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circuit of a vacuum -tube stage is tuned 
to resonance. However, in the case of 
the transistor r.f. stage, the sanie meter 
is used in the same place for both base 
and collector tuning. The emitter cur- 
rent reading suffices for the tuning of 
both input and output circuits of a 
transistor r.f. stage. 

When a load is coupled to the output 
of the transistor r.f. stage, the emitter 
current will increase. In like manner the 
plate current of a vacuum -tube class C 
stage increases with the application of 
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current bias has an influence on the out- 
put of the transistor and, over a fairly 
wide range, the output varies linearly 
with relation to the base current bias. 
Thus, if the base current can be varied 
at an audio rate, the r.f. output of the 
transistor stage will be modulated in 
amplitude. 

A transistor crystal oscillator can be 
amplitude -modulated, as shown in Fig. 
6C. The oscillator is similar to the Pierce 
type with feedback into the base circuit. 
Proper level of feedback and favorable 

Fig. 6. Typical methods utilized to achieve amplitude modulation of transmitters. 
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Fig. 7. Typical methods utilized to produce frequency modulation of transmitters. 

a load to its plate tank circuit. As the 
load on the transistor r.f. stage is in- 
creased, the emitter current rises to- 
ward an optimum value. If the load 
placed on the collector tank circuit re- 
flects a reactive component it is nec- 
essary to re -tune the collector tank 
circuit for emitter current dip. Optimum 
tuning is attained when the collector 
tank circuit is tuned to exact resonance 
at the same time that the coupling to 
the load is such that the desired value 
of emitter current flows. 

AM Modulation 
In the most common method of tran- 

sistor AM modulation, as shown in Fig. 
6A, the collector voltage is modulated 
in much the same way as the plate volt- 
age of a vacuum -tube class C stage is 
modulated. Inasmuch as the collector 
voltage has a linear influence on the 
peak collector current, the r.f. power 
output of the transistor r.f. stage fol- 
lows the modulation and a reasonably 
high level of modulation can be attained. 

As shown in Fig. 6B. it is also possible 
to modulate the base bias. The base 

August, 196: 
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impedance relations are established 
using a tapped inductor. Collector mod- 
ulation is used. 

FM Modulation 
Frequency modulation can be accom- 

plished by reactance -modulating a tran 
sistor self -excited oscillator, as shown 
in Fig. 7A, or by phase -modulating the 
output of a transistorized buffer stage, 
as shown in Fig. 7B. In the first arrange- 
ment the emitter -base circuit of the 
reactance modulator is connected across 
a part of the tank circuit inductor. A 
changing collector voltage causes the 
emitter current to vary with the modu- 
lation. Since this current is in quadra- 
ture relation to the r.f. voltage across 
the tank circuit, frequency modulation 
results. Capacitor C and the transistor 
parameters establish the correct quad - 
rature relation between the r.f. voltages. 

The delay -line phase modulator takes 
advantage of the phase shift between 
incident and reflected waves at the in- 
put end of a section of artificial trans- 
mission line. A suitable length of line 
results in a quadrature relationship 

(90 degrees). Any change in the termi- 
nation at the far end of the line can have 
an influence on the phase of the result- 
ant. A change in the termination can be 
accomplished by application of a d.c. 
bias to the line. If this bias is made to 
vary at an audio rate, as shown in Fig. 
7B, the magnitude of the reflected com- 
ponent will vary correspondingly. Thus 
the phase of the resultant wave at the 
input of the line will follow the audio 
(incident and reflected waves are in 
quadrature) and frequency deviation 
will result. 

An arrangement for direct frequency 
modulation of a self -excited oscillator 
is shown in Fig. 7C. The emitter capaci- 
tance (emitter to base) of a transistor 
varies with the emitter current. This 
change of capacitance is felt across the 
collector tank circuit. An audio signal 
that causes a change in emitter current 
will cause a corresponding change in the 
frequency of the oscillations across the 
collector tank circuit. A frequency- 
modulated oscillator output is devel- 
oped. 

Transistor Receiver Mixers 

Two common mixer arrangements are 
shown in Fig. 8. Crystal -controlled in- 
stead of tunable local oscillators are 
used in many two -way radio receivers. 
The receiver is fixed -tuned to the trans- 
mit frequency of the base station. Some 
receivers permit reception on two or 
more channels and include an appro- 
priate crystal switch. Inasmuch as the 
local oscillator injection frequency must 
be very high to match the incoming 
v.h.f. or u.h.f. signal, a multiplier system 
must follow the oscillator. Thus it is the 
output of the multiplier that must be 
injected into the mixer. 

In the circuit arrangement in Fig. 8A, 
a low impedance loop is coupled near 

(Continued on page 89) 

Fig. 8. Receiver mixer -oscillator circuits. 
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Transistorized Converters 
for 10 to 20 Meters 

By DONALD L. STONER, W6TNS 

Extend the range of your receiver with these home -built 
single -band converters for the 10, 15, and 20 meter ham 

bands as well as for the 11 -meter band for CB operators. 

DID you ever try to tune the 2 -mc. 
wide 10 -meter band on a receiver 
dial scale that was just ?i -inch 

long? To hold a "QSO" under such con- 
ditions is virtually impossible. Anyone 
who accomplishes such a feat should be 
awarded a medal of some sort! 

This is only one of the problems en- 
countered in high -frequency work. The 
performance of most communications 
receivers will fall off at the high -fre- 
quency end of the receiving range. This 
is particularly true on the 10- and 15- 
meter bands. The long leads necessary 
in the band -change system and the less - 
than- optimum LC ratios in the tuned 
circuits, tend to reduce the efficiency of 
the receiver at these frequencies. Re- 
ceivers which use an absolute minimum 
of tubes have no reserve of gain. As the 
tubes age slightly, the high- frequency 
bands go dead. 

A converter, on the other hand, allows 
the amateur band to be stepped down 
in frequency to a range which provides 
more bandspread and sensitivity. In ad- 
dition, a converter permits compact 
construction. This not only reduces lead 
lengths but eliminates the inefficient 
bandswitch. Since it is a single-band de- 

vice, the converter is optimized on 
each band. The construction cost is low 
enough to make separate plug -in con- 
verters for each band quite practical. 

The converter to be described is par- 
ticularly useful in conjunction with sur- 
plus receivers such as the BC -312 and 
BC -348 series. The receiving range of 
these "rock- solid" military units only 
goes to 18 mc. A 15- and 10 -meter con- 
verter will extend the range for cover- 
age of all high- frequency ham bands. 

Theory of Operation 
The purpose of a converter (any con- 

verter) is to change the frequency of 
the incoming signal to an intermediate 
frequency where it can be easily ampli- 
fied. In the 20 -meter converter, the in- 
coming 14 -mc. signal beats with a 10.5 - 
mc. oscillator signal to produce a 3.5 -mc. 
i.f. Signals at 14.5 mc. will be hetero- 
dyned to 4 mc. 

Operation of the 15 -meter converter 
(21.0 -21.5 mc.) is similar, except a 17.5 - 
mc. crystal is used. The 10 -meter con- 
verter (28.5 -29.0 mc.) employs a 25 -mc. 
crystal. In all cases the i.f. is 3.5 to 4 
mc., the amateur 75- and 80 -meter 
bands. 

The author's 20 -meter home -built converter. Holes provide access to adjustments. 
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The antenna coil, L,, is coupled to the 
r.f. amplifier through a capacitive di- 
vider system (C, and C,). This method 
provides a correct impedance match 
without using extra taps on the coils. 
The r.f. amplifier transistor (V,) is an 
RCA "drift" type 2N384 or an Amperex 
0C169. Their outstanding performance 
is what "makes" the converter. Resis- 
tors R, and R_ form a forward -bias net- 
work and resistor R:: provides the neces- 
sary d.c. stabilization. The amplified 
signal appears across coil L, and is 
coupled to the mixer (V,) through an- 
other capacitive divider (C. and C;). The 
collector of V, is tapped part way down 
the coil to provide the greatest selectiv- 
ity. 

In the mixer stage, resistors R. and R: 
form the bias network and R. provides 
emitter stabilization. These component 
values differ from the ones used in the 
r.f. stage, since the mixer operates on 
the non -linear portion of its character- 
istic curve. 

The oscillator energy from V: is cou- 
pled to the mixer through a 150 -µµf. 
capacitor, C. The crystals used in the 
oscillator circuit are of the third -over- 
tone type to provide the greatest sta- 
bility with the least expense. Crystals 
other than these (particularly the type 
mounted between metal plates) may 
have spurious tendencies. The oscil- 
lator will "free -run" (self -oscillate) if 
a capacitor is substituted for the crystal 
or if the crystal pins are shorted. Since 
the plates in the older type of crystals 
form an excellent capacitor it may be 
sufficient to produce spurious signals. 
Suitable third- overtone crystals provide 
excellent performance and oscillate 
without trouble the moment the tuned 
circuit (L,) is set near the correct fre- 
quency. 

Construction 

One version of the converter was built 
on a strip of terminal stock to demon- 
strate how little effort is needed to con- 
struct the device. With this type of con- 
struction the components are simply 
mounted and easy to get at. Even more 
important, you don't have to stand on 
your head and manipulate a right -angle 
screwdriver to work on the unit. With- 
out a metal shield between the r.f. am- 
plifier and mixed coils, undesired cou- 
pling can occur in spite of the low -im- 
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pedance circuits: therefore, parts must 
be placed about as shown in the photo. 

The terminal -strip "chassis" meas- 
ures 41i" x 2" and contains a double row 
of 12 lugs to which the various com- 
ponents are connected. Three other 
solder lugs are bolted to the center of 
the strip to accommodate the base con- 
nections of the three transistors. From 
the left, in the inside view photo, the 
components are mounted in the follow- 
ing order: r.f. amplifier coil L,, tran- 
sistor V,, mixer coil L. transistor V_, 

transistor V::, the crystal, and the oscil- 
lator coil L::. The output coil, L,. was not 
mounted on the strip but is secured in 
one corner of the 5" x 21/2" x 21'5" alu- 
minum chassis box used to shield the 
"chassis." Several of the capacitors are 
mounted under the terminal strip and 
are not visible in the photograph. 

Adjustment 
Connect an r.f. probe and v.t.v.m. to 

the collector of the oscillator transistor 
Vs. Adjust the slug in L. for maximum 
voltage as indicated on the meter. Con- 
nect an antenna to the converter and 
the converter to a receiver tuning 3.5 to 
4 mc. Tune in a station and peak the 
converter slugs for maximum signal 
strength. The crystal oscillator should 
be re- adjusted by moving the slug in 
L, until the oscillation ceases, as indi- 
cated by the signal suddenly dropping 
out. At this point back off on the slug 
until it has little effect on the frequency 
of oscillation. You may note that when 
the slug is set near the point where os- 
cillation ceases, very large frequency 
excursions are possible. This point is 
undesirable for it indicates an unstable 
oscillator condition. It will also be noted 
that when the coil is detuned a great 
distance from the crystal frequency, the 
oscillator may be inclined to "take off" 
on its own accord. If moving the slug 
causes a series of signals to appear on 

The converter ready to be installed in its housing. Note the added i.f. coil, L, 
just above the miser coil. The access hole for this adjustment is on side of box. 

ANT. o 
INPUT o LI 
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R2 

c3 
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aY 

Circuit diagram of one of the 
converters. See the table for 
information on the coils used. 

7 

R.R. !0,(110 ohm. ,í te. res. 
R,,H: 39,11110 ohm, , i w. res. 
R. 1000 ohm. 1 i w. res. 
R: - f23100 ohm, I,í w. res. 
R -- 5600 ohm. I., m. r.. 
R. 170 ohm, 1/2 w. res. 
R. 2200 ohm. !-í a res. 

ppf. disc or mira capacitor 
C.C..C: -1.50 ppf. disc or mica capacitor 

pf. disc ceramic capacitor 
C.,. 100 ppf, disc or mira capacitor 
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Ci0 

OUTPUT 
1.4 J2 

I p TORCVR 
3.3-4.OMC. 

CII 

L 

-e TO -12V. 

o+ 

I. dice or a capacitor 
/ ./ / see Table I 
I. 15 r. :31, ea., scramble wound to I s" on 

.che e. toned form. (latp,t link ai,, dine 12 
t. ;36 en. mound over top of primary 

J i. Coax jack 
Stat.- Third -overtone crystal (see Table U 

"prep" transistor (RCA 2.á'.7Y4 or 
Amperes' (1(.'169, 

-"p -np" transistor (R(.':1 2037! or 
Ampere.: (1C/69, 

the receiver, establish that the oscillator 
frequency is controlled by the crystal. 
If the components specified are used, 
the constructor should have no difficulty 
in duplicating the compact amateur - 
band converters that are illustrated and 
described here. 

Operation 
The receiver should tune the range 

3.5 to 4.0 mc. These two extremes are 
the end of each band and the calibra- 

20 METERS 
L, -23 t. =26 en., closewound, tapped 4 t. 

from bottom end 
L, -Same as L,, but tapped 12 t. from bot- 

tom end 
L -14 t. = :22 en., closewound 
Xtal.- 10.5 -mc. third -overtone crystal (See 

text) 

15 METERS 
L, -14 t. -22 en., closewound, tapped 2 t. 

from bottom end 
l; -Same as L,, but tapped 8 t. from bot- 

tom end 
L -8 t. - °22 en., closewound 
Xtal.- 17.5 -mc. third -overtone crystal ISee 

test) 

10 METERS 
1.,-10 t. ±22 en., closewound, tapped 2 t. 

from bottom end 
L: -Same as L,, but tapped 5 t. from bot- 

tom end 
L -4 t. :22 en., closewound 
Xtal.- 28.0 -28.5 mc.: 24.5 mc. third -over- 

tone crystal 
28.5 -29.0 mc.: 25.0 mc. third -over- 
tone crystal 
29.0 -29.5 mc.: 25.5 mc. third -over- 
tone crystal 
29.5 -30.0 mc.: 26.0 mc. third -over- 
tone crystal 

CITIZENS BANDI11 Meters) 

L,,L L -Same as for 10 meters 
Xtal. -23.4 mc. third- overtone crystal (See 

test) 

All coils are wound on 1 / + slug -tuned 
forms such as the J. W. Miller `4500. 

Table 1. Complete coil -winding and crystal 
data for various ham and Citizens bands. 

tions will remain true on all bands 
(3.5 mc. = 14.0, 21.0, and 28.5 mc., etc.). 
It will only be necessary to convert 
these figures mentally. The converters 
should he mounted in a metal box in 
order to prevent feedback and signal 
pickup. 

Mobile Use 

These compact converters are ideally 
suited to mobile work. The entire unit 
may be packaged in a container only a 
little larger than a pack of cigarettes. 
It may be dropped, vibrated, or sub- 
jected to large variations in supply volt- 
age. You need not worry about heat, 
which once was the Achilles heel of 
transistor circuits. The converter may 
be operated in a car that has been stand- 
ing in the sun for a long time. Power 
consumption is so small that dry cell 
batteries, if used to supply power, will 

(Continued on page 81) 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is presented by the au- 
thor as an example of what can be done by the ap- 
plication of .semiconductors to the electrical prob- 
lem areas of the automotive industry. Since the 
circuit as described here was designed to prose the 
feasibility of such a devise, the reader is cautioned 
to first avail himself of the required .semiconductors, 
resistors, and capacitor -or at least determine the 
costs thereof -before attempting construction. As 
specified and at .small -quantity prices, the transis- 
tors and diodes will run about $40.00. This does not 
take into account the cost of the precision resistors 
and the tantalum capacitor. Although this high cost 
could be reduced somewhat by less expensive. five - 

pere .substitutions for the two power transistors 
and rectifier diodes and by the use of less precise 
resistors and a less expensive capacitor, the over -all 
performance of the regulator may not be quite as 
good as that obtained by the author. 

ONE important recent advance in au- 
tomotive electrical systems is the 
introduction, by Chrysler Corpora- 

tion. of the alternator as standard equip- 
ment on its entire line of cars. This 
feature is the result of ingenious engi- 
neering and production techniques 
which are attested to by the glowing 
field service reports reaching the fac- 
tory. The author is here presenting a 
further refinement of the system in 
the form of a transistorized regulator. 
Before discussing details of the regu- 
lator circuit, a description of the alter- 
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ROTOR 
POLES 

Appearance of the Chrysler alternator discussed by author. 

By HARRY W. LAWSON 

The advantages of the new 
alternators for cars are 
increased with this all - 
electronic control circuit 
that eliminates vibrating 
contact problems, reduces 
radio interference, provides 
tighter voltage control. 

Cross -section of alternator with its built -in rectifiers. 

nator and its normal control system 
would be in order. 

Why an Alternator? 
Why use an alternator rather than the 

usual two -pole d.c. generator? The an- 
swer to this can best be obtained by de- 
scribing the Chrysler alternator itself. 
Basically, the device consists of a rotat- 
ing twelve -pole d.c. field energized by 
the battery via the contacts of the volt- 
age regulator. The fixed stator sur- 
rounding this rotating field contains 
three displaced windings -positioned 
and connected to provide a three -phase, 
alternating- output voltage at the three 
leads emerging from the stator. These 

Fig. 1. Original electromechanical regulator. 
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TO 
!Game 
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three leads are then connected to a 
three- phase, full -wave bridge rectifier 
made up of six silicon rectifiers located 
in the end bell casting of the alternator. 
The advantages of this arrangement 
over the two -pole d.c. generator are 
many, including the following: 

1. Due to the multi -pole field and 
much more efficient use of magnetic 
materials, the generated voltage is 
higher at lower rpm and hence the alter- 
nator is able to charge at idling speeds. 

2. Since commutation is now accom- 
plished by silicon rectifiers, the ever - 
present, high- current brush commuta- 
tor problem is practically eliminated. 
The only remaining brushes carry the 
very low current of the d.c. field and this 
is now via slip rings rather than a rough 
commutator. 

3. The use of silicon rectifiers, besides 
replacing the function of the commuta- 
tor, also prevents discharge of the bat- 
tery back through the alternator when 
its voltage output is less than that of the 
battery. This, then, eliminates the need 
for the troublesome cut -out relay con- 
tained in the usual generator regulator 
housing. 
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4. Since the alternator is first an a.c. 
generator and second a source of d.c. ria 
the rectifiers, the self- inductance of the 
stator windings offers more and more 
impedance to the flow of current at 
higher speeds. Suitable winding design, 
as related to speed range. provides a 
current- limiting action, thus completely 
eliminating the need for an over -current 
control relay as is usually required. 

5. The more efficient use of magnetc 
materials and aluminum die -casting re- 
sults in a considerable saving of weight 
-on the order of 40 per -cent or bet ter - 
as compared to the d.c. generator equiv- 
alent. 

6. The elimination of a commutator 
drastically reduces the amount of radio - 
frequency interference (RFI) emanat- 
ing from the d.c. generating system. 

7. Finally. the problem of voltage and 
hence charging current control now be- 
comes a matter of controlling the field 
current as a function of battery voltage 
exclusively. Since the alternator is basic- 
ally an a.c. generator, its output voltage 
will he a remarkably linear function of 
speed and field current. 

Relay Regulator 

This leads us to the purpose of this 
article -the control of the alternator 
field as a function of battery voltage. 
Here the problem is somewhat more 
difficult than that of the d.c. generator 
since the dynamic range (ratio of maxi- 
mum to minimum) of field -current con- 
trol is greater. Chrysler accomplishes 
this by using the usual voltage- sensitive 
relay but in a two -range, dual- contact 
configuration rather than the single con- 
tact. A typical alternator regulator is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

In operation the upper contact is 
closed under idle conditions with battery 
voltage too low to pull this contact open, 
thus providing full field at idle. As en- 
gine speed is increased, generated volt- 
age increases as does the battery volt- 
age, causing the upper contacts to 
vibrate and hence reduce field current 
and system voltage by inserting the 10- 
ohm resistor periodically in series with 
the field. As speed continues to increase, 
the percentage of time that the upper 
contacts remain closed decreases until 
at some point in the range the relay ar- 
mature is suspended between the two 
sets of contacts. The field current at this 
point is determined by the 10 -ohm resis- 

Iusx (UPPER CONTACTS CLOSED) 

/ 

FIELD CURRENT -CONTACTS OPEN 

/LOWER CONTACTS CLOSED 

O ENGINE RPM 

Fig. 2. Simplified field -current waveforms produced under various conditions. 

Fig. 3. Complete schematic diagram of 
voltage regulator designed by author. 

IGNITION FIE.D 

R, -10 ohm. I w. mire wound res. --3',; 
R: 20 ohm uirewound res. f Dny.stron, 300- 

00!f.20, see text 
R.,- 31 ohm. 1 tv. wirewound res. Ss; 
R. -75 ohm, 3 w. wiremaund res. 3'; 

-1000 ohm, 1 w. wirewound res. =3% 
R: -!7 ohm, ' i w. res. X111',', 

R --123 ohm, 10 w. rvirereoond res. ±5 
C, -220 pi., IO v. tantalum capacitor (Aerovox 

Type ST -12 or equiv., 
CR,-- íN719,4 xene diode (Texas Instru- 

ments) 
CR:,CR.- IN1341 or equiv. 

tor and the voltage of the battery. 
Needless to say, this is an unstable 

transition stage and still further in- 
creases in speed cause closure of the 
lower set of contacts. Now, however, 
lower contact closure means reduction 
of field current to zero, resulting in a 
lower contact vibrational -type opera- 
tion. Here, also, the contact closure 
percentage varies with speed, but in an 
opposite direction from that occurring 
with the upper contacts. In other words, 
at very high speeds the per -cent contact 
open time is very small. Fig. 2 depicts 
contact operation as a function of engine 
speed. 

t' 
v 

--I amp fuse r. np -n" transisto f2,V335) 
..1'. "p -n -p" power transistor (Delco 
2N277, 
Note: The 3% resistors specified ahoy are 
military types. obtained from an industrial 
source. It is possible to use standard 55 
wireuv,und resistors in the circuit. The I -matt 
resistors ,nos' be 1RC Typ.' R)'J 5' /; units 
having values of 10, 30 (rather than 311, and 
1000 ohms. For the 75-ohm, 3watt resistor, 
an ()halite or Sprague .Suatt, 5 4 75ohm 
wirewonnd unit may be used. 

This electro- mechanical regulator 
does perform quite well considering the 
range to be covered and the economics 
involved. It is also fairly difficult to beat 
the efficiency of vibrating contacts -but 
vibrating contacts are, as they always 
have been. a source of trouble them- 
selves as well as a source of RFI. It is 
also difficult with vibrating points to 
maintain control at the extreme regions 
of contact operation either in the open- 
ing or the closing mode. 

Solid -State Regulator 

The solid -state regulator to be de- 
scribed was designed and built by the 

Exploded view of the Chrysler automobile alternator which can charge the car's battery even with the engine idling. 
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author as a means of eliminating contact 
and /or adjustment problems as well as 
radio -frequency interference. An added 
attraction is the much tighter limit of 
battery voltage over the entire speed 
range since the field current is con- 
trolled smoothly from maximum to zero. 

No attempt was made at this time to 
"methodize" this unit into a low -cost 
production item but considerable leeway 
in component selection is possible. Those 
critical areas requiring particular atten- 
tion will be pointed out but, needless to 
say, since this is a mobile construction, 
proper measures should be taken to in- 
sure vibration and temperature survival. 

Fig. 3 is the schematic diagram of the 
regulator with the components used by 
the author. Referring to the diagram, V, 
is the series -pass transistor controlling 
the current to the field. It, along with 
CR, and CR:, is mounted on an external 
heat sink (Delco type) located in a spot 
removed from such items as exhaust 

FI 

manifolds. It is interesting to note that 
dissipation of V, is not greatest at the 
maximum field current (just under 3 
amps) but rather at the mid -range 
where the voltage drop across the 
field is equal to that of transistor V,, re- 
sulting in a maximum dissipation of 
about 10 watts. Diode CR., serves to pro- 
tect the pass transistor V, from the in- 
ductive kick produced in the field when 
the ignition switch is turned off. Diode 
CR,, carrying the full field current, pro- 
vides additional operating voltage for 
driver transistor V. and insures that the 
pass transistor V, can be cut off at high 
ambient temperatures. 

The remainder of the circuit is con- 
structed in a 2 "x2 "x4" aluminum box 
mounted a few inches away, ria a three - 
wire cable, from the heat sink and near 
the original- equipment electro- mechan- 
ical regulator. Transistor V. is the driver 
for V, and a base -current swing of 3 ma. 
to 5 ma. on this transistor enables full 

Complete voltage regulator designed by author. Note use of heat sink at right. 

Underside of the transistorized regulator. Lead dress is not at all critical. 

!t 

V2 
(HIDDEN) 

VI 
(HIDDEN) 

Cl 
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"on" to full "off" control of V,. Resistor 
RA provides a path for I, at high tem- 
peratures. Capacitor C, is necessary to 
prevent oscillation of the system since 
the regulator and alternator form a very 
high gain loop. Tantalum is desirable 
here for low temperatures. 

The heart of the control -sensing cir- 
cuit is contained in the balanced, differ- 
ential amplifier made up of transistors 
V, and V,. Special consideration was 
given to the design of this amplifier to 
insure that there would be no tempera- 
ture drift problems. To obtain this, all 
associated resistors should be wire - 
wounds. The voltage control potentiom- 
eter. R.. merits special attention since it 
must not shift under vibration or tem- 
perature extremes. The 20 -ohm pot used 
by the author proved ideal in this appli- 
cation but almost any good wirewound 
pot of the rotary type could be used. The 
rectilinear trim types should be avoided 
in this circuit application. 

The zener reference diode requires 
special comment not only because it 
establishes the basis of voltage reference 
but because it also controls the system 
temperature coefficient to match that 
specified by Chrysler Corporation. It is 
for this reason that the differential am- 
plifier was designed to be essentially 
temperature drift -free in order that the 
known diode coefficient of about - 0.04' 
per degree centigrade be the controlling 
factor. 

Operation is quite simple under the 
conditions of a given required battery 
voltage with engine speed increasing. 
For a given initial field current. an in- 
crease in engine speed raises battery 
voltage and therefore charging current. 
An increased battery voltage increases 
the base current of transistor V, di- 
rectly. The base current of V, also in- 
creases but by an amount less than that 
of V., due to the resistor sensing net- 
work made up of R,. R, R::, and R. The 
net result, due to the common emitter 
resistor R,, is that V, collector current 
decreases and V. collector current in- 
creases. Since the collector current of 
V, is the base current of V:, an increase 
in the base current of V: causes the col- 
lector current to V:: to increase as well. 
If, as in this case, current in resistor R, 
is relatively constant and made up of 
the collector current of V:: and the base 
current of V,, an increase in the collector 
current of V. must therefore reduce the 
base current of V, and, accordingly, its 
collector current. which is the field 
current of the alternator. The voltage 
output of the alternator is therefore 
reduced to a value very close to the 
original -how close depending on the 
regulator gain which, in this case, is very 
high. 

The photograph of the author's unit 
should require little explanation other 
than to point out that transistors V, and 
V, have been mounted, although not ab- 
solutely necessary, in heat sinks primar- 
ily for mechanical rigidity. They should, 
however, be located near each other to 
eliminate any possible temperature dif- 
ferential between them. Reference zener 
CR, has been mounted by its own leads 

(Continued on page 97) 
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OW Wit 

No mistaken identity or endless searching. 
Parts are clearly pictured and labeled; re- 

sistors are neatly mounted and identified! 

PACO Model C -25 

IN- CIRCUIT CAPACITOR TESTER KIT 

Reveals dried out, shorted, or open elec- 
trolytics-in the circuit -with Paco's ex- 
clusive Capacity Dial. Instantly finds open 
or direct shorted capacitors without re- 
moving from circuit. Great time saver! 

Specifications: 
SIMPLE SEQUENTIAL TEST: reveals open or 
shorted capacitors, including electrolytic types. 
ELECTROLYTIC DIAL: indicates actual electro. 
lytic values while capacitor is in-circuit; any 
electrolytic which yields a capacity reading on 
Electrolytic Dial is automatically revealed as not 
open or shorted. 
ELECTROLYTIC TEST: indicates in- circuit electro- 
lytic capacity from 2 mfd to 400 mfd in two 
ranges; condenser is automatically proved non - 
shorted and not open if Capacity Reading can 
be obtained. 

Model C -25: Kit, complete with PACO- detailed 
assembly- operating manual. Kit Net Price: 519.95 
Model C -25W: Factory.wired, ready to operate. 

Net Price: 29.95 

THIS COULD HAPPEN TO YOU...UNLESS 

THE KIT YOU BUILD IS A PACO 

COMPARE THESE PACO FEATURES: 

Step- bystep instruction book makes assembling a Paco Kit 
foolproof! Paco gives you giant, fold -out diagrams on correspond 
ing instruction pages so you can see both at the same time. 

PACO Model DF -90 

TRANSISTORIZED DEPTH FINDER KIT 

Protect your boat against shoals and 
underwater hazards with this compact, 
easy.to-read depth finder. Transistors pro- 
long battery life, provide utmost accuracy 
and portability. A boon to fishermen - 
locates hard -to -find schools of fish. A low 
cost safety device for every boat owner. 

Specifications: 
FULLY TRANSISTORIZED: 5 transistors, with a 

low battery drain for extremely long battery life. 
HIGH INTENSITY INDICATOR: for sensitive, accu- 
rate response under all conditions. 
FAST, EASY READINGS: made possible by means 
of over -sized scale calibrated at one -foot inter- 
vals from 0 to 120 feet. 

Model DF -90: Kit, complete with PACO- detailed 
assembly- operating manual. Kit Net Price:584.50 
Model OF -90W: Factory -wired, ready to operate. 

Net Price: $135.50 

PACO Model SA -40 

STEREO PREAMP- AMPLIFIER KIT 

Assemble a superb home music system 
with this true 40 watt stereo preamp- 
amplifier. Unmatched flexibility, less than 
0.5% distortion, and handsome design 
make this the ideal component for music 
lover and audiophile alike! 

Specifications: 
MUSIC WAVEFORM POWER OUTPUT: 25 watts per 
channel (50 watts total). 
RESPONSE: 30 cps to 90KC, -±- 1.0% db 

HARMONIC DISTORTION: less than 0.5% at 20 

watts per channel output. 

Model SA-40: Kit, complete with black and gold 
case and PACO- detailed assembly- operating 
manual Kit Net Price: $79.95 

Model SA -40W: Factory -wired, with black and 
gold case, ready to operate. Net Price: $129.95 

lr 1 

FREE! COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 
Mail this coupon for the complete Paco catalog of electronic equipment kits, 

including test instruments, measuring instruments, and high fidelity components. 

PACO 
KITS BY 

Paco Electronics Company, Inc., Dept. EW8 

70 -31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L. I., N. Y. 

Please send me your complete illustrated catalog 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State _.. 

C ,-; )TR011C!. 
I-. 
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Only Heath offers 
Top Quality at they 

Lowest Price, and .... 

At your service .. 
THE NEW HEATHKIT AUTOMATIC 
GARAGE DOOR OPENER! 

Compare price, compare features, and you'll buy this latest 
Hcathkit labor -saving wonder! Opens and closes all overhead 
track -type doors up to 8' high automatically! Garage light 
turns on when door is open, stays on for short period after 
door closes! Safety release device. Adjustable operating force! 
Tone -coded "hi- power" 6 or 12 v transmitter and special 
receiver prevents interference. Easy one -man assembly. All 
parts included. 65 lbs. 
Kit GD -20 (mechanism, transmitter, receiver) 

dn., $10 mo. $109.95 
Kit GDA -20 -1 (extra transmitter) .... $2.50 dn., $5 mo.... $24.95 
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NEW HIGH FIDELITY 
PA AMP. 
Heath exclusive; 20 watt bi -J, 

rated PA amp. Two inputs: 
equalization switches; cleetri- 
trical mixing; sealed "pads "; ° . o lape recorder, line, and voice 

O coil output. Plug -in, tow -Z_ 

mic. X formers sepa rat e. 241 hs. 
Kit AA -31... 
$6 dn., $6 mo $59.95 
Mic. Xtormers, AN -11 $11.95 

BIG -BUY PORTABLE 4 -TRACK 
STEREO TAPE RECORDER 

All -in -one monophonic or 4 -track stereo tape record and play- 
back! Two tape control levers; individual tone balance and 
level controls; monitoring switch for listening while recording; 
"pause" button for editing; two "eyes" to check recording 
levels. Also functions as "hi -fi stereo center" for record players, 
etc., or to feed tape music to separate hi -fi system. Parts for all 
amplifiers and speakers included; turquoise and white cabinet 
and 3%' -71 /z" speed tape deck are assembled. Less mie. 
Kit AD- 40...49lbs....$18 dn.. $16 mo. $179.95 
Assembled ADW -40 ..491bs....$30dn.,$26mo $299.95 

"LEGATO- COMPACT" 
All Altec Lansing speakers! 
2 -12" hi- compliance woofers: 
exponential horn and driver: 
range 30- 22.000 cps; as- 
sembled. 800 cps network. 30 
watts program; 16 ohm Z. 
Assembled, finished cabinets; 
32 "I x 19 "d x 321/x" h 1321bs. 
Kit AS- 21U,untin..$224.95 
Kit AS- 21W, wal...$229.95 
Kit AS-21M, mahog $229.95 

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor, Michigan 
II 111, uemar, "i 
DAVSTROM, rNCONPOH.,Eo rAr 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Introducing a new 
styling concept 

in two popular 
Heathkit Stereo Units 

Here's a handsome matching pair for your new Heathkit stereo 
system! Both have new louvered wrap -arounds of luggage -tan 
vinyl -clad steel with contrasting charcoal -grey front panels 
framed with polished aluminum bezels . . . .r e g a l new look 
to Heath's medium -price stereo line. 

HEATHKIT AJ -11 AM /FM TUNER 
Successor to the popular AJ -10, this new version features fly- 
wheel tuning, two "magic-eye" tuning indicators, adjustable 
FM automatic frequency control, AM "fidelity" switch for 
max. selectivity or fidelity, dependable 12 tube circuit, built -in 
power supply. 21 lbs. 
Kit AJ -11 .. $7 dn., $7 mo $69.95 
Assembled AJW- 11...$13 dn., $11 mo $129.95 

HEATHKIT AA -151 28 -WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER 
Here's the popular SA -2 model all dressed up in brand -new 
styling. Delivers 28 hi -fi rated watts (14 per channel) for plenty 
of power. Has clutched volume controls, ganged tone controls, 
4 dual inputs. 28 lbs. 
Kit AA- 151...$6 dn., $6 mo $59.95 
Assembled AAW- 151.. .$12dn.,$11mo $119.95 

IGNITION ANALYZER 
Switch to primary, secondary, 
parade or superimposed pat- 
terns. See condition of plugs, 
points, wiring, coil & con- 
denser. Plug -in ID-I I Timing 
Light available. 15 lbs. 
Kit 10 -20... $9 do $89.95 
Assembled 10W- 20.$169.95 

LOW COST 
DEPTH SOUNDER 
Best %aloe in marine electron- 
ics. Detects fish, submerged ob- 
jects, and bottom depth. Big 
41/4" dial calibrated from 0 -100'. 
6- transistor circuit, battery 
powered. Corrosion & splash - 
resistant aluminum cab. Trans- 
ducer included. 9 lbs. 
Kit M1.10 $7 dn., $7 mo.$69.95 

NEW TELEPHONE 
AMPLIFIER! 
Hands -free phone chats! Ideal 
for conferences, dictation, etc. 
Place handset on cradle, unit 
turns on, instantly ready! All - 
transistor; long- lasting battery 
power. Easy to build. Ivory 
color. 
Kit GD -71 .... 4 lbs... $19.95 

1 

NEW... 
3 -BAND MARINE RDF 
Extended co%erage and BFO 
to receive Consolan signals! 
Covers 188 -410 kc Beacon & 
Consolan, 535 -1620 kc Broad- 
cast, 1650-3450 kc Marine band. 
Loop and "sense" antenna 
eliminate double null. 10 tran- 
sistor circuit, battery powered. 
Kit MR-11 ..12 lbs. $109.95 

You get guaranteed success with Heathkit! 
Never before has a manufacturer of do -it- yourself kits guaran- 
teed your success in completing a project. Heath does so and 
backs it ip with an iron -clad, money -back guarantee! By mak- 
ing this guarantee, we hope to banish any doubt you may have 
about your ability to build a kit. How is such a guarantee pos- 
sible? The careful planning that goes into the design of Heathkit 
equipment revolves around this paramount thought- anyone, 
regardless of background or experience, must be able to build 
any Heathkit. This same thought guides the writing of the de- 
tailed Heathkit assembly instructions with the world famous 
"check -by- step" system. These attributes plus the experience of 
a million customers attests to the fact that anyone can build a 

Heathkit. Order your favorite Heathkit today. Enjoy top qual- 
ity equipment with savings of up to 50% and the satisfaction of 
doing it yourself. Get guaranteed success with Heathkit! 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
The Heath Company unconditionally guarantees that you can 
build any Heathkit product and that it will perform in accord- 
ance with our published specifications, by simply following 
and completing our check -by -step instructions, or your 
purchase price will be cheerfully refunded. 

11111111 

r Ordering Instructions: Fill out the order blank. Include charges for parcel post according 
to weights shown. Express orders shipped delivery charges collect. All prices F.O.B. 
Benton Harbor, Mich. A 20% deposit is required on all C.O.D. orders. Prices subject to 
change without notice. Dealer and export prices slightly higher. 

Please send the following items: 

Item Model No. Price 

Order direct by mail or see your Heathkit dealer. 

Ship Parcel Post Express C.O.D. Best Way 

FREE Catalog! 
Contains complete descriptions and speci- 
fications on all of the above new models 
plus more than 200 other famous Heathkit 
items. Send for your free copy, use the 
coupon below; see how you can enjoy top 
quality equipment with savings of up to 
50% with Heathkit! 

HEATH COMPANY 
Benton Harbor 15, Michigan 

PLEASE SENO MY FREE COPY OF THE 1961 HEATHKIT CATALOG 

Name 

Address 

City -- Zone -Slate 
L 
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Fig. 1. IM Triode interelectrode capaci- 
ties and (B) equivalent amplifier circuit. Fig. 2. Typical triode amplifier circuit. 

B+ 

Eour 

Fig. 3. The Miller sweep -generator circuit. 

IVIANY of the latest electronic tech- 
niques are but applications of well - 
known and long -established prin- 

ciples. Parametric amplifiers fit this 
category, as do artificial capacitances 
produced by amplification. Devices of 
the latter category are applications of 
the principles first described and calcu- 
lated by J. M. Miller back in 1919. 

While the Miller equation can be 
found in any standard text, its deriva- 
tion has become obscured to the point 
that it is almost impossible to find it 
anywhere. Because of the valuable in- 
sight the derivation of this equation 
provides the technician in analyzing 
tone controls, sweep generators, ana- 
logue computers, and other current de- 
vices, the Miller equations have been 
"re- discovered" in the following para- 
graphs. 

What It Is 

An unfortunate combination of the 
effects of tube interelectrode capaci- 
tances is responsible for the Miller Ef- 

fect. Fig. lA shows the capacitances 
involved. Looking into the tube's input 
circuit, the grid -to- cathode capacitance 
is immediately encountered, of course. 
This capacitance will act to short to 
ground any high frequencies in the input 
signal, thereby decreasing the gain of 
the stage at the higher frequencies. 
When a signal is applied to the input 
circuit, an amplified version appears at 
the plate of the tube. This amplified 
signal is 180 degrees out -of -phase with 
the signal on the grid and, since grid - 
to -plate capacitance couples the plate 
to the grid, the amplified signal is cou- 
pled into the grid circuit where it will 
also act to decrease the input signal. 
The effect is the same as if the grid -to- 
cathode capacitance has been increased. 
This is an extremely important consid- 
eration. 

The next thing to be considered is just 
how much the input capacitance has 
been increased. In order to develop an 
equation, consider the circuit of Fig. 1B. 
The total input capacitance is thought 

" 

11IILLE EFFEUT 

r1 & ITS USES 
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By LEE BISHOP 

Meaning of this important 
electron -tube effect along 
with some interesting new 
uses for an old principle. 

of as being made up of two capacitances, 
the Miller capacitance caused by the 
feedback and the actual physical C ,. 
Now the charge on a capacitor can be 
expressed by the well -known equation: 

Q =CE (1) 
where: Q is the charge in coulombs; C 
is the capacitance in farads; and E is the 
voltage in volts. 

Therefore, the charge on C.,, will be: 
(2) 

where E., =a.c. grid voltage. 
Now the charge on C.,,, will be: 

(- AE.J 1 

E.,(A +1) (3) 
where A =stage gain. 

Since the preceding stage must sup- 
ply charging current to both capaci- 
tances, the charges appear additive at 
the input. 

Therefore: 
Q. = Q, +Q. =C.,. E., +C.,,, E., (A +1)(4) 

As Q,. is the total charge of the input 
capacitance C, , this capacitance is re- 
lated by: 

(5) 
Combining Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 gives: 

C. E., =C,. E., +C.,,, E., (A +1) (6) 
Simplifying, results in: 

(A +1) (7) 
Eq. 7 is the well -known Miller equa- 

tion. This equation shows very clearly 
that the total effective input capaci- 
tance is determined not only by tube 
and distributed capacitances, but also 
by the gain of the stages. Understand- 
ing and using this equation provides the 
technician with a powerful tool in an- 
alyzing the operation of many modern 
circuits. 

In order to get an idea of the magni- 
tude of the Miller Effect, consider the 
circuit of Fig. 2. The stage gain for this 
particular circuit is 30. The tube capaci- 
tances are shown in the diagram. Apply- 
ing these values to the Miller equation 
shows the effective input capacitance 
to be : 

C, =2.2 +2 (30+1)=64.2 opt 
The tube has an input capacity of only 

2.2 µµf. but, when used in the circuit 
shown, the effective input capacity is 
64.2 oaf. Actually the C.,, is a very minor 
part of the total. Miller Effect has ac- 
counted for 62 µµf. The equation points 
up very clearly the shortcomings of 
high -gain triode amplifiers at the higher 
frequencies. 

Applications 
The Miller Effect has been put to good 

use in the sweep generator circuit of 
Fig. 3. The plate -to -grid capacitance in 
this case is augmented by the use of a 
physical capacitor and stage gain has 
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been increased by the use of a pentode. 
The effective capacitance from control 
grid to ground is the capacitor C multi- 
plied by the gain of the stage. 

For a positive -going square -wave in- 
put of the desired sweep duration ap- 
plied to the control grid through R. the 
plate voltage waveform will be a nega- 
tive -going saw- tooth. The positive signal 
at the control grid will tend to increase 
the plate current. The discharge of C, 
caused by the plate going negative, 
tends to reduce the plate current. 

The behavior of this circuit can be 
predicted by using the Miller equation 
to estimate the size of the Miller capaci- 
tance between grid and ground. The 
Miller capacitor thus calculated is then 
considered to be charging to the gate 
voltage through resistor R for the dura- 
tion of the gate. The waveform in the 
plate is the predicted grid waveform in- 
verted and amplified by the stage gain. 
This circuit has the advantage of being 
able to produce very linear sweeps with 
very small values of R and C. 

It is not generally realized that a 
Miller sweep circuit can be used to pro- 
vide linear sweeps whose amplitude is 
on the order of 25 times that of the 
sweep generator plate voltage. The trick 
here is to use an inductance in the plate 

dab 

Fig. 4. Precision sweep generator with 
high -amplitude output saw -tooth waveform. 

circuit. The collapsing field around the 
inductor provides the high voltage and 
the Miller capacitance provides the 
linearity. An actual circuit capable of 
producing linear sweeps of 1000 volts 
peak amplitude and extreme linearity 
with only 35 volts of "B" supply is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

The Miller Effect finds universal ap- 
plication in analogue computers per- 
forming the calculus operation of inte- 
gration. Assume, for example, that it is 
desired to convert speed to distance. The 
simple circuit of Fig. 5 is capable of 
doing this. If the voltage applied to the 
left side of resistor R were proportional 
to speed, and the RC time constant of 
the circuit were sufficiently long, the 
charge on the capacitor at any given 
instant would be representative of the 
distance traveled at that instant. 

Unfortunately, with reasonable ca- 
pacitance values, the charging rate 
would be far from linear as time in- 
creased. By using a sufficiently long RC -at least 10 times the period of the inte- 
gration -the accuracy of the integra- 
tion can be improved considerably and 
the charge on the capacitor at any given 
instant would be a better analogue of 
the distance traveled. The problem here 
is to find a large enough capacitor. One 

August, 1961 
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5. Relationships in integrator circuit. 

of the correct size for the average ap- 
plication would fill half a room. 

In practice, this large capacity is built 
up electronically with a device known 
as an integrating amplifier. The inte- 
grating amplifier and its Miller equiva- 
lent is shown in Fig. 6. In cases of this 
nature, where high amplifier gains and 
large feedback capacitors are used, the 

and the 1 can be dropped from the 
Miller equation because they are neg- 
ligible. The equation for the Miller ca- 
pacitance produced by an integrating 
amplifier t hen becomes: 

=Cn.G 

where Clio is the feedback capacitor and 
G is the amplifier gain. For the ampli- 
fier of Fig. 6, the Miller capacity would 
be 100,000 microfarads. 

The Miller principle, although dating 
back to 1919, is as pertinent today as 
it was then. Many new and unusual 
circuit configurations use and will con- 
tinue to use it. The devices illustrated 
here have been selected to review the 
effect and develop a method of analyz- 
ing circuits using the principle of ampli- 
fied capacitance. -- 

Fig. 6. IA) Integrating amplifier arrange- 
ment along with (B) the Miller equivalent. 

IORf. 

R 

(A) 

A=10,000 

CEIfECTIVE'T.' 
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(B) 
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Non -Interference Seals for TV and FM Sets 
FCC reminds all prospective purchasers that sets 
must comply with specified radiation limitations. 

MOST TV and FM receivers and tuners 
act as miniature radio stations and 

radiate radio signals from their local 
oscillators and sweep circuits. Unless 
the receiver or tuner is carefully con- 
structed and well -shielded, it can cause 
interference, not only to neighborhood 
receivers but also to sets used in com- 
mercial, police, fire, and aircraft com- 
munications. 

To minimize this possibility, FCC reg- 
ulations limit the amount of permissible 
radiation and require that TV and FM 
receivers and tuners manufactured 
after Dec. 31, 1957 have a seal or label 
affixed stating that they meet the radia- 
tion limits. Manufacturers and distrib- 
utors are authorized to affix such a seal 
or label but only after the set has been 
tested for compliance. 

The owner of the set is responsible 
for complying with FCC requirements. 
However, the Commission recognizes 
that the user cannot usually test the set 
to determine whether it meets the re- 
quirements. It therefore feels that the 
manufacturer or distributor should as- 
sume this obligation to his customers 
and affix the required seal so that the 
purchaser of the set is assured that it 

conforms with radiation requirements. 
The Commission is receiving excellent 

cooperation from United States and for- 
eign set manufacturers in this program. 
Most manufacturers are testing their 
receivers and tuners to insure that they 
comply with the regulations and are af- 
fixing the required seal or label as proof 
of compliance. However, some sets are 
being sold which do not carry the seal. 
It is possible that many of these may 
meet the radiation limits set up by the 
FCC, but that the manufacturers either 
have not made the prescribed tests or 
have not affixed a seal showing compli- 
ance. 

The FCC notes that operation of a 
set manufactured after Dec. 31. 1957 
which does not have such a label at- 
tached is prohibited by the rules. The 
Commission suggests that a buyer in- 
sist that the seal be attached to the 
receiver before a purchase is made. By 
so doing, he also will insure the contin- 
ued cooperation of set manufacturers 
in the program. The owner of an un- 
labeled set which causes interference to 
his neighbor may be required to take 
remedial action or to stop using the in- 
terfering set. ( U 
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Sfental retention of 
electronic theory 
WITHOUT ACTUAL 
EXPERIENCE is 
difficult. 
PERSONAL PAR- 
TICIPATION is the 
answer. An experi- 
ment YOU perform 
becomes REMEM- 
BERED KNOWL- 
EDGE. It stimulates 
extra ideas. opens 
up new vistas. So- 
To broaden your 
electronic under - 
.standing read and 
take a hand in 

Experiments in Electronics 
BY DR. W. H. EVANS 

If you like to play around with varied circuits, 
test different working arrangements, introduce 

w components into standard layouts, verify 
the practicality of a novel concept which has 
been taking shape in your mind - 

YOU'LL ENJOY THIS BOOK! 
It appeals to Yankee ingenuity, to the man who 
likes to learn by doing, to the experimenter who 
makes a hobby of proving things for himself 
and who sometimes comes up with a highly ,aluable innovation). 

What it brings you: 
One hundred carefully laid out experiments. 
Roughly 40% of the experiments are concerned with transistors and solid state devices in a wide 
range of applications. 
Component and test equipment lists are provided 
for each experiment. 
All equired tube and transistor curves are sup- 
plied in the appendix. 
371 diagrams and charts visualize the circuits. 
thus saving recollection and arranging time. 
At the I.R.E. show in New York Experi- 
ments in Electronics climbed close to the 
top as a Prentice -Hall best seller. 
Engineers and designers and technicians picked 
it out of the many titles displayed and again 
and again bought it right on the spot. Its prac- 
ticality was surely a main reason. It appeals to 
creativeness, but on a workable basis. 
Purposes of iment., to increase knowledge 
of oscillographs: vacuum tube phenomena: rec- 
tifier action. circuits; triode vacuum tube: small - 
signal vacuum tube amplifiers: negative feed- 
back on gain. and output impedance: distortion 
reduction: Q of coils. capacitors: radio frequency 
amplifiers: multiple -tuned circuit amplifiers: re- 
sistance- capacitance coupled amplifiers: stabili- 
zation of direct -coupled amplifiers against drift: 
voltage regulators: graphical analysis: operating 
characteristics of Class A -1 push -pull amplifier: 
electronic circuits. -balanced-to-ground" volt- 
ages: Class B and C amplifiers; basic oscillator 
principles: voltmeters: detectors: thyratron cir- 
cuits: univibrators: multivibrators; etc., etc. 

_ Send now 
l Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 

Send me a copy of Experiments In Electronics by 
Evans on approval. Within 10 days I'll either 

l ing payment 
shipping, or return rn athev book 

for 
ore 

nothing. 

I_ 
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Name 

Company 

Street 

City. Zone. State 
SAVE! If payment with order we prepay pack- 
ing, shipping. Same return privilege, with re- 
fund. 

_J 

LEARN 

Electronic Overload Relay 
(Continued from page 39) 

current transformer's primary will also 
increase, making the grid of V, more 
positive on each positive half -cycle than 
the cathode, causing V, to fire, and en- 
ergizing the relay. Since V, is a thyra- 
tron and its plate supply is d.c., once 
fired it will continue to conduct until 
the "Reset" switch is activated. 

In the unit shown in the photographs, 
it was desired to have the relay open 
once the overload condition has been 
removed so V, was supplied with a.c. by 
connecting the "low" end of the relay 
to the power transformer's secondary 
(T:) as indicated by the dashed lines in 
Fig. 1. In this case, no reset switch is 
required since once the overload is re- 
moved, V, will cease to conduct on the 
first negative half -cycle of applied plate 
voltage. 

The power supply is conventional, 
using a small power transformer. T,, in 
conjunction with a selenium rectifier 
SR,, and a pi- section filter consisting 
of C,, C:, and R:. 

Construction 
The overload relay shown in the ac- 

companying photos was constructed on 
a somewhat oversize chassis as it was 
to be used for demonstration purposes. 
The unit can be made considerably 
smaller, if desired, with no sacrifice in 
performance since there are no large 
heat -generating components such as 
wirewound power resistors, etc. to cause 
ventilation problems. 

Any plate- circuit relay with a coil 
resistance of between 2500 and 5000 
ohms will be satisfactory. Also, a 2050 
or 502 -A thyratron can be substituted 
for the 2D21 with no circuit changes 
other than the base connections. While 
,,-watt resistors are shown in the unit 
in the photos, it is recommended that 
1 -watt resistors be used as indicated 
in the parts list if the device is to he 

operated for a long period of time. 
Adjustment 

Installation and operation of the over- 
load relay is extremely simple. Connect 
the secondary of the current trans- 
former (T,) in series with the load to 
be monitored. With the load drawing 
normal operating current, adjust the 
"Sensitivity" control to a point where 
V, just does not "fire." An increase in 
load current will now trip the overload 
relay. 

As an example of the unit's extreme 
sensitivity, the author, who had one of 
the gadgets permanently connected to 
his drill press, was able to trip the relay 
by merely applying light pressure to the 

117V.A.C. 

A.C. 
AMMETER 

1000w HEATER 
VARIABLE ELEMENT 
AUTOTRANS. 

TO TI 
SECONDARY 

Fig. 2. Calibrating circuit used to de- 
termine the exact values of current re- 
quired to trip the electronic overload 
relay at various sensitivity settings. 

rotating drill chuck with one finger 
when the relay was adjusted for maxi- 
mum sensitivity. 

Fig. 2 gives details for those who wish 
a more precise method of calibration. 
The variable autotransformer is ad- 
justed for the desired trip points -for 
example, 1 amp, 2 amps, 3 amps, etc. - 
as indicated by the ammeter, and at 
each point the "Sensitivity" control's 
position can he indicated on a suitable 
scale. It should be noted that the cur- 
rent drawn by the load should not ex- 
ceed the secondary current rating of 
the filament transformer used. For ex- 
ample, if a 5 -amp filament transformer 
is used, the load current should not ex- 
ceed five amperes. -- 

Under- chassis view shows the simplicity of construction. If the constructor can 
tolerate a little crowding, a chassis about half the size shown may be utilized. 

TRANSISTOR, COMPUTER OR 

RADAR ELECTRONICS 

AT HOME! 
Prepare now for a profitable career 

in one of these growing fields. Learn 
theory and practical application of 
all makes and types with proven 
home study courses from the Philco 
Technological Center. 
For FREE information write: 

PH 1 LCO 
TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER 
P.O. Box 4730, Deal. W -2. Philadelphia 34. Po. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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i 
A. E. S. gig& II 

WE CHALLENGE COMPARISON 

REGARDLESS OF PRICE OR SIZE 

Here, at A. E. S. we have made comparison 

tests with every bookshelf speaker system available to us, and found 

the Gigolo Il to be by far the most outstanding performer. In the words of our Engi- 

neering Department, quote: "This system cannot be improved upon." 

To explain these technical 

specifications to the average layman, in language 

that can be easily understood, all these figures and 

curves show that the Gigolo II is more properly 

suited for use in some type of professional appli- 

cation, where large surges of power and extreme 

frequency reproduction would be needed, rather 

than for use in the home. 

But, for those people who feel they must impress 

their audiophile friends by having the most out- 

standing performing system in his group, or the 

type of person who wants to have that certain feel- 

ing of psychological satisfaction which comes with 

owning that special piece of audio equipment, we 

offer the Gigolo II, so you may compare and prove 

this to yourself, or it may be returned on our pur- 

chase price money back guarantee. 

DESCRIPTION: 
THE A. E. S. GIGOLO II incorporates a newly developed 10" 
free edge woofer, a 3" hard cone tweeter, and an electronic 
cross -over. The enclosure is made of the finest 3/4" select 
natural birch. The baffle is of the pneumatic loaded design. 
The outside dimensions are: 24" long, 131/2" high, 12" deep. 
Our grille cloth is supplied by one of the country's largest 
manufacturers of acoustic grille material. Your Gigolo II, 
comes to you completely assembled, sanded, ready for fin- 
ishing in either blond, walnut, mahogany, cherry or ebony. 
All units sold on 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
Price $49.50 Unfinished, F.O.B. Factory 

August, 1961 

These are the facts: 

... _;i:Í11IM g11 k e- .,_sil Eá 
Ilii 6 

sl111211's Ill N. 
li9E1!! mi 

E==''_llbllllt:111P"',..,','::1111 

RESPONSE CURVE 

700 CPS TONE BURSTS 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Frequency response 29-16000 cps + -8 db 
Harmonic distortion less than 2% 50 -15000 cps 
Impedance cuWe within -0% 100% of 8 OHMS 
Intermodulatlon distortion Negligible 
Free air resonance 35 cps 
Recommended power 15-60 watts 

3500 CPS 

Following test equipment was used to determine the above 
specifications: 

Hewlit Packard distortion analyser 
General Radio response curve recorder 
Tektronix Oscilloscope 

Response curve run at continuous 25 Watt input. 

A. E. S. Inc. 
3338 Payne Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio 

Gentlemen please ship Gigolo II 549.50 Each 
1 understand these units are guaranteed and if I am not 
satisfied I may return for a full purchase price refund. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 

Enclosed find check - money order 
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RECORD & REEL REVUE 
By BERT WHYTE 

IAM SURE many readers have, at one 
time or another. been exposed to 

monophonic or stereo sound reproduced 
by the very best equipment available. 
I mean the cost- is -no- object. size- is -no- 
object type of system. heard in an ideal 
acoustic environment. You probably 
marveled at the realism obtained from 
the best records and tapes and most 
probably wished that this fabulous out- 
fit was yours to enjoy. Yet. you can go 
home and listen to your much more 
modest system and derive considerable 
satisfaction therefrom. You knob that 
it is inferior to the "dream" system that 
you heard. but such is the adaptability 
of the ear plus the influence of your own 
surroundings, that many of the defi- 
ciencies are canceled. 

This is an honest reaction and forgiv- 
able. On the other hand. there are some 
individuals who refuse to admit the im- 
perfections in their systems. Now these 
people are perfectly capable of discern- 
ing the finer points of the "dream" sys- 
tem, but they are unwilling to apply 
the same logic to their own set -ups. This 
is either because they haven't got the 
money to upgrade. and this makes them 
mad. or someone has sold them a bill 
of goods proclaiming that they already 
have the very finest. the ne plus ultra. 
in loudspeakers, amplifiers, etc. 

All this is by way of a prelude to 
some interesting figures concerning 
musical instruments. These statistics 
were compiled many years ago during 
the great experimental era of Bell Labs. 
Recently these figures were revised in 
the light of present knowledge and I am 
sure you will find some of them most 
revealing. It was found that a large bass 
drum, played fortissimo. had a peak 
output of 25 acoustic watts, which in- 
cidentally is even greater than a pipe 
organ output in the low frequencies. 
With this drwn it was found that the 
maximum peak energies occurred in the 
250 -500 cycle band of frequencies. With 
another bass drum of similar size. played 
by a different musician, the peak out- 
put was only 0.63 acoustic watt. but 
this time with maximum peak energies 
in the 62.5 -125 cycle band. Why the dis- 
crepancy? Most likely it is due to dif- 
ferences in drumhead tension and type 
of skin and rigidity of body construction 
which would affect the resonance. High 
drumhead tension produces a higher 
total output and a higher frequency 
bandwidth at peak energy. A lower skin 
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tension would tend to produce less total 
output and a lower frequency band of 
peak energies. It should also be noted 
that there was considerable acoustic 
output from the first drum between the 
500 -1000 band and the 1400 -2000 band. 

Now, moving to the other end of the 
musical scale. we find 15 -inch cymbals 
played fortissimo vith an acoustic out- 
put of 15 watts. Believe it or not. strong 
energy peaks are then produced as low 
as 125 cycles, but as expected. the peak 
energy levels occur in the 8000- 11,300 
cycle range. 

Not unexpectedly the triangle and 
piccolo have their maximum peaks in 
the higher frequencies from 2000 up. 
Quite surprising, however, was the 
trombone with an acoustic output of 
6.6 watts. but with maximum peak en- 
ergy in the 2000 -2800 cycle band. Now 
except for the aforementioned instru- 
ments, we have such instruments as the 
bass viol. bass saxophone, bass tuba, 
trumpet, french horn, clarinet. flute, and 
piano with relatively low acoustic out- 
puts and with maximum peak energies 
in the 250 -500 cycle band. 

It was also found that a 75 -piece or- 
chestra in a theater or hall environment 
had an output of 27 acoustic watts with 
maximum peak energy again in the 
250 -500 cycle band. 

What is the significance of all these 
figures? After taking into consideration 
that most of the measurements on the 
instruments were taken on the direct 
axis in what amounted to free -field con- 
ditions. and therefore the effect of hall 
reverb and reflection and the distance 
from point source was not determined. 
it is still obvious that the power require- 
ments for a reproducing apparatus to 
handle these outputs with low distor- 
tion is enormous. Hence the use in home 
systems of very wideband amplifiers 
capable of handling high wattage peaks 
with low distortion is perfectly valid. 

Still more to the point is the question 
of loudspeakers. The very biggest 
speaker systems extant, even the high- 
est efficiency horn -loaded types, are 
capable of perhaps 4 or 5 acoustic watts 
output. Even when taking reverb and 
reflection into account, under certain 
conditions it would be necessary for the 
speaker to be capable of an output ap- 
proaching 20 acoustic watts in order to 
reproduce, at low distortion, an accurate 
facsimile of the music. 

Note also from the foregoing, that a 

majority of instruments have their max- 
imum peak energy production in the 
frequency range below 500 cycles. This 
is near or below the crossover points of 
most speakers and would be considered 
in the "woofer" range. The subject is 
very involved and those who would like 
to pursue it further are directed to the 
exhaustive study by Sivian, Dunn. and 
White, first published in the January 
1931 issue of the "Journal of the Acous- 
tical Society of America" with the later 
revision published by the IRE. 

In summation, it is obvious that we 
are still a long way from achieving fac- 
simile perfection in reproduced sound. 
It is also equally obvious that since so 
much energy is in what would normally 
be considered the "woofer" range, the 
best we can do today towards achieving 
optimum reproduction is to use the 
king -size horns, etc. with their higher 
outputs. This is in direct opposition to 
the current popularity of the "book- 
shelf" type speakers. but perhaps here 
we have a strong argument, in that no 
matter how clever the design, they are 
generally of low efficiency, of low acous- 
tic output, and hence the reason why 
the really big speakers still sound the 
best. 

Of course. there are many other fac- 
tors influencing speaker quality, but it 
would appear that the application of 
this data is very basic and very im- 
portant. 

GO('LI) 
WEST POINT SYMPHONY 

BEN. \'ETT 
SY'MPHO \If. SONGS FOR BAND 

WILLIAMS. C 
FANFARE %NI) .tI.1.EGRO 

WORK 
AUTUMN NV UK 

Eastman NN ind Ensemble conducted bn 
Frederick Fennell. Mercury SR90220. 
Price $5.95. 

If a convention of red hot audiophiles 
... the truly dedicated sound nuts . . . 

were ever held and they were asked to 
name their favorite conductor, I feel 
certain that Fred Fennell would win 
hands down. There is little doubt that 
his recordings are genet-ally prized as 
demonstration pieces among those who 
like their decibels LOUD and clear! 

Their enthusiasm is well founded. 
Dr. Fennell is an extraordinarily tal- 
ented musician, who is as astute in his 
choice of material as he is in its de- 
lineation. He has molded his band into 
an instrument of massive sonority cou- 
pled with razor -sharp precision of en- 
semble. This has been compounded with 
some of Mercury Records' best engineer- 
ing, carried out in a hall with excep- 
tionally felicitous acoustics. 

This present recording is in the Fred 
Fennell tradition ... a sonic blockbuster 
replete with fresh musical ideas from 
some of our best contemporary com- 
posers. 

The Gould piece highlights the tre- 
mendous weight and sumptuous tone of 
the brass and woodwind choirs in the 
first movement and gives full play to 
the percussion as well in the second and 
final movement entitled "Marches." 

The score calls for the use of a 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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"marching machine" in the final move- 
ment, to simulate the sound of marching 
feet. It was decided to go a step further 
in realism by actually marching the 120 
members of the Eastman Band to obtain 
the desired effect. It is amusing to re- 
late that the precision cadence marching 
that you hear on this disc was finally 
realized by having the band "march" 
their feet while seated! Seems as how 
there was always somebody out of step 
when the engineers were trying to pick 
up the sound of the marching in the 
normal fashion. "Autumn \Valk" com- 
pletes the first side tunefully and less 
athletically. 

The Robert Russell Bennett work is 
in three sections : "Serenade," "Spirit- 
uals." and "Celebration," and is pro- 
grammatic as indicated in Bennett's 
unique blending of eclecticism and orig- 
inality. As always, his orchestration is 
colorful, bold, and brilliant. and affords 
the band quite a workout. 

The "Fanfare and Allegro" of Wil- 
liams is absolutely stunning in its im- 
pact. Some may find the music rather 
contrived and overblown, but it would 
be hard to deny its tremendous vigor 

. it's a real rouser! This will un- 
doubtedly be the section most played 
by the hi -fi buffs. There are great brazen 
chords from trumpets and trombones, 
fortissimo explorations of the upper fre- 
quency strata of the woodwinds, the 
coruscating energy of huge cymbal 
crashes, and snare drum. tympani, and 
bass drum shots of awesome explosive- 
ness. The dynamic range is vast, the 
stereo effects impressive in their verity. 
This is music meant to be played loud 
over a king -size system in a big room. 

As a vehicle for testing the abilities 
of a stereo system, this imposes formid- 
able demands which will he met without 
distortion, only by the very finest of 
equipment. As a lease- breaker, this 
should intimidate, if not terrify, any 
landlord. 

COPLAND 
CONCERTO FOR PIANO & 
ORCHESTRA 

Earl Wild, piano, with Symphony of the 
Air conducted by .ta Copland. 
MENOTTI 

CONCERTO IN F FOR PIANO & 
ORCHESTRA 

Earl Wild, piano, with Syntpl y of the 
Air conducted by Jorge Menter. \ ; Iiguard 
VSI) 209 -I. Price 85A5. 

Once again thanks are due to Van- 
guard for venturing into the world of 
the "moderns" wherein so much worth- 
while music lies unrecorded. Copland's 
"Concerto," nicknamed the "Jazz" con- 
certo, does indeed have inspiration. if 
not downright derivation from the jazz 
idioms of the middle '20's. Underlying 
these obvious references, however, is the 
strongly angular and inimitable writing 
that is Copland. A novelty yes, and most 
certainly not a piece you hear every 
day, but as expertly traversed by Wild 
and given authenticity under the direc- 
tion of Copland himself, it emerges as 
a thoroughly listenable, if somewhat 
dated, synthesis of the jazz, folk, and 
classic elements so beloved of the oraur- 
garde composer of that era. 

August, 1961 

there is 
no margin 

for error 
when striving for 

the ultimate 
in stereo 

sound 
re- creation 

BRUIR E 
HI -FI PHONO CARTRIDGES 

Tiny though it is, the cartridge can make 
or break a stereo system. For this breath- 
takingly precise miniaturized electric gen- 
erator ( that's really what it is) carries the 
full burden of translating the miles -long 
undulating stereo record groove into usable 

CARTRIDGES 
Standard MAD. A superb blend of 
quality and economy.....$16.50 
Custom M7D with N21D 
Widely acclaimed $36.75 
Professional M30 with N2113 
a. In.. Choice of the 
critic. $47.25 
Laboratory Standard Model M3LS. 
Individually calibrated, limited 
quantity $75.00 

electrical impulses ... without adding or 
subtracting a whit from what the recording 
engineer created. Knowing this keeps 
Shure quality standards inflexible. 
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, 
Evanston, Illinois. 

TONE 
Studio Dynetic. Integrated arm 
and cartridge. Cannot scratch 
records. $89.50 
Professional Independent Tone Arm. 
For any quality cartridge . 

.treo or mono $29.95 

ARMS It . QUICK and LASTING 
When You Use 

HUSH' 
Chemically -Electronically, engineered for Tuners 

and Switching Mechanisms. 
When New HUSH is applied it will wash -away that dirt, leaving dean 
and positive contacts protected by a lasting lubricant. New HUSH 
is made from the finest solvents and it contains Electra- Silicone oils. 
6 or. Spray can. Also available -2 rm., 8 on., 32 or. containers 

EVER-QUIET® 
Since 1949 

VOLUME CONTROL AND CONTACT RESTORER 

EVER -QUIET is a free -flowing liquid that leaves no powder residue. 
Scientifically designed to seep around the shaft and penetrale the 
control or potentiometer, cleaning the contacts and leaving a safe , 
protecting Film. Harmless to metals, wire or carbon. 

2 oz. Bottle A dispenser. Also available -6 or. Spray can 
FREE 6" Plastic Extender With Every Can 

CHEMICAL ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, INC, Matawan, New Jersey 
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Quality QUIETROLE, your 
first choice "Lubri- Clean- 
er" in silencing noisy 
controls and switches on 
TV, radio and electronic 

I 

j;FTR0 % instruments now provides 
you with a FREE EXTEND- 
ER TUBE to easily reach 

those once "hard -to- 
get-at" places. You'll 
like QUIETROLE better 
than ever now ... In 
spray can or bottle. 

Ku,* <,,n. 
TV Tuners 

QUIElROLE 

manufactured by 

COMPANY 
Spartanburg, South Carolina 

In Canada: CROSS CANADA ELECTRONICS 

12 Laurel Street, Waterloo, Ontario 

ßuart avlt:teea!Wryseaese/ 
BUY NOW AND SAVE!! 

OVERTONES: 10 to 30 Meg... Tol. .005 %...$2.50 
AMATEUR & NOVICE Fundamental..Tol..005% 
HC -6 Herm. Sealed 52.50 
11C -6 -6 Meters (5th Overtone) ;3.75 
MARINE FRED. HC -6 (Herrn. Seated) 

Tot .005% $3.50 
ALL MARINE FRED: FT -243, DC -34 Hold Tol..005..$2.00 
POLICE. C.A.P., CD, MARS. Tol. .01% $1.89 

CITIZENS BAND -11 METERS -.005% TOL 
26.965 to 27.225 MC, 3rd Over. Harm. Seal. or 

FT -243 $2.50 
13.4825 to 13.6125 MC, 2nd Harm. Herrn. Seal. or 

FT -243 32.50 
6741.25 to 6806.25 Ks, Ith Harm. FT -243 only $2.00 

SPECIAL ! 

STOCK CRYSTALS 
FT.243 Holders 5700 KC to 
8700 KC in steps of 25 KC's 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

OC.34 Hold. 1690 KC to 4440 KC steps of 10 KC, ea. 79c 

NOVICE BAND FT -243 Fund.ea. x,19 
80 Met. 3701 -3748 -steps of 1 KC. 11 -243 

40 Met. 7150.7198 -Steps of 1 KC. F1.243 IMP 

Obl. to 40 Met. 3576.3599. Steps of 1 KC. FT -243 

FT243 -2 Meters (Steps of 1 KC) ;1.19 
FT -243 -6 Meters (Steps of 1 KC) ;1.19 
11.243 -From 3000 -4000 $1.19 
FT -243 -From 1005 -2999 (Steps of 5 KC) $2.39 
FT- 243 -.005% Tol. From 3000 -8750 $2.39 
FT- 243 -.01% Tol. From 3000.8750 51.89 
F7.241 SSB Low Xtals 370 to 540 KC 

(Steps of 1.852 and 1.388) ; .69 
FT -241 SSO Matched Pairs $2.39 
FT241- AN/TRC- 1.721.167 KC- 1040.625 

(Steps of 1.042 KC- Except 1000 KC) ; .96 
Include 5C per crystal postage. U.S. I only). Cant. add . No C.O.D. Prices subject to cog. Ind. 2nd CbOÉCe. 
sun. may be n 

c 

. Min. Order 32.50 
Open Friday Evenings until 9 P.M. 

"The House of Crystals" 
U. S. CRYSTALS, Inc. 

1342 5. La Brea Ave. Los Angeles 19, Cal. 

The Menotti piece is of fairly recent 
origin (19451 and is worlds away from 
Copland's score. It is a rather odd, but 
entertaining amalgam of the classic and 
romantic, leavened with some very 
"modern" dissonances. It is an exciting 
score and the type which usually gains 
popularity, given sufficient exposure. 
This recording should go far in achiev- 
ing that end. 

Both works are given the advantage 
of superior engineering. All is quite 
clean and nicely balanced. Stereo effects 
were good as to directionality and depth, 
but unless I'm mistaken this was made 
on a two- channel stereo machine and, 
as a result, the middle "fill" is some- 
what less than obtains with a three - 
channel master. \Vide dynamics and 
frequency range, beautifully handled 
acoustics, and quiet surfaces were plus 
values. 

LISZT 
111. \G kit! t\ RHAPSODIES 4'2 

li(1 \1 t \I \\ RHAPSODIES 441 

London mull Orchestra conducted 
by Antal 1)orati. Merrier.' SII90235, Price 
55.95, 

A few months ago the catalogue was 
bare of any stereo recordings of the 
Enesco "Rhapsodies," a peculiar thing 
considering their popularity. But like 
almost everything else in this record 
world. it never rains ... it pours. This 
is the third stereo recording of the 
Enesco in recent weeks and I'll be 
darned if all the other discs didn't couple 
it with "Hungarian Rhapsodies" as well! 

As far as I am concerned they can 
quit Tight here ... this is music that 
Dorati really knows how to project and 
his vivid, spirited performances go a 
long way in alleviating some of the 
banal writing contained in these scores. 

The Mercury stereo is exemplary . . . 

fine directionality. good phantom mid- 
dle, and a nice depth perspective. Dorati 
gets some splendid playing from the 
London men, especially in the strings. 
Dynamic range was very wide and the 
disc is remarkably clean in general. 

BERLIOZ 
OVERTURES (R an Carnival, Bea- 
trice & Benedict, Corsair, lienyennto 
Cellini, Koyal H t & Storm) 

Bost Synspbuny Orchestra e lea led 
by Charles M h. Victor I.SC 2138. 
Price 85.95. 

Munch has been a controversial figure 
during his tenure with the Boston Sym- 
phony. at least with the critics if not 
with the public. Many of his interpreta- 
tions have been deprecated ... but few 
of even the most die -hard critics will 
deny Munch's extraordinary mastery of 
Berlioz. Here he is really in his element. 
as witness his great performance of the 
"Requiem" and "Harold in Italy." So 
it is with these "Overtures." 

Rarely have these old war horses been 
performed with such zestful vigor, such 
dynamic contrast, and such an exquisite 
sense of balance and proportion. For 
some, the tempi may be a bit on the 
fast side, but this approach lends an 
electric excitement to the works that 
fairly sweeps you along. This is espe- 

cially so in the "Roman Carnival." 
where under the Munch baton the music 
moves forward with tremendous impe- 
tus. 

Soundwise. this is one of the results 
of some Victor experiments with a new 
set -up in Symphony Hall. Instead of the 
orchestra being disposed on the stage, 
they are now seated much farther out 
in the hall and with the revised mike 
set -up, the balance is much improved 
in the direction of clarity of inner voices 
and over -all instrumental definition, 
coupled with a more spacious and dept h- 
producing acoustical climate. The most 
noticeable improvements are in the 
bright. clean sound of the first and sec- 
ond violins, considerably more sonority 
from the celii and basses, increased 
presence in the brasses and woodwind. 

Stereo direction is more obvious with- 
out being exaggerated, but I must say 
that although the three -channel tech- 
nique is used for mastering, the phan- 
tom center channel, as heard from the 
disc, was not as well projected nor as 
much in balance with the right /left ele- 
ments as one could desire. But this is 
a minor quibble, and it must be reck- 
oner) that this is one of the best record- 
ings of Berlioz "Overtures" now avail- 
able. 

SCHULLE'R 
SEVEN STUDIES ON THEMES OF 
PAUL KLEE 

FETI.ER 
CONTRASTS FOR ORCHESTRA 

Minneapolis Sy nap! . Orchestra con- 
ducted by :lntal Dorati, Mercury tilt 
90282. Price 35.95. 

More music by contemporary Amer- 
ican composers, performed by Dorati 
who has always championed new music. 
especially of American origin. Before 
going any further let me say that this 
disc is being reviewed mostly for the 
Feller work. I have nothing against Mr. 
Schuller and indeed admire the struc- 
tural complexities of his score ... but ... man, this cat's music is way, way 
out. It is so full of atonality and dis- 
sonance that I feel sure you dear read- 
ers would lynch me if I recommended 
it on a purely musical basis. 

The Fetler score is by no means free 
of many of the same influences in the 
Schuller piece, but it is more of an in- 
tegrated work and much more listen - 
able. 

Its main attraction lies in the power- 
ful and brilliant orchestration. This is 
productive of some great sonorities and 
the Minneapolis men display their vir- 
tuosity with this difficult music. 

The most striking feature of this disc 
is the remarkable sound captured by 
the Mercury engineers. It has every ele- 
ment needed to generate excitement ... 
sizzling strings, great huge brass chords, 
bright perky woodwind, and a veritable 
artillery barrage of percussion in great 
variety. The dynamic range exhibited 
near the finale is probably as wide as 
anything yet put on a stereo disc. 

All in all, the impact of this sound 
is overwhelming. Stereo lends its par- 
ticular virtues and is well done through- 
out the score. Modern music. yes. and 
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perhaps not to everyone's taste, but if 
you want a real tour de force in stereo 
sound reproduction, don't miss this! 

MENDELSSOHN 
SYMPHONY #3 ( "Scotch ") 
OCTET IN E FLAT & SCHERZO 

Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted 
br Charles Munch. Victor LSC 2520. 
Price 85.95. 

More Munch and Boston, this time in 
the lovely "Scotch" Symphony of Men - 
delssohn. Here his performance is per- 
fectly respectful . . . he takes few 
liberties, his tempi are just, the balances 
excellent ... but somehow it just doesn't 
generate either warmth or excitement. 
The level of inspiration that character- 
ized the Berlioz pieces. just isn't there. 
Nor is this as successful soundwise as 
the Berlioz disc. Mind you, it still rep- 
resents a fairly good sounding record- 
ing ... the first and second strings are 
superbly clean and bright, the wood- 
winds crisp. But there seems to be too 
much weight in the celli and basses, es- 
pecially near the finale, and at the same 
time, not enough weight in some of the 
more declamatory passages for french 
horn and trumpet. The phantom center 
still is not quite as well projected as in 
some other Victor recordings. 

Thus the potted palm for the best 
"Scotch" Symphony must remain with 
the recent London recording conducted 
by Peter Maag. The filler on this disc, 
the "Octet and Scherzo," is another mat- 
ter. Although presumably made at the 
same session, these are lovely things. 
recorded with bright clarity and com- 
pelling presence. All of which leads me 
to believe that the scoring of a work 
determines whether this new set -up in 
Symphony Hall can be properly utilized. 
The Mendelssohn is a heavier, thicker - 
textured work than are the Berlioz 
scores and this could well account for 
the differences in sound. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Presented by Stan Freherg. Music ar- 
ranged and conducted br Billy May. 
Capitol Mono W 1573. Price 83.98. 

I don't often review something like 
this, but I think it is so hilarious that 
it deserves mention. Stan Freberg is 
well known for his particular brand of 
zany satire and here he has outdone 
himself. In fact he may have clone too 
well, as it seems that many radio sta- 
tions refuse to play the album. This is 
small thinking ... so it pokes fun at us. 
Americans have always had the capacity 
to laugh at themselves and admit to 
some of our merely human failings and 
foibles. 

I find nothing vicious, nor "pinko," 
nor in bad taste in the album. It is an 
uproarious satire in the form of a very 
clever and tuneful musical- comedy -in- 
miniature. I couldn't begin to list all the 
credits due the participants, but, believe 
me, this was quite a production. 

Freberg himself acts out most of the 
parts as well as singing the many num- 
bers in the show. The material is always 
witty, often urbane, and very sophisti- 
cated with a sort of Madison Ave. /Holly- 
wood touch that is most amusing. As far 
August, 1961 

MATCH LIVE SOUND WITH THO EIN TD -124 

The turntable that adjusts for perfect pitch! 

Thorens compensates for variations in house 
current and recording systems; gives the truest 
reproduction with all your records, old or new. 
Adjustment is so fine that records can be used to 
accompany lire vocal and instrumental performances. 
Swiss precision engineering ensures longer record 
life, performance to match the finest components 
you will ever own. See your Thorens dealer soon 
for expert attention and high fidelity service. 

Guaranteed for one full year. Sold only through carefully THOS 

4 speeds adjust while 
record plays 

Illuminated strobe and 
circular level built in 

Easy installation of 12" 
and 16" arms 

Only $99.95 net. Other 
models from $47.50 

selected franchised dealers. 
1.' 

FAMOUS SWISS HI -FI COMPONENTS 

MUSIC BOXES SPRING- POWERED SHAVERS LIGHTERS 

A Division of ELPA Marketing Industries, Inc. New Hyde Park, Now York >< 
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QUICKLY CUT HOLES 

in metal, plastics, 

hard rubber... 

ROUND SQUARE KEY "D" 

8 C-1 
GREENLEE CHASSIS PUNCHES 

Make smooth, accurate 
openings in 1% minutes or 
less ... for sockets, plugs, 
controls, meters, panel 
lights, etc. Easy to use .. . 

simply turn with wrench. 
Many sizes and models., 
Write for literature. 

- 
ig1=11- 

GREENLEE 

OREENLEE TOOL CO. 
1916Columbta Ave., Rockford, 111InQi0 

PURCHASING 
A HI -FI 

SYSTEM? 
TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE 

Up to 2 year, to pay! 
Jim Lansing 
Altec Lansing 
E lectrovoice 
Hartley' 
University 
Acoustic Research 
Janssen Jensen 
Wharfedale 
USL Citizen Band 
Gonset Hallicrofter 
Texas Crystals 
International Crystals 
Concertone Viking 
Bell G.E. 
Weathers 
Harman- Kardon 
Eico Pilot 
Sherwood' 
ESL 
Frazier 
Dual Changer 
Bogen RCA 
Dynakit Fisher 
H. H. Scott 
Thorens 
TEC. Amps & Tuners 
DeWald National 
Super scope 
Sony Roberts 
Challenger 
Wollensak 
Garrard Norelco 
Miracord 
Gloser -Steers 
Rek -O -Kut 
Polytron ics 
Tandberg 
Fairchild Conrac 
Pickering Sonar 
Audio Tope 
Magnecord 
Rockford Cabinets 

Fair 
Y. 7, WO 4 -1820 

Send Us 

Your List Of 

Components 

For A 

Package 

Quotation 
YOU CAN BUY 

WITH CONFIDENCE 
AT AIREX 

All merchandise is 
brand new, factory 
fresh & guaranteed. 

Free 111-Fl Catalog 

AI REX 
RADIO 

CORPORATION 
85 -R Cortlandt St., N 
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as I am concerned the highlights of the 
show are the opening Columbus scene, 
the bittersweet satire of the song "Take 
an Indian to Lunch This Week," and the 
Ben Franklin scene. 

As you can see, this is all early Amer- 
ican history and actually this is sup- 
posed to be the first volume of four 
which will take us from this point up 
through present times. In fact, this first 
album is subtitled "The Early Years." 
Alas, word is that if the radio boys will 
not relent and afford the album more 
exposure, this will also be the last 
album! 

The Billy May arrangements are very 
well done and the sound is of top hi -fi 
quality throughout the disc. A dilly 
party item, that will offend no one of 
either sex, or open mind, this is well 
worth the attention of anyone who has 
a sense of humor and who enjoys good 
satire. 

TAPE TOPICS 

This is one of the quietest periods in 
the tape world that I can remember. 
Rumors of all sorts of developments 
continue to fly around --most of them 
insubstantial. In spite of denials, the 
betting still favored introduction of 
the CBS /3M tape cartridge at the Parts 
Show and, because of this, most people 
in the field are moving cautiously. 

The summer season is usually slack 
on releases but, except during the great 
tape drought in the early stereo disc 
days, this has been very lean pickings. 
Last month two tapes arrived . pe- 
riod! I have heard that pending the out- 
come of the CBS /3M deal, there will be 
an effort to upgrade, in quality, the 
present 4 -track tapes and that a number 
of companies, not now associated with 
the tape machine industry, will offer 
some interesting innovations if the mar- 
ket remains stable. 

As I have said before, I believe there 
are two distinct tape markets ... a mass 
market and a quality market. They can 
co -exist and even at the point of dia- 
metrically opposed systems. All we can 
do at present is wait and see which way 
the ball bounces. At any rate. I don't 
personally believe we will ever again 
have a virtual abandonment of tape -as 
happened in 1958. 

MUSIC FOR 'I'RUMI'1:'F & 
(HcIB:STH.t 

Roger Voisin and :trut:uulo Ghitalla, 
t pel., with l flit orn C ert Orelte.- 
Ira c tutted by Harry Ditk.on. Kapp 
KT 19000. Frire 87.95, 

It is too bad that this tape has some 
flaws which keep it out of the top rank, 
for there are some superb performances 
here of some wonderful music. Voisin 
gives us a virtuoso account of the fa- 
mous Haydn "Concerto for Trumpet and 
Orchestra in E Flat." He is equally 
facile and effective in company with 
Ghitalla in Vivaldi's "Concerto for Two 
Trumpets and Orchestra in C," and both 
team up in Jeremiah Clark's great 
"Trumpet Voluntary" (often attributed 
to Purcell). Three Purcell pieces fill out 
the tape. 

The playing is all of very high order 

and, in general. from a musical view- 
point, there is little to fault. It is in the 
sound department where this falls from 
grace. The trumpets are projected too 
far out of balance with the orchestra 
and play at a very high level. Overload 
distortion becomes quite noticeable es- 
pecially in the higher registers. The 
string body has a rather wiry tone. 

It appears to have been a two -channel 
original and, as such, the middle is on 
the weak side. The trumpet in the 
Haydn was on the left side and its power 
often overbalanced the right channel. 
The over-all level of the tape was down 
from what I find normal with my rig, 
necessitating a boost and, of course, re- 
sulting in an increase in tape hiss. 

OVERTURES (Barber of Seville, 11iI- 
liam Tell, Sentiramitle, Silken Ladder) 

Nev. S. ngsl Orcbeara of I. loll 
rondurted by Kenneth .%Iwrn. London 
Hit I d 'Stereo 1((.1110001. Price 
85.95. 

This is a real sleeper! An offering on 
the "cheap" Richmond subsidiary label 
of London, it is as good as many tapes 
in the top -price category. Alwyn is no 
Toscanini, but his performances. if more 
rough hewn, are lusty and boisterous 
and easy to take. 

The sound is generally quite clean. 
with good definition and balance and 
broad acoustics to lend depth. Stereo 
direction was excellent and center fill 
good. Some fine string and brass sound 
and a monster bass drum which is 
played with vigor and really shakes the 
foundations. Only quibble . . . rather 
noticeable tape hiss and some obtrusive 
crosstalk. For the money, a good buy. 

GUT/ (1'/A 
COV(:h:RTO FOR (UIT.1H & 
STRINGS 

AR101,I) 
CONCERTO FOR cUrr.%it 

Julian Bream. guitar, wills Melo. 1:n- 
.enblc. Victor Stereo F7( :20'19. Price 
$8.95. 

A lovely pair of concertos for guitar - 
quite opposite in time and feeling. but 
both gems of their type. Bream is a 
sensitive, perceptive artist, eschewing 
some of his contemporaries' flamboy- 
ance for solid musicianly readings. 

The sound is exemplary throughout. 
the guitar always articulate and in fine 
balance with the orchestra. Stereo ef- 
fects were good and the high level tape 
was very quiet and free from crosstalk. 

ANSWERS TO QUIZ 
Appearing on Page 8 

1. A zener diode. 
2. A chopper, when connected across the 

input and output of an amplifier. 
3. A free -running multivibrator. 
4. An easy one: a transistor! 
5. A cathode -follower stage. 
6. A non -inductive resistor. 
7. Negative feedback, of course. 
8. An oscilloscope cathode -ray tube. 
9. Right, a loudspeaker. 

10. A ten -turn helical potentiometer. 
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INTERNATIONAL'S 

NEW SERIES xecuf ive 
for SUPERIOR Citizens band communication 

MODEL 100 
' The ultimate in Executive Citizens 

transceivers. Advanced features 
and design make the Model 100 

an exceptional value. New crystal 
filter which minimizes adjacent 
channel interference in the re- 
ceiver. New built -in receiver cali- 
bration circuit. New International 
NR squelch. New 12 position crys- 
tal control transmit channel se- 
lector. New front panel micro- 
phone jack. New provision for 
connecting external speaker and 
S /meter. Dual conversion super- 
heterodyne receiver. Push -to -talk 
operation. Three way power sup- 
ply for 6/12 vdc, and 115 vac. 
Handsomely packaged with new 
attractive control panel. Full five 
watts plate input. Certified tol- 
erance .005 %. Size 51/2" x 8í /2 "- 
x 9" deep.. Engineered to provide 
maximum operating efficiency. 
Complete with 1 transmit crystal, 
1 receive crystal, new style cer- 
amic microphone and coil cord. 

$199.50* 

MODEL 10 

International's exciting New Com- 
pact transceiver for the Citizens 
licensee who desires quality 
workmanship and engineering 
plus the best possible circuit for 
the money invested. Field tested 
full 5 watt transmitter contained 
in the higher price Executives. 
Certified tolerance .005 %. Tun- 

able superheterodyne receiver 
covering all 23 channels. Three 
position crystal control transmit 
channel selector. Manual trans- 
mit- receive control. Noise limiter. 
Available accessories include four 
separate power supplies -6 vdc, 

12 vdc, 24 vdc or 115 vac, push -to- 

talk relay kit, squelch kit, and 12 

position transmit channel selec- 
tor. Complete with 1 transmit 
crystal, matching microphone 
and external speaker, but less 
power supply. $59.50* 

MODEL 50 
A precision engineered transceiv- 
er featuring push -to -talk opera- 
tion. Three position crystal 
control transmit channel selector. 
Dual conversion superheterodyne 
receiver tuning all 23 channels. 
Full five watts plate input. Crisp 
and clear modulation. Certified 
tolerance .005 %. Series Gated 
automatic noise limiter. New In- 
ternational NR squelch. Three 
way power supply for 6/12 vdc, 
and 115 vac. The Model 50 Execu- 
tive is a rugged yet handsome 
piece of communication gear 
equally at home in the office, 
service truck or field. Inside the 
Model 50 and every International 
Executive you'll find the latest 
circuitry, careful craftsmanship 
and quality components. Addi- 
tional features of the Model 100 

Executive may be added at any 
time. Complete with 1 transmit 
crystal and matching microphone. 

$149.50' 
'Suggested Price 

SEE THE EXECUTIVE SERIES AT YOUR AUTHORIZED INTERNATIONAL DEALER 

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 
18 NORTH LEE OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 
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Stereo- Headphone Amplifier 
(Continued from 7JUge 31) 

to a point a bit positive of ground to 
eliminate heater -cathode breakthrough. 

Construction & Performance 
The photos show the top and under - 

chassis views of the amplifier. The chas- 
sis measures 2" x 4" x 6" and construc- 
tion is extremely compact. By all means, 
use a larger chassis if you want to have 
a little more room in which to maneuver. 

Maximum power output is shown in 
Fig. 2. Although it falls off rather rap- 
idly at low frequencies, it is more than 
sufficient, even on the bottom, to drive 
the headphones to a painful level before 
distortion becomes audible. The re- 
sponse curve (taken at a much lower 
power level), like the power curve, 
drops off at the low end because of the 
tiny output transformers and single - 
ended output, but it is within + .5, -2 
db from 40 to beyond 20,000 cps. 

When wiring the amplifier, follow 

good audio practice Itwisted heater 
leads, grid leads well away from power 
lines, etc.), insulate the output jack 
from the chassis, use a ground bus, and 
ground only at the input jacks. A bot- 
tom plate may reduce hum somewhat, 
but it is not always necessary. If either 
amplifier oscillates, the feedback around 
it is positive rather than negative, so 
reverse the leads from the output trans- 
former secondary. Since these leads are 
not color- coded, trial and error is the 
only way of establishing the proper 
phase relationship. 

The completed amplifier sounds sur- 
prisingly good. On most program ma- 
terial headphone reception was not too 
different from that obtainable with the 
70 -watt stereo amplifier. When driven 
either by a crystal or ceramic stereo 
cartridge (a few hundred millivolts will 
drive it to a usable output), or by a 
stereo preamp, the effect is most re- 
warding. A switch to parallel the out- 
puts of a stereo program source will, 
when opened, convince the most diehard 
audiophile of the superiority of stereo- 
phonic sound. 
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Under- chassis view shows the placement of the two output transformers. The use 
of a slightly larger chassis would have permitted a little more room to work in. 
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Electrical Activity of Body 
(Continued from page 30) 

sweeps around the heart in the manner 
of a true rotating vector. 

In one type of heart defect known as 
a block, the conducting path between 
the auricles and the ventricles is inter- 
rupted. Under these conditions, the ven- 
tricles go "out of sync" and may contract 
at a different rate than the auricles. In 
a recent experiment, a transistorized 
amplifier has been successfully used to 
bridge the interrupted pathway and 
carry the triggering pulse from the 
auricles to the ventricles. 

Eyeball Potentials 

Recent Iy, sonic rat her interest ing and 
informal ive experiments have been con- 
ducted involving the measurement and 
recording of the eyeball potentials. The 
eye is a polarized sphere: the front sur- 
face being positive with respect to the 
back. It is not convenient to attach elec- 
trodes to the eyeball itself, but for- 
tunately the eye is surrounded by par- 
tially conductive fluids and tissues 
which can serve as connectors. The elec- 
trodes can therefore be placed on the 
skin near the eye sockets as shown in 
Fig. 8. When the eye is looking straight 
ahead, both electrodes are at the same 
potential and there is no input to the 
amplifier. When the eye looks either left 
or right however, the positive surface 
of the eye moves closer to one of the 
electrodes, and the negative back sur- 
face moves closer to the other. The dif- 
ference of potential between the elec- 
trodes is amplified and deflects the re- 
cording pen across the paper chart. For 
the average person, the electrode poten- 
tial varies at a rate of about 20 micro- 
volts per degree as the eye is positioned 
right or left. 

The recording of the eyeball poten- 
tials, known as elect ro-oculography 
IEOG), is useful for determining the 
condition of the eye muscles and for 
studying reading habits. It has been sug- 
gested that the eyeball potentials might 
he used to control a servomechanism in 
an automatic tracking device. 

Conclusion 
While much remains to be learned 

regarding the electrical behavior of the 
tissues of the body, it has become en- 
tirely obvious that such electrical ac- 
tivity is both a cause and effect in the 
life process. The study of body- gener- 
ated potentials has resulted in faster 
and more accurate techniques for diag- 
nosis and treatment. It is not inconceiv- 
able that electrodes attached to various 
portions of the anatomy may someday 
supply the input information to a "diag- 
nostic" computer. The computer would 
then compare these voltage patterns 
with those stored in its "typical symp- 
toms" memory. The result of this com- 
parison would then be fed to an electric 
typewriter that would print out the 
diagnosis and suggested course of treat- 
ment. -_ 
August, 1961 

Some call it 

Binaural 
Others insist 

it's Stereo 
Whoterer your technical preference 

You'll find a new world of stereo 

sound with 
KUSS 

stereophones! 

Koss Stereophones are comfortable, sensitive headphones 
designed to provide personal listening and eliminate the 
problems of room acoustics . 31/2" reproducers mounted in 
specially designed acoustic earpieces produce top fidelity 
frequency response a full octave below any other earphone. 

Comes complete with connector plate for simple in- 
stallation on any stereo or monaural record or tape 
equipment. 

Treat yourself to a demonstration of the finest in stereo 
sound reproduction at your local high fidelity shop. 

KOSS STEREOPHONES ARE MADE IN U.S.A. IWJJ INC. 

2227 N.31st St. Milwaukee, Wis. Canada:Active Radio & TVs Export Office: EMEC, Plainview, N.Y. 
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recent developments in electronics 

.'. 
Stabilizer for Spacecraft 

The first U.S. astronaut depended on this 
complex electronic system to stabilize his 
capsule during flight and to return him 
safely to earth. This attitude stabilization 
and control system for the Mercury capsule 
includes the five gyroscopes in foreground 
and the electronic computer being checked 
by the engineer. The unit literally flew the 
astronaut in space from the time the cap- 
sule separated from its booster through 
the re -entry phase. For a brief period 
of time, manual rather than automatic 
control was exercised by the astronaut. 
Minneapolis- Honcynrcll developed the auto- 
matic pilot for McDonnell Aire rufl Coin - 
puny/. prime contractor to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration for 
the Mercury capsule. 

76 

Display for Astronaut 
This control display cm for Project Mercury's Control 
Center at Cape Canaveral was the nerve center for our re- 
cent successful man -in -space shot. Data flowed into the 50 
by 60 foot operations room from the astronaut's capsule. 
from 18 world -wide data stations, and high -speed computers. 
The large map shows the capsule's path and the location of 
the tracking stations. Trend charts. at both sides, record 
all critical parameters. Closed- circuit TV monitors in the 
ceiling and on the consoles monitor launch -pad activities 
and missile take -off. The display system was designed and 
built by General Dyymmmies / Elect ronics at San Diego, Calif. 

Space Transmitter Amplifier Tube 
A pair ut pencil tubes. similar to the R('_t -5876 being shown 
below, were used in the power- amplifier stage of the two - 
way radio in the Project Mercury spacecraft. The thin. 2" 
long tubes boosted power output of the Collins -designed u.h.f. 
transceiver from !_ watt to 2 watts. i. 

HORIZON 
SCANNERS RECOVER, 

ADS 

t 
"EAt' 
Stl1ELD 

. N,RONMENTAL 
CONTROL 
sySTEM 
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Giant High -Voltage Resistor 
A large corona -tree high- voltage power resistor, made up of 
five stacked resistor modules is shown at the right. The giant 
resistor, rated at 150,000 volts, is for use with radar power 
supplies as a bleeder and a sensing device. All parts of this 
Westinghouse resistor are designed to eliminate any concen- 
tration of high -voltage stresses which may cause break -down 
and create electrical interference. 

Largest Radio Antenna Insulator 
One of six of the world's largest radio antenna insulators now 
being used at the U.S. Navy's Cutler, Maine radio station is 
shown after completing tests at the G -E Insulator Dept.'s 
laboratory in Baltimore. Tests proved the 26- foot -high insu- 
lator bushing to be corona -free when operating at 500.000 
volts, 60 -cps a.c. Filled with sulfa -hexafluoride gas for insula- 
tion, the bushing is mounted through a conical opening extend- 
ing through the thickness of the transmitter roof. i 

3000 -Watt P. A. System 
The new sound system for the score- 
board at Chicago's Comiskey Park has 
no less than thirty 100 -watt horn speak- 
ers powered by an equal number of 
100 -watt heavy -duty, commercial p.a. 
amplifiers. This sound system, manufac- 
tured by the Dukane Corp., is the largest 
sound system of its kind in a major - 
league ball -park. The unit has its own 
generating system which is employed in 
the event of a power failure. .` 

i 

Ai Electronic Track Coach 
Japan's Olympic trackmen will benefit 
from controlled pace practice in their 
build -up for the 1964 Olympic Games 
in Tokyo as they match speed and en- 
durance against Toshiba's "electronic 
coach." The "coach" runs on a rail laid 
along the inside of the track at Tokyo's 
National Athletic Stadium. Speed can 
be set in advance and controlled by mag- 
netic tape, or it can be changed by 
remote control. The pace setter is 
equipped with a radio receiver and loud- 
speaker to broadcast instructions. A 
portable transmitter is supplied for use 
with the "coach." 
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NEWEST WANTED 

SAMS BOOKS 

Learn What You Can Do With a Tape Recorder 

ABC's of Tape Recording 
by Norman H. Crowhurst 

Whether you're new to tape re- 
cording or an old- timer, you'll want 
this practical book written by a 
leading authority on hi -fi. You'll 
understand clearly how tape re- 
corders work. You'll find out how 
to select the proper tape recorder 
for your needs. You'll learn how to 
use your recorder for best results; 

you'll find new uses for it (practical as well sa pleas- 
urable). You'll understand the differences between 
recorders -two and four track, single and dual 
motora, recording speeds, controls, etc. There is even 
advice on how to judge the quality of recordings 
and how to improve recording quality. An invalu- 
able guide not only for hobbyists but for anyone 
who wants to get the most out of tape record- 
ing. 96 pages; 5) x 8 t ¡'. Only f 

New Light On an Important Component! 

Understanding Capacitors 
and Their Uses 

William F. Mullin's practical new 
book takes the "mystery" out of 
capacitors. Here is the simple, un- 
derstandable explanation of capac- 
itor operation principles; full de- 
scriptions of the physical construc- 
tion of the various types; how and 
why different types are used; how 
to select suitable replacements; 

how to test capacitors for opens, leakage, shorts, 
value, power factor, etc. While some theory is in- 
cluded, the book's main purpose is to answer the 
practical questions involved in capacitor use in 
actual electronic circuitry. This is truly a practical, 
enlightening book for technicians, engineers $ 95 and students. 96 pages; 5S4 x 8W. Only... I 

Best Book on Radio Controls for Hobbyists 

ABC's of Radio Control 
by Allan lylel 

This is the comprehensive book 
about radio equipment used to con- 
trol model planes, boats, cars, etc. 
Written for the practical use of 
model builders, here are all the 
facts about the installation and 
enjoyable use of radio -control de- 
vices. The author, with his wide 
experience both in model building 

and electronics, makes the subject easily under- 
standable. There is a simple explanation of radio - 
control systems and how they work; commercially 
available kits are described, with helpful hints on 
which to select for various purposes. There are 
chapters on basic radio principles; radio code usage 
for control of mechanical action, and how best to 
use various radio -control systems. Profusely illus- 
trated. Invaluable for the model hobbyist. $195 96 pages; 51/r x 8W. Only 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
Order from your Sams Distributor today, or 

to Howard W. Sams i Co., Inc., Dept. H -11 
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 
Send me the following books: 

ABC's of Tape Recording (TAP -1) 
Understanding Capacitor, (CAP -I) 
ABC's of Model Radio Control (MOR -I ) 

S enclosed. Send Free Book List 

Name 

Address 

City Zone Slots 
IN CANADA: A. C. Simmonds 8 Sons, Ltd., Toronto 7 

1111. (outride U.S.A. priced slightly higher) __ 
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SERVICE 
INDLIS-1-1=21( 

THE ANNUAL convention of the Na- 
tional Alliance of Television and Elec- 

tronic Service Associations, a regular 
mid- summer event in Chicago, will be 
held at the Pick -Congress Hotel in that 
city this year. For most interested 
parties, this will be a three -day affair 
running from Friday, August 18, 
through Sunday, August 20. However 
a meeting of the executive council 
will precede it Thursday night, August 
17. Reflecting NATESA's growth and 
present strength, total convention ex- 
penditures are expected to exceed $350.- 
000, or more than $170 a minute. The 
NATESA plea for the cooperation of all 
participants in making certain that 
every event starts exactly on time is 
understandable. 

In addition to many new items, much 
of the business of the spring directors' 
conference, held in Albuquerque, N. 
Mex., will be carried forward. At the 
latter, the official acceptance to mem- 
bership of 13 new groups was an- 
nounced, together with the re- instate- 
ment of a formerly delinquent affiliate. 
Another bid was made to accept em- 
ployed technicians to membership, but 
was voted down. Other subjects aired 
and acted on included factory and cap- 
tive service, TV station liaison, u.h.f. 
TV, sales practices on picture tubes, 
wholesale -retail practice, and customer 
relations. Vern La Plante reported on a 
method for countering false advertising. 
Frank Moch gave advance warning of 
a new service racket claiming to be able 
to analyze any TV trouble in 2 minutes 
using a "mystery analyzer," featured in 
big ads. 

Manufacturers receiving "Friends of 
Service Management" awards included 
Finney. Raytheon, Sprague, Sylrania, 
and Tung -Sol, for their cooperation with 
independent service. Broader relations 
within the industry were discussed, with 
great hope expressed for the role of the 
Industry Advisory Panel. On behalf of 
the latter, Mauro Schifino, president of 
NEDA, and Frank Moch, executive di- 
rector of NATESA, jointly issued a call 
to 25 industry leaders to attend an all - 
industry conference. for the purpose of 
dealing with matters of mutual interest 
and concern. Invitations went out to in- 
dividuals prominent in set manufacture 
and distribution, parts distribution, rep- 
resentation, sales management, inde- 
pendent and factory service, and other 
segments of electronics. 

Service and the Law 
People who like to reduce everything 

to black -and -white simplicity will have 

N EWS 
a hard time with the stand of Frank 
Gronert, editor of "TESA Beacon," on 
a legal proposal made in his home state, 
Iowa. The legislature is considering ex- 
tension of the sales tax, already appli- 
cable to parts used in service, to labor 
charges as well. The "TESA Beacon" 
does not like the idea. Associations in 
other parts of the country have wel- 
comed such proposals -or apparently 
similar ones -when promulgated lo- 
cally. 

A favorable attitude toward such leg- 
islation occurs where it is felt that it 
will help established and reputable 
service shops meet unfair competition 
by twilight operators. Where the latter 
have no regular places of business and 
escape the expenses imposed on their 
established competitors, they have the 
advantage of being able to undersell 
their services. Strictly enforced tax laws 
that require registration of the business, 
usually accompanied by zoning and 
other requirements for legal operation, 
flush these people out into the open. 
They must choose between abandoning 
their businesses or operating under the 
same conditions imposed on others. 

The history of the Iowa proposal fol- 
lows another line of development. Ap- 
parently advanced for the chief purpose 
of getting in new revenue, it grew out 
of a broader tax measure originally sug- 
gested several years earlier. At that 
time, the sales tax was to be extended 
to all services. An outcry by physicians 
won a quick exclusion of doctors' bills. 
In rapid succession, lawyers, dentists, 
and others who render services raised 
objections and won exclusions. The 
present version seems to apply to auto 
and TV repair work primarily. 

Nevertheless, Editor Gronert's objec- 
tions are not confined to the discrimina- 
tory character of the measure. He feels 
that existing loopholes in sales -tax legis- 
lation and its enforcement have already 
given an unfair advantage to improperly 
established competitors. who can evade 
tax collections and payments imposed 
on shops working in the open. Unless 
these loopholes are first corrected, the 
legitimate dealer's handicap may in- 
crease. When the law involves itself 
with electronic service, matters can be- 
come quite tricky. 

Courts Take Action 
Head -on clashes between the law and 

individual service operators, in two dif- 
ferent parts of the country, also raise 
interesting legal questions. TESA of 
Oklahoma, in its monthly "Antenna," 
reports on a war being waged by the 
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local BBB and the county attorney on 
TV- service racketeers. Receivers in 
good, carefully checked operating con- 
dition, except for specifically introduced 
defects (the deliberate misadjustment 
of a control) were used as bait. Service 
firms called in were those on which 
consumer complaints had been received. 
As a result, two technicians and the 
employer of each were arrested and 
charged with obtaining money under 
false pretenses. In each case, the TV 
set was picked up and returned with 
allegedly inflated charges for labor and 
parts. 

In a somewhat different situation, a 
TV repair technician in Kansas City, 
Mo. was found guilty and fined on the 
complaint of a customer in whose set 
he had replaced nine tubes on a service 
call. Two of the tubes were unquestion- 
ably defective. Concerning the other 
seven, the court felt that there was no 
appreciable difference in receiver per- 
formance whether they were left in the 
set or replaced by new ones. Other serv- 
ice technicians testified for both sides. 

The defendant insisted that perform- 
ance was still below standard after he 
had replaced the two wholly defective 
tubes, that he had wished to take the 
set to his shop for further work, that 
he had attempted to improve perform- 
ance by replacing seven additional tubes 
that he had checked and judged to be 
weak or otherwise contributing to the 
below- standard performance. Protest- 
ing innocence, and proper handling of 
the call, he filed an appeal through his 
attorney. 

Without the record of evidence avail- 
able to the court, no technician can 
presume to review a court's judgment. 
Every technician, however, will draw 
one moral or another from these cases. 
dowending on how he feels about legis- 
lation pertaining to service in general 
and licensing in particular. Licensing 
"antis." where they feel justice has not 
been done, will claim that a licensing 
law increases the chance of persecu- 
tion; where they feel justice has been 
served, they will nay that existing laws 
are sufficient. The "pros" will state that 
licensing can protect legitimate opera- 
tors from unjust decisions and be more 
effective against the questionable ones. 

Only one thing is certain: since serv- 
ice technicians will be brought into 
court from time to time whether under 
special or existing general legislation, 
some methods for assuring competent, 
technical evaluations of such situations 
must be developed in the interests of 
justice. 

New Life in Houston 
Charles A. Barclay, newly elected 

president of Radio and Television Tech- 
nicians' Society of Houston, Texas, has 
announced his intention of injecting new 
life into his group, along with other 
new officers, and of gaining for it the 
recognition it has missed in the past. 
Elected with him were Joe Novosarl, 
vice -president; Keith Brady, secretary; 
and Steve B. Ebner, Jr., treasurer. This 
slate of officers was installed at a meet- 
ing in late May. 

NOWI RECOMF AN FXPRT IF 

COLOR TV SERVICING 

UP -TO -DATE FAMOUS 16- LESSON COLOR TV COURSE 

NOW INCLUDED AS EXCLUSIVE BONUS FEATURE IN 

PHOTOFACT SUBSCRIPTIONS! 

OO 

DON'T MISS IT! 

FIRST LESSON 
IH 

PHOTOFpCT 
NO' 541 

(August 
19611 

sib Non 

SWS.« 

r_ - 

HERE'S THE COMPLETE COLOR TV COURSE 

you GET WITH TOUR PHOTOFACT SUBSCRIPTION 

Lesson 1. Fundamentals of Color Display 
Lesson 2. Color TV Transmission Standards 
Lesson 3. How the Color Signal Is Developed 
Lesson 4. Monochrome Circuitry -Part 1 

Lesson 5. Monochrome Circuitry -Part 2 
Lesson 6. The Chrominance Section 
Lesson 7. Demodulator Circuits -Part 1 

Lesson S. Demodulator Circuits -Part 2 
Lesson 9. Developing the Picture Tube Signal 
Lesson 10. The Color Picture Tube 
Lesson 11. Convergence Circuitry 
Lesson 12. Setting Up a Color Set -Part 1 

Lesson 13. Setting Up a Color Set -Part 2 
Lesson 14. Color Circuit Adjustments 
Lesson 15. Color TV Troubleshooting -Part 1 

Lesson 16. Color TV Troubleshooting -Part 2 

PLUS -carefully -designed Questions and 
Answers to help reinforce your learning ! 

CASH IN ON THE COLOR TV BREAKTHROUGH! 
are the straight facts: 

Almost every major set manufacturer will 
offer Color TV to the public this Fall 
Almost 1,000,000 Color TV sets are now 
in the field 
75% of all TV stations are now equipped 
to originate their own local Color TV 
programs 
One major network alone telecasts an 
average of 4't hours of Color shows daily 
Some TV -radio dealers are grossing more 
dollars from Color TV sales than from 
black- and -white 

These facts mean you will now be called on 
more and more to service Color TV. To help 
you qualify and get your share of this profit- 
able new business, Howard W. Sams offers 

i 

GET THIS 
TIMELT 
gIG BONUS 

COLOR TV COURSE! 

Enter your su bscri°TO' 
with your distributor to 

receive 111 

edOeacFmon h. 
T 

Sets an i 
in August, 1961. 

Beginning 
you Color TV 
the 
Course sour 

subscr ptron! 
with your 

you with your PHOTOFACT subscription, his 
famous Color TV Servicing Course, com- 
pletely updated. You get this as a valuable 
Bonus, along with complete PHOTOFACT 
servicing data -the world's finest -on all the 
new Color TV sets, black- and -white TV, 
AM and FM radios, tape recorders, CB 
equipment, transistor radios, amplifiers, 
tuners, record changers, etc. There's not a 
servicing job you can't do quicker and more 
profitably using famous Sams Standard 
Notation Schematics. 

Today, with the added bonus of a com- 
plete correspondence -type course on Color 
TV, PHOTOFACT is the most timely, most 
needed service available. Subscribe now! 

DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE! 

HOWARD W. SAMS L CO., INC. 
1724 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind. 

I would like to enter my subscription to 
Photofact, effective with Set No. 541 

My Distributor is: 

Send nie further details 

Shop Name 

Attn: 

Address__ 

City ___..Zone State 

L 
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How's Your Frequency RADIO - 
TRANS MITTER 
FREQUENCY. 

That is 
2 

A quick check with a tunable 
receiver in almost any populous area 

shows lots of activity on the Citizens Band ... and 
a surprising proportion of transmitters which are off frequency. 

TWO VERY GOOD REASONS FOR HOLDING REQUIRED FREQUENCY 
TOLERANCE ARE: 

1. VOICE QUALITY AND DISTANCE COVERED WILL BE AT MAX- 
IMUM . . . BECAUSE OFF -TUNING DOWNGRADES PERFORM- 
ANCE VRY QUICKLY. 

2. NO TICKETS FROM THE FCC FOR VIOLATIONS. FCC TOLER- 
ANCE FOR CLASS D CITIZENS BAND 'IS 0.005%. 

THE LAMPKIN 105.B FREQUENCY METER IS A NATURAL FOR 
CITIZENS BAND WORK. ACCURACY IS AMPLE (0.0025%á). IT 
COVERS ALL CHANNELS (CALIBRATIONS FREE WITH NEW METER. 
ON REQUEST. FOR THE 23 CLASS D CHANNELS) . . . AND WILL 
OPERATE AS A SIGNAL GENERATOR (FOR ACCURATE RECEIVER 
ALIGNMENT). THE PRICE IS LOW 15260.00 NET) AND DELIVERY IS 
IMMEDIATE! GET ONE YOURSELF -OR HAVE YOUR CB CLUB BUY ONE! 

105 -B FREQUENCY METER 

Reliable ... since 1938! 

INFORMATIVE 
BOOKLET ON TWO. 
WAY RADIO. ITS 
FULL OF 
FACTS AND 
F I G U R E S , . 

I LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. 
I MFM Division, Bradenton, Florida 
I At no obligation to me, please send free 
I booklet and information on Lampkin 
I meters. 

rMVUTDFSPACE? -' 
You bet we'd be.... U we were 
to tell you all about AUDION'S 
Out of this World Hi Fl Cu lugs' 

25-W Oxford Road 
Massapequa,New York i_ 

Writo for 

hr 
Catalog 

FAST, DEPENDABLE 

TUNER 

REPAIR SERVICE 

Name 

Address - 
City- _ State_ 

SAY YOU 

_ I 

- J 

SAW IT IN 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

It just makes sense that a manufacturer of tuners should 
be better- qualified, better -equipped to offer the most de- 
pendable tuner repair and overhaul service. 

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc, pioneer in the tuner business, 
maintains a complete, well- equipped Factory Service Dept. 
-assisted by Engineering personnel-and staffed by spe- 
cialized technicians who handle ONLY tuner repairs .. , 

on ALL makes and models. 

Tarzian -made tuners received one day will he fixed and 
shipped out the next. Cost is only S8.50 and $15 for UV 
combinations. That includes ALL parts and labor, and a 

6 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and 
parts failure due to normal usage. Replacements available 
at low cost on tuners beyond practical repair. 

-) Tarzian -made tuners are identified by this stamping. 
When inquiring about service on other tuners, always 
give tube complement ... shaft length ... filament ... 
voltage ... series or shunt heater ... IF frequency .. . 
chassis identification. All tuners repaired on approved, 
open accounts. Check with your local distributor for 
Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, replacement parts, or 
repair service. 

80 

ALL 

MAKES 

ONLY 850 INCLUDING 

ALL PARTS and LABOR 

24 -HOUR SERVICE 

6 -MONTH WARRANTY 

Tuners Repaired on 

Approved, Open Accounts 

SARKES TARZIAN INC 

Selecting an FM Tuner 
(Continued from page 51) 

of noise suppression is to use a filter 
which merely reduces the noise level. 
Second -best is the audio squelch circuit 
which can be recognized by the rather 
disturbing thumping noise which it pro- 
duces just before cutting off the noise. 
A more recent variant of this device 
employs a mechanical relay to eliminate 
the thumping and to quicken the reac- 
tion time. 

The most useful procedure, however, 
is to cut off the signal in the i.f. section 
before it ever reaches the audio stages. 
By doing this, the deficiencies of audio 
squelching are eliminated and, in addi- 
tion, the suppression feature will be ef- 
fective for FM multiplex. 

Naturally, anyone at all interested in 
stereo should be sure that the set he 
buys includes a multiplex output. A 
multiplex output will be needed for the 
connection of a separate adapter. Sev- 
eral tuners now on the market have 
provisions for adding a plug -in adapter 
directly to the tuner chassis. In other 
cases it will be possible to obtain an FM 
tuner with the multiplex feature built 
right in without requiring any separate 
adapters. 

A "Local- Distant" switch may also 
be helpful, especially in areas close to 
FM transmitters where the danger of 
overloading is the greatest. Flipping the 
switch to the "Local" position cuts down 
the signal level and thus prevents over- 
load distortion, or imaging. This feature 
is more important on the highly sensi- 
tive tuners because the possibility of 
overload is greater. 

There are a few other convenience 
features which may prove quite handy, 
although they are overlooked by many 
tuner buyers. These include such items 
as a separate output for a tape recorder, 
heavy flywheel action on the tuning 
knob, a front -panel volume control and 
"on -off" switch, auxiliary power outlets. 
and a logging scale on the tuning indi- 
cator (for quicker location of a desired 
station). None of these will affect the 
performance of the tuner but they may 
make it a bit more comfortable to "live 
with." Along these lines, it goes without 
saying that the tuner must be attrac- 
tively styled and fit the room decor. 

In selecting an FM tuner, as with any 
high -fidelity component, the most im- 
portant consideration is to match the 
features of each model with the particu- 
lar application you have in mind. 
Looked at in this way, there is no "best" 
tuner and no "worst " - -there are simply 
a variety of models and features. some 
of which may fit your requirements bet- 
ter than others. Probably the best pro- 
cedure is to decide on the essentials-- - 
price range, performance specifications, 
and features -- before entering the 
many- splendoured showroom of your lo- 
cal dealer. In this way, you can avoid 
a great deal of wasted time and confu- 
sion. and also bring into your home a 

tuner t hat suits your particular re- 
quirements. 
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Transistorized Converters 
(Continued from pape 57) 

last about as long as "shelf life." At 12 
volts the converter draws only 3.8 ma. 
and at 8.4 volts the current is only 2.6 
ma. The gain is higher of course with a 
12 -volt supply. 

Citizens Band 

The converter may be used in the Citi- 
zens Band (26.96- 27.255) by winding the 
10 -meter coils and using a 23.4 -mc. 
third -overtone crystal. There are no 
other circuit changes required. The con- 
verter will receive the frequencies be- 
tween 26.9 and 27.4 mc. with a 3.5-4.0 - 
mc. i.f. 

Modifications 
A 2N371 may be used in place of the 

more expensive 2N384 r.f. amplifier 
without circuit changes. It will provide 
fair gain on 20 meters, but the per- 
formance will be somewhat degraded on 
15- and 10 meters. A 2N371 is recom- 
mended for the mixer and oscillator 
since the circuit demands made on these 
transistors are considerably reduced. 

A diode could be inserted in the "B -" 
supply lead to prevent possible damage 
of the transistor if the battery were 
accidentally reversed. 

The converter may be used with other 
i.f.'s simply by inserting the appropriate 
crystal. To receive frequencies other 

than the bands listed, it is necessary to 
insert the proper crystal (the oscillator 
frequency will always be 3.5 mc. below 
the lowest frequency to be received) and 
re- adjust the coils. 

If coil -form diameters are changed, it 
may be necessary to use a grid- dipper 
to put the coils on frequency. Always 
leave the transistors in the circuit (with 
voltage applied) when making dipper 
measurements because the transistors 
complete part of the tuned circuits. 

To test the performance of the com- 
pleted unit, a 15 -meter converter was 
connected to an 80 -meter receiver and 
compared to one of the best known f and 
most expensive) receivers on the mar- 
ket. There was no detectable difference 
in performance between the two units. 
Measurements were made comparing 
the sensitivity, signal -to -noise ratio, and 
frequency drift. A later comparison with 
the vacuum -tube version of the con- 
verter showed that the stability of the 
transistor version was superior. When 
the supply voltage was reduced from 
8.4 to 3.5 volts (more than a 50'. 
change), the oscillator frequency moved 
only 20 cycles. A 20 -volt change in the 
supply to the tube converter (a 15'; 
change) caused the oscillator to shift 
approximately 100 cycles, or more than 
5 times the transistor version. 

In the matter of warm -up drift, the 
transistor converter is far superior to 
the vacuum -tube device, for it hasn't 
any! It will be a long time before we can 
expect such performance from tube cir- 
cuits in an application like this. 40-- 

INVITATION TO AUTHORS 

Just as a reminder, the Editors of ELECTRON- 

ICS WORLD are always interested in obtain- 

ing outstanding manuscripts, for publica- 

tion in this magazine, of interest to tech- 

nicians in industry, radio, and television. 

Articles covering design, servicing, main- 

tenance, and operation are especially 

welcome. Articles on Citizens Band, 

audio, hi -fi, and amateur radio are also 

needed. Such articles in manuscript 

form may be submitted for immediate de- 

cision or projected articles can be outlined 

in a letter in which case the writer will be 

advised promptly as to the suitability of 

the topic. We can also use short "filler" 

items outlining worthwhile shortcuts that 

have made your servicing chores easier. 

This magazine pays for articles on accept- 

ance. Send all manuscripts or your letters 

of suggestion to the Editor, ELECTRONICS 

WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York City 

16, New York. 

Delivery or 
fleet operation 

Your own 
personal use 

August, 1961 

Construction or 
Business 

HERE'S THE NEW, 2 -WAY HAND -HELD TRANSCEIVER THAT 

OUTPERFORMS 'EM ALL! 

PER SONAL et 
No license required -may be used at once! 
Meets FCC requirements for use with licensed 
Citizens' Band stations, too! 

This is the new "Personal Messenger " -a superbly engineered 
2 -way crystal -controlled transceiver so compact it fits in your hand - so flexible it can be used in thousands of applications! 11 tran- 
sistors and 4 diodes- superheterodyne receiver with exclusive tuned 
R.F. amplifier gives you twice the sensitivity and more than 40% 
more range than units with conventional circuitry! Powerful two -stage 
transmitter delivers more power output than similar units with the some 
rated input! Unmatched audio intelligibility and razor -sharp voice 
reproduction -automatic noise limiter -automatic volume control - 
positive squelch control -elastic hand strap - operates on penlight or rechargeable $1 0950 
nickel -cadmium batteries. 

ILLUSTRATED AT LEFT -The Viking "Messenger " -maximum legal power 
Citizens' Band crystal -controlled transceiver. Excellent receiver sensitivity 
and selectivity -highly efficient transmitter punches your signal home! Built -in 
squelch- AVC -ANL. With tubes, push -to -talk 
microphone and crystals for 1 channel. 

FREE 
Color Brochure 

WRITE TODAY 

...$13495 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY : 1 

2511 Tenth A S. W. W , Mi e 

Please rush me your full color brochure. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

1 Manufacturers of the world's most widely used personal communications transmitters 
L 
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ELECTRONICS WORLD HAS 

A BUYER FOR YOUR USED 
EQUIPMENT OR COMPONENTS! 

The 245,000 purchas- 

ers of ELECTRONICS 

WORLD are always in 

the market for good 

used equipment or 

components. So if you 

have something to 

sell, let EW readers 

know about it through 

our classified col- 

umns. It costs very lit- 

tle: just 600 a word, 

including name and 

address. Minimum 

message: 10 words. 

For 
further 

information 
write: 

Martin Lincoln 
ELECTRONICS WORLD 
One Park Avenue 
New York 16, N. Y. 
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Shock -Proof Suspension System 
(Continued from urge 43) 

pended weight plus some additional 
amount for motion of the suspension 
system. Call the spring stretch due to 
the suspended weight x; then x =W /K 
or .v= 9.75/f. In terms of the previous 
example, x= 2.44 inches for 2 cps. This 
means that if the unstretched length of 
the spring were 6 inches and x =2.44 
inches, you must have enough space to 
accommodate S!Ç inches of spring. Most 
extension springs have some initial ten- 
sion so that x may be a little less than 
the value given by the formula just 
cited. 

If a variety of extension springs is 
available, a simple experimental pro- 
cedure may be used to select the desired 
spring. First apply sufficient force or 
weight to the spring to overcome its 
initial tension and open up the coils. 
Then load the spring with P additional 
pounds of weight and measure the addi- 
tional stretch due to P, say s inches. 
The spring constant will be K =P /s. For 
example, if P=2 pounds and s =1 inch, 
then K =2 pounds /inch. Another way of 
going about this is to add a load of K 
pounds and see if the spring stretches 
approximately 1 inch. If it does, then 
this spring has the desired spring con- 
stant. 

Of course the spring selected must be 
strong enough to support the suspended 
weight without taking a permanent set. 
Because of variations in the strength of 
spring materials, no precise rule, out- 
side the "try it and see" method, can 
be given. However, you can use this ap- 
proximate and fairly conservative for- 
mula for selecting the spring on the 
basis of its actual weight. The weight 
of the spring should not be less than: 
m =0.1 W' /K ounces, where W= load 
carried by the spring and K is the spring 
constant. Any spring that weighs more 
than in will be strong enough. Example: 
if the supported load is W =5 pounds 
and K =2 pounds /inch. then m =0.1 x 
25/2 =1.25 ounces. 

It is advisable to get the springs for 
the suspension system before building 
the cabinet so that proper space and 

a proper arrangement for them can be 
provided. 

Other Construction Notes 

Sufficient clearance. between 3/16" 
and ',i ", should be left between the rec- 
ord player mounting board and its out- 
side housing to allow for relative motion 
between the two. 

In mounting the record player on the 
suspension system. the elastic mounts 
provided by the manufacturer should 
be used in addition to this suspension 
system since they will continue to serve 
their purpose of isolating the record 
player from acoustic feedback and can 
only improve on the isolation provided 
by this suspension system. 

The outside dimensions for the hous- 
ing or cabinet of the suspension system 
are not included because these must be 
determined by household space consid- 
erations, the size of the springs, and the 
dimensions of the record player. The 
turntable for which the system de- 
scribed was designed is unusually heavy, 
thus the suspension system is heavier 
and bulkier than one that could be de- 
signed for a lighter, more compact rec- 
ord player'. 

In summing up, the important feature 
of a shock isolation system is that the 
suspension be very soft in all directions. 
The natural frequency of oscillation is 
the criterion of how soft the suspension 
is and how good a shock isolator it is. 
The lower the natural frequency the 
better. The system described here is 
simple and makes it possible to get very 
good shock isolation, especially in the 
horizontal direction where it is usually 
needed most -but it is not the only way 
of doing the job. The author built a 
rather complicated combination torsion - 
bar, pendulum suspension that worked 
very well. Hence you can design your 
own system such as, for example, hang- 
ing your record player in pendulum 
fashion from four vertical springs that 
would be concealed in the cabinet. 

With the described system you should 
be able to jump several inches from the 
floor in front of the record player and 
land fairly hard without hearing any 
disturbance in your hi -fi system. even 
with needle pressures as low as 112 to 
2 grams. 

Fig. 6. Details of the cradle and the suspension system designed by the author. 

SUPPORT FOR RECORO PLAYER MOUNTING BOARD 
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the most 
important 

advancement 
in 

CITIZENS 
BAND 

RADIO 

since the 
opening of the 

27 MC. band! 

August, 1961 

THE* 
®©11. N 

ourier 
FEATURING: TRIPLE CONVERSION 12 CHANNEL 
TRANSMITTING FIXED AND TUNABLE DRIFT - 
FREE RECEIVING TWO IF STAGES (262 kc) 
BUILT -IN "S" AND "RF" METER ELECTRONIC 
SWITCHING (no relays) UNITIZED CHASSIS AM 
RADIO (optional, extra) 
The ECI COURIER I is truly a product of engineering 
excellence . .. the FIRST Citizens Band Transceiver 
to combine TRIPLE CONVERSION and TWO IF 
STAGES for the ultimate in selectivity and sensitivity. 
Intrusive harmonic images and adjacent channel 
interference are so radically reduced by this unique 
achievement that they are practically non -existent in 
the ECI COURIER. 

THE COURIER I also features a built -in dial and crys- 
tal spotter, built -in noise limiter, built -in squelch that 
is triggered by .1 micro volt signal, and front panel 
adjustable RF gain control. The unit is constructed in 
five individual hand wired segments -a completely 
UNITIZED CHASSIS. All metal parts are cadmium 
plated for marine use. The entire unit slides out easily 
on tracks, and is housed in a rich chrome cabinet! 
The price? Just $189.50.* For full details, write today! 

electronics communications inc. 
325 no. macquesten parkway mt. vernon, n. y. 

IMPORTANT NOTE TO DEALERS: Make sure to inquire 
about the E.C.I. exclusive franchise arrangement. 

'Pri,,., ,N' htir Net, w of Rork 'r., 
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"HI -FI- STEREO HANDBOOK" by William 
F. Boyce. Published by Hon'urd W. 
Sams & Co.. Inc.. Indianapolis. 288 
pages. Price $3.95. Soft cover. 

This is a revised and enlarged edition 
of a volume which originally appeared 
in 1956. Prepared as a guidebook for 
both experienced audiophiles and be- 
ginners, this volume covers mono and 
stereo sound; fidelity, sound, and dis- 
tortion; stereo techniques; program 
source equipment; amplification and 
control; loudspeakers; baffles and en- 
closures; and systems design- -selection 
and installation. 

A large collection of diagrams and 
photos of equipment amplify the text 
material. 

"ELECTRONIC DRAFTING HANDBOOK" by 
Nicholas M. Raskhodoff. Published by 
The Macmillan Company. New York. 
395 pages. Price $14.75. 

Designed specifically for those in the 
electronics industry, this comprehensive 
manual presents the specialized skills 
required in this newest branch of engi- 
neering drawing. 

The author shows how to prepare 
every kind of electronic drawing: sche- 
matics, wiring diagrams, working in- 
stallation drawings of electronics and 
communications systems and equip- 
ment, tube -base diagrams. interconnec- 
tion. and outline drawings. 

The text is crammed with practical 

examples and, in addition, the author 
covers typical drafting -room practices. 
techniques of drafting, and checking 
procedures. An extensive reference sec- 
tion completes the text and makes this 
a one- volume "library" for the practic- 
ing draftsman. 

"CITIZENS BAND RADIO" by Allan Lytel. 
Published by John F. Rider Publisher. 
Inc., New York. 150 pages. Price $3.90. 
Soft cover. 

This is a manual for the user and /or 
the prospective user of the CB service. 
It not only covers the background of 
this service but discusses the design fea- 
tures of different types of transmitting 
and receiving equipment. Specific com- 
mercial models are analyzed in detail 
with particular emphasis being placed 
on single- channel and multi- channel 
equipment. 

The installation and repair of CB 
equipment is also covered, along with 
a discussion of FCC rules and regula- 
tions applicable to the CB service. 

"HOW TO LOCATE AND ELIMINATE RADIO 
& TV INTERFERENCE" by Fred D. Rowe. 
Published by John F. Rider Publisher. 
Inc., New York. 157 pages. Price $2.90. 
Soft cover. 

This is a revised and up -dated second 
edition of a practical manual for the 
radio and TV service technician, written 
by the chief investigator of the Radio 

HAMFESTS SCHEDULED 
T 

Southwest Virginia Civil Defense 
Network is sponsoring its first annual 

Pine Hamfest" on Saturday 
and S lay. July 22 and 23 at the South- 
west Virginia 4 -11 Center in Abingdon, 
Virginia. 

Representatives fr live slates are 
expected to attend. One feature of the 
event will be an all-night maratl on 
July 22nd on 80 meters. 

C plcte details on this hamfest are 
available fr the chairman, James M. 
Cole, K4II130, 240 Gillespie Drive, Ab- 
ingdon, Virginia. 

THE Maryland Emergency Phone Net 
will bold its : mil picnic al Braddock 

Heights, Maryland on S bay, July 23rd. 
Braddock heights is located approxi- 
mately four nail. . ,,, I ul' Frederick, Md. 
on Ali. U.S. 10. 

Registrat fee is one dollar which 
includes soft drink tickets for the family. 
Two door prizes will be awarded and, 
in addii' a rummage sale and auction 
will be held. .t program has been planned 
for the X YI: s and Junior Ops. F. 'Iics 
are asked to bring their own picnic 
lunches. 
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The Picnic portable st: will be on 
3820 lie. along %ills 2 and 6 meters for 
the benefit of biles, 

Further details are available f 
Henry B. Ray. W3J \X, First flare 
Green%nol \rrc., .\nnapolis, Maryland 

THE East t'.irsI V.H.F. Society, Inc., will 
bold its 'I bird .tnnual Old Style Picnic 

and H:uufest, starting at 10 a.m.. on Sun- 
day. ,August 13th at Saddle Brook Park, 
Saddle Brook, N.J. (rain date is .- August 
20th), Registra is free. as are pieni., 
retreat al, and parking facilities. 

Prize contests, drawings, ganses, dis- 
plays of equipment, and other even!. 
have lieen planned for all ages. Food and 
soft drinks will be available at a I 

charge for those not bringing !Arnie 
lunches. 

Radio facilities on 2. 6, and 10 meters 
will be available for general h. 
and for talking -in bileers who may. 
have difficulty finding this well -known 
recreational spot. 

Contact John W Johnson, W2YlA, 51 
Birch Road, D t, New Jersey for any 
add it ionaal informs: required. 
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Interference Division of Northern Cali- 
fornia's Electrical Bureau. Based on 
long experience in tracking down and 
eliminating radio and TV interference. 
the author discusses the new and im- 
proved components available and their 
application to the problem of interfer- 
ence. This volume is suitable for electric 
power technicians and amateur radio 
station operators as well as radio -TV 
service technicians. 

"SILICON ZENER DIODE AND RECTIFIER 
HANDBOOK" compiled by Applications 
Engineering Department. Published by 
Motorola Itte., Phoenix, Ariz. 179 pages. 
Price $2.00. Soft cover. 

This volume is divided into nine chap- 
ters and covers the characteristics of 
silicon zener diodes, comparisons of 
gaseous tubes and zoner diodes, regu- 
lated power supplies, surge protection. 
a.c. and d.c. amplifiers. temperature 
compensation and impedance cancella- 
tion, zener diode applications. diffused - 
junction silicon reelifiers, and specifica- 
tions and testing methods. 

A table providing electrical charac- 
teristics of the firm's complete line of 
zener diodes is included at the end of 
the text, making this a complete manual 
to these components and their applica- 
tion. 

"FILTERS AND ATTENUATORS" edited by 
Alexander Schure. Published by John 
F. Rider Publisher, Inc.. New York. 84 
pages. Price $2.25. Soft cover. 

This is Vol. 36 in the Electronic Tech- 
nology Series and covers filters and 
attenuators of all types. The author 
discusses their functions. the variety of 
types, circuits. and applications. Audio 
and video filters. wave filters, and spe- 
cialized filter types are all covered in 
separate chapters. Both mathematical 
and narrative presentations are made 
on each type. 

"TRANSFORMERS" edited by Alexander 
Schure. Published by John F. Rider 
Publisher. Inc.. New York. 86 pages. 
Price $2.00. Soft cover. 

This 37th volume in the Electronic 
Technology Series is a basic handbook 
on all types of transformers as used in 
electronic equipment. Power and audio 
transformers are given rigorous treat- 
ment while there is a detailed discussion 
of special devices such as saturable re- 
actors. voltage- regulating transformers, 
video transformers, pulse transformers 
and baluns. 

"STEREOPHONIC SOUND" by Norman H. 
Crowhust. Published by John F. Rider 
Publisher, Inc.. New York. 133 pages. 
Price $2.90. Soft cover. 

This is a second edition of a basic 
text originally published in 1957. This 
volume has been revised and up -dated 
to include the most advanced state of 
the stereo art. 

Included is comprehensive informa- 
tion on the 45/45 disc. stereo tape and 
playback units. component performance. 
and how to select a stereo system best 
suited to the individual needs of the lis- 
tener. 
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The text is lavishly illustrated and 
carries an extensive bibliography for 
those wishing additional information on 
specific phases of the subjects touched 
on by the author. 

"SERVICING TRANSISTOR RADIOS" by 
Sams Staff. Published by Howard W. 
Sams cE Co.. Inc., Indianapolis. 160 
pages. Price $2.95. Soft cover. Vol. 8. 

This latest volume in this publisher's 
series covers 51 transistor radios pro- 
duced in 1959 and 1960. Sets by Admiral, 
Arvin, Continental. Coronado, General 
Electric, Hitachi. Kou w. Lafayette, 
Maco, Motorola. Philco. RCA Victor, 
Realtone, Regency. Roland. Silrertone, 
Sony, Supere.r, Toshiba, Tructone, 
Westinghouse. and Zenith are covered in 
this volume. 

Like the previous volumes, this book 
carries schematics, dial -cord stringing 
arrangements, cabinet and chassis pho- 
tos. alignment instructions, parts lists, 
and replacement data. 

.. 

"TV TUBE SYMPTOMS & TROUBLES" by 
Robert G. Middleton. Published by 
Howard W. Sains cf Co.. Inc.. Indian- 
apolis. 96 pages. Price $1.50. Soft cover. 

This volume contains over 150 photo- 
graphs of actual TV picture troubles 
with the author's explanations to help 
the user identify the tube or tubes caus- 
ing the trouble. In addition, the text ex- 
plains what each section of a TV set is 
supposed to do and the result when it 
fails its job. 

A ten -page tube trouble chart lists 
the most common troubles, together 
with the specific tubes that should be 
replaced to correct that particular 
fault. 

"RADIO & TV ALIGNMENT HANDBOOK" by 
Warren J. Smith. Published by Howard 
W. Sams d Co.. Inc.. Indianapolis. 147 
pages. Price $2.95. Sort cover. 

Written by a practicing service tech- 
nician for his fellow service technicians, 
this is a thoroughly practical handbook 
to help speed the job of aligning any 
radio or TV receiver. 

The text covers determination of the 
need for alignment, equipment required, 
how to set up the equipment, alignment 
procedures, and evaluating results. 
Complete coverage of alignment is in- 
cluded-v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuner align- 
ment and adjustment of color TV cir- 
cuits, as well as AM and FM broadcast 
receiver alignment. 

n a 

"HOW TO SOLVE PHYSICS PROBLEMS" by 
Edwin M. Ripin. Published by John F. 
Rider Publisher. Inc., New York. 120 
pages. Price $1.80. Soft cover. 

This book is designed as a review text 
for high -school and college physics stu- 
dents and features a "dimensional tech- 
nique" involving some 200 physics 
problems which are solved with mini- 
mum need for the student memorizing 
formulas. 

There is a comprehensive chapter on 
electricity and magnetism in addition 
to six more chapters covering other 
phases of physics. - - 
August, 1961 

i 
Sets of the Seventies 

Some of the electronic products that technological 
advance may put in your hands a decade from now. 

CREATED 
last year, the RCA Ad- 

vanced Design Center was assigned 
the task of exploring future consumer 
electronic needs and projecting products 
accordingly. The center consults with 
technological experts and a panel of 
authorities in industrial design, interior 
design, anthropology, and architecture. 

Its first eight "Sets of the Seventies" 
reflect anticipated electronic advances 
and changes in the way of living. Im- 
proved display devices may make pos- 
sible shallow, large- screen color sets. 
The unit of Fig. 1 will house an all -band, 
international stereo receiver on one 
side. Rotating it on its stand, top to 
bottom, reveals (inset) an independent, 
world -wide color TV. 

The executive on the go will mix busi- 
ness and pleasure in a single attache 
case. He can open it (Fig. 2 ) and insert 
a pre - recorded tape cartridge for an 
audio- visual presentation in color. 
Alone, he can watch TV or taped 
"movies," listen to radio or taped "rec- 
ords." During the weekend, he can 
dictate to the "Home -Office Intercom" 
(Fig. 3), then broadcast the tapes to 
his secretary's office receiver on Mon- 
day. A triumph of miniaturization, the 
color TV and stereo AM -FM set of Fig. 
4 will fit into a pocket for use anywhere. 

Other designs include a book -size, 
TV -radio with clock timer that provides 
automatic turn -on and program pre- 
selection; a receiver that doubles as an 
audio -visual home intercom (electronic 
baby watcher) ; and a thin color set that 
may be mounted on its own stand furni- 
ture -like or hung on a wall. -DI- 
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RADIO PARTS STORES 

& HI -FI SALONS! 
Hundreds of dealers across the 
nation profit by selling ELECTRON- 
ICS WORLD each month to their 
customers. Arc you one of them? 
ELECTRONICS WORLD helps build 
store traffic ... keeps customers 
coming back month after month 
for the merchandise you sell- -and, 
best of all, you earn a neat profit 
on each copy sold -No RISK IN- 
VOLVED. 

So get details on selling ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD, the world's larg- 
est selling technical electronics 
magazine. Or, order your copies 
now. Just use the handy coupon. 

(- 

Retail Sales Department 
Electronics World Atte Jerry Schneider 
One Park Avenue 
New York 16, New York 

Send me copies of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD for resale in my store each month. 
No risk involved on my part. 

(] Send me details on selling ELECTRONICS 
WORLD in my store. 

STORE NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 
_ 

ZONE STATE 

SIGNATURE 
EW 861 

ENGINEERING DEGREES 

5719 -R Sant 

E.E. Option Electronics or Power 
Civil. Mechanical, Physics. 

Also in Liberal Arts 

Earned through Home Study 
Specify course desired 
Pacific International 

College of Arts & Sciences 
Primarily a Correspondence School 
Resident classes also available 

Monica Blvd.. Hollywood 38, Calif. 

C a (KEY ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
120 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK 6, N.Y. 

YOU'LL BE 
AMAZED... 

at our low, low hi -fi prices. Write 
for FREE discount catalog A -12, or 
send for our special quotations on 
your component needs. 

MAKE 
MONEY 
IN SPARE 

TIME 

Learn at Home to Fix 

ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCE 

Tester Furnished -No Extra Charge. I is tnvn. tr. Irons, 
fans, other electric at t liaitu.cs tor Irlends atld oeighl lors. Mahe 
motley in spare tin.- or build your own lull time business. 
SAVE rash by repairing your own appliances. Farley the 
security of a skill to tall back on during slack periods, sea- 
sonal layoffs. when von retire. N RI will train you at honte. 
MAIL ('111'11 IN Nit.. Somes Lessen and Cat.k2FREE. 
¡National Radio Institute, Dept. §ii, Wash. 16, D. C. I 
Please send hie Electrical Appbance sample lesson and 

(catalog FREE (No Salesman Will Call). I 

!Name. Age 

(Address I 

uz. Zone State I 
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Radio and Electronics Convention in Australia 

Five major television manufacturers "Down Under" 
to spend over $3- million during the year 1961. 

S °\11: 
indiiiI10n of the importance of 

Ille radio and electronics industry in 
Australia is provided by estimates of I he 
value of TV and radio tube output for 
I he 12 mont Iss which ended June 30. 1960 
the latest period for lvhich official fig- 

ures mye available). 
Television began in Australia in 1956. 

The estimated output in TV for the year 
was £A45.(100.0)0 fS101- million I. and in 
radio was £Á9.1)O0.(Á)0 lover 820-mil- 
lion). A recent survey indicates that five 
major manufacturers planned to spend 
LA1,100.010 over S3- million) in TV 
production during 1961. 

Earlier ligures for TV sels produced 
in Australia were 126.000 for 1956 -57, 
285.000 in 1957 -58, 319.0(X) in 1958 -59. 
and 441.00) in 1959 -60. Radio product ion 
figures here 356.000 sels. 380,000. 378.- 
11tÁ). and 405.000, in the respective yeas. 
These figures were quoted at the recent 
Radio m11I Electronic Engineering Con- 
vention held recently in Sydney. Ails- 

The convention was organized by the 
Australian Institution of Radio Engi- 
neers. More than 5(X) delegates (or 
about a quarter of the Australia -)vide 
membership of 22001 attended. The In- 
stitution began in 1925 with a member- 
ship of 11)0. 

More than 10) technical papers were 

rond. Guest SpCilkcr leas Dr. Rudy 
IGmlpfner, Director of Radio and Elec- 
tronic Research al the Bell Trlrp /lone 
Laboratories. New Jersey. 'thirty -five 
nlga nizal ions and private companies ex- 
hibited a range of manufactured prod - 
ucts represent lug the latest scientific ad- 
vances in radio and electronics. 

Also present al the convention were 
Mr. H. B. Wood. Technical Director of 
Standard Te/ep/loicrti nad Cab/ex Pty, 
Ltd. and Mr. C. W. Davidson, the Aus- 
I ra lian Post mast er- General. Mr. F. \V. J. 
Orr is the president of the Australian 
Ins) it ut ion of Radio Engineers. 

An exhibition feature was a model of 
Australia's new radiotelesc'ope, now un- 
der construction al Parkes, NOW South 
\\'a :es. and second only in size to the 
giant radiotelesc'ope at Jodrell Bank. 
England. Its slcerable parabolic-reflec- 
tor antenna will have a diameter of 
210 feet and it will stand 200 feet high. 
The telescope will supplement the radio 
astronomy observations of the Aus- 
tralian Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organization's 
Radiuphysics Division at Sydney. 

Another prominent display Was a 
demonstration of special electronic test 
instruments which were designed spe- 
cifically l'or use with industrial -tele- 
vision systems. 

Within the Industry 
(('oat' reed trou( pug(' 14) 

tube plant of S!1lvania Electric Prod - 
uel.. Ire', in Burlington, Iowa ... ALVIN 
BARSHOP, sales manager of the Granco 
Division of DIIMonl Emerson Corpora- 
tion, has assured the sanie post with 
the firm's newly acquired Telectro Di- 
vision and will administer both jobs 
simultaneously ... LESLIE H. WARNER has 
been elected president of rlnerr(1 Tele- 
phone cf Eh rl tome.. Corporation. suc- 
ceeding DON G. MITCHELL who has been 
elected vice -chairman Of the hoard .. . 

JOHN A. O'HARA is the new marketing 
nllnlllior ut BO/ Sound Division . . . 

SIDNEY HARMAN has been appointed ex- 
ecutive vice -president of Jerrold Elec- 
tronics Corporation as a result of the 
earlier merger of J( mold and Ilru'nauJt- 
K(u'dOn, INC. . BERT GEDZELMAN has 
been named national sales manager for 
Audio DJnrionirs ('orpOndiOn. 

DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT has been named an 
honorary member of the American In- 
stitute of Electrical Engineers, the 
highest honor awarded by the world- 
wide society of electrical engineers. 

He is the 48th person to he made an 
honorary member ul Ito Institute since 

its organization in 1884. Others so hon- 
ored include such distinguished scien- 
tists as Lord helvin, Cyrus Field, Gu- 
gliclmo Marconi, Herbert Hoover, 
Thomas A. Edison. Elihu Thomson, 
and Edwin H. Armstrong. 

REAR ADMIRAL RAWSON BENNET (USN 
Ret.). formerly chief of naval research, 
has been elected a senior vice -president 
of Sanqunio Electric Company and ap- 
pointed director Of engineering ... Oak 
.1/rnn,Ìarturino Co. has elected EDWARD 
D. CHALMERS vice- president. engineering 
and EDWARD J. MASTNEY, vice- president. 
advanced t'ntinecrinc and manufactur- 
ing . ED WEISL is the new national 
distribuIur s, des manager for United 
C((Inlu!, I'lrt,li.vlrrrs. Inc.. . Directors 
of Ha:sit/tie t'nrporation have elected 
R. L. BEAM executive vice -president of 
the firm. He is executive vice -president 
and operating head of the Hu :elline 
Electronics Division, largest affiliate of 
Ihe electronics firm ... Appointment of 
EDGAR POLLACEK as supervisor of sales 
for industrial selenium rectifiers has 
been announced by Radio Receptor 
Company . . . MICHAEL W. CHITTY is the 
new chief engineer fur 1,'1'rr so it d 
Company. Inc. . LARRY EPSTEIN has 
been appointed sales manager for the 
new commercial sound products divi- 
sion of Hmvnfni- K,rdon. -30 
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Series "B +" Circuits 
(Continued fron) perlte 35) 

more of the other related stages and 
can first be recognized through this ef- 
fect. Because the pattern of such 
changes depends on the specific rela- 
tionships among the affected circuits 
and because this pattern varies with 
different configurations, a fixed, auto- 
matic technique for fault finding is not 
practical. Understanding how the cir- 
cuit works is the most helpful starting 
point. However, tracing what happens 
in the case of some possible defects is 
very useful. 

If R, R::, R,, or R,. in Fig. 5A should 
open, for example, the current path 
from "B +" to ground would be inter- 
rupted. Both V, and V_ would be pre- 
vented from functioning at all. Voltage 
readings beginning at R, and proceed- 
ing clown through V, and then V, to 
ground could isolate the point at which 
the circuit has opened. 

If R,: in Fig. 2 should open, V_ would 
overconduct and increase the voltage 
at point B to a level almost as high as 
that of the high "B +" line. There would 
be little or no a.g.c. action and the 
symptoms might be of the type asso- 
ciated with a.g.c. faults. 

If R:. in Fig. 2 were to open, V, would 
be excessively biased, with its control 
grid at or near ground potential. This 
would drastically cut current flow in 
V, and thus also in V,, through which 
the same current flows. However V,, 
still attempting to conduct properly, 
would have a lower "resistance" than 
V,. As a result, the voltage at point B 
would be much lower than normal. 

Resistors R, and R. in Fig. 3 would 
affect the 125 -140 volt line in much the 
same way as R -. and R.: in Fig. 2 affect 
the lower "B +." If R. were to open for 
C, were to short), the first noticeable 
symptom might be that the plate of the 
audio -output tube would show signs of 
overheating or internal sparking. Al- 
though voltage readings would be dif- 
ferent in each case, the grid would be 
excessively positive with respect to the 
cathode in either and the tube would 
overconduct. It is not uncommon for 
C, to become intermittent. This can re- 
sult in noisy audio and, depending on 
the stages supplied from the low "B -, " 
line, intermittent video or unstable 
sync. 

In Fig. 4, the audio -output tube will 
overconduct if the first audio amplifier 
(V,) should stop emitting. Symptoms 
would be similar to those listed for an 
open R, in Fig. 3. In either Fig. 3 or 
Fig. 4, an overheated rectifier tube can 
result if G: is shorted. 

These examples scarcely exhaust all 
possibilities. If there is one useful, gen- 
eral rule for series -type "B +" circuits, 
it is this: voltages for any stage in such 
a system should be measured with ref- 
erence to the specific "B - -" point as it 
is seen by that circuit. If. after this, 
standard localization procedures are 
used, little trouble should be encoun- 
tered. - 
August, 1961 

SONOTONE GRANTED FULL PARTICIPATION IN 

U.S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS R.I.Q.A.P. PROGRAM 
Sonotone's methods of production and quality control on electronic tubes are so 
rigid, the U.S. Army Signal Corps has officially reduced inspection of the com- 
pany's full line of military tubes. This company is the first electronic tube manu- 
facturer to qualify for complete R.I.Q.A.P. participation utilizing the concept of 
"paired attributes- verification" for acceptance by government inspection. All 
Sonotone tubes - military and industrial- conform to the same high standards. 
Over 200 to choose from - including many hard -to -get European types. Specify 
Sonotone when you want to be sure of quality. 

Sonotone. ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION 
ELMSFORD. N.V. DEPT. T1 -81 

IN CANADA. CONTACT ATLAS RADIO CORP. LTD., TORONTO LEADING MAKERS OF PHONO CARTRIDGES. 
SPEAKERS. MICROPHONES. TAPE HEADS. ELECTRONIC TUBES AND RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 
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BC 442 ANTENNA BOX (ARC 5) 
Contains RF Meler 1150 M.,.I Rslay. 

$1195 elr. Ser Coaxial Re1.IY r ."CQ i.7 Miren 1960. Print .. ...... 
MARINE PORTABLE RECEIVER 

Trans...tors. 3 ninth .I 2 Bnd.BrO.Idolst and 
U, .nm1 1200.400 NC I i Op rates on 6 flashlight arteries. Comes in anraeuve Aluminum Case. Radio 

Sensivit.Size Has 041.41 $39.95 AnteriCan Mfr. PRICE a 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
Fil 6.3V 

38543-385 V. 
V. 3 Amps.r.....E.I. 53.50 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER 
Input 110 -220V. 60 cycle. Secondary ;2.49 6.3V. .t 10 Amp. Ea. 

CARDWELL TRANSMITTING VAR. COND. 
Dual Section 211 UUF per 
section. 3700 Volts AC Each $5.95 

DYNAMOTOR SPECIALS 
12 Volts InputOUlput 4406. .: 200M.I. 12 Volts 
Innut output 225V. .t 100M.,. All in $5.95 Mu Dynamotor. DRANO NEW. E.I. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS 
PIV Current Pore PIV Current Price 
100 500 M., 5 .25 200 2 Anms 5 .75 
200 SOO M., .30 400 2 0,m,% 1.25 
400 500 Ma .50 100 15 Amps 2.50 
750 500 Ma .90 200 15 Amps 4.50 

IN almsr .Ire Hi 400 15 Amps 8.50 
Efficiency Gold Plated 50 50 Amos .95 
200 750 M.' .30 IOO 50 Amps 7.50 
400 750 M.' .50 200 50 Amos 9.50 
100 2 Alnn. .50 

POWER TRANSISTORS 
PPP GERMANIUM - 1 .Ir to following trans. 
Iyoes 
2N1320 70 2NI55 70e 
2N1328 70e 2N173 2 50 
2N156 70c 

CHOKE -FULLY CASED 
5 HENRY -e 200 M., 
5 HENRY rit 250 M,' 

IO HENRY 300 M,1 
4 HENRY 400 Mol 
4 HENRY 900 MII 
4 HENRY -I .Imp. 

1.95 
2.25 

1.95 
N.95 

11.95 

BRAND NEW OIL CONDENSERS 
50 MED : I Slot 1.95 ' MFD : \ lit 4.95 

50 MFD _ 0 \ "n 4.50 2 MFD ',ono 2.50 
2 MFD nog, s lit .50 1 MFD :ittioto \ III' 1.85 
3 FWD r \ nt' .60 2 MFD : , \-IH' 1.10 
4 MFD nVIII .75 1 MFD t n\'nt' 3.25 
5 MFD \' 

' 
It Vio' .80 2 MFD 1nUti n. 6.25 

6 MCD n \In' .115 3 MFD Into. \'In- 8.95 
8 MFD Ii1111 Ynt' 95 4 MFO heel " 12.95 

10 MFD min Vln 1.19 1 MFD ..-,nuU \'nt' .50 
12 MFD Min IOC 1.50 2 MCI) ...MI i M. 8 50 
IS MFD OM \ n1' 1.70 MFD :00111 m 15.95 
I MFD Itlnn \-I,t' .50 15 MFD :intln ' 39.50 
2 MFD tU"n \I n' .70 .5 MFD ;.i011 VIM' 2.95 

MFD 10n11 Viol' 1.35 1 MFO :,100 s nl 6 
H MCD Inon Ynt' 1.95 2 MFD - 17.9' 

10 MFD II tIn \'n1' 2.50 9 Mil) 73 ' 49.50 
12 MCD InIIn \'n1 2.95 2 MFD 1.1 ,111111 " 29.95 
I5 MFD Itittn Snt 3.50 S MFD I " 59.95 

earn I 1 n1 .45 2 MrD 12.7.07 ' 34.50 
Mrn 11 1",. .75 I MFD 01141 " 42.5u 

1'nt' 1.10 I MFO : - 59.95 
4 int to' 1.95 5 MFD _' ' 34.95 Mi n \'nt' 2.95 1 MFD - tlt1 69.95 
1 Mrn tI ',MC .85 10 MFD ' Si l 1.95 
2 Mt VIII 1.50 20 MFD 7 1 2.95 
a run ,iI VD. 3.50 50 MFD Woo Si. .' 5.95 

H MFD Ina, \t', 2.95 

RELAYS 
WARD LEONARD Heavy duty relay COII 

i Poll' ST. 25 pAmIp' co ttacts c,. $6.95 
6 Volt DC. N.S. Relay OPDT 

6 Volt DC. N.S. Relay 3 PST N.O .65 
GUARDIAN 110V AC. 2 Pole Singlr Throw $2.50 
1I N.O. A 1 N.C.I Rent. BC.610 
Potter -Brumfield SMSLS 5000 ohm. $2.25 4 M.I. Sens E, 
110 
ID AmpVolt Contacts y 

DPST 60 CY. $1.50 
Sens. Relay 11.000 ohms toll. I Ma t 
Adj. cont. Armature Tension SPOT... Ea.$ 

1 9F5 

12 Volt DPDT DC Relay Ea. $1.35 

.95 

SIGMA type 22RJC 8.000 ohm $2.49 SPOT. small 50.111.4 relay 
Sealed Relay. SPOT. 6.000 ohm $1.95 toll 
G.E. Rel.nys 

s 
ContrOl. Contains 8000 Ohm $1.10 

relay. se It ItY 2 inns. In for 49.25 t. 

PANEL METERS 
STANDARD °RANDS 3" METERS 

11/3" METERS 0.1 MII OC 3 95 
0 -100 Morro ....3.95 0.10 Mils DC .3.95 
0 -500 Micro 2 95 0 -500 Mils DC.. 3.95 

2" METERS o -son V. DC.. .3.95 
0.50 Micro ...95 0.150 V. AC SO 

100.0.100 Micro. .2.95 0 -15 Amps Ar. 
0-15 Volts AC.. .3.95 

0.50 Ma 2 95 0.1.5 NV 5 9.'. 
0 -2.5 NV 6 95 

0 
0.200 Ma 
.500 M i 2 g4 O -t Amp DC 3 95 

0.10 Amps DC .. 2.95 4. METERS 
0.20 Volis OC... 2.95 0 -150 Amps AC 1 with 
0.40 Volis 2 95 It irnnsf.l ..5.95 
1836 VIt DC. .. 1.99 02500 V. DC ..6.95 

0 -150 V. AC 2.95 100.0.100 UA ....5.95 
0.5 anon, RF 2 95 0.200 UA 6 95 

k All merchandise sold on a 10 day money back guarantee 
Mm. Order 43.00 -25. with Ordir- F.O.U. New Vorl 

PEAK 

i 

!ELECTRONICS COMPANY 2 

t 66 W. Broadway. New York 7, N. Y., WO.2-2370 <Z 
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Adding a Center Speaker 
(Continued fron) page 41) 

already exists and no further changes 
are necessary. Be sure to check the 
polarity of all three speaker systems. 
One channel should be the reverse of 
the other. The polarity of the center - 
channel speaker can be checked only 
by experimentation. Try reversing the 
leads: use the connection which pro- 
duces the loudest and most uniform 
sound. An incorrect connection may 
produce "dead spots." depending on 
room acoustics. 

If sources other than records are 
used, or the preamplifier employed 
does not provide electronic phase re- 
versal, or only an in -phase signal can 
be obtained from two separate power 
Amplifiers. then the following altera- 
tions should be made. 

This fourth method involves revers- 
ing the phase relationship of the push - 
pull output stage. The following means 
of making this change will be covered: 
(11 "Ultra -Linear" and standard push - 
pull amplifiers not employing printed 
circuits in the power output stage, and 
(2) amplifiers utilizing printed- circuit 
power stages. 

In amplifiers with conventionally 
wired circuits, reversal is achieved by 
merely interchanging the connections 
at any one of the point -pairs A -A; 
13-B; C -C; or D -D. as shown in Fig. 6. 
Fig. 6 is a generalized "Ultra- Linear" 
power stage. If the amplifier being al- 
tered is of this type and points D -D are 
chosen, then the connections at X -X 
should also be interchanged. The next 
step is to interchange the connections 
at points E -E. This is essential because, 
if omitted, the amplifier may go into 
oscillation due to the positive, rather 
than negative, feedback. 

In printed- circuit amplifiers, the 
changes can, in most instances, be made 
only at points D -D (and also X -X for 
"Ultra- Linear" amplifiers). Again, do 
not forget to reverse the connections at 

(Editors Note: Still another method 
of obtaining an in -phase third channel. 
but not tried by the author, is by the 
use of « 1 :1 phase- rerersinJ trans- 
former. The basic arrangement is like 
that shown. in Fig. !i except that one of 
the Ir -ohm outputs is applied to the pri- 
rnartl of this transformer. The second- 
ary voltage. reversed in polarity. is 
then applied to the renter speaker in 
series with the other !r -oh in output. 
One nrnnn(«etwer of such a trans- 
former. l':Ìectro- Voice, Inc., supplies 
coniph.le information on the proper in- 
(crrorrnerliorls with the unit itself. It is 
designated as Model XTI stereo mixer 
trnnsfarua'r. ) 

Connecting the Speakers 
With these changes the amplifiers are 

now ready to have the speaker systems 
re- connected. It will now be necessary 
to reverse the speaker connections to 
the newly altered channel, as shown in 

:11. The center- channel speaker 

system is connected to the 4-ohm taps 
on each amplifier. Experimentation 
showed this to give the best balance 
between Channel A and Channel B in 
the author's hi -fi system. A level con- 
trol may have to be placed on the cen- 
ter- channel speaker system or, in some 
instances, a level control will have to 
be installed on the left- and right -chan- 
nel speaker systems rather than on the 
center channel. This is determined by 
the amplifiers used. room acoustics, and 
the speaker- system impedance and ef- 
ficiency. This can only be determined 
by experimentation. Any "L -pad" or 

Fig. 7. Simple attenuator pad circuit. 

"B -pad" may be used. The circuit for a 
"B -pad" is shown in Fig. 7. 

If earphones are to be used in which 
a common ground occurs at the ear- 
phone ,jack. then the circuit in Fig. R 
should be used. It is of the utmost im- 
portance that the ground connection 
be properly made. If incorrectly con- 
nected. the feedback loop of one chan- 
nel will be grounded. 

The foregoing method was chosen 
because it did not upset the over -all 
feedback network of the amplifier and 
worked for all in -phase sources. The 
conversion was performed on a stereo 
amplifier kit. The results were excel- 
lent- -not only was the stereo listening 
area increased but the depth of sound 
was more pronounced, with an im- 
provement in the geometric location of 
the individual instruments. As ex- 
pected, the sound spread was very uni- 
form from left, past center, to the right. 
Anyone who adds a third channel by 
one of these methods will be well re- 
warded for his efforts. - - 

fig. 8. Circuit for stereo earphones. For 
common -ground connection, only three wires 
are needed. Without a common ground con- 
nection, four hook -up wires are required. 

.1.--t FEEDBACK 
6n 

+ 

* -Aen 

CHANNEL B * 4n 

0 
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Transistors in Two -Way Radio 
(Continued from page 55) 

the multiplier tank circuit. Injection of 
local signal is made into the emitter 
circuit of the mixer. Capacitive coupling 
into the base circuit is shown in Fig. 
RB. Note that low impedance coupling 
is achieved by using split- capacitor reso- 
nant circuits. Inasmuch as transistor 
circuits have low impedance inputs, 
tapped inductors, split capacitors, and 
low -impedance link coils are common 
throughout transistor equipment. 

The transistor i.f. stages have the 
same approximate circuit configuration 
as that of the mixer except that input 
and output tuned circuits are adjusted 
to the intermediate frequency of the 
receiver. 

Demodulators for Receivers 

In two -way radio equipment with 
superheterodyne receivers, semiconduc- 
tor diodes are used in both AM and FM 
demodulators. A single diode is used for 
AM demodulation, as shown in Fig. 9A. 

((( T-I \ I AUDIO 

IAl 

AUDIO 

Iel 

Fig. 9. Semiconductor demodulator circuits 
for (A) AM and (B) FM 2 -way radio receivers. 

A low -impedance link is used lo pick 
up the AM- modulated signal from the 
collector tuned circuit of the last i.f. 
stage. 

A semiconductor discriminator is 
shown in Fig. 9B. The quadrature com- 
ponent is coupled by way of the double - 
tuned transformer at the output of the 
last receiver i.f. stage. Observe that 
the direct -coupled component (no phase 
shift) is conveyed from the collector of 
the i.f. stage to the discriminator input 
by way of the connection between split - 
capacitor pairs. 

Audio stages in transistor receivers 
are conventional RC- coupled grounded - 
emitter configurations, while the audio- 
out put stage may be either a single - 
ended or a class B push -pull stage 
similar to many that have been de- 
scribed in this publication. 

In next month's article, we will go 
into the practical circuits used in com- 
mercial two -way radio equipment. 

(Concluded ne..t nutnlh) 

Now... assemble the finest: 
A Professional Quality 

CUSTOMIZED 

TV KIT 
ON EASY 

"PAY AS YOU WIRE" TERMS* 

^5f Designed for the perfectionist 
seeking maximum performance. 

^id Easy to assemble; no technical 
knowledge required. 

* An ideal "Learning" Kit with 
a complete Course of Study 
is available. 

Professional Quality Features 
'l'he Transvision "Profre.aional" . fodrl 
TV Kit for Assembled Chassis) is 
designed to satisfy those video -and- 
audiophiles who seek the best possible 
performance of which the art is capable. 
Nevertheless, the kit builder can assem- 
ble this chassis for less than the cost of 
an ordinary receiver. 

Note these unique features: 

Hi -Fi Audio (with 2 EL -84 output 
tubes, oversize audio output trans- 
former, Woofer- Tweeter Speaker Sys- 
tem with heavy magnets and cross- 
over; Extended Range Tone Control). 
Ultra -linear sweep circuits; D.C. res- 
toration; Standard Coil Guided Grid 
Turret Tuner with provisions for 
UHF and special low noise tubes; 4 

megacycle picture bandwidth; 10 mi- 
crovolt sensitivity. 
Heavy -duty power supply (power 
transformer, two low voltage rectifier 
tubes - no silicon rectifiers). 

The TRANSVISION 
"'Prof essional" 

* Only $15 for the Starting Package! 

ALSO AVAILABLE AS AN 

ASSEMBLED CHASSIS 
for custom installations 

Heavy -duty ruggedized construction, 
no printed circuits; built to give trou- 
ble -free performance for many years. 

Includes newest reflection -free 23" 
tube with bonded face, or the 24" or 
27" CRT. 
Selected because of superior perfor- 
mance for use in Educational TV by 
over 3000 schools and colleges and 
U.S. Armed Services. 

Alogeslecl us elealica.cice. ? 
Learn the basic principles of 
electronics from the Complete liga 
Course of Study which is 

available with the Kit. 

As a preliminary, order the Assembly Instructions 

for only $2.00; to be refunded if you purchase kit. 

TRANSVISION NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 

Pioneers in Television Kits NEw Rochelle 6-6000 

-START NOW MAIL THIS COUPON - 

TRANSVISION, New Rochelle, N. Y. Dept. EW 

Send Free 8 -page Catalog Enclosed is $2. for Assembly Instructions so that I might 

see how easy it is to assemble the Tronsvision Kit. 1 understand that this will be refunded if I purchase a kit. 

Enclosed is S15 for the Starting Package. I understand that I can by packages one at a time 

as I wire. /Models range from ;119 to $199.) 

Name Address 

City Zone State 

NEVER FAIL -ZONE YOUR MAIL 

The Post Office has divided 106 cities into 
postal delivery zones to speed mail de- 
livery. Be sure to include zone number 
when writing to these cities; be sure to in- 
clude your zone number in your return 
address -after the city, before the state. 
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SAVE ON MCGEE'S NEW 
8 TRANSISTOR- CITIZENS BAND 

"WALKIE TALKIE" 
TRANSCEIVER 

SALE $3995I 
PRICE 

2 FOR $75.00 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 

NO FCC LICENSE 

REQUIRED - 
DISTANCES UP TO 1 MILE OR MORE 

Model TC.101, MARN8, 8 transistor Walkie Talkie for 
channel 15 

0 
f the 27 megacycle Citizens Band. Imported 

from Japan. Small size; SI4' high. 335" wide and 112" 
deep. Range up to 10 miles under ideal conditions. Weighs 
18 oz. including 9 volt battery, equal to Eveready NO. 
246. Telescoping antenna Collapses to 6" and is 
able. Housed in a sturdy all metal case. Beautiful black 
fitted leather case furnished as added protection. Simple 
push.to -talk switch Changes from receive to transmit. 

` 

The 8 transistor superhet Circuit is crystal controlled to 
channel 15. The transmitter is also crystal Controlled by 
means 01 a plug.in crystal. The built -in speaker doubles 
as a microphone. This new model Mark.8 Citizens Band 
Transceiver is our leading value. Furnished complete with 
telescoping antenna. leather t rryinR with strap. 
battery and instructions. Sale price. S39.Case each. 2 for 
575.00. 

16 -5" SPEAKERS - 
FOR $24.00 

BUILD YOUR OWN "SWEET -16" 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

When 16 speakers are sed in a 
group. audio response goes down 
to 20 cps and up above normal 
audible range. (Refer to Popular 
Electronics Jan. 1961. page 551 
16 all alike" Heavy duty 5" 
Cleveland Electronics 11y z. Alnico V PMa. , e as 
heavy magnet as used In the Popular Electronics models 
with 8 ohm aluminum v oils. McGee oilers the speak. 

you Supply the wood 5" speaker. Sweet 16 Model 
147, 55.00 Ilst value. Net price. 51.69 each, or 16 for 
524.00. 
Sweet 16 Model 316. 56.00 list 5" speaker with 8 ohm, 

aluminum voice coil and 3.16 oz. Alnico V magnet. 
Net 52.29 each. 16 for 532.00. 
16.5" Cletron speakers with 1 oz. magnet and 3.2 ohm 
Y.C. Model 100. All 16 for $20.00. 
Reprint of both Popular Electronics articles sent with 

meach Order. 
odel AT.3 Horn Tweeter same as the Calrad CT.3, 8 oHM. 

MCGees sale price 58.95. 2 for 517.00. Wire wound Con 
trol and capacitor 98C per set. 

Write for McGee's 1961 Summer Flyer 

McGEE RADIO CO. 
1901 McGee St., Kansas City 8, Missouri 

MOVING? 
Make sure you notify our sub- 

scription department about any 
change of address. Be sure to in- 
clude your postal zone number 
as well as both old and new ad- 
dresses. Please allow four weeks' 
time for processing. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
434 South Wabash Avenue 

Chicago 5, Illinois 
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Relays in Logic Circuits 
(Continued from paye 491 

ing on the core. If both windings are 
identical and wound in the same direc- 
tion, the result is a two -input or circuit 
in a single relay (Fig. 6B). If either 
coil is energized, the relay contacts will 
transfer. 

A dual -coil and circuit is shown in 
Fig. 6A. In this circuit, a resistor is 
added in series with each coil to reduce 
the current in each below the point 
where the relay will transfer. However, 
the fields produced by the coils are 
additive. Thus, when coil 1 and coil 2 
are both energized through the re- 
sistors, the total flux will be sufficient 
to transfer the relay. 

In the exclusive or circuit of Fig. 6C, 
the two coils are connected so that the 
resulting fields are in opposition. Con- 
sequently, if either coil is energized, the 
relay will transfer; if both coils are en- 
ergized, their fields will cancel and the 
relay will not transfer. Other double - 
coil relay types using non -identical coils 
will be discussed later. 

Diode or circuits, perhaps the most 
familiar of all logic elements, are often 
the most economical to use. Fig. 7 shows 
a four -input or circuit that uses only 
one relay and four diodes. A positive 
voltage applied to any of the four di- 
odes will transfer the relay and produce 
an output. The diodes serve to isolate 
the input connections, so that a positive 
voltage applied to one will not appear 
at the others. While the example shown 
uses only four inputs and therefore only 
four diodes, 10 or 20 diode inputs are not 
uncommon in practice. 

Holding Circuits 
A logic circuit is often required to 

operate with only a short input pulse, 
but remain active after the pulse dis- 
appears. This is accomplished with a 
"holding circuit." Figs. 8A and 8B show 
two widely used holding circuits. In the 
first, a pulse applied to the "pick" con- 
nection energizes the coil and transfers 
the contacts. A voltage is now applied 
to the coil through contacts 1 and the 
relay remains transferred. The other 
pair of contacts (2) operates the output 
circuit. A diode is included in the pick 
circuit to prevent the positive holding 

Fig. 8. Two ways in which a relay can be 
picked by a short pulse and then held by 
(A) its own contacts or (B) an extra coil. 

PICK 

1.1. Ieada 
held special4tl.. "sin` 

guided ))missiles. computers. radar 'nand 11i o 
lion. !taste and advanced courses CO in theory and 

ro Inlmtory. Associate degree in electronics In 211 
ulbr. II. S. in cierirunir engineering Innlu e. 

E('l'l, accredited. C.I. approved. Graduntts in all 
branch, of elect ,mer. with andes. 
.sia t 5,,.i,, .e,l itar,. Dormal',` 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. RD Valparaiso. Indiana 
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J OPICK 
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LOW RESISTANCE 
"PICK" COIL 
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voltage from appearing on the pick 
connection while the relay is held. As 
only a fraction of the current needed 
to transfer a relay will hold the relay 
once it is transferred, a resistor may be 
included in the holding circuit. This has 
the advantage of reducing the energy 
that must be dissipated by the coil dur- 
ing the holding period. The result is 
cooler operation and faster drop -out 
when the hold voltage is removed. 

The circuit in Fig. 8B uses a double - 
coil relay. The relay is transferred by a 
pulse applied to the pick coil and held 
by the current in the hold coil. If identi- 
cal coils were used, as in the double -coil 
relays discussed previously, the hold 
coil could also pick the relay. However, 
a much higher resistance coil is used for 
holding and the current in this coil is 

Fig. 9. The familiar flip -flop circuit, 
widely used in binary counting and other 
functions, can be made up of two relays. 

not sufficient to transfer the contacts. 
but only to hold them once they have 
been picked by the heavier current in 
the pick coil. A diode is not required in 
the pick circuit, as no voltage appears 
across the pick coil while the relay is 
being held. This circuit gives a fast 
pick, because the magnetic field in the 
hold coil aids that in the pick coil, and 
a fast drop -out because minimum en- 
ergy must be dissipated when the hold- 
ing voltage is removed. It also dispenses 
with the extra set of contacts. 

Holding circuits make possible an- 
other relay logic element, the flip -flop, 
or bi- stable element. This one has two 
possible states and will remain in one 
state until a pulse is applied to switch 
it to the other. The relay flip -flop circuit 
in Fig. 9 uses two relays, each with a 
holding circuit wired through the con- 
tacts of the other. When relay 1 is 
picked (broken lines), relay 2 drops and 
its contacts hold relay 1. When relay 2 
is picked (solid -line position), relay 1 

drops and its contacts hold relay 2. 
These are the two states of a bi- stable 
flip -flop. 

Capacitors are often added to relay 
circuits to introduce a time delay. Two 
such circuits are shown in Fig. 10. The 
circuit in Fig. l0A uses a relay, a re- 
sistor, and a capacitor to make a free - 
running (astable) element. The output 
is a square wave with a frequency de- 
termined by the combined CLR values. 
In this circuit. the supply voltage is ap- 
plied, through the resistor and relay 
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contacts. to the coil and large -value ca- 
pacitor in parallel. 

Since the uncharged capacitor across 
the coil initially acts as a short circuit, 
most of the voltage first. applied through 
the upper set of contacts is dropped 
across the resistor. and the relay is not 
energized. However. full positive volt- 
age appears at the output. 

As the capacitor charges, voltage 
across the relay coil increases. When it 
reaches a given level. sufficient current 
flows through the coil to make the con- 
tacts transfer. This disconnects supply 
voltage from the output, through the 
lower set of contacts. 

With this second condition achieved, 
the capacitor begins to discharge 
through the coil. This keeps the relay 
energized until the capacitor can no 
longer supply enough current through 
the coil for this purpose. The holding 
time is thus determined by the charac- 
teristics of coil and capacitor. Contacts 
are then switched hack to the original 
condition, and the cycle of operation 
continues as described. The output 
waveform is shown below. 

The delay provided by a capacitor is 
also used in the circuit of Fig. 10B. In 
this case, input of brief duration (such 
as an unwanted transient) cannot pick 
the relay. When input is first applied, 
the capacitor, as in Fig. 10A, first acts 
as a short circuit across the coil, pre- 
venting the latter from pulling in the 
relay at once. Alter a period of delay 
)determined by the ('LR values), the 
relay will be energized, if an input is 

OUTPUT -- r- 
(G) (0) 

Fig. 10. Delay provided by added capaci- 
tor makes more circuits possible. One IA) 
is a free -running square -wave generator. 

still being supplied. Once the relay is 
pulled in, the holding circuit (voltage 
applied through the upper contact) 
keeps it in this condition. This makes it 
possible to pick a relay reliably through 
its own contacts. Such capacitor-de- 
layed relay circuits are useful in over- 
coming tinting problems. 

Although only the basic relay circuits 
have been discussed here. they provide 
the basis for understanding the more 
complicated unes that may be encoun- 
tered. which are generally built up from 
the simple ones. Many electro- mechani- 
cal control devices are in use today, and 
many more will be built in the future 
before more "glamorous" components 
approach the economy of relays. -f30- 

August, 1961 

NOW... 
Master System 
Performance at a 
Home 
Booster 
Price! 

actual size 

Blonder- Tongue signal master, AB -4 
(new transistor, mast- mounted TV/ FM 4 -set booster)... $29.95 list 

Transistor circuit provides lowest noise, maintenance free operation -no 
tubes to burn out or replace -no heat dissipation problems. 

Mast mounting takes advantage of best signal -to -noise ratio- minimizes 
snow. (Can also be mounted at any convenient point along the downlead.) 

World's smallest and lightest booster -no additional weight or wind re- 
istance for mast to bear. 

Remote power supply at set uses 4 low -cost flashlight batteries for pure d.c. 
-eliminates AC power line, and components which may fail. 

Converts existing antenna into a powerful amplifier- distribution system - 
no need to invest in a new antenna. 

Eliminates costly installation of giant antenna arrays in most fringe areas. 

Provides improved FM reception (gain 12 -15 db). 

Stripless 300 -ohm terminals on booster and remote power supply for fast 
installation, positive contact. 

No separate balun needed -matches 
impedance of antennas and TV sets. 

ALL THIS PLUS 4 set coupler incorporated 
in remote control power supply distributes 
fully isolated amplified signals for brilliant 
reception on up to 4 TV or FM sets. 
Improve TV and FM reception today. Add 
the new Blonder- Tongue AB -4. Sold thru dis- 
tributors. For details write. Dept. EW -8 

remote 
power 
supply 

t set 
gain: up to 19 c0. 

channel 2 
Up to 10.5 db, 

channel 13 
1 

2 sets 

gain: 
channel 2 

db, 

Up to 6 db, 
channel 13 

3 sets 

gain: up to 13 db. 
channel 2 

Up to 4 db, 
channel 13 

4 sets 

pain: up to 10 5 db. 
channel 2 

Up to 2 db, 
channel 13 

Potent applied ¡or 

engineered and manufactured by . e 

BLONDER1ÇTONGUE 
9 Acting St., Newark, N. J. 

Canadian Div.: Benno Television Assoc., Toronto, Ont. Export: Morhan Export Corp.. N. Y. 13. N. Y. 
home TV accessories UHF converters master TV systems closed circuit TV systems 
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FICO new Transistor Stereo Mono 
4 -track Tape Deck 

Model R 1000 
Completely assembled. s m bled. wired 

+ 

¢ ÿ and tested with 'I heads. and 

rpelfit 
el.. pity- W Itck preamplifiers. s. 

Model RP 1006 
Semi-Kit Include, a snort completely a mbled nel 
d'I+desteri with 3 heads; and 

. 

, n 
r electronics. ,astereo record, 

and stereo yhaek pe-ant- 
1111lers In ea'y-to- a..semllle kit 

Write for full specification. 

fitly 

TAPE STORAGE OR 
CARRYING CASE 

reg. 9.95, now 5.95 
(Heavy wood nstruction, 
waterproof vinyl 

e covering. 
Holds up to 24 tapes.) 

reg. 2.45, now 1.49 
iPressed rdboard, holds 10 
tapes or 60 45 rem record..) 

SAXITONE RECORDING TAPE 

lrAP 
pli f 

TAPE STORAGE CAN 
Unique twist -lock 

ntua 
dust -free 

r proof 

n 
n- breakable. 
th n,pact sty- 

n,. (Ideal ship - 
container. 

o. 89c now 598 

ce L 

sariCN 
TAPE STORAGE 

.75 

.95 

.99 
1.1s 
1.19 
1.68 
1.79 
1.99 
2.69 
2.99 

,s rnen Io 
Plus Postage 
FERRO- 

DYNAMICS .Boh 
open end 

rn o e 1.25, 
89e 

I30% Entire Stock Prerecorded 30% 
off Music Tape off 

NORELCO SPEAKERS 
DISCONTINUED MODELS: Famous 
9777 -shed'. -., 17 ion 

b '4m el Ie,o Ov 11, 
á0ü yeb- rd NET 23.07. 

NOW 11.98: 3800M, list 
10.00. usual NE I' utl N . 011. now .95 
..hile they last. l'I.LS M°Sr 
Other a0l11,a1 speaker relllir- 
lions : served 
basis. s E.NI il r'lilt st'r :AE r:1t SPEC. 
IFI .nT ION sItE rr. 
SAXITONE TAPE SALES 

1015'. 0r' CI ISISIISSIoNE ;u 
ELECTRONICS. INC., 

1776 Columbia Rd.. NW, Washington. D.C. 

ooooooooo000o 
o o 

ó KEEP CANDEE HANDEE: ó 
O YOU GOT ITT WE WANT ITT LET'S DEALT 

O 

We'n paying top SSS for GRC -9: PRC -6, 
O -8. -9 -Id: GN -55A- All electronic test O 

equip. Writ. us today! What Have You? 
o o 

RT91 /ARC -2 TRANSCEIVER 

o Airborne: \N. (KV. .Shlv. output 40 P' Inmm O 
, SISV Fred. Range 2000 lo 0050 KC In Igh 

channels: Input 20.3 volt OC. excl. t49.95 0nd, ship. '[. 100 Ib.., wlcnnt. box.. 

COMMAND GEAR 
G This is the fantltulous ne 190 -550 ke. The O 

torcher you've been Inokhig for ;9.95 
G BC454: 3 -0 Mr. 9 95 0 

MD 7 SMODULATOR: Special 3.95 
G 7-18 -ARC'S Kittle 2.1.3 mc. Excl. Conti 94.95 G its ARC -5 Stine 3-4 m.. Excl. tond 7.95 
G T -20 'ARC'S Xmtr 4 -5.3 mc. Excl. Gond 4.95 O T -21 ARC -5 Xnnr 5.:1.7 n. Excl. coml .95 
O A TRIO OF HEADSET BARGAINS! O 

HS -23: III Ingled:mre. Leather 
Ra u 

covered ;4.95 !lean ul. Brand mew. Great buy. G O S-33: Low Impedance. Leather c 
,,red hemmmnd. Brame new. A J. J. ode' . ¡'(rial, 5.95 

G HI FI Headset: i S.1dill oncles! Branrl G 
rime with chamois cushions. It's ter- 8.95 o ëör-iliI4Zbi. d.éi Ydin fen Cord: ëp. 49¢ proximately 5 n. length. M,' 

APN -1 FM TRANSCEIVER 
G 4211.4110 Mc. t ,I,I III. with tithes. r:se. Ea. $2.95 O Approx. slip. sit. per unit _t "i lis. TWO for 5.00 

APX -S TRANSPONDER 
Blowers. G O A midget 

vre 
lintsa o ts! three y ter- Ilont,t inters. I.F. strips. cavity. In 

D tubes 
. , STEISI.l-STi,NE29 

tube. Good 5 
9.95 

o 
Conversion Manual Weight 4 0 

O $1.50 
lbs. 

O 

R- 4A /ARR -2 RECEIVER O O 2:14 -255 Mc. 11 00.es. t 11r'. limaille receiver. See 
o F.x eellenP.Q. cond. l TWO fo "'$5conversion. li 2.95 O 

O 
All items FOB Burbank, Calif., subject fo O prior sole. In Calif. add 4%. Min. order $3.95. 

o 0 

J. J. CANDEE CO. Dept. EW O 

O S09 No. Victory Blvd., Burbank, Calif. p 
Phone: Victoria 9 -2411 

0 0 l0o000OO.00000a 
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Mac's Service Shop 
(Continued froth ptige 52) 

pulled the leads from the tube checker. 
"When we heated the windings. they ex- 
panded and shifted enough to remove 
the short ; then the wax set and held the 
turns in the non -shorting position. Some- 
times it will work; other times it won't. 
Under ordinary circumstances, it's not 
even worth trying; but in this instance, 
it will allow the woman to have her all - 
important radio while we are obtaining 
a new coil. Be sure and explain the cir- 
cumstances when you return the set to 
her. Actually I doubt if the coil would 
give trouble if we left it in; but to be 
sure. we'll replace it." 

"Say, I couldn't be more surprised if 
our preacher revealed a knowledge of 
safe -cracking!" Barney exclaimed as he 
gave Mac a quizzical look. "How come 
you know about this sort of thing ?" 

"During the war a service technician 
had to learn a great many quick -and- 
dirty ways of keeping a radio going," 
Mac explained. "Many parts simply 
could not be had, and it was necessary 
to do the best you could in repairing the 
bad part. I hate to think of all the man - 
hours expended in trying to find a good 
way to repair a broken tube filament in- 
side the envelope during this period. 
Some claimed to have done it. but I was 
never convinced. It makes me wince to 
recall some of the service techniques to 
which we stooped." 

"Tell me more. Let's see if I wince," 
Barney urged. 

"Well, we used a neon transformer 
putting out 5000 volts or so across the 
ends of an open winding in an i.f. or out- 
put transformer to create a visible arc 
across the broken ends of the winding. 
This arc could be seen through the wax 
or the insulating paper and pinpointed 
the break. If it was located close to the 
accessible outside end of the winding, 
we carefully unwound turns until we 
reached the break, soldered the broken 
ends together, and then rewound the 
turns we had removed. When the break 
occurred near the inside of an output 
transformer primary, it was sometimes 
possible to pick out the wire of the wind- 
ing at a point above the break and make 
this the new inside terminal of the wind- 
ing. Of course, this cut an unknown 
number of turns off the winding and 
changed the impedance ratio of the 
transformer; but quite often it worked 
-after a fashion. 

"But let me make it crystal clear 
things such as these were desperate 
remedies for desperate situations. There 
is absolutely no excuse for such sloppy 
servicing these days. Excellent replace- 
ment parts are readily available and 
should be used. When a defective part is 
encountered. the service technician 
should ask himself these two questions: 
(1) Can this part be repaired so it will 
be as good as new? (2) If such is the 
case, will the cost of making the repair 
be substantially less than the cost of a 
new part ? Unless you can give an un- 
hesitating 'Yes' answer to both ques- 

tions, the old part should be discarded 
and a new one installed." 

"I read you five by nine," Barney an- 
swered; "and along that same line, I 
might mention a lively discussion I had 
with a young service technician who 
happened to be sitting next to me at the 
baseball game Sunday. He argued that 
radio and TV sets had lots of parts in 
them they didn't need. He said, by way 
of illustration, that he often cut loose 
shorted bypass capacitors and found the 
set worked perfectly without them. This 
was not always the case, he admitted, 
for sometimes the set would oscillate or 
motorboat without a new capacitor: but 
he claimed the more expensive the re- 
ceiver was, the more unnecessary by- 
pass capacitors and isolating resistors it 
used. He argued these were put in just 
to increase the cost of the receiver and 
said he didn't bother to replace them if 
he couldn't see anything wrong with the 
way the set performed without them. I 
told him I was convinced every part had 
a job to do and that we always replaced 
every bad part we encountered. What do 
you think ?" 

"You know the answer to that with- 
out asking," Mac answered grimly. "Be- 
lieve me, electronic manufacturers fig- 
ure their costs right down to the penny. 
and they don't put in a single half -watt 
resistor or .05 -,1f. capacitor unless it con- 
tributes something to the performance 
of their product. It's true that quite 
often you can cut out a bypass and not 
notice any difference in the recept ion of 
a particular type of program material 
from a single station at the moment; 
but if you tune around, you may well 
find a birdie showing up at some point 
on the dial that is not heard when the 
bypass is in place. Or it may be there's 
a change in tone quality not noticed on 
voice transmissions but easily apparent 
in the reception of music. And we both 
know filter capacitors can do a fair job 
of bypassing when they're new-and 
some of the cheaper sets rely heavily on 
this fact -but when the filters age and 
their power factor changes, much of this 
bypassing action may be lost. If paper 
bypasses are used where they should be, 
the aging of the filter capacitor will 
have no noticeable effect on reception 
until its filtering action is impaired; but 
if the bypasses are absent, the receiver 
will become unstable long before this 
happens, and -" 

"OK, OK!" Barney interrupted. 
"You've made your point. This is a hos- 
pital for radio and TV receivers, not a 
first -aid station. We repair them, not 
just patch them up." 

"I couldn't put it better myself," Mac 
admitted. "Shall we operate, Doctor ?" 

DECAL HINT 
By ELWOOD C. THOMPSON 

AI'1'ER affixing decals to any finished 
equipment, apply a few drops of lac- 

quer tl ' 'r at the edge of the decal 
(flowing under the decal to the other 
edge) to dissolve the film residue base. 

This gives the decal an etched, pro- 
fessional appearance. After drying, two 
or three coasts of clear Krylon make de- 
cals stand out. AO- 
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Product 

Test Report 

LAB TESTED 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 

Bell 2445 Tuner- Amplifier 
Eico ST96 Stereo AM -FM Tuner 
Lafayette KT -174 V.T.V.M. Kit 

- _ 

:..:. : 

! ! 11 11.11111. ..l. R 
t I I I I I I 1 1 

Bell 2445 Tuner -Amplifier 

ONE of the most convenient ways to 
"go stereo" is by means of a tuner - 

amplifier combination, such as the Bell 
2445, which we have just checked. Here 
in a single integrated component is a 
sensitive FM tuner, an AM tuner, a 
stereo preamp, and a stereo power am- 
plifier -all on the same chassis and 
powered by a single power supply. It is 
only necessary to add a pair of speakers. 
a record player and /or a tape machine, 
and your stereo system is complete. 
With all the operating controls and 
switches on a single component that is 
not much wider and only a little deeper 
than an individual tuner or amplifier, it 
would be hard to beat such a setup for 
operating convenience. 

We first checked out the tuner portion 
of the Model 2445. Both FM and AM 
sections have separate edge -view tuning 
meters, slide -rule dials with convenient 
logging scales, and extremely well -cali- 
brated tuning ranges. The FM circuitry 
is fairly typical of present high -quality 
FM tuners. It uses a cascode r.f. ampli- 
fier, four stages of i.f. amplification 
(three of which also serve as limiters), 
a ratio detector, and a cathode -follower 
for the audio output. Dial calibration 
was within .06 mc. at 88 mc. and within 
.1 mc. at 108 mc. Performance tests 
were made in accordance with IHFM 
standards and the following results 
were obtained: 

Usable sensitivity: at 90 mc.. 1.8 pv.; 
at 98 mc., 1.5 pv.; at 106 mc., 1.8 pv. 

Volume sensitivity: at 90 mc.. 1.0 pv.; 
at 98 mc., 1.2 pv.: at 106 mc., 1.2 pv. 

I.f. bandwidth: 380 kc. at -3 (lb. 
Detector peak -to -peak separation: 

510 kc. 
Detector linear portion: 350 kc. 
A.f.c. pull -in range: +600 kc., -450 

kc. at 98 mc. 
Drift with a.f.c. on: none discernible. 
Maximum audio output: 1.1 volts 

r.m.s. 
Audio response: ±1 db from 40 to 

15,000 (limits of our test) of the stand- 
ard de- emphasis curve. 

August, 1961 

The AM tuner portion has an r.f. 
stage, a conventional pentagrid con- 
verter, a single i.f. stage. diode detector, 
and cathode -follower output. Tuner cal- 
ibration is within 10 kc. at 550, 1000, 
and 1550 kc. Usable sensitivity is 2 pv. 
at 600 kc. and 3 pv. at 1000 kc. Over -all 
audio response is within 3 db out to 5.5 
kc. with the whistle filter disconnected 
and within 3 db out to 3.5 kc. with the 
filter inserted. 

Next, we turned our attention to the 
audio -amplifier portion of the unit. The 
circuit is entirely conventional in every 
respect. A pair of fixed -bias 7189A 
tubes in both of the output stages is 
rated by the manufacturer as delivering 
22 watts of music power or 20 watts of 
sine -wave power per channel. The re- 
sults of our lab tests on one of the two 
amplifier channels are as follows: 

Sensitivity: tape -head or magnetic 
phono input, 4.1 mv.; ceramic phono 
input. .21 v.; tuner input, .38 v.; tape 
amplifier input, .32 v.; all readings 

required for the 20 -watt output. 
Frequency response: At the mechani- 

cal mid- positions of the tone controls, 
output was -a-1.4 db at 100 and 30 cps, 

3.8 db at 10 kc., and -6.1 db at 15 kc. 
By re- adjusting the bass and the treble 
controls a reasonably flat response was 
obtained. This measurement was taken 
at 2 -watts output. 

Tone -control range: Bass control 
range was -5, +4.8 db at 30 cps, and 

12.2, -9.2 db at 100 cps. Treble con- 
trol range was -18, +10 db at 15 kc. 

Phono equali_ution: Output varied 
from 3.2 db at 30 cps to -'-3.5 db at 
15 kc. A sub -sonic filter is incorporated 
in the phono preamp to prevent very - 
low- frequency turntable noises from 
overloading the amplifier and interfer- 
ing with the audio response. Separate 
high -frequency (5000 cps) and low -ire- 
quency (50 cps) filters may also be 
switched in to limit response, if re- 
quired. 

Harmonic distortion: at 1000 cps, 
.18', at 2 watts, .19'; at 15 watts, 1.55'; 
at 20 watts, and 2"; at 20.5 watts. At a 
frequency of 15 kc., .29'; at 2 watts, 
1.3'; at 15 watts. and 2!; at 20.4 watts. 
At a frequency of 100 cps, .67'; at 2 
watts, .83'; at 15 watts. and 2'; at 19.6 
watts. At a frequency of 30 cps, 1.23; 
at 2 watts. 2'; at 5.6 watts. Note that it 
was possible to obtain very close to 20 
watts output at 2'; distortion over a 
frequency range from 100 cps to 15 kc. 

Interrnodulation distortion (60 and 
6000 cps, 4:1 ratio) : at 2 watts (equiv- 
alent sine -wave output power), .89'; ; at 
5 watts, 1.28'; ; at 10 watts, 1.48'; ; at 
15 watts, 2.35',; : and at 20 watts, 8.6';. 
Although these figures appear fairly 
high, they may simply be the normal 
result of the amplifier's somewhat lim- 
ited low- frequency response. Had we 
used signal frequencies of 100 and 6000 
cps, no doubt our IM distortion figures 
would have been considerably better. 

The Bell 2445, a compact and con- 
venient component for hi -fi stereo en- 
joyment, is available for $329.95. com- 
plete in a modern enclosure of walnut 
vinyl- steel. -{ } 

Eico ST96 Stereo AM -FM Tuner 
THE Eico ST96 stereo AM -FM tuner, 

first tuner of the company's new 
"Medalist" series. combines many of the 
features of more expensive units with 
the appeal of a relatively low -cost kit 

that can be constructed by the novice. 
The FM i.f. strip and detector as well as 
most of the AM portion of the tuner are 
pre -assembled on two printed -circuit 
boards. Also the FM frcnt end is com- 
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pletely assembled, sealed, and pre - 
aligned. This means that the only wiring 
needed is for the operating controls, the 
audio section, and the power supply. To 
make up for this, however, a fairly 
elaborate mechanical arrangement is 
used for the two traveling tuning -indi- 
cator tubes and the dial -cord stringing. 
The entire construction required a little 
more than 8 hours for an inexperienced 
builder. The tuning -indicators with their 
exclamation -point -like displays that 
change length when stations are tuned 
in, double as dial pointers for the two 
slide -rule dials. 

The selector switch on the front panel 
not only provides for separate FM, sep- 
arate AM, and simultaneous AM -FM for 
stereo simulcasts, but it also has a mul- 
tiplex position. In this position the tuner 
is set up for use with a separate FM 
multiplex adapter. The adapter is con- 
nected between the tuner's multiplex 
output jack (wired into the FM detector 
ahead of the de- emphasis network) and 
the inputs of the two audio sections of 
the tuner. In this way the tuner's FM 
section. two volume controls, audio volt- 
age amplifiers, and cathode -followers 
are utilized. 

The FM front end is very similar to 
the imported one -tube front end dis- 
cussed in our article "Don't Dodge the 
One -Tube FM Front End" by George 
Philpott in our August, 1959 issue. The 
version employed in the Eico tuner uses 
a grounded -grid triode section r.f. ampli- 
fier coupled to a triode autodyne detec- 
tor. Hence, a single twin -triode provides 
r.f. gain, local oscillation, and mixing. A 
semiconductor diode takes the place of 
one of the capacitors that tunes the 
oscillator circuit. By varying the d.c. 
voltage applied to this diode when a.f.c. 
is applied, and hence varying its capaci- 
tance, effective a.f.c. is accomplished. 
Even with the a.f.c. disabled though, the 
amount of drift was found to be very 
slight. The FM i.f. strip consists of three 
stages, with the last two doubling as 
limiters on strong signals. A wide -band 
ratio detector follows and this feeds a 
twin -triode audio voltage amplifier and 
cathode- follower output tube. 

The AM portion of the tuner uses a 
pentode r.f. stage, a pentagrid converter, 
and a single i.f. amplifier, followed by a 
crystal diode detector. The detector out- 
put is fed through a 10 -kc. whistle filter 
to a twin -triode audio voltage amplifier 
and cathode- follower. The two i.f. trans- 
formers used have two separate second- 
aries for wide and narrow response. A 
built -in ferrite -core antenna is included 
so that it is unnecessary to use an ex- 
ternal AM antenna in most locations. 

After the entire unit was wired, it was 
found to operate properly. The manu- 
facturer claims that the pre- alignment 
should result in satisfactory perform- 
ance in most locations. However, it is 
our feeling that an instrument align- 
ment is needed in order to get the very 
best performance that the circuit can 
deliver. If the instruments are available 
to the builder, he can follow the align- 
ment procedure given in the instruction 
manual. Or it should be possible to have 
the tuner aligned at the local service 
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shop where the entire job can be done 
for a reasonable fee. 

After we carefully aligned both AM 
and FM sections of the tuner, we meas- 
ured its performance in accordance with 
IHFM standards. Results obtained on 
the FM section are as follows: 

Volume sensitivity (for 20 db reduc- 
tion in output): at 90 mc., 2.0 pv.; at 
98 mc., 1.6 pv.; at 106 mc., 1.6 pv. 

Usable sensitivity Ifor - 30 db noise 
and distortion) : at 90 mc., 2.8 pv.; at 
98 mc., 2.5 pv.; at 106 mc., 2.5 pv. 

Over -all i.f. bandwidth: 280 kc. 
Detector peak -to -peak separation: 510 

kc. 
Maximum audio output: 2.8 volts 

r.m.s. 
Audio response: =1 (lb of the stand- 

and de- emphasis curve from 40 to 15,000 
cps (limits of our test) 

Drift: with a.f.c. disabled, 28 kc. dur- 
ing 15 minute warmup. With a.f.c. on, no 
drift was observed. 

Measurements obtained on the AM 
section of the Model ST96 tuner are as 
follows : 

Usable sensitivity (for -20 db noise 
and distortion) : at 600 kc., 2 pv.; at 1000 
kc., 2.5 pv. 

Audio response: ±1 db from 40 to 
4500 cps in narrow -band position, and 
±1 db from 40 to 8600 cps in wide -band 
position. 

The ST96 is available in an attrac- 
tively styled gold -satin and brown metal 
panel and case at $89.95 in kit form 
and at $129.95, factory wired. -j-- 

Lafayette 
KT -174 

V.T.V.M. 
Kit 

THE CONVENTIONAL v.t.v.m. suffers 
from one major limitation for use in 

audio circuits. Although its frequency 
response is adequate, it does not have 
enough sensitivity to measure the low 
audio voltages frequently encountered. 
In the Lafayette KT -174, which we have 
just built. there are no less than three 
sensitive a.c. ranges below the usual 
1.5 -volt range for measuring small audio 
signals. These ranges have full -scale 
readings of 500 mv., 150 mv., and 50 
mv., with the lowest division being only 
5 mv. 

The meter's high sensitivity is 
achieved by adding a triode voltage am- 
plifier ahead of the usual twin -diode 
a.c. rectifier that feeds the balanced 
bridge circuit. Actually the triode, as 
well as the twin diode, are included in a 
single tube envelope --a 6BN8 tube. The 
bridge circuit itself uses a 12AU7, with 
plenty of inverse feedback for stabiliza- 
tion and linearization. A 200 -pa. meter 
is connected between the two plates of 
the 12AU7. A selenium -rectifier circuit, 
with a neon lamp as indicator and volt- 
age regulator, round out the circuit. 

In addition to the ranges mentioned 
above, the meter has the usual 1.5 to 
1500 -volt a.c. and d.c. ranges, along with 
the usual resistance ranges. Separate 
scales are provided for the four lowest 
a.c. ranges in order to get maximum 
accuracy, and a convenient db scale is 
also indicated. The instrument is able 
to measure peak -to -peak voltages, and 
separate peak -to -peak scales are pro- 
vided to read these values. 

A v.t.v.m. can be no more accurate 
than its calibration. This is always a 
problem with kit -built meters and La- 
fayette has solved it in a rather unique 
manner. A fresh flashlight dry cell, to 
be installed later for resistance meas- 
urement, supplies the d.c. calibrating 
voltage. This is used without the neces- 
sity of knowing the exact value of the 
voltage, which may be 1.55 to 1.60 volts, 
depending on age and brand. This dry 
cell is connected to the basic meter 
movement through a precision resistor. 
The reading obtained can then be re- 
lated directly to the cell voltage, within 
an accuracy of 2 per -cent, according to 
the kit's manufacturer. This value of 
voltage is then used later in the calibra- 
tion procedure to set up the proper d.c. 
reading on the instrument. The flash- 
light cell supplied with the kit checked 
out to a value of 1.59 volts using this 
technique. 

The a.c. calibration, unfortunately. is 
not quite so precise. The power -line 
voltage is used for this purpose and the 
constructor is told to adjust the meter 
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reading for 115 volts. (This is the same 
procedure used for just about all kit 
v.t.v.m.'s we have encountered.) By 
using an accurate a.c. voltmeter, this 
reviewer was able to set up the a.c. 
scales more closely. In our case, the 
value of the a.c. line voltage was actu- 
ally 122 volts. Once the higher a.c. 
ranges have been calibrated, the sec- 
ondary voltage of the power transformer 
is measured (about 130 volts) and ap- 
plied to a 1000 to 1 divider made up of 
some of the precision resistors used in 
the v.t.v.m. Then the low- voltage a.c. 
ranges are calibrated. 

In an effort to improve the a.c. cali- 
bration accuracy, a more exact pro- 
cedure is being suggested in later in- 
struction manuals. Using this tech- 
nique. the manufacturer claims a 
calibration accuracy of 2'S or better. 

Much of the wiring for the kit is 
printed, but components must be 
mounted and soldered to the printed 
board used. No difficulty should be en- 
countered with the construction. but. 
after all, wiring up a couple of multi - 
pole rotary selector switches, eight pots. 
and a few other miscellaneous parts 
does take some time. This reviewer 
completed the whole job, including cali- 
bration, in about 14' hours. The com- 
pletely detailed and well illustrated 
assembly manual makes the job simple. 

We were quite pleased with the oper- 
ating and calibrating adjustments. They 
all worked perfectly and the fact that 
their final settings were all very close 
to the mid -settings of the controls 
speaks well for the design. We were also 
impressed with the scale -to -scale read- 
ing accuracy and with the good line - 
voltage stability of the instrument. A 
few spot checks of d.c. and a.c. voltages 
indicated that the meter met the ac- 
curacy specifications of 2': (for d.c.) 
and 5': (for a.c.). 

Since we were particularly interested 
in the audio response of the meter, we 
ran a few response curves on it at input 
voltages of 4 volts, 1 volt, and 100 mv. 
Response was perfectly flat down to 50 
cps. At 30 cps meter reading was down 
from 1 to 2 db, depending on the value 
of input voltage, and at 20 cps it was 
down from 2 to 4 db. In general, as the 
input voltage was raised, and the range 
was upped, the low- frequency perform- 
ance improved. At the high -frequency 
end, response was perfectly flat up to 
200 kc. at 100 mv. input, and up to 50 
kc. at 1 and 4 volts input. (Normal tol- 
erances in a frequency- compensating 
network used may alter these figures 
somewhat from kit to kit.) Response 
began to fall off with 100 mv. applied 
(meter set to 150 -mv. range) above 20)) 
kc., reaching a level of -3 db at about 
700 kc. On the other hand, with the 
meter set to the 1.5- to 5 -volt ranges 
to measure 1 and 4 volts, the reading 
started to rise above 50 kc., reaching a 
response of +3 db at about 700 kc. We 
checked response only out to 1 mc. 

All in all, the KT -174 has the quality 
and versatility to make it a very worth- 
while addition to any electronics bench. 
The kit is priced at $39.95, with multi- 
purpose probe and test leads. - - 
August, 1961 

W90R98083 
"When does my subscription expire ?" 

This question is often asked of us by subscribers to Elec- 
tronics World. You can check the expiration date of your 
own subscription by reading the code line on the mailing 
label of Electronics World as follows: 

W= Electronics World 

90= The month and year in which your subscription 
started -in this case, Sept., 1960. 

R980= (Filing instructions for our use only) 

83 The month and year in which your subscription 
will expire -in this case, Aug., 1963. 

THE ANSWER to making tough condenser and resis- 
tor replacements. Pays for itself on the first job. 
Now in use from coast to coast. Designed and made 
by a serviceman. who knows the value of your time. 
02.00 ea. Postpaid U.S.A. Instructions Incl. 
TWIRL -CON TOOLS 1101 N. EAST ST. EDNA, TEXAS 

CITIZENS BAND EQUIPMENT 
LIGHTNING PROTE('110V 
fee - LIT 1-5 uc 

For any standard coax- 
ial cable 

Will not effect performance 
See your local D 'burn. 

$3.95 
Net 

CUSHCRAFT 
621 HAYWARD ST. 

MANCHESTER, N. H. 

FCC TYPE' 
ACCEPTED 

yr Model "E" 
CITIZENS 
BAND RADIO 
High level Class "8" push pull 
modulation 
8 Crystal controlled channels 
Heavy duty power supply 
Adjustable squelch 
Automatic noise limiter 
R. F. Power indicator 
Switch allows receiver to tune 
22 channels 
1 year guarantee 

with 1 pair of crystals. 
microphone and power cables 

Easy to install. Ideal for home, boat, 
car or business. Weighs only 9 lbs.... 
434x91/2 x11t/4. 

'FCC Type Accepted means the unit 
has passed rigid FCC requirements. 

World famous for quality in Electronics 

SONAR RADIO CORPORATION 
3050 West 21st Street Brooklyn, N.Y. 

Sonar Products are 100% American made. 
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SEND 

ELECTRONICS 

WORLD 

EVERY 

MONTH 
ELECTRONICS wQ,eio, 

name 

address 

city zone state 

Check one: 

3 years for $12 

2 years for $9 

1 year for $5 

In the U. S., its possessions, 
and Canada 

Payment enclosed 

Bill me 

Foreign rates: Pan Ameri- 
can Union countries, add 
.50 per year; all other for- 
eign countries, add $1.00 
per year. 

Mail to: 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Dept. EW 861 H, 434 S. Wabash Ave. 

Chicago 5, III. 
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Reducing Ignition Noise 
(Continued from page 38) 

0.001 -pf. ceramic unit, which has very 
low inductance. 

An even better arrangement is to use 
coaxial capacitors. Instead of conven- 
tional suppressor capacitors (C_ of Fig. 1 
and C., and C. in Fig. 2), coaxial types 
may be substituted. A coaxial capacitor 
is a feedthrough type, as shown in Fig. 
4C. The lead to the "hot" primary ter- 
minal of the ignition coil, for example, 
is removed and connected to terminal 
"A" of the capacitor. Terminal "B" is 
connected to the ignition coil. The cur- 
rent flows through the capacitor from 
"A" to "B" via a conductor which is in- 
ternally connected to the ungrounded 
electrode of the capacitor. The grounded 
electrode is connected to the shield can 
of the capacitor. Thus, the capacitor is 
shunted across the circuit. A coaxial 
capacitor is designed to have very low 
inductance and thereby effectively 
passes high- frequency r.f. to ground. 

Bonding & Shielding 
If all of these measures do not reduce 

noise adequately, try bonding the hood 
to the firewall and the tail pipe to the 
car's frame, using one -half -inch wide 
tinned copper braid. 

It may also be necessary to shield the 
leads between the regulator and the 
generator, grounding the shield to the 
generator frame. Or, existing wires may 
be replaced by shielded cable with inner 

Shield and filler for ignition coil. 

conductors of adequate size and insula- 
tion for the voltage to be carried. 

Tire static may be eliminated by blow- 
ing static powder (G -C and other 
brands) into the tires, using the injec- 
tor provided with the kit. Wheel noise 
can be eliminated by installing springs 
under the hub caps to ground the axle 
to the wheel. Such springs are available 
at radio parts jobbers. 

If all these measures fail to reduce 
noise to a sufficiently low level, a 
shielded ignition system can be in- 
stalled. Available in kit form from 
Hallett and others, the system includes 
shielded cables to replace all the ignition 
wiring plus shields for the ignition coil, 
distributor, the spark plugs, and the 
regulator. A kit for a typical car costs 
about $50.00 and is available from those 

This regulator cover provides shielding 
and filtering. Note 2 coax feedthroughs. 

of the larger electronic parts dealers 
who have industrial departments. Such 
shielded systems are widely used in mil- 
itary and public- safety vehicles. 

To determine if your car needs noise 
suppression, or to determine if the 
elimination methods have been effective, 
turn on the CB set (unsquelchedI and 
listen to the noise with the engine on 
and the car moving. Then stop the car 
and turn off the engine and note the 
difference in background noise level. 
The most effective test is run when re- 
ceiving a very weak radio signal. 

Although effective noise suppression 
may take some time and trouble, the 
results are worth the effort. - 

TUBE INDEX FOR 
SECO 107 TESTER 

NEW, 70 -page manual, thumb -in- 
dexed for quiek reference, has been 

issued by Seco Electronics, Inc. for its 
Model 107 tube tester. l'he up -to -date 
reference lists all domestic, industrial, 
and foreign tube types. The earlier chart 
for this tester, FC -3, was designed to lit 
into a metal list finder. Having outgrown 
this format, the new index, FC -4, is hound 
into it 13 -ring plastic binder so that it 
will lie flat when opened to any page. 
Price of the 1961 index is $2.00. For 
further information, write Seco Elec- 
tronics Inc., 5015 Penn Avenue South, 
Minneapolis 19, Minnesota. -- 

_tom 

"What kept you?'. 
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Regulator for Alternator 
(Continued from page 60) 

through two grommet holes in the case 
to insure ambient temperature sampling 
near the battery where this unit is lo- 
cated. 

Testing & Adjustment 

Operational testing and coarse adjust- 
ment can best be done on the bench be- 
fore the unit is mounted in the vehicle. 
Referring to the schematic (Fig. 3), 
break the lead at point "A" and tempo- 
rarily connect the sensing -amplifier por- 
tion on the left to the output field ter- 
minal of the regulator. The circuit 
resulting from this connection is nothing 
more than a normal transistor power - 
supply regulator. Apply +16 to +20 
volts d.c. to the ignition terminal. This 
may be obtained from a battery elim- 
inator or suitable battery combination 
capable of carrying a 3 -amp load. Be 
sure to observe proper polarity. The out- 
put field terminal should be loaded with 
a 15 -ohm, 20 -watt resistor to ground. 

Monitor the output voltage with an 
accurate d.c. voltmeter. A meter of the 
expanded -scale type would be most use- 
ful. At room temperature (70 degrees 
F) a range of from 13 to 15 volts output 
can be obtained from the extremes of 
the pot. Adjust the pot for 14 volts after 
operating the unit under a 15 -ohm load 
for 10 minutes. As a check on regulator 
gain, reduce the load to 5 ohms and then 
remove entirely. Output voltage change 
under these two load conditions should 
be undetectable on a normal d.c. volt- 
meter. 

For those interested in checking tem- 
perature shift, place the unit (with 15- 
ohm load) in a closed cardboard box and 
after diligently applying the wife's hair 
dryer, the output voltage should drop to 
about 13.9 volts at 95 degrees F. Or, take 
the unit outdoors at a temperature of 48 
degrees. The voltage should be about 
14.1 and at 25 degrees F it should read 
14.2. 

Testing completed, it is now simply a 
matter of returning the circuit to its 
original configuration and mounting the 
unit in the vehicle. The pot should not 
be disturbed, however, until final checks 
are made. The ignition and field leads 
are the only connections other than a 
good frame ground, which is essential 
for both regulator case and heat sink. 
This is best obtained near the base of the 
existing electro- mechanical regulator 
which may be left in position for con- 
tingencies. The only remaining construc- 
tion point is the mounting insulation of 
V, and V,. Thermal conduction from V, 
to the heat sink can be insured by using 
silicon grease on both sides of the insu- 
lating mica. 

Once installed, battery voltage and 
regulator -area temperature should be 
monitored while the engine is started 
and run at fast idle for a period of 10 
minutes. Battery or regulator input 
voltage should then be trimmed by pot 
R, to the following values, depending on 
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temperature: 95 degrees F= 13.9 volts; 
70 degrees F =14 volts; 48 degrees F= 
14.1 volts; and 25 degrees F =14.2 volts. 
Since Chrysler allows a ---.3 -volt toler- 
ance on these readings, a higher adjust 
ment within tolerance would be both 
permissible and desirable in winter. 

There are many operational advan- 
tages to be gained from this alternator - 
regulator combination, most of which 
will be appreciated by the amateur and 
commercial mobile radio operator. Al- 
though not yet completely proved out by 
field use, longer lamp and tube fila- 
ment life should be expected, along with 
less battery "thirst" and improved dis- 
tributor -point life. These advantages all 
result from the ability of the solid -state 

regulator to hold down alternator volt- 
age to specification under turnpike 
cruising conditions. With nothing more 
than the car's ammeter, and all alterna- 
tor- equipped cars have them, it is quite 
easy to recognize the precise control 
that the transistorized voltage- regula- 
tor has over battery voltage. -- 

TURKEY RUN V.H.F. PICNIC 

THE NN abash g alley .tniatcur Radies 1s- 
,twiat will again sponsor the 'fur - 

key Run (Indiana) VIII'' Picnic on Jul. 
30th, as it has for the past 13 years. 

Contact either Ken Mier, K9EFO, 2020 
Liberty Ave., Terre Haute, Ind., or 
Charles HolTnum, W9ZHL, for full de- 
tails on the event. 

YOUR PROGRESS IN ELECTRONICS DEPENDS ON 

KNOW -HOW... AND THESE RIDER BOOKS PROVIDE 

IT IN EVERY VITAL AREA OF ELECTRONICS! 
A O S 'PICTURED -TEXT' COURSES - EACH 

A LOW -COST EDUCATION IN ELECTRONICS 

BASIC ELECTRONICS (S- Volume Standard 
Course), l'on l'alkenburgh, oou r, Neville, 
Inc., set of Vols. 1 to V in soft covers. $11.25; 
all 5 vols. in one cloth binding. $12.75. 
BASIC ELECTRONICS (Expanded Course), set of 
Vols. I to VI in soft covers, $13.$S; 6 vols. in 
one cloth binding, $14.15. 
B ASIC ELECTRONICS (Vol. 6 Only), soft cover, 
$2.90; 170 -611, cloth. $3.95. 
B ASIC ELECTRICITY, Van Valkenburgh, Noog,'r, 
Neville. Inc., soft cover, 5 vols.. 511.25; all 5 
vols., one binding. $12.75. 
B ASIC SYNCHROS AND SERVOMECHANISMS, V(I n 
Valkenburgh, Nooger, Neville, Aer., soft cover, 
2 vols.. $5.50; 2 vols. in one cloth binding. $6.95. 
B ASIC PULSES, Irving Gottlieb. P. ii., soft cover. 
$3.50; cloth, $4.75. 
B ASIC TELEVISION, Alex. Schur., l'h.D., soft 
cover. 5 vols., $11.25; all 5 vols. in one cloth 
binding. $12.75. 
B ASIC ELECTRICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION, 
Anthong J. /'ansini, 2 vols., soft cover. $4.80. 
B ASICS OF FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER MOTORS 
AND REPAIR, G. Schweitzer, $3.90; cloth, $4.90. 
B ASIC CARRIER TELEPHONY, David Talles, E.E., 
soft cover. $4.25; cloth. $5.75. 
BASIC ULTRASONICS, Cirrus Glieketein, soft 
cover, $3.50; cloth, $4.60. 

TREMENDOUS OPPORTUNITIES ARE IN STORE 
FOR MEN WHO KNOW ABOUT COMPUTERS 

B ASICS OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS ('Plctured -Teat' 
Course), John S. Murphy, 3 vols.. soft cover, 
$1.40; cloth. $9.50. 
B ASICS OF ANALOG COMPUTERS, Thos. D. Truitt 
(Dir. of advanced Study Group, Electronic 
Lseu.., Inr.) & A. E. Rogers (Sr. Consultant, 
Electronic Assoc., Inc.), 3 vols., in one cloth 
binding. $12.50. 
DESIGN OF TRANSISTORIZED CIRCUITS FOR DIGI- 
TAL COMPUTERS, Abraham I. Preeevran, M.S., 
cloth, $9.95. 

FUNDAMENTALS 

B ASICS OF GYROSCOPES ('Plctured -Teat' 
Course) Carl Marhorcr, E.E., 2 vols., soft cover, 
$6.60, cloth, $7.75. 
B ASICS OF MISSILE GUIDANCE B SPACE TECH- 
NIQUES ('Plctured -Text' Course), M. Hobbs, 
P.E.. 2 vols., soft covers, $7.80; cloth, 59.00. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO TELEMETRY, M. Tep- 
per, $2.95. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY Si POWER 
REACTORS, II. Jarobouilz, $2.95. 
INTRODUCTION TO ATOMIC ENERGY, %Vm. G. 
Atkinson. $1.35. 

NEW TITLES 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION 
GUIDEBOOK (4500 Direct Substitutions), Keats 
A. Pullen, Jr., Eng. D. Reliable. Proved, Direct 
Substitutions only. Includes ease styles and di- 
mensions, $1.50. 
CITIZENS BAND RADIO, Allen Lintel, $3.90. HOW TO LOCATE AND ELIMINATE RADIO AND 
TV INTERFERENCE (2nd Ed.), Fred D. Rowe, 
$2.90. 
BASIC MATHEMATICS (4- Velursse 'PI ctured -Text' 
Courses), Norman 11. Cronhurst. New 'learn - 
by- pictures' course makes it easier than you ever 
dreamed to learn math -NOW AVAILABLE, 
VOL. I. Arithmetic As An Outgrowth Of Learn- ing to Count. $3.90. NOW AVAILABLE, VOL. II, Introducing Algebra, Geometry, Trigonom- etry, as Ways of Thinking in Mathematics. 
$3.90. Vols. III and IV available towards end 
of 1961. 

YOU MUST KNOW THESE VITAL 
BASIC AREAS OF ELECTRONICS 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING, Julian Bernstein, 
el ,th, $8.95. 
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS Principles and Applica- 
tions, Puvl Mali. $2.45. 
INTRODUCTION TO PRINTED CIRCUITS, R. I,. 
-Swiggett. $2.70. 
BASICS OF PHOTOTUBES IL PHOTOCELLS, $2.90. 
OBTAINING IL IN ING TEST SCOPE 
TRACTS, .7.,hn F. ¡eider. $3.00. 
HOW TO READ SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS, D. Mork, 
$3.50. 
BASIC VACUUM TUBES B THEIR USES, J. F. Eider 
& IL .Ln ., 6..n ire ..,ft . -, 5173, cloth. $4.95 
R -L -C COMPONENTS HANDBOOK, D. Mark, $3.50. 

HERE ARE THE MOST UNDERSTANDABLE 
BOOKS ON TRANSISTORS 

BASIC TRANSISTORS ('Pictured -Teat' Course), 
.ticr. Schure, Ph.D., soft , 33.95; cloth, $5.50. 
SEMI -CONDUCTORS L TRANSISTORS, Alex. 
Schorr, Ph.D. (25th in Electronic Technology 
Series /, $2.90. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTORS, (2nd Ed., Re- 
vised and Enlarged), Leonard M. Rrugnean, 
P.E., $3.30. 
FUNDAMENTALS OF TRANSISTOR PHYSICS, Irving 
Gottlieb. P.E., $3.90. 
PRINCIPLES OF TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS, S. IV. 

More than 250 Rider titles covering every area of electronics, 
from basic electricity to space age electronics ... 
available at your electron it's parts distributor or bookstore. or 
order direct from publisher. 

FREE 
catalog 
of all 

Rider titles. 
Wr ite 

Dept. 8 -EW 

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, INC., 116 West 14th Street, New York 11, N. Y. 
Canada: Chas. W. Poinlon, ltd., 66 Racine Rd., Readale, Ont. 

Export: Acme Code Company. Inc.. 630 9th Are., N. Y. C. 
India: Asia Publishing House. Bombay and other cities 
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FROM ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE -BOOKS ON 

CONSTRUCTION, COMPUTERS, ADVANCED THEORY 

...YOURS FOR A 7 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION 
Here is a comprehensive selection of books covering the fields of electronic theory and construction 
-for your use and profit! You'll find basic reference books, practical guides, construction manuals, 
and advanced texts to give you excellent guidance in the why's and how's of electronic theory. Each 
book is filled with descriptive illustrations and diagrams. 
And you can have one or more of these top notch bestsellers for 7 days FREE. 
Simply write your choices on the coupon below and mail it today. Read and enjoy your books for 
seven full days. If, after that time, you do not agree that they are everything you want, return them 
and owe nothing. Otherwise, send along your payment of our bill plus a small charge for postage 
and handling. 
Here is the perfect way for every electronic experimenter to build the library he must have. Order now! 

CONSTRUCTION 

2350 WORKING WITH 
THE OSCILLOSCOPE, 
Saunders 
New block -o -matic dia- 
grams show you how 
to master electronics' 
most versatile instru- 
ment quickly and eas- 

ily. Step by step demonstrations of the 
'scope's actual uses in radio, TV, tran- 
sistors, other work; written from 40 
years of oscilloscope experience. $3.00 

2351 RADIO 
PROJECTS, Marcus 
10 easy -to- construct 
radios described in 
this new book cover- 
ing the field thor- 
oughly and completely, 
progressing in com- 

plexity from the simple crystal detector 
to the superheterodyne receiver. Clearly 
and fully illustrated. $3.85 

2356 CONSTRUCTING ELECTRIC BRAINS, 
Berkeley and Jensen 
Thirteen articles from Radio Electronics 
which together explain how to make 
machines that carry out arithmetical op- 
erations, solve problems, etc. Relays, 
tubes and various devices may be used. 
$2.20 

2358 MECHANICS 
VEST POCKET 
REFERENCE BOOK 

Over 200 fact -filled 
pages including tables, 
charts, formulas, for 
every aspect of me 

chanical work. Also includes logarithm 
table, conversion factors on gears, U.S. 
versus foreign measurements, etc. $2.50 
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2353 THE CONSTRUCTION OF LIVING 
ROBOTS, Berkeley and Assoc. 

What are the properties of living beings, 
and how can they be imitated by simple 
machinery? Here are accessible projects, 
detail of how to make them and circuit 
diagrams. $1.00 

BRAINIAi S 2357 BRAINIACS -201 
SIMPLE ELECTRIC 
BRAIN MACHINES AND 
HOW TO MAKE THEM, 
Berkeley and Assoc. 

Operating on one 
flashlight battery, 
these machines can 

reason logically, compute, solve puzzles, 
play games, encipher and decipher. In- 
cludes the Geniacs and Tyniacs; and 
Boolean algebra, with directions for 
going from these machines to automatic 
computes. All construction details. $4.95 

ADVANCED THEORY 

3106 ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS, Martin 
This is more extensive 
in scope than any 
other book on elec- 
tronic circuits in print. 
Includes the vacuum 

tube, transistor, magnetic amplifier cir- 
cuits, and multistage amplifiers. $13.00 

3F.2G TRANSISTORS HANDBOOK, Bevitt 
The first handbook in the transistor 
field. This is a non -mathematical treat- 
ment, designed not only for the profes- 
sional engineer, but also for the tech- 
nician in the electrical communications 
field. $10.00 

3171 DIRECT CURRENT 
FUNDAMENTALS, 
2nd Edition, DeFrance 

Starting with a simple 
approach which calls 
for no previous train- 
ing, this text develops 
Direct Current knowl- 

edge up to the engineering level. $7.00 

2702 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC 
ANALOG COMPUTERS, Warfield 
This is the book on computers for pro- 
fessionals engaged in engineering re- 
search and development. Simple signal 
flow graphs stress the topological as- 
pects of analog computers. Basics of the 
subject and their application. $6.00 

PRINCIPLES 
OF 

COMEA 
This book explains the 
characteristics of 
channels useful in 
communication - and 
describes human and 

other factors that determine the design 
and limit of any given system. Three 
kinds of systems are considered in de- 
tail: (1) audio systems, (2) television, 
(3) radar. $8.00 

3124 PRINCIPLES OF 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEMS, Hershberger 

COMPUTERS AND OTHER 

2700 FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL 
COMPUTERS, Mandl 
The first book to present a comprehen- 
sive, understandable coverage of digital 
computers -fast becoming an indispen- 
sable factor in modern business and in- 
dustry. Illustrated. $7.95 
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Siws 2017 ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK 1961, 
Ziff -Davis 
A do -it- yourself gold - 
mine! Includes 40 all- 
new projects -20 data 
charts and tables on 

circuits, resistors, transformers, capac- 
itors, ham and citizens band radio, sound 
levels -and more. Projects for your shop, 
for your hi -fi and audio systems, for the 
ham and SWL and for fun. $1.00 

141414 srllD 
COMPUIIML 

2703 HIGH SPEED 
COMPUTING, Methods 
and Applications, 
Hollingdale 
The first all- inclusive 
manual for the ma- 
chine user, without 
specialized training. 

Describes the computer parts, sections, 
and organization; shows you how to or- 
ganize and program a problem; discusses 
computer types, mathematics and logic, 
engineering and commerce, and uses in 
many specific fields. $5.00 

2006 ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTER'S 
MANUAL, Findlay 
With a few dollars 
worth of basic tools 
and this book to guide 
you, you can explore 
the wonderworld of 

electronics experimentation more com- 
pletely than ever before. 10 big sec- 
tions, including exciting projects you'll 
build and use. $4.95 

FRED 

2704 AUTOMATION AND COMPUTING, 
Booth 
How modern computing fits in with 20th 
century automation. Offers history of 
automation and of calculators, achieve- 
ments, particularly in automatic process 
control, machine tool control and assem- 
bly, the present -day practical possibili- 
ties from a mathematical and electronic 
point of view. $5.00 

2012 JOBS & CAREERS 
IN ELECTRONICS 
1961, Ziff -Davis 
Your key to a top -pay- 
ing position in elec- 
tronics! Describes in- 
teresting jobs for 
engineers, techni- 

cians, technical writers. Includes five 
big sections on opportunities in elec- 
tronics, planning a career, testing your 
aptitude, case histories of careers and 
spare time electronics. $1.00 

2007 COMPUTERS AND 
HOW THEY WORK, 
Fahnestach 
A fact -filled guidebook 
to electronic comput- 
ers. Covers the history 
of computers and ex- 
plains the workings of 
every major computer 

system ever used. Must reading for 
career -minded students and electronics 
pros who want a more complete knowl- 
edge of this important field. $4.95 

ENCLOSE PAYMENT 
NOW WITH YOUR 

ORDER AND YOU WILL 
GET AS A FREE BONUS 
A COPY OF THE 

HARD -COVER EDITION 
OF THE 1960 
ELECTRONIC 
EXPERIMENTER'S 
HANDBOOK- 

August, 1961 

VALVE 

FREE! 

2011 STEREO & HI -FI 
DIRECTORY 1961, 
Ziff-Davis 
New! Over 1200 com- 
ponent listings, 800 
photos; latest models, 
prices! Entire sections 
on every phase of 

stereo and monaural high fidelity. $1.00 

2710 A PICTORIAL MANUAL ON 
COMPUTERS, Berkeley and Assoc. 
Computers and their internal parts in 
pictures, designed to show you what 
the thinking machines are and how they 
are made. $1.25 

2711 LINEAR PROGRAMMING ANO 
COMPUTERS, Davis 
This book is the ideal introduction to 
linear programming, explaining the moti- 
vations and illustrating them by the 
techniques. Offers a good start in the 
field. $1.20 

2008 CLASS D 

CITIZENS RADIO, Sands 
Now, with more than 
a million vehicles 
equipped for its use, 
Citizens Radio is a ma- 
jor phase of the elec- 
tronics field. Here's 
the story on the whole 

field -its history, rules, and everything 
about how it works. Learn exactly what 
Citizens Radio is, its applications, what 
you need, FCC rulings, etc. $4.95 

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE 
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y. 
Please send me the book(s) I have listed below for a FREE 7 -Day Trial 
Examination. I understand that if I am not completely satisfied. I may 
return my selection(s) and I'll owe you nothing. Otherwise, I will send 
you payment for the book(s) of my choice, plus postage and handling. 

NUMBER TITLE PRICE 

*TOTAL 
New York City Residents, please add 3% sales tax. 

(If you need more space for other titles, attach a sheet of paper with addl. list.) 
SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment in full for the book(s) of your choice and we will 
pay shipping charges. Same return privileges and prompt refund guaranteed. 

Please send me FREE CATALOG, when published. EF559 

NAMF 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ADDRESS 

CITY 'ONE STATE 
(7 -day free trial offer good only in U.S.A. and Canada. Foreign customers must enclose 
payment in full. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.) 
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COMPONENTS TOOLS TEST EQUIPMENT HI -FI AUDIO CB HAM COMMUNICATIONS 

New Products 
and Literature for 

Electronics Technicians 

Additional information on the items 
covered in this section is available 
from the manufacturers. Each item 
is identified by a code number. To 
obtain further details, simply fill in 
the coupon appearing on page 112. 

SOLDERING GUN HOLSTER 
General Electric C. tram has added a -1. 1- 

rler" tpc soldering gun holder In its line of 
smite aids especially designed for the radio and 
mks ision surs ice Iec huh jail. 

The holster will ac- 
commodate all popu- 
lar soldering guts. It 
can he mounted un- 
der a shelf or cabinet. 
at the edge of a serv- 
ice bench. or on a 

pegboard awl rack. 
When mnuntcd on or 
near the bench. it will 
serve Iolh for perma- 
nent storage and as a 

cons en ient out- of -the- 
tt:ty slot to house the 

gun between solder jug 11prt:11ions. 
Used in this fashion. the holder reduces bench 

clutter. It Letps the soldering gun off the work 
liench and 11111 of the was -thus protecting hands, 
wires. uiagtams. and mob Irony burns. The 
holder is formed of aluminum roll. Two clamps 
and screws are supplied with the holder for 
mounting. 

LEAD -IN WIRE DISPENSER 
g) Saxton Products. Inc. is now packaging an inn. 

L pruycl 'IV antenna (cad -in in a durable, self- 
measuring storage carton which leaves no loose 
ends Po waste, no strands to fall. and no undcr- 
or user- estimation of the amount of wire required. 

Named the "Lifeline." the unit dispenses IIR) 
feet of wire and also measures it. using a 12" 
rule imprinted :lining the edge trout w Inch the 
toile teed.. l he cxna he:nv elydhn;nd of the 
dispenser is designed to withstand rough brut 
filing and an extra slot near Ili' airy feed allows 
wino to be looped for toss ringer pull. 1-he 
1:1" x 13" x 3" package is d.sigucd for con 
scnient storage. 

VOLT -OHM -M ILL IAM METER 

3 
The Triplet( lieutio.d fool modem Co. is now 
offering a new v.u.nn. as in \Idel $00. Featur- 

ing TO ranges, the new bnslruuunl provides maxi- 
multi reading accuracy by sirctue of its longer 
m inured scales. 

Frequency compensation is provided from 90 
to 20.0(H) cps for 'e accut:de reading at audio 
frequencies: overload protect ion is included: sensi 

100 

litily is °-11111II1 nhlll,l).9,V111 (IA . :nLl 111 111111 

u11111s-per-sull a.c. I Ici l:n.gc nletor lais a ns.l:d- 
clear. sh:ttcrlmuol Illastie Gent and Mom Imam,. 
a self-shielded. high dux bara'ing magnet for 
increased ruggedncss. 

HIGH- VOLTAGE PUTTY 
Colman Electronic' Procl acts has developed a 

high -voltage putty which is especially de 
signed to repair and rebuild tires on flyback taus, 
formers. This service product can also he used to 
stop :a'c'ing in cokes. high- sollage cages. and amts 
similar places. Applicauon is oracle his simply 

holing the flexible material into and :wound 
the area to be insulated. The compruts claims 
that the putty will not crack or shrink with age 
but will continue to protect against corona and 
arcing. 

SINE /SQUARE -WAVE GENERATOR 

5 
Paco Elettroniex C pans-. Inc. has recently 
introduced a combination sine and square-was e 

generator as the Model (: -:l I. 

Covering the range tuns 6-730.000 cps. the unit 
winkles complete audio signal larililids Inn a 

variety of test situations. 'There is no need for 
separate generators to attain extensive frequency 
coverage and the dual -waveform fume . Work- 
ing in conjunction with a scope, it sl so, at a 

glance the over -all response characteristics of the 
amplifier fer test. 

SOLDERLESS TERMINAL TOOL 
H r Tool is now offering a single hand tool 

U that cuts solid or stranded wire, strips off the 
insulation. and crimps on soldeless terminals. 
The tool is made from spring steel and the cut- 
ting edge on the tad is ground. There is a slid- 
ing setscrew on one handle of the cool that can 
be unid when a particular setting is desired for 
continuous stripping of a certain size wire. 

Designated as the #'J!IIN). the unit will handle 
wire sizes from No. 22 iltrough No. 10 and will 
crimp No. 12 and No. 10 size wires. 

TV -FM SIGNAL AMPLIFIER 
Winegard Co, has introduced a home TV -FM 
amplifier with gain -control switch which per- 

mits the TV set owner to vary the power of 
the signal received. This makes it possible to use 
the amplifier in both fringe and close -in areas. 

Known as the "Rooster- Pack." the unit includes 
300- and ;3 -alun outputs, a.c. receptacle for TV 
or FM sen, mud full a.c. chassis that is com- 
pletely slim kprocuf. 1 he amplifier has a flat gain 

of loi lib on the low band and FM and a fiat gain 
of I4 db on the high band. It will drive up to 
six TV sets %loll 8 -(11, gain for each set. 

PEN -SIZED SIGNAL TRACER 
o Don Bosco Tier x, bic. is now marketing 
U its new " Stethotracer," a self -contained, Iran - 
sislorited pen -sized signal tracer. 

In the absence of a scope, any low -level micro- 
watt audio or modulated r.f. signal can be de- 
Icctcd or demodulated then highly amplified 
Iapproximately I(HM) times) and reproduced 
through an earphone det for at the output stage. 

The unit can be used dur troubleshooting all 
tspus of radios. Iii -li. phonos, p.a. systems. tape 
recorders, TV sets, etc. It locates hum, oscilla- 
tions. ground loops. and breaks in priced- circuit 
boards. It comes couydcl e with earphone, cord, 
plug. three allenu: m il pl nbcs. one r.f. detector 
modnlaior. interchangeable probes, ground clip 
lead, and battery. 

AUTO RADIO CONTROL KIT 

9 
Centralah has packaged 24 most frequently 
used replacement auto controls into a single, 

compact auto radio control kit which has been 

designated as AC K.100. 
The units are all exact replacements and are 

housed in a steel-shelved cabinet that contes with 
the assort ment. The bulk of the controls in the 
kit are for Chevrolet, Ford, and Plymouth radios. 
Also included are replacements for Automatic 
Universal radios used in many American and 
foreign cars. 

LOW -COST DEPTH SOUNDER 
Raytheon Common Common n'o ns Iles in luced a new 

10 low -cost depth sounder :Is its Mold DPD -100. 

Designed to operate f the boat's 12 -volt bat- 
tery, the unit utilizes a flashing rill light to 

indicate water depths 
from 2 to 1(H) feet. 
Sec lacy scale mark- 
ers on the dial permit 
second -revolution 
readings, doubling the 
effective range of the 
unit. 

To minimized in- 
stallation space, the 
electronic power unit i packaged separately 
ndiom the indicator. 

o 
. I he indicator is just 

5411" in diameter and :: ° deep. It is hung in a 

trllllttion for of lli ing to any cons rodent 
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viewing angle. "Ille unit operates on a frequency 
of 2(1(1 kc. and sends oui 121111 probing ionises a 

minute. 

11 

SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
Interna' al Rectilier Corporal' is 

offering a new line mut silk on ,1 1:11 tells with 
emersion (lh( i(lit it's as high as I3 pei cent. these 
efficiencies are the result of a ben collet luir strip 
process developed lo) the comp :on. I he cells are 

being manilla( tined with a number of sec - 

ondary collector su ips protruding Irons the main 
tir Primas s1 ip. then allmuuling linter collection 
of the torrent from the artier cell area. 

he nets tells. known as " griidcd" tells be- 
cause the ((Xenon. loam a grid nrlttoik runt the 
artist, area of the cell. plot id bight', operating 
voltage and lower impcdnnc u. iesolting in an 
increase in cell output puns, op to 211'; under 
giscn light and load cool ilions. 

12 

SEALED SCHEMATICS 
Ken labre Sales Cuugruiy is offering a 

sers ice tu the Blet trunics industrs which con- 
sist ui laminating srhuuiar it diagr: to a plaque 
tu proche an indestructible surface which is 

ìwpen ions tu all kinds uni stains. abrni, ins 
treathei ing. yellowing. moist lite etc. 

.\molding to the ruurpans. (hre are cco rain 
limitations as tu the Is Pe nul paper tehieh .. o 

lit' s 

prtstrted but no limitation on the size uni the 
wiring diagram. insu tir [ion sheets. or parts lists 
which can be handled. 

COLOR CRT BRIGHTENERS 

13 
CIiC Elertruuics C patas, Inc. has added 
ny° dillerea color picture tube brighteners 

to its line. 
\Icxle! (:8-2 is a dluse unit enclosed in a 

brown metal Itamuurl une. this unir Iras .i 

hears -duty transformer and pum ides tariable 
voltage control. 'Che \ludel Cut -1 is an ennonrs 
model for a color plume tube with a fixed 
voltage output. 

RADIATION SURVEY METER 

1 

A A Elcctrouit Laboratories has recently 
4 introduced a new. Imitable transistorized 

alpha- beta- gatuna meter tt high is olrsigntd to 

double is a laboratory and lied- surfes unit in 
the li-MI miiiiroentgen- perhntr range. 

The Model 701 is lowered In lise culls call' al 
I.S,smult flashlight batteries. I he pawn shpts is 
regulated lit omit. lise Ilan ¿u \ It utile. Vu 
u:un1 -oqr is requited and the i nsu inineui will op. 

August, 1961 

crate continuously for 1(0 hours without need 
for rtcalibratiou or owners (mange. 

the uuteu is arai lable with tsu interchange- 
able prubts. 1 ht' beta -gamma probe consists of to 

thin wall Geiger\luellcr tolte: the alpha -beta de- 
it 1411 11.1s a nnica etul window. qa hill... steel :ofd 
halogen quenched. both probes .nr equipped with 
coil curd cable and jacks. Roth ureter and head- 
phone monitoring is }ambled. 

REPLACEMENT KIT 
tiemitronirs Corp. is now rim kcuing a kit of 

I Li eight I'.S.ttadt transistors .und diodes de- 
signed Io rephuu more than 9i'; of the semi - 

conduuors used in lap:must- and other foreign. 
hui 11 radios. 

Kit No, 81P includes indhidualiy tested tom - 
pl,tenIs I dus a tuntplete mpLucnrenl anni inter- 
clhangeabilit chart, all housed in a stools te 
usable plastic tom:liner. Sctuirunlucturs in, Inde 
audio °olio'. delctor diode. usa Maim iiiiscr 
concerter. i.f. amplifier. :unik. Eloise ll ior. 
a.stc. diode. and aulin pow. .,mil unnents 

16 

CONSTANT- VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER 
l'eon:loth 7 ranslormers, Inc. has .m warned 
prodmc lien of a new cu,nstulll- toilage 

former which which has been especially designed fur 
cluse control of filament. plate, and transistor 
cul Liges. 

When toed in d.c. puwesupply applications. 
the new design is said to tiller athaulages of 
reduced filtering cost and size. Oulpm tillage 
tolerances for input line variations of ± 111; :tir 

S ó for standard models. Output tuleu ¡utees as 
Into as 1- tif of cul be supplier on a custom 
basis. 

11 

TRANSISTORIZED POWER SUPPLIES 
PRI Elea lllll ts, Inc. is now teaming a 

new line of low -cost transistorized Tower sup- 
plies which is currently being offered in doge 
models. 

Featuring line regulation of ±11.1';. load rcgu- 

latiun of 0.2'; and I nut. r.m.s. ripple. the units 
are hourd iu "11`1111 limon mpc cans s1,11 roide s 

" high x 7' deep. I ht' Model l \t nl:lo l.\ prat ilrs 
selection of f output cubage manges ri suits 
bt 1 amp. 12 culs or .] amp. Is cults s .13 amp. 
and 28 cults i ._i amp. l he \t(olt I 51.0:1 -20 
is ratel for 1 lu 31 .nuls da. runliuuuus adjust- 
ment at r to .2 7, amp. The \lode' l \Fu :l.1n is 
rated at 11 -:I1i .mulls l.c. (tintinnow. ad j ustnetl 
at II tu . l amp. 

.111 lets contait a single 2'; fulósade -aert- 
raty moo Il, monittr tithe -n voltage tir current. 

DEFLECTION YOKES 
Stancar Electronics. Inc. Iras :utwn tired the 

1,1H:11/ilk, 01 MO Less linen ion tubes tehieh 
.n, wart replat emt'rn .11111 ni'tl ml i r.' 110 iIut Oil 

' 

es isinns tir replacement of uetisnn k s oupuneuis. 
\II IM111'0rk enuuponeun .ne wig uni into the cokes. 

The \lulel 1)\ -13\ is :um usant rplanenirnt 
fur \lolorola Xis. 111) 733139 and 21K:3-0473 used 
in 311 models and (rassis. It is a 90- legr(e soie 
with a 11 -robs. two izunlal inductance and a 

3.3 -ohs. sen rital indu. ranee. HorizouaI resistance 
is 31 l'uns and Si, tien resistance is 3 insu.. 

'I Inc 1)1'-1í\ is intended to rcplate \dmirui 
Nus. 911)117.1 In:; reel in 26il models :nul 
chassis. I he unit is supplied rum here toll] a 

thenuisinu soiled between the .coital umils. It is 

a 100 -degree yoke with an I8.6.i n hy. horizontal 
inductance and a I.1.8411hv. srtica inductance. 
Horizontal resistance is 33 ohms and vertical re- 
sistance is 13.8 ohms. 

PORTABLE TUBE CHECKER 

18 
GC Elea (:o. has an nuuntesl a port. 

IQ able tube checker which will test over 99'7 
of all raditi- Il rcceis ing tubes ds n.unicllls with 
just sis sockets. In Atilt' it te.t. piruire tubes. 

all Ispvs of IIausistur., for leakage and Iowo 
gain. :nul ialio batteries tamier It II load. 

According tu the manufacture, it will ac- 
commodate new tubes without add lig tir chang- 
ing societs.requiring only a simple t Ira t addition 
(new chasis will be issued as Herd, AI 

l -lie tester measures 1 7" x li" s I2 and weighs 
16 pounds. It c (so complete with a 'I 1' piei err 
tube adapter. 

REPLACEMENT I.F.'S 

19 
\'idaire Electron ics Mfg. Corp. has asailable 

I a complete line of i.f. transfurucas and uns, il- 
lator nuits for miniature and subminiatiue Ispc 
transistor sets. . \sailable ate lour models in the 
1/4" s 1 /;" size and Iola' modals in the kit" x ?.ít" 
size, comprising the impur. in it-rslage. output. and 
oscillator iranslnrmers.. \II models are completely 
shielded and arc iutivant' timed. 

\tootling on the tnurp :int. these new rt :os- 
lormers plus the r _- 5 t (mils alread) in the 
lion. will replace al p..sinetel). 8:i'; of all 
tir i iuule and sohntiniaturc i.l. transformers in 
use today. 

20 

QUICK ANTENNA ASSEMBLY 
Tricraft Products Corp. has des clopcl a 
new method of quid assumbls tut "indoor 

:o nunn.n whit II pci min the antenna r° snap open 
in lull position sail hoot lac of winguu Is 111 suuw s. 

l he .. \iiSnap- lcauut itnulses lemperem 
steel spring t lips to snap all ( lutteur holds 
into pos¡Iimuli in lass 01.111 a 111inucr. I h( 1I iIs 

slack easily for deep fringe and problem meal. 
I but net ".\11- Snap" Itat ure is being °tiered ill 

all nunlch- rnnital, pìggs bat k. tagi. 1 \I. turu- 
srilu, in lint'. and Ming-alum antennas. 

FILTERED 12 -VOLT D.C. SUPPLY 

21 
Elettro Products Laloraiorics is nuts market- 
ing a low-1 ipplq ftitcrell I_ -stilt pow,. suuppk 

which has been specificalls designed fur sett icing 
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[oujj4 6EM, 
WANT TO BUY: GRC. tRC. Tubes. Test 
Equip. BC. TS & SCR equip. We pay top 
SSS! What have you? 

BC-669 TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER 
Fr , II:rlll-11.541 ke. '.'. w. .\\I 'l'r.ln.n.ltter. 

1:1:11 1 'nln,1. Prrel e11: . I. 1 I. .1n1 x 
II : 5FO . - 11. F.B. If..r marine 

ii1 limo 1 1"11nI11.It1 speaker. ..f 1 II. 
1411 1141141 

toe. 
rosser 1 i_ v n i1n. 

nla M\ ro1"ii.!.r11 524. v 

i. II lilt elrtuuuit tlluipnlrnl :Intl lu serSC as a 

,Imo e sky. !tinsel slums. for hurl ts. 
1 h1 \ludcl l's :III i.. nominally rated al I_ \ohs 

.11111 IcaLtlles 1il,ple 111 Irr. 111:111 I !WC-Celli al 71) 

awpertx. Upltatiug 4141 Ill sollt. 'di Cart stle 
p11t. Iltis unit pia\ ides an "input c11utiil of 31) 

:1141 prrr. O heu 11pel algid runtinunu.l\ and tip 111 

]II 114111th. in inlri ulinrui .el Sirr. 

22 

TV REPLACEMENT CONTROLS 
Clarost.11 \IIg. Cu., Inc. Ilan tenir oui nciIh 
a dell liar 4.1 I' Ir111lIt 1114111 tlluuol. "hid' 

.i yldn.,111 n:..¡r,lgm.l I.p u:.litrrandr.for. 1m:1r¡nl. ha. lit nadln:nnrd "1ni lilt.' I Ili, In 111 line 
Neel. ..nnl. e1:.1 111 tII,.Ir . Inllln. $89.50 .I\i.1.1.` 

.549.95 . 

I -.I.-. .nln. l'tin:' t .n4ll : for nl.n.t.. r:xr1:1. 3.50 

APX -6 TRANSMITTER- RECEIVER SPECTATULAR! 
LESS TUBES: 53.95 WITH TUBES: 59.95 
1R P. Conversion Manual for 1215 Me. Band 1.50 

BC-375 100 W. TRANSMITTER 
I oral for domestic u well a export marine 
and mobile! I "I..,1: . Is . ..1114 miner 

11111111,7 U111,. O ., >7 -i.:. ".Il..11 .$14.95 
ABOVE, 

01114 
I ...I 1 . i :tloU .$9.95 

PE 73 DYNAMOTOR FOR ABOVE innin g1 V. 
mn1 10041 V. r sou mu.. nv tiuerang 1.:. :1. 

NG 
UNITS: Foe 

$1.95 
TUNING OMITS: Foi BC -375 EaCR 51.95 U........ d 

APR -4 TUNING UNITS Motorola Vibrator 
1.'111'1' 514 0:` Converter I'I,'ITS- 

.1 L1 " 4.I 
,. n 

slr. 524.95 
TN`17: 

24.95 
TN.16: 

29.95 
_ R00 RECEIVER 

I ,., , 
$99.50 69.SO. N.w! $19.95 

\ 1 , 
RT-91/ARC-2 COLLINS TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER 

-.Il.. : . Solo. :lld 1 1 - ouln+ e7o 
!n: 11bi 1.1.. I1d 1,. 

iiluei il 1ii111.111Lñ.lo.i i iP`I 
u Il,illnd,¡. 

Ill.ii $99.95 
I I1.1 .I 11 I ri.il14.I111 S49.95 

APN -4B MARINE LORAN RECV'R & INDICATOR 
4. I1x \In 1 -,'I 1.. 111.1 u4. 

"1 579.50 
11 "nilot nil instal.. I 

I 

1111. 1.111 Iii ..V.'I Ile11i I.IInin11.I1. 4.11 39.50 

BRAND NEW TRANSMITTING TUBES 
4.654 $ 9.95 4C %2508 $22.50 
1 -1254 19.95 4 -4004 25.00 
532 2.95 4.10004 75.00 
x29813(29 ... 4.95 2C39WA . 12.95 

WRITE IN for nIw Bargain Bulletin! 
All orders FOB Los Angele.. 25 ̂ o depo.IN .r. All ltrn.s .1 ..'ct to . , NOTE 
MINIMUM ORDER 53IÓ0 WRITE '70 DEPT. R. 

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS 

.1114111rnlrun Ihr III .14 plcscnl lion nl leinmal, 65 

I "m ¡ding atldiliuual dual tomenrie as.enól ¡Cs 

Ilith a ullninunn of harft component pails. 
.1 he utiv units arc designed Inr hell) assent- 

Ids in minimum link. ihr asseulól\ is pet ma- 
nentls locked together aulomalit ills Irving no 
tools. OSCI' :NNI diflrttn1 replan roam tone als for 
I V. radio. and cu' r:ulio 1.111 he .iS'e111/1111 110111 

:411 a.Um'110t11í ill :ki l'í:11' uu ¡l,. :ill Muni ullil.. 3 

tritches. and a selection nI shall,. 

23 

MINIATURE RADAR DISPLAY UNIT 
\testing) . Eletlrit Corporal han d1n1- 
misilated a minimills' ladin and it It ision 

drspla de% ire 'lasing t4.ughly the shape. silt.. 
ts'ighl, and tunsenitnte of a telescope. \ 
Icuned the " l'IIsate F'IC" because il di.plan is 

\icwtd by bill 011c 1/11 soil :11 a link. the unit is 

intended as it Ilisplal des ice fol' radar installai ions 

4365 WEST PICO BLVD. LOS ANGELES 19, CALIF. 

SAY YOU 
n 

SAW IT IN 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
L.. 

ENGINEERING DEGREE IN 

SCIENCE 127 or 36 MOS. 

MATH 
_.tV t saiA 1?I 

B.S. degree- 36 mos. B.E. degree - 27 mos. 
Accelerated year -round program prepares for early 
employment in fields Of Science and Engineering. 
Regular 4 -year program for B.F. Degree completed 
m 36 months. special engineering degree program 
in 27. Classes tart September, , March. 
June, July. Quality education. Graduates employed 
from coast foroast. Government approved for vet- 

o training. Students from 50 states. 40 countries. 
20 buildings: dorms. gym. Campus. Save time and 
money. Earn board while studying. Write for catalog 
vui complete information. 

981 E. Washin on Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 
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In pris :ut' ait11 :111 :11111 buns II hait' .pact rain ¡IC. 
menus and ccfuipnuml (usas :nt' tt ¡t ¡cal. 

I he essential clement ut the mtii is a high - 
1rsulut¡ur1 calhudt.lal 1111/c sewn inches long 
%show u.!ill.inch diameter screen is MtscnCd 
thimigh a nlagnih ing use pinte. ltcunlse of the 
ienluld cul :ugt-uttill Shan rrsulls. the unit is 
ctluil.iltn1 ¡11 I ini lion lu .1 sis-inth st titis ob- 
seised 1141111 a distance 4.I Inn iuc ht... atturding 
tu Ille tiutp:n. I Ill- cnmidele .1,41111,1V is Ft <' 

¡utiles lung all weighs 211 ounces. 

24 

GARAGE -DOOR OPENER KIT 
Ilcath Conlp:uly ¡s 111155 elle Mg all dies !runic 
garage -dour opener in kit loan as ils (:1)- 

211. l he ra'\40- 11s.11t11lr lctrillr. n :nnminer. 
:und mechanism can be installed on sus mer head 
11alk -111)1 gal:lgt door tip to F feel high. :\ 
..high pincer" r :ulam in et' and it'ai1 el of spellaI 
dr.igu pl cl enl. ectidrntal opel,liion..51 II.olprt%/f 
.alr1% den ice 21110111.11k .111\ disengage. the tloor 
u pun hurting ans 11ó.1 Ill Olin. 

I hr r :ulvnintr mount. 1111der the 110011 111 the 
ca11: 111n' 011.1i 1111114.11 111811111s 11111111 Ibr 111511 II- 

1114 111 1.111: anti the .111141111.1 uio11nls model Ihn 

tar II 1111 no (billing-. l he receiver mounts on mite 
14.11 age 11m1 11.111¡.111 tl hit II letluirCS only 21/2" dcar- 
:uuc al %ne Ihr high. St point of dtlur Iract'I. 

I he 111,11 nli.nl also Indodes a light Ishich 
1114141 nn :nnoni.11 ¡call\ uhcn the ticnr is Iprncd 
:41111 renrlius an sestla1 minutes after the dour 
dost'.. 

25 

SEMICONDUCTOR TESTER 
\Ioltcular EIrtITUUits, Inc. is nuns- marketing 
All in- or out vd., toil 1t-ster. tap:lhle of 

ule11suling tilt' salient .rnlit,ndut1ur thararlcr- 
istits. \ludel I(.1 -Sun. 

I Ile liete unit VIM handle transistors. diodes, 
.1 U11 grn..111.0ln 411 s ¡I¡u411 1111 ¡hers :uul pl us il lt' 
information un .halted. open. or leaks tonlpn 
li n1s. It ,¡II x1.11 nu .I.0 rr the thatatlrl ¡.tits of 
a rrplalmenl sii li iconllut !or Ill PP P11114I111 111t: 

11trss ¡1s ill soldling Ihr drlity iuta the 1111 u ¡t. 

\ dilrtl- n'ading dial gises clear indication of the 
1111111111 .11 of the 111\ ¡te under- test in si1nlally 

11111 111111111011 Ir of circuit. 

IGNITION TIMING LIGHT UNIT 

26 
Ilr:uh ( omp.m\ is uonc ullcring :1 Ilctc igtli- 
liou tlnnu light :uuson, lhc Ill-11, tchich 

Itas been 111 i111. Ill, designed lut use with the 
lirnl'. 10111 ignition analcr. l he accessory plugs 
directly into the 10-111 and prf5luces a bright 
tchitc light that shunts liming marks even in 
brightly lighted auras. 

the I0-11 11.15 a speed range of 0-l2_.í0 Ilashcs 
per minute au =!',N i pin Inr I -lstle engines of 
current cons 1.11¡4.11:11 :nnomobile.l. it is housed 
in a hard (11661 pistul'gt ¡p une with a III-foot 
cable. \Iea.Inemems :ut' fi" c 712" r 2 ". the 
11) -II is bring ollelcd in both kit and 1x14111$ 

assembled \usnlu . 

HI -FI -AUDIO PRODUCTS 

RANDOM NOISE GENERATOR 

2 1 
II.11. Stott Int. has introduced a random 
none guilt-1.11M . 1ó \lode! 14111t. I Ili, liete 

iu.n 111nt111 is si I4111i1'1111111 source of "tvl111t noise.. 
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for a number of lalmr :uory applications including 
acoustic and psychoacoustic measurements: meas- 

urements on acoustic materials, roots, and trans- 
ducers: high -intensity noise and vibration test- 

ing; balancing paging and music systems; random 
stimulation of analogue computers: production 
testing of transducers. filters, loudspeakers. and 
enclosures; and calibrating of sound measuring 
equipment. 

The unit incorporates an exclusive internal 
pink noise filter which gives equal noise power 
per Oft a ve from 21) to 100.01)1) cps. Output voltage 
on the pink noise range is 1.5 volt r.m.s. and 
2.1 volts on all other ranges. the NOB covers 
the frequency spectrum from 2 cps to more than 
1.5 inc. 'there is low- output impedance on all 
ranges. 

28 

UNIVERSAL PLUG -IN CARTRIDGE 
CBS Electronics has announced the addition 
of a "universal" plug -in cartridge to its audio 

e potent line. 
Iksigned to play stereo, I.1'. :má 78 rpm 

records with equal fidelity, the CBS -I US is of the 
Nip-muter type of commotion and makes us of 
a 0.7 moil stslus when pia, ing cilhcr stereo oi 1.1' 

records mil a ::.0 mil stslus for 78 rpm dint.. 
Ease replacement is one of the special lemurs 

of this new cartridge. 'I he entire assembly can 
he amoral and a new one plugged in will 
the use of tools. l'he active element is a high - 
output ceramic transducer which is unaffected by 
either temperature or moisture. The Model 1SS 

is equipped with sapphire styli while the Model 
LDS cones with di: 1 /sapphire. sir li. 

STYLUS ALIGNMENT TESTER 

29 
Prestige Products, Inc. has developed a 

unique insu'ument which simplifies and as- 

sures accurate stylus alignment all checks proper 
tracking angle and overhanging. 

K town as the "Stereo -St vl usma star," the new 
unit provides an inexpensise was to control: dis- 

torsion (both electrical and mec h.usiud), ti,..i.ilk 
(channel separation), stylus and record .o, 
shatter (ability to track heat ily recorded pas- 
sages), and grove jumping. 

Instructions for operating the instrument are 
included in each package. 

30 

MONO TAPE RECORDER 
Super ss ope Inc. has added the Sony \Itxlel 
lot.si O lo ils liar specific :rlIv for those re. 

quis ing in .sel plis iug :nul recording tinte of 
their seamless. Operating at Ws and 314 ips 
speeds, the unit is especially suitable for sm. 
dents. Reimers, and businessmen. It features ¡.c. 
transistorised opera ' , dual track mono record- 
ing and playback, a vu ureter. tape lifters, and 
contes frith a dynamic microphone. 

31 

COMPACT FM TUNER 
Allied Radio Corporation is now marketing 
a compact, moderately priced FSI tuner as 

the "Knight" Model KN -141. 
The circuit includes a bar -type 6F66 electronic 

tuning eye indicator and a.f.c. Local reception is 
provided with a built -in line -cord antenna While 
terminals are included for (soused ing an external 

antenna if required. The unit measures only 244a" 

high. !Ili" wide. and 74k" deep. 1 he circuit fea- 
tures a two- stage, grounded -grid r.f. amplifier :nul 
ratio detector. Sensitif ay is 4 pv. for 20 db of 
quieting. Audio output is approximately 0. ii volt. 
.Amplifier, tape recorder, and multiplex outputs 
are included. 

32 

TRANSISTORIZED RECORDER 
Scum il- Holtman Corporation ha recently in- 
noduccd a crmtplerels transistorin'J and im- 

portcd session of its " \linitape \I.3" as the 
"NIinitape SI -9." 

The new unit weighs only 13 pounds complete 
in its sturdy. watertight aluminum cas All me- 

chanical and electronic annponents as well as 

batteries are housed in this single case. Which 
measures 9" x 12" x 5 ". 

The recorder operates at 71/2 ips with :I s or 
1741 ips speeds available on order. Response is 

70- 10,000 cps :-3 db. The standard model is full - 
track width but half -track and stereo are avail- 
able on special order. A single bar knob estab- 
lishes play, rewind, and mechanically interlockcl 
record. External cabinet controls include start - 
stop push-button and remote control. Input im- 
pedance is 511 ohms. 

33 

TAPE CARTRIDGE RECORDER 
(tell S I Diois' han den,onstalel a nose 

tyre eatrid c recorder. no larger than a 

woman's vanit cue. i hat plays and records 
stereo and weighs less Rieur IN pounds. 

Currently the comparas is showing three mod- 
els: %Tole) 601 is a cnmplelo monophonic record/ 
playback machine; the Model 602 is equipped 
for stereo recording and playback through a 

second amplifier -speaker 'osier's; while the \lolel 
6113 is c !Addy self- contained and records :nul 
plays stereo through ils 41h II built -in stereo ampli- 
fier. The second speaker. cone aired in the writ's 

YOUR COPIES OF 

ELECTRONICS wo. t.. 
ARE VALUABLE! 

Keep them neat ... clean ... 
ready for instant reference ! 

Now you can keep a year's copies of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD in a rich- looking leatherette file that makes 
it easy to locate any issue for ready reference. 

Specially designed for ELECTRONICS WORLD, 
this handy file -with its distinctive, washable Kivar 
cover and 16 -carat gold leaf lettering -not only looks 
good but keeps every issue neat, clean and orderly. 

So don't risk tearing and soiling your copies of 
ELECTRONICS WORLD -always a ready source of 
valuable information. Order several of these ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD volume files today. They are 
52.50 each, postpaid -3 for $7.00, or 6 for $13.00. Sat- 
isfaction guaranteed, or Order direct from: 

JESSE JONES BOX CORP. 
Dept. EW 

(Established 1843) 
Box 5120, Philadelphia 41, Pa. 

August, 1961 

V h 7dI&' 
See How Walter Ashe 

Always Saves You 

More on Amateur 

Equipment, Hi -Fi Systems, 

Parts and Supplies 

.. everything you need! 

( F R E E NEW 144 -Page Walter Ashe Catalog 

Get our "Surprise'' Trade -In allowance on any new 
1961 equipment . , . yours on Walter Ashe's famous. 

1 : -Z Terms! Ask for our reconditioned list, too! 
")n %mC, . .. , . r-.id., inc, 1r:5 

RUSH COUPON - You'll hear from us double quick... 
Phone: 

CHestnut 1.1125 

WALTER 
ASHE 

RADIO CO. 
Dept. R -8 -61, 

11258 Pine St. 
St. Louis 1, Mo. 

r 
WALTER ASHE RADIO COMPANY 
Dept. R -8.61 1125B Pine Street. St. Louis. Missouri 

1 am interested in _ 
_ 

. . _ . 

What is the Ashe "Surprise" allowance on 

1. 

Name 

Address 

City _ _Zone 
_ 

State 

Send 1961 Catalog Send Reconditioned Bulletin 
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Full Color 
Giant 

Fold -Out 
Charts Still 
Available! 

Here's a complete series of color- 
ful, authoritative fold -out wall - 
charts (originally appearing in 
the pages of ELECTRONICS 
WORLD) -yours for only 15c 
each. All in full -color -each 
suitable for framing. 

2. Hi -Fi Crossover Network 
Design Charts: Tells how to 
build speaker nets for any 
crossover frequency. Com- 
plete coil -winding data, ca- 
pacitor values given. 

3. Color Codes Chart: Gives 
you coding for capacitors, re- 
sistors, transformers, resist- 
ance control tapers -all in 
easy -to -use forni. 

4. Bass -Reflex Design Charts: 
Complete data on building 
own bass- reflex enclosures 
for any speaker, including 
ducted -port enclosures. 

5. Radio Amateur Great Cir- 
cle Chart: For Hams and 
short -wave listeners - gives 
complete listing and map of 
amateur prefixes by calls and 
countries. 

IMPORTANT: ORDER BY 
NUMBER! OUR SUPPLY OF 
THESE FOLD -OUT CHARTS 
LIMITED. OFFERED ONLY 
ON A FIRST COME. FIRST 
SERVED BASIS. 

Send 15c per selection to 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Box 318, Church Street Station 

New York 8, New York 

104 

retainable lid. couneets lo the master unit bs an 
d -foot e\tensiun mud. Ilse miunplunlcs arc iu- 
cludel %sillt this model. 

34 

MULTIPLEX ADAPTER 
Fisher Radio Corporation has announced 
the atailabiti of lite \II'\ -100 multiplex 

adapter -a completely self- conIaincd and self- 
powered unit. 

Designed tu he used with all of the euntpam's 
tuners and receivers as well as other taure, .nid 
receivers eni gloving FM wideband design and 

Ripley nui put facilities, the new unit is made 
for plug -iii installation. 

A special cirwit feature, the "Stereo Beacon." 
indicates automatically whether or not the sta. 
lion lune) is bromic.- g in stereo. 

35 

MATCHED STEREO SPEAKERS 
Wilder Engineering Products has au u numlced 
the availability of a twin steel, speaker set, 

Model :%BIN -. %. the set consists of two 8" units 
w hit h :le cau'efulls uutthel and then sealed 
together for the utstuuter s protect' . 

I he units will handle 25 watts continuous 

program material and tint' a range of lm17.INX1 
cps. Resonance is -11 cps and impedance is N 

ulule,. 

36 

COAX STEREO EARPHONES 
Superes [hitruuies Corp. has recently in- 
tuducel a stereo earphone unit which eut - 

glos separate wader and tweeter reproducers in 
emit phono and features an adjustable rrossun et- 

network. 
I he Mimic' S1-M 

pl s have a range 
of 21)- 211010 is attui 
although designed 
specifically for stereo 
listening hi the hume. 
can be usai in tape 
mou storing. silent -in- 
strununt pr al I ice. 
:Willi amlg.sia for 
dental sut-guru. studio 
monitoring. etc. 

AM /FM TUNER KIT 

31 
Meath C puny is now marketing a pled' - 

priced ANI/F\I er in kit form as its Model 
AJ -I I. 

The new unit has separate magic -eye tuning 

indictors nshioh munit airman( inning of Ioro 
.\ \I and F \I station,. l here is a three- position 
a.f.c. switch, our \ \I hdelit sus itch, plus uii. 
sictual Ilsrheel outing for both \ \I .11111 F \I. 

1 \'hile the built in . \ \I r,l antenna and F \I 
line -cord antenna will be sulficiont for most nor. 
mal olteratiun ,elu :n :nt terminal, :ne brut fled 
dur wort mal \ \I .sud I \I antennas. I hr nnttiplcx 
signal output j.ok Iton ides at signal soutcc fur 
multiplex :ml.tptots. 

.1 hunt- Iaucl-utuunted selector switch allows 
instant selection of 1 - \I nt- stereo. The output 
level controls are adjustable to lit any preanrp. 
I he built- it s in a luggago -t :m uinrltlad 

sled case with ehara,al guet Inns panel. Dimen- 
sions aire 1511" x 115" x II". 

38 

HEADPHONE ACCESSORIES 
Koss, Inc. i, ions marketing two completely 
redesigned act rssut its lo aid tape monitoring 

:nul general home headphone listening. 
I he first into is the \lode! .\- l ' -_'il slrie,l ampli- 

lìer (phi MO a hick is lesigued :s a mon ii of 
amplifier su steel tale: produced outside . 

,ladin may be muaBored during u rcurlu ng. the 
unit is transformer- powered and [rut ides i waits. 

he ,ummI unü is the \laded I - jinn lion Ins 

which provides inputs for two sets of suet eo 
headpl s and separate %ohmle cotnruls lue 
right and left ears. 'I he design permits remote 
e rd of %ulumre lcsel plus "011.011" speaker 
switching. 

ATTENUATOR PADS 

9 
Ceutralab is now offering a new line of 
slmll -sisal and "B "' pad atteimaturs 

which are rmed at 2f) watts audio and i watts 
d.c. 

Nfeasari tug less than I -a /Ili" deep from tht 
moulting surface. the pads feature anti- backlash 
construe Two wiper contacts are rigidly 
attached to the shaft se, that they will always 

e in unison. The line is being offered in all 
(ralucntly used impedance ratings and are in- 
liyidualis packaged with a gold anodized dial 
pla le and black setscrew knob. 

THREE -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 

40 
l blivcrsity Loudspeakers, Inc. has coule out 
with a unique 3-way high-compliance speaker 

sn stunt which features "Select-at- Style" snap -oil 

a i fies. 
Designed for Maximum flexibility when 1.001l1 

ateor is changed. the grilles and base come in 
Swedish \luacro (phono), Colonial, Italian Pro- 
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siuei.d. I;tutll l'lmiuti.11. aud (.uultnlput.ns ìu 
.1 aidt t:nirn ul liui.hrd .ntJ uulVni.htd tcu.1ds. 

I he \Itdalllon \II huusr. a 12" high rniuldi. 
ante anrsle) . " mid I.11Igc ..spheliend .uptr- 
rtserttr. :nul 11urr ts.n 11115511,1 nenYnrk. I he 
ctbintl Ilts. grillr and haw) nuasures 2'1' s 17' 
e 111C. I ht g1 illt is l' 1" deep and the liase is 

t 

" high. 
Frequenrc ;espouse is 2 '!'!11u0 'us and the 

system tan be di ittn lit ant amplifier 11rttiding 
rle:l waits. 

41 

ULTRA- COMPACT SPEAKER SYSTEM 
Jensen >Ifg. Co. has added :nt uh ra -coin pal t. 
Minna, speiktl' .isle iii lo ils 11111.1 as lilt. 

\lndel XJn. 
I he Hess unit uses a son( sal miniature long- 

trawl tsnnlei . mass loaded and pen isole Matched 

III ils cut lu,slur. the :I direct cadi :nul ;heelrl 
caul its 1, Too, nul lo 1 1.1)1111 rios. Uesi;;nrd fur 
Wt. ail11 .net :un11lilirr II:11 ing I. s, ar Ili ohm 
ulllpltls. the s \.It Ill ix latnl Al Ii 1í:111s. 11 is 
Ionised iu All uiltd nahnit wbi uel which Hita'. 
Ilreg 71/4" \ 1:i" \ P s" 

42 

STEREO PLAYBACK DECK 
Tandberg of .Lmrri(.1. Inc. has introduced 
the \lintel li'i. a Ihrrospttd. lns' -track 

sl reo I ihlsback tope dirk. I he unit ':'aloe., a 

olds back head for 2- and 1-nay k slerco and mono 

t atlxs: slut -51.111 burtnu; Inn owpuls fur plu¢ ili 
pre:uu11s: latilil ins lut adding retord and I I 1,1 

heads: :nul respunst :u 7i ¡Ifs nl ,10 -21, nun tins, 

'I he deck tir :nlnss lip" IJ s ii .cul miel:. III 
Imuutl, 

CB- HAM -COMMUNICATIONS 

1 1-CHANNEL RADIOTELEPHONE 

43 
Beudie \ lariee is uose liber Ing a nansislor 
ind, high- oulpul ells tu- thannel radiotele- 

phone fur Marine si-11 ire :Ix ifs "('aplaill 270... 
Uf Ihr 11:.1.11 t nst.l6lnuu-ollcd I b.ulntls. Hsu 

310 asaihcld In; the 1!1 1111'. high -su as IlLinnll- 
thal insure Inug- 1 :111ge en uunmil ,lli,als ulel the 
must ads rot 0I1411114us. ()nil .III d11111 u nis art 
19" .side. Is" high. and 11' i' d,, l' nhith in- 
cludc. Elie u :unisanl i/n i pun vl suppk fut' 12- or 
3'. -roh s'.silins. \ sep :u ate n.u'isoiinvl poor; 
tlpph' is used ss hen unI 1111-sn1Is .1.t. fir in 

tllilCllt :neileb1t, \ -t1011 the 111111 is 11 

pounds, 

In addition 10 the rrrstal.contrullcd channels. 
the unit incorporates a bromicasl receiver Cover- 
ing the 550- 1111(1 ke. band. \ Isn :Is aliable is coin. 
plete remote tnnnnl 1..1 npet.uìnn Iron nor tir 

r. Imo, ill. (h.nnu -1 -.1í; I. 
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FREE Catalog FOfN E 

WT 

GOV'T 
SURPLUS ELECTRONIC BARGAINS 

POWER PACK -6/12 Volt DC to 110 V. AC 
BOATS- AUTOMOBILES Portable Vibrator Type 
Power Supply designed to operate from direct connection to 6 12 Volt Battery, and upplies 110 Vat 60 cycle at I5 or 50 alts with excellent regulation for perating AC devices ch as Radios. 
Recorders, Electric Tools. Motor . IC. where the AC wattage requirement of the devices does not exCeed the wattage output 
of this Power Pack. Has fused line. AC utput receptacle, d 
6 Ft. battery cable with Clips. Size: IO 9 x SI a' . 

$1495 
Wt.: 29 lbs. No. PP -68B RC New: $19.95. 
Power Packs with higher wattage output .available.. Write for 
neratUre. 

RD- 15A /ANO -1 STRATOCELL 
WIRE SOUND RECORDER 

WIRE RECORDER 
3n Dia. Reel; 

0.006 Dia. Wire; 
one 
nel; 1600 o0Ì;;:5 
impedance: 290 
RPM recOrding 
speed; 300 to 
3500 per 
sec. frequencyre. 
sponse. Operates 
from 26.5 vOltS 
DC 
2807, e Magarn 7 i 
M530311 ANO -I 
with 

min. 8 C 260Á ANO-1A CO Box. Used in aircraft ftt for recording ss Site: 101 x 6 e ": C.B. 
3 6 x 21 z ". Wt. 315 s1bs. PRICE: 

Used -Excellent .. $14.95 
Connector Plugs -Three required Each: 11.50 

F M EQUIPMENT 
BC-683 FM REC. -27 -39.1 MC Re -New: $34.95 
BC -923 FM REC. -27 -39.1 MC New: $29.95 
13C -604 FM Trnsmtr. 20.27.9 MC: 

U: 54.95 ReN: 
BC-684 FM Trnsmtr. 39.1 MC. 

Re -6 
MOUNTING 

>5. !r: .. e.Nsw: 
FM-34 MOUNTING for - 603.683 OU: IeNew: I.,- DM35 DUN. 12V. 1 C--04í843 -Y: K ", -AN: r;..,' 
13M -35 DUN. 12V. 1 BC- 604 -884- Y :.s1{.!l'-R.N: 
AC POWER SUPPLY - F BC- 603.683 - output: 220 
VDC 80 MA 8 24 VAC 2 Amps. Transformer & Tube 
type. Chassis not hot. Mounts Con rear Plug of BC -603. 683. Can he adapted to Other Receivers. $14 
NIT: .I.i11..i11.411) . ... .............WIRED: 95 95 
9C2Ó2 O 7ía9 MC 

Trnsmtr. 
0 2 

BC-659 FM ReC,Trnsmtr, 27-39.1 MC .. 
PE.120 Power Supply lore BC-659 or BC620: with Vibrator for 12 Volt operation. Re -New: 
BA -Ìl Bias battery for BC859.620 New: 
AN -29 Telescoping Antenna F C659 New: 
AN-45 Telescoping Antenna, F BC-620 

Address Dept. EW All 
Prices F.O.B.. Lima, Ohio. 
$5.00 Minimum Order. 25% 

Drunsit nn an C.D.D.s. 

;..5 

1.05 

BALLOON -17 foot . 
lnrtor inflated. Constructed O1plas- tic foil 

hen truction with 17 actions; 
at seated with Nylon and 

tape reinforced at op and 
bottom. Each section is 3 ft. 
wide at mid.seClion. tapering 
BIf at top A 11000m. Approx. " opening at bottom with "D.. Rings tied together with 

Nylon roPI Shpn. Wt.. 30 iI 
Price: $14.95 Unused 

RECEIVERS: 
R'23IARC 5 RECEIVE. U: 512.95 
NAVY AAB CRV 46151 U: 18.95 
R.]] /ARC -3 AM REC. .U: 14.95 
BC 713 Localiser REC. I U: 4.95 
BC1206 Beacon Rec. -- ,1,11-- I, III I I . R.N: 9.95 
BC -652 RECEIVER -_ TO Me --I. II.. 11: 19.95 

TRANSMITTERS: 
T17 /ARC -5 TRANS.- ...New: 514.95 
T. /A /ARC -5 TRNS.- ....New: 8.95 
T.19 /Navy TRANS.- I Used: 6.95 
T 20 /ARC -5 TRANS.- 
T.21 /ARC5 TRANS.- ....New: 9.95 T22 /ARCS TRANS. ..New: 12.95 
V.23 /ARC -S TRANS. - - i ..New: 16.95 
T -67 /ARC -3 TRANS. --1 ., Ie I. .Used: 16.95 

TELEPHONES. HEADSETS. MICS., Ete.: 
TS9 Handset Used: i2.:15-New: s 2 
TS.13 Handset. w /PL55 6 PL -68..0 : 52.15 -N: 
T17 Microphone New:. 
EE-8 Field Telephone...Used: 911.05- Reeond.: I : 

RM52 Control Unit (Patch Found.) U: 51.15 -N: 
H16 /U Headset -8000 ohm -New: 3. so 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG! 
FAIR RADIO SALES 

2133 ELIDA RD. P.O. Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 

miminininitoommomtimom 
Components Recorders Tapes 
SHIPPED PROMPTLY at WHOLESALE PRICES 

FREE Packaged Hi -Fi 
LIST Low Quotes Air Mailed 

190 -W. Lxinyton Ave. 

AUDIO UNLIMITED New York 16, N.Y. 

DIIIr MAIL ORDER HI -FI 'TA! 
You can 

p r 
sw 

purchase a your NI -Fi from one e. 
liable r source and p n duli ñ monts.eordelivery. . t within 24 hours. SEND US YOUR LIST OF HIFI RE- 

F 
E 

R 
OUR WHOLESALE 

U REEcatalogue WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD write us for proof of this statement. 

CARSTON 
1 2S. TO C. 88 St. New York 28. N.Y. 

Hear 'Em -Work 'Em Better with 

BROWNING 
CB Equipment 
Make your CB base station a real 
communications center with this 
Browning team. Highly sensitive 
and selective R -2700 Receiver de- 
livers sharp, noise -free reception 
on all CB channels. Overcomes 
even the most severe atmospheric 
and man -made interference. 
Browning S -NINE Transmitter al- 
lows full power transmission on 
all channels - introduces new 
features and advanced design 
never previously utilized in CB 
communications. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

S -NINE CB 
TRANSMITTER 

$119.50 

e 
R-2700 CB 
RECEIVER 

S 149.00 
Also Available 
R -2700 Receiver PLUS 
T -2700 Transmitter 

I'D 

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE 

rowni n 
102 UNION AVE., LACONIA,N. 

Send for Free Literature 

FOUR CONVENIENT PURCHASE PLANS 
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SEND 

ELECTRONICS 

EVERY 

MONTH 

name 

WORLD 

ELECTRONICS wQio, 

- - 

a 

III 

address 

city zone state 
('heck one: 

3 years for $12 2 years for S9 
1 year for $5 

In the U. S.. its possessions, and Canada 
Payment enclosed Dill me 

Foreign rates: Pan American Union 
countries, add .50 per year; all 
other foreign countries, add 
$1.00 per year. 

Mail to: ELECTRONICS WORLD 
Dept. EW 861H, 434 S. Wabash Ave. 

Chicago 5, III. 

CITIZEN 

TEXAS 
MIEN 

BAND 
CLASS "D" 

CRYSTALS 
ara Overtone: Hermetically Sealed 
.005oo tolerance -Meet F C C r 

ente, spacing-.050 , 
require- 

ment, 
plea $ 95 vanaI ..0 iSC Ber i ii Crystal. 

EACH ALL Frequencies 
In Stockt 

per crystal for postage ana hand] inn) 

D1 

(add Sc 

The following Class 'D" Citizen Band frequencies 
in stock (frequencies listed in megacycles): 26.965. 
26.975. 26.995. 27.005. 27.015. 27.025. 27.035. 
27.055. 27.065. 27.075. 27.085. 27.105. 27.115. 
27.125. 27.195. 27.155. 27.165. 27.175. 27.185. 
27.205. 27.215. 27.225. 

Irint.I r (:II . for '1í.1e. C.m.et. Citi -rtan a, 
. S5.90 per set. .n II illl l':In I,. lnit . II 

RADIO CONTROL CRYSTALS 
In HC6 U HOLDERS -SIX FREQUENCIES 

26.995. 27.045, 27.095. 27.145. $ 
27.195. 27.255 ................ 295 

EACH 
(.,0a SC pue crystal for nostace.nandlncI 

w. :m 
t Chicago 

IN CHICAGO. 1 111) at CI..te.ton. 3.355-. 

Send for FREE CRYSTAL CATALOG 860 
WITH OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 

ASK YOUR PARTS DEALER FOR TEXAS CRYSTALS 

Rush your order to: 
TEXAS CRYSTALS 

Dept. R -81 -1000 Crystal Drive, Fort Myers, Fla. 
All orders shopped 1st Class Mail. 

For faster service phone WE 6.2100 

TAPE RECORDERS 

106 

HI -FI COMPONENTS 
SLEEP LEARN KITS 

NUSUAL VALUES MERITAPE. Low cost. 
FREE 1961 high quality record; Catalog ing tape. in boxes 
DRESSNER 

1523RA Jericho TM.. New three Park. N.Y. 

switch. volume control. speaker, and micro's! 
.Audio output to the speakers is lì watts. 

44 

NEW CB TRANSCEIVERS 
Raytheon Company recently introduced two 
new. :dl- transistor. pocket -sized Clt tran.scris- 

ers which are being marketed tuuler the Hade- 
n:one "Ras -et le." 

The standard unit, 
which measures 54/4" 
x 2 -3 /4" x 1:1 /I6", 
features a superrcgcn- 
cratfve circuit espe- 
cially adapted for 
factory and industrial 
uses where high eler- 
tlical noise testis in- 
tCt'feTe with most 
other communications 
equipment. 

The "Super" em- 
ploys a supcncetcro- 
dyne circuit for 
greater .sensitivity and 
high selettis its. 

Bout units are 
styled with d:uL glass 

practically indestructible case~; of !ridded high. 
impact polystyrene. The cases bane hydro -etched 
anodized aluminum face plates. Both are fitted 
with 46" telescoping antennas with an interlock 
switch that protects the batteries by assuring that 
the set is off when the antenna is retracted. An 

!Opine attachment permits private comnuni. 
u Mos. 

45 

CB SERVICE EQUIPMENT 
M. C. J s Eleonni(s C p:uty. Inc. has 
announced the availability of a new meter 

which will measure actual r.f. power output in 

watts :u It NI ,n u l i ng Il.I i-t' ratio un pier inch 
Illalyd 

(he " \I It ell \Lu(II \lode! 290. In gis ing read. 
111g5 of output !NIP tI .11111 '.51.1.. aids ill IImath'- 
shooting. antenna maul I i i ug. and in plus iding 
peak perlm malice from Citizens Band equipment. 

HAM ANTENNA ROTOR SYSTEM 
(:urtiell- Dubilitr Electronics Division has 
announced the availability of a rtuotch 

(Imnnlled antenna rotor system designed to meet 
46 

the specific 
era tors, 

Designated the "Nand \I." the unit still sup- 
port a dead weight of 1(1(51 pounds and is ice.. 
nafiisture -, and ;rind proof. The easy -to -read re- 
mote control unit is calibrated its increments of 
5 degrees and has a separate transformer to in- 
sure accurate orientation of the antenna. 

requirements of antatt'lui radio op- 

The unit's housing can be mounted on any 
pipe or mast up 10 2 -1 /I6" and can be easily 
adapted for er mounting. 

CERAMIC CB MIKE 

41 
Stnttftmu Corpur.l pou III, lilt a ceramic 
microphone, especially di sr_ned tor Citizens 

Band sers ice on the market as in Model C. \1 3(1. 

Encased in a lightweight. shatterproof plastic 
housing, the unit includes a newly designed 
ceramic transducer which pros ides coverage of 
100 to 6000 cps with sensiiisiIs of -49 db, 

The 'Armlet CM-30 has a push-to talk switch 
and collies with li feet tit shielded roil cable. It is 
supplied in neutral tan gras color with a lac- 
quered brass grille. 

MOBILE POWER SUPPLY 
Jf' 'apolis- Iloncywcll Regulator Co. is 

LIU marketing a new all- transistor mobile radio 
power supply which is rated at 17d) watts. De- 
signed for use in cars, lotus, planes, trucks, and 
buscs. the new unit converts soudard 12 colt d.c. 
hat iris power to the cul lage required for mobile 
transmitters and receivers. 

Rued :n 1:10 degrees F ambient. the unit can 
be Illuullled in the car's engine partmcnt if 
desired. I he tratl sis uws :und other components 
are protected by a heavy-gauge aluminum case. 
Its perforated cover has Icrgone extensive 

water spray tests with no arc-over on high- sohags. 
circuits. 

Installation dimensions are 61/2" s ilAi' x ask" 
Efficiency is TS per -cent. 

49 

8- CHANNEL CB TRANSCEIVER 
Soltar Radio Corp. has introduced its Model 
E CB transceiver which features eight crystal - 

coltt'ollcd receive and transmit channels. 
The sensitive 84nbc receiver incorporates a 

noise limiter and an adjustable squelch with 
8 permeability -tuned "high -Q" circuits. Over -all 
receiver sensitivity is 1/2 microvolt for 10 db of 
quieting. Selectivity is 5 kc. at G db down. The 
transmitter operates at a full 5 -watt input. A 
press -to -talk mike permits one hand operation. 

The units arc designed to operate on 117 volts 
a.c. and either 6 or 12 volts d.c. 

25 -54 MC. MOBILE UNITS 

5 n 
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories has added 
two new units to its "Transicom" line of two - 

way mobile radio equipment. 
The Type t2 -A is a 50 watt unit which fea- 

tures a complete transmitter /receiver, transistor- 
ized power supply, and antenna. The Type 126 -A 
is a 25-teat vets' which comes complete with 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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antenna. all installation parts, and accessorfc.. 
Bolli of these units are for use in the 25.54 mc. 
band. 
the units are super- coin pact for under -die- 

dash mounting and contain special 3" x 5" in- 

tegrated ted speakers with audio directed to the 
sh'iver's car. 

MOBILE TRANSCEIVER 

5 
1 Brow g Laboratories has added a mobile 

unit to ils line of tansniscrs for (:B 
sert ice. Called the "Mobilaile." the new equip- 
ment utilizes the saune tit uiiry as the firm's 

R -2700 ieteiser and "s Nine" tian.utitter for CB 
ropes, inn. 

I ht' nurbile tcrsiun, schiste will operate on 
G or 12 soils d.e. or 117 silts a.c., features 
liant -pan, -I .election of ails one of four oper. 
oing Ib.nlncl.. selectable squelch, plus "on -off" 
watt,. I he power sitppIv is transistorized for 
Into bauen iIi.ritt, -I he unit is supplied c ploc 
with a n wall po.-11 h -io -talk microphone equipped 
with a ret.au li le tout. 

MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

1961 ASA STANDARDS 

54) 

\mer it.ul Sl.I`Id.uds \slur iatiou has all - 
L u.ouord rite '_11 ..I a 1961 catalogue 

cuscliug 1973 \Mellott sicm1.11ds. 
The booklet lists special publications in the 

st :uuladi7 :n inn Bold. pamphlets. and standards 
reeonllneolhl lions of the (nier oat ional Organi/a. 
thin for .St :nxlal rl1/ali nn .nrd the International 
Electrtcrhnical (.onlnrission. 

'I he listing of %inel foin Standards is broken 
dowt into carious phases oI application. 

ELECTRONIC WIRE DATA 
5t) Alpha \Vire (:orporation is noir offering a 

J ,2-page catalogne going complete details on 
ils more than 6h11hll tcire. cable. ;und tubing stock 
prod urns lune the electronics industry. 

Eight new product lines are introduced in the 
publication. which has been designated as Cata- 
logue No. 62. 

TAPE -SYSTEMS GUIDE 
CA Viking of \l 'apolis has released an 8 -page 
jit booklet which diagrams a variety of recom- 
mended equipment and system connections for 
hi -li and stereo tape recording /playback systems. 

1 hr range of systems caries Iron :1 simple pl.r,- 
back-only assembly using a tape deck with :1 

music system preamp through a complete record 

TRU-VAC 
SPECIAL OFFER! 

BUY 1 TUBE AT THE REGULAR 
PRICE AND GET EVERY SECOND 

TUBE FOR JUST It 
EACH TUBE 
COSTS YOU 
ONLY 171 it 
EACH. AND 
IN QUANTI- 
TIES OF 100 
TUBES ONLY 
16í it EACH! 

1-yr. guaranteed 
Radio &TV TubeL 

fug /p1:16ark a.tcm a ill external recording am- 
plifiers, playback preaunps, and monitoring-Mi- 
llie-tape fat ilitics. 

Forms 780 cot ers a total of nine systems. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

55 
JThe Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. is 

Ilote Miming copies of it: Test Equipment 
Catalogue No. 12.I .c hit II pictures and dcsrribes 
the fiIn's Calei-.ise line of s.u.m.'s, 
signal ;uul steep generators. transistor testers, 
an oscilloscope. plus tube testers. 

"I his .-page Catalogue. free on request. includes 
complete specs. photos, and prices on all models. 

TV KITS AND CHASSIS 
Transvision prrn ides Jeta i led inforiusa lion on 
its new line of 2;t" 2.1 ail 27" "Profes- 

sional" series TV kits and wired chassis in an 
8 -page catalogue (Ir -361) Which is available on 
request. 

Irlwi ugra piss shoal lop and bottom views of 
the chassis, complete technical specifications are 
!umidnd along wilh .1 slrrtinn ill nu01t'rn crbi- 
tuels to ;III ow nn a la to the annbled Wills. -30- 

1111T11 CREDITS 

Page Credit 

32 Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

37 (top at center) Jacques Saphier 

37 (bottom), 38, 96 Hallett Mfg. Co. 

58, 59 Chrysler Corp. 

86 Radio Corporation of Americo 

93 (top) Bell Sound Division 

93 (bottom) Eico 

94 Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp. 

18 SALE ONLY ON TUBES 
LISTED BELOW! 

*For every tube you buy at 354 each, 
YOU GET A SECOND TUBE FOR JUST 
ONE PENNY! 

Buy 100 tubes for 331 each and GET 
AN EXTRA 100 TUBES FOR JUST Sl! 
Take your pick ... tube types may be 
mixed! 

1R5 6C138 12AF6 
6AC7 6J5 12AU7 
6AG5 6J6 12BL6 
6AU6 6507 1204 
6CB6 7N7 17AX4 
6CG7 12AD6 1704 

Factory Used or Factory Second Tubes! 
TRU -VAC will replace FREE any tube that 
becomes defective in use within 1 year 
from date of purchase! 

ALL TUBES INDIVIDUALLY BOXED! 

CODE DATED & BRANDED "TRU -VAC" 

$33 

Partial Listini; Only ... Thousands More Tubes in Stock! 
SPECIAL! 6SN7GT 30e 6W4GT ...........300 
Ova SOCS 578 645$ 6665 6CHi 

IA7GT 3826 5U8 6AU4GT 661707 GCS6 
113367 3C66 SV4G 6AUSGT 6BN6 6C57 
1H5GT 3Q4 5V6GT 6A08 68Q6GT 6CU5 
ILA 354 558 6AV5CT 6E07 6CU6 
1L6 3V4 5Y3 6AV6 6BR8 
INSGT 4B07A 646 SAWS 6858 
155 4858 6Á54 6AX4GT 65756 
174 41327 6ÁF4 6AX5GT 6826 
104 4C136 64N4GT 688 6BZ7 
lÚ5 SAMS SANG 6BÁ6 6C4 
2V2 SANS SANS 6BC5 6CA8 
2X2 SA78 61115 6BC8 6CD6G 
24F4 SAWS 6AM8 6606 6CF6 
2BN4 SA24 6AN8 613E6 6CG8 
2C75 SORB 6405 66FS 6CH8 
345 SCGB 6AQ6 6866G 
3AL5 5J6 6107 6B66 
3A16 5R4 6ÁR5 6BJ6 

Sensational Offer! 
-Suit Se, vier" 

TUBE CHECKERS 

$379 5 FOB Our 
Warehouse 

Let your Customers test 
n tune -s! These re- 
reconditioned 22. 

nChet tube Checkers will return your investment in 
one 

r 
less it little or on e or no effort your .rt! Handsome. field. 

tested a 
S 

ol,. models COMPLETE WITH KEY 
FOR BOTTOM DOOR AND 
NEON -LIGHTED HEAD! 

657 6X567 7F7 
658GT 67E8 7FB 
6547 676G 767 

65FS 
GT XXL 

707 
65F7 746 757 

60E6 6567 747 7x6 
613G6G7 65.17 7A8 7X7 
6DF6 65.17 7B4 7Y4 
6E5 6567 765 724 
6F5 65L7 766 1248 
6F6 6607 7B7 12485 
666 65177 708 12AQ5 
6J4 674 7C4 12AT6 12F5 1936 
6J7 678 7C5 12AT7 12F8 1978 
610GT SUS 7C6 12AÚ6 121(5 244 

6CL6 6117 6U8 7C7 12AV6 1267 2526GT 
6CM6 6N7 6V6GT 7E5 12Á57 12L6 27 
6CM7 6Q7 6W6G7 7E6 12AX4G7 1207 3545 

Any Tube Not Listed Also Available at 35C Each! 
BRAND NEW 1 -YEAR GUARANTEED TV PICTURE TUBES 

I.{.I_ -.I price. iu 1 dud .srbl Sur IIInn.rl l Deposit r sizes to 
ii i 91" and 11" 1 - . 1ep.1. i« retunde.l linu.:dratti when 

on 
is returned 

..hi. .\IU0ilunze.1 1 5.1 A mil. 
5. .ni r0e.l I ...r. to continental (Si anti Canada-All tube. F.í1.11., Ii:rrri .0 Itra 

1,1011.1 L:6í1 r 17111.1 1L5r0 90111' -1 17.50 11.Nr1'417, -111 11x1'4 17..10 
1_1.1'1 1«1.'1!1 161.1.1 12.,1 ... 1711.1 1 9í.\l' -1 21.11r 111:1'4 17.111 í1Y1'4 18. :10 
I Ili L4- 111.00 1r'í11.1 11.00 :r!l'1 1'1.5,, 11.51.1'4 15.711 911,1'4 18.311 2121'.1 17.19 
InA Pi I6.rr0 17,1, 15. 1!r Jot in ur,,sur 21A11'4 15.711 11.11'1 22.3lí 2. 141'4:111.411 I61' -1 19.10 I71-1 13. 10 10,1'.1 15.30 al.l11.1 17.1ir 21V1,1 IN.:tl 211 "1,4 27.711 
lode, lust, 174'1'1 1..00 17n-n 11.00 11. \1 15.70 11N'1'4 17..10 2.11311 20.711 

ATTENTION (QUANTITY 1 USERS! X11112 1111 route. tAsre IOnr. 
' 

. Call or Write For Our 
lotto Tub, "Private Label" Sine lac Attention Branding 1.g. Nett. 
Money Cheerfully Re funded Within Five IS, Days. if Not Completely SatISlled! 
TRU -SAC .1t, PAYS YOUR POSTAGE- - On ..der- of 5 : u inure In l'SA and Terrltoritw. 
Send alrin',s,mate t,- tale. . ...11,0 , :nil I r.l.-r 

or 
t.tr'.ter le.n tham . requires 

handling 'r.-r, Le. Send 1_- 1\III ..,der. 1 ;WWI' .ale. r "01, í11g 
with Iciest 0rl alti.,n,. 111. r. all Tru Tile advertising: 
Tithes in ' I r l . rlyd1 r 1 , . - l t r I 0ri ru sr. L \1 . , i I 10 1níe, and are clearly narked. 

124X7 12R5 3565 
12427 125A7 35C5 
1264 125J7 35W4 
12BA6 12SKT 3525 
12847 1256767 36 
126136 125Q7 38 
126E6 12V6GT 39/44 
12BF6 12W6GT 41 
128.17 12X4 42 
12806 1447/1287 43 
12887 1486 50AS 
12077 1407 5085 
12CA5 19404CT SOCS 
12CN5 196G6G SOLE 

56 
80 
84 6Z4 
11723 

August, 1961 

TRU-VAC 
Harrison Avenue Box 107 Harrison, N. J. HUmboldt 4-9770 
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BC603 FM RECEIVER 
20 TO 27.9 MC. á1495 
Excellent Used 
BRAND NEW ...... 18.95 
111.ch,mnel. pushbutton or 
au ing. Complete with speaker, stluelrll, 

nti ten tubes: 3- 0Ál'7, 1 -635. 2.12567. 
'1.,f 110. 1.115' 0. 2.69E7. 
EXTRA SE.r tas' In TUBES FOR ABOVE 
I an I new In original boxes 53.95 

FT -237 MOUNTING BASE for 1X.603 Rcvr $5.95 and BC -604 \natter. Iiran,i New 
12 0r 24V Dynamotor for Above. 
Exc. Used 84,25 Brand New 5.50 
B C -683 FM Receiver. 27 to :18.t, Mc. $33.33 Cohn Mete with all tubes. Like New 
4- Seeton Antenna for BC -603. 683 Receivers. Com- 
plete with mounting hase. BRAND NEW $4.95 
S C -604 TRANSMITTER -Companion It for BC-603 
Itcyr above. With all tubes. BRAND NEW 56.95 
4- Section Antenna for BC -604 684 Transmitter!. 

iMete with itto in base. DRAM' NE'W 54.95 
We Carry a complete line of spare parts 1óf above. 

SPECIAL! BC -603 FM RCVR CONVERTED 
FOR ANY FREQ. -30 TO 50 MC. 

B RAND NEW! Checked ,Io,,. 
$ea]su and 

NEW! 
ready for It!. 

perfect 
t work. L Frequency desired (between 30.50 Sica 

when ordering. 
AC POWER SUPPLY FOR BC603. 683 

Inlerehanteable. enlaces dynamotor. uns Ot,OR 
Switch. NO RECVR. CHANGE NEEDED. Provides 220 5Ìt n 80 Sla. 21VAC . 2 ,...... 59.25 
Complete 240.page Technical Manual for ....... 

53.15 

IBC-605 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER tot above. 
BRAND NEW Eadtl $4.95 I 

LORAN R -65 /APN -9 RECEIVER 

- tz, & INDICATOR 
Used in shins and aircraft. Deter 

Ines position by radio signal- 
from known Ittera. Accurate to 
within I ce of distance. Comm. it 

with tubes and crys al, Exc. used. 
$79.50 Value 51200.00. Our Pelee 

Used, less tube.. ert.tal and visor. but '.,II, ,IIIi 
C.11. tube .. .... ..... . 529.50 
12 -Volt Inverter Power Supply. Like New... I 

Shock Mount for a av .. .. .42.95 
,I.:e Icom .d lone .- blue- lilal.1 

(We carry a complete `line' oil spare Parts `tor above. 

INVERTER POWER SUPPLY for Loran APN -0 
AI'S --1. Made by Ee Ii n- e- 1'lomEer 11v. INPUT: '2-i 

V al 
1C fr 75 A. OUTPUT: 115 V AC GJ 10.5 Amps, 

veles, Complete with two r su ,ng plug. Illt. %Nti NE:6' ...549.50 

-- - LORAN APN -4 
.) - FINE QUALITY 

I ru aws 0 NAVIGATIONAL EQUIPMENT 
Determine exact geographic position ofw our boat o 
Mane. Indicator and receiver templet With all tubes 

d crealal. G INDICATOR 
complete with 

and RECEIVER 549.50 
R -9e /APN -4, cnmMetewon tubes. Exc. used 
Receiver -Indicator as above. BRAND NEW $88.50 
12 -Volt Inverter Power Supply. Like New ....1'.0 -It 
Shock Mount far bove 52.95 
We sorry a complete line of spare parts for above. 

MPN1 FM TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 
1211 to .lull sir Aircraft Radio :dumeter equipment. 

. : 4 -0ó45, 3.129.17, 4- 129117, 2.12116, $s 95 ,Sidi 50: complete with Lulu., EXC. .e,l, Like w 
APN -1 Brand New 36.95 

FAMOUS BC -645 TRANSCEIVER 
15 Tubes 435 to 500 MC 

-Jre= Can dee modified for 2wa' 
code,unlcaton. 

, on ham band äáó -eú1 
p me. citizens radio 460 -470 

ñxed and mobile 450 - , -51 4en television me. expert- '''.. 40.5 
at 

Ih 
torch harass alone worth 

than sale 2- 
BRAND 7F7. 4 -1115, 

and 
0 

NEW 6E'M1. - -! 55 ends 1 -WE- 
3I6A, oNow 460 to 

40II me. Grunt new BC -045 wash tubes. 
covers 

Power 

hp;ingn weight 25 SPECIALI..., 519.50 
PE -101C Dynamotor. 12_ /24V input...,. 57.95 
UHF Antenna Assembly 45 
Complete Set of 10 Plugs 5.50 
Control Sox 2.25 

SPECIAL "PACKAGE" OFFER: 
BC -045 'rant.reIver. Dynamoure and all accessories 
above. COMPLETE. IIRAND NEW, $29.50 While Stocks I:.51 r)ll Y 

LORAN APN /4 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

Easily converted ter use on ra 
Ilo -TV seer ire bench. 

Completely Assembled 
LIKE: NE:w! Supplie(, 
Scope. type 

$14.50 511.1 Only 

BC -733 VHF 1OTube Aircraft Receiver. 6- channel 
ml control. Fret,. 118,:1 to 110.3 SIC. 11111,1 loiter 

ange. Easily con. rted for tracking Sputniks! F.xc. 
Used 59.95 r SCR -274 COMMAND EQUIPMENT 
ALL. 

COMPLETE WITH TUBES 
Used Ilk. NEW 

Bl' -45:1 Receiver 100.550 NC 512.95 514,95 
1.5.3 Me Receiver, Brand New 516.95 
BC-454 Ilecelver 3.0 Mc 10.45 ¡2.5 
BC -155 Recenser 6 -11 Me 11.50 13,95 

110 Volt AC Power Supply Kit, for all 27 bec ams 
ABC: ReCeivtrs. Complete with metal $1.95 Factinstructions 

s ory wired. ted.' ready. to operate 511,50 
SUMMED TUNING KNOB for 274.11 and ARC'S 
RECEIVERS. Fils BC -453 BC -454 and 49D others. Only i 

B C 457 ETTER-4 -5.3 Mc. cumlilete $9.75 
with 8w . TRANSMITTE-53 to Me. SC-458 R Complete with 
all lobes total crystal. $9.75 I I ItAN11 NEIN' 
B C -459 TRANSMITTER -7.9.1 Me. $13 95 Mete with all tubes and crystal Eiar, Used. 
BC 696 TRANSMITTER :1.4 

u 
with $9.95 

a0l r tot. U1.11 
x(. 450 Modulator ....USED 3.45 NEW 5.95 
MI37 Modulator. Like New.... , - , . 59.95 Ai, ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR ABOVE 

DC MOTORS 
All 27.5 DC Input 

r:Jl 3 ".i "x11 á" Dia. 
5069790 100 RPM Deices $3.95 
SBA 104152 145 RPM CE 4.25 
5068750 160 RPM Delco 3.95 
5072735 200 RPM Delco 3.95 
5067127 2:,0 RPM GE 4.25 
5069800 ,7 i l'P'.i O. -l.-o 3.75 
5BA10F5226A - l'I .l r;i -: 3.75 

2 VOLT BATTERY "PACKAGE" 
I -2v. 2 O Amp. ra 

, 

r. i 
Bate Model ry. odel 

h 

= _ 
" high,..'' 

1 -2V, 7 ñrong 9ynchr.. e.... 1 . d 

1- Quari t11Óotlle" Elecirolyte' .!(,r 
1.49 

cells, 
2 

1.45 
ALL RAND NEW! $5.45 Comb final ion Price .... 

WILLARD 6 -VOLT MIDGET 
STORAGE BATTERY 

BRAND NEW. 
1:1 e,5ld t, 

.. I utr, 52.95 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 7:5o,eeu1p; "t. 65c 
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BC -638A FREQUENCY METER 100.156 Mc. Xtal con 
trolled. Rack mounting. For 110V AC operation. Less 
crystals. BRAND NEW $29.50 

BENDIX DIRECTION FINDERS 
For C rclel navigatIon on boats. 
SIN211\'mlmll-:p25 Kc; 325.005 Kc; 3.4.7 Me. 

9.50 Complete with tulles. dynamotor. 
BRAND NEW 
SINLBC Receiver Control Box .............. S 4.5 .5 
(INDIC Receiver 150-1500 Kr continuous 
tuning with 12 tubes and dynamotor. Used.. 18.95 
SIN_lIC Receiver as above. BRAND NEW 27.50 
5IN22F Itnmtblo Loop for ahoye 4.25 
SIN 52 Azimuth Control Box 2.95 
Mevmle M 

Receiver 
c:ll Cable for Above 3.95 

11x_ IC Reiver Control Box 4.95 
Other Areessories available from stock, 

BC-221 FREQUENCY METER 

Irastandard quipped 
excellent 

cal- 

125 KC to 20,000 NC with crystal check 
rbration charts. and has ranges from 

Excel. Used Points 
rriginal Calibraailons Book, Crystal. alum I 

all tables -LIKE NEW! 
Unmodulated $72.50 
Modulated $99.50 

BC1206.0 BEACON RECEIVER 
195 5o 420 Ke. made by Satchel Carlson. Works 

Sn24 -2$ volts DC. 135 Ne. IF. Complete with 
tubes, Sire 4x 4 "x 6r' $9.99 Wt. 4 lbs. BRAND NEW 

Itr:otd New. Il -ss tub,.. .. , , , ... , , , , .. ,55.95 
ls..$5.95 USED. less tubes..$2.95 

T'51:11, 

5511!, luo 
ARN -S.0 AIRBORNE Equipment. to give vertical gull - 
...we 

l.- 129117, 2.2SN7, 7.0A.15. 0 ('rist1ls. Esc. 
Iw 

,luring lanolines. I I tube superhet circuit Tubes: 
' 

1 512,95 

SCR -522 2 -METER RIG! 
Terrine idle buy: VIII, r ra -Ira it ier- reeels-er, IIlit -I5mi Mc. 

enamels. Nlal -c ntrolled. Anmli1idc nt duloed 
SCR522 Transmitter -ReteIver`FCr" 

C .w Ill.' 
18 

tubes. top rack and metal case. 
Complete 

S291.50 COMBINATION. Exc. Used JLL 
A 

wow!, DYNAMOTOR ASSEMBLY 
Very fine unit. made by Collins 
Radio. Consists of TWO Dynamotora 
mounted on filter base. 
Dynamotor .l 

INPUT OUTPUT 
l2VDC -BA 220VDC si 100 Ma, -" Dynamotor te 

úYr) 
/1.f /I +, INPUT OUTPUT Y 12VDC to 9.9A 400VDC -s IRO Ma, 

BRAND NEW, In original packing, 
pg I9 995I wt 29 Ibs, a i 

OUR LOW PRICE 

MOBILE -MARINE DYNAMOTOR 
Model DM35 I_/ Input 12V DC. Output: 625 V T.. -I De @ 225 Ma. ro. -er- 

talk intermittent o 

'NEW1' OUR LOW PRICE. $8,95 
BRAND NEW 

OTHER DYNAMOTOR VALUES: Excellent BRAND 
Type Input Output Used NEW 
DM -25 12V 2.2A 250V .O50A $4.50 
DA -1A 28V 1.6A__ 23ÓV .100A 3.25 
0M -28 28V 224V .07A 2.75 4.75 
DM 32A 28V 1.1A 250V .05A 2,45 4.45 
DM -33A 28V SA 575V .15A 

28V 7A 540V .24A 1.95 3.75 
DM -3413 12V j5 220V .O80A 4.15 5.50 
DM -53A 28V 1.4A 220V .080* 3.75 5.45 
DM -64A 12V 5.1A 275V .130A 7.9S 
PE.73C 28V 20A 1000V .350A 8.95 14.95 
PE -86 28V 1.23/1 2SOV .050A 2.75 3.85 

Please include 2Seo Deposit with order- Balance C.O.D.. 

ur 
Rem,ltante on Full. see Handbag Charges on all orders 

nder 55.00. All shipments F.0.5. Our Warehouse. Ñ.Y.C. 
All Merchandise su blest to Prior Sale and Price Change. 

G 8. G RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
Telephone: CO 7 -4605 

Mail Order ava. 5115 
51 Vesey Sk 75 -77 Leonard St. 

New York 7, N. Y. New York 13, N. Y. 

ARC -3 
RECEIVER! 

Co nq t,- 
Tubes Exc 
Used $1695 
Like NEW 521.50 
used . 

Crystal -controlled 17 -tube 
514.95 

strolled tunes from 
channels. 

156 
28 -volt 

MC.. AM.. on 
Input Tubes : 1 9002. 

6.6AKS. 1.12111H7. 3.12507. 1.9001. 1.12x6, 
2.125N7. 1.1251.7. 1-12A6. 

ARC -3 TRANSMITTER 
Companion unit for ahnve. (Ines 1 let, 
any 8 pre -selected channels. 
trolled, provides tune and Voice ,mule lion. 
DC Power input. Complete úri all ál695 Tubes: 3.OVO, 2 -832A, 1. 125117. 1.6J5, 
2 -OLU. Exc. 1.,,1 Only 523.50 Like new Condition.. 
Ait(' -3 l'US111:1 . dN CONTROL BOX 35.95 

AN /ART -I3 100 -WATT XMTR 
11 CHANNELS - -- 

200.1500 Kc 

2 to 18.1 Mc 6® 0 Zit 
0.40 0 

$585° 

Complete with Tubes 
u Fa Inus Collins 

Cw. MC%. Quick 
nels or manl:l to 
e:l.nntl nnagl 

VFO. Bu curate 
s modulate 

A Real 1110T Ham 
(trig. Cost 51800. 
0.16 Low Freq. Ose. 
24V Dynamotor for 
SWe Carry 

above 
complete 

tulune Aircraft Transmitter, AM. 
hang` to any of en preset chan- 

log. Speech cmplit'tÌeti 
)CIS mike. Highly t 

It in Xtal controlled uill,rab.. 
813 In final Up to 001E. Bias- -- 

buy at our low price! $58.50 Like new 
Coil for ART -13 7.95 
ART -13 11.95 
meter. 

e o1 
... 

pare parts for about. 

BC -433 RADIO COMPASS RECEIVER 
200 to 1750 Re in 3 bands. 28 V DC 
power supply required. Complete with 
15 tubes. BRAND NEW 

$19.50 

BC -434A Tuning Control Box for above $3.95 
Remote Control Cables & Plugs for above P.U.R. 

POWER SUPPLY for BC -620, 659 available for 
8_12 or 24 Volts DC. Specify 58.95 

BC -658 TRANSMITTER L RECEIVER 
27 to 38.9 Mc. F.M. Two preselected 
channels crystal controlled. 5 watts. r 
Complete with speaker. tubes. Used .f $10.95 
Less tubes. used 55,95 

LIMITED QUANTITY SPECIALS! 
First come, first served) 

LAVOIE WAVE METER 375-725 Me Model 1055 516.50 
BC -344 RECEIVER 150- 1510AKC Tuning, 
.Ibauil. for 
BC -314 RECEIVER 1.-111 1.'11111 KC Continuous Tuning. 
.1-band. for I -I V DC operation. Like Ne.v , - .549.50 
75.111 CP WAVEMETER. 0E. IMAM/ NEW .,$27.50 
BD -71 SWITCHBOARD. Like New 518.50 
T51 /ARR.1 TEST OSCILLATOR (Cold Plated 

Special!) with two 1655 tubes anti cavity. 
(usn:t X7- high. BRAND NEW .. $ 3.95 

7S-10A APN ALTIMETER TEST SET BIIANONE:W 516.50 
T- 28 /APT.1 TRANSMITTER 140 to 310 SIC 

BRAND NEW 519.50 
ARW -26 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER 

to 73 Mc earner freq. Buttery Operated. 
Less li:tt. -. Illt\N11 NEW ......... , . $ 9.95 

BC -347 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER, aircraft, 
S 1.95 

AN/APT-5 Airborne RADAR SET with tubes, 
like w .. es .,, $49.50 

BC-611 ked -TALKIE :(9110 Kr Less Batteries 
Checked OK- -Like NI -w. each $42.50 

CATHODE RAY TUBE SHIELDS 3 ", hemmt 
new. a 

CATHODE RAT TUBE SHIELDS 5 ", brand new 
S 1.59 

each 5 2.95 

B -90 R l. METE' I L 

Cavity type. 145 to 235 Mc. -. BRAND NEW. complete with 
antenna. Manual included. P 

OUR LOW 
PRICE $1 0.88 1 

" 

SCR -825 MINE DETECTOR 
comp111eaccessories. 

portabi outfit in original packing. $27.50 with 

MICROPHONES Excellent BRANO 
Model Droce i ption Used NEW 
T -17 .,Carbon (land Mike 55.5 
T -30 ...Caton Throat Mike .......S -34 .74 I 

and Navy Ldp Mike 1.25 
T5.9 ...Handset 3.118 
TS -11 ...Handsel 3.95 11 
TS -t] ...Hnndnet .25 
R5 -35 ... Nave Type 4.75' 

HEADPHONES Excellent BRAND 
Model Description Used NEW II 
HS -23.. High Impedance $2.19.. $4.49 
HS -33.. Low Impedance 2.69,. 4.59 
HS -30 , , , I ow Imp. tealhnrwt.l .90 7. 1.65 
TELEPHONICSnl illnohm 1,1* Impedance Ils.Ait- 

7'95, 
sE:r-1 IMAND NEV. PER PAIR 53.225 6 
KDr307A ICulhln11 with f rrLaiiove-pa and JK 20 Jack .99 

Sr - am OM RB ER = am am 

EE -8 ARMY FIELD PHONES 
Excellent condition checked out, per 
feet working order, complete with all $12.95 parts less battery. Each 

DC 
x 

AMMETER 0 -15 Amps 
n _5 , t Ilvl l Ills, 's 
ease 4h. d I. 
1 1. 1 bra. black eta! I i'- 

1 $3.99 hinged cover. IIrallil New 

Send Name, Address on Post Card for 
FREE BULLETIN of Wonderful Surplus Buys! 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE 

RATE: 60c per word. Minimum 10 words. October issue closes August 3rd. Send order and remittance to ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Ave., N. Y. C. 16, N. Y. 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

& INSTRUCTION 

ENGINEERING Eduoation for the Spar, i:gz. Northrop 
Institute of Technology is a privately endowed, non. 
profit college of engineering offering a complete Bach. 
elor of Science Degree Program and Two -Year ac- 
credited technical institute curricula. Students from 
50 states, many foreign countries. Outstandingly suc- 
cessful graduates employed in aeronautics, electronics, 
and space technology. Write today for catalog -no ob- 
ligation. Northrop Institute of Technology, 1183 West 
Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, California. 
ELECTRONICS! Associate degree -29 months. Techni- 
cians, field engineers, specialists in communications, 
missiles, computers, radar, automation. Start Septem- 
ber, February. Valparaiso Technical Institute, Dept. N, 
Valparaiso, Indiana. 
USED Correspondence Courses and Books sold and 
rented. Money back guarantee. Catalog free. (Courses 
Bought.) Lee Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama. 

EARN $150 Week as Electronics Draftsman. Send $2 
first lesson, or 525 complete home study course. Prior, 
Inc., Dept. 123, 23-09 169 Street, Whitestone 57, 
New York. 

FOR SALE 

TV Tuners -Rebuilt or Exchanged $9.95 complete - 
all types -fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with 
all parts to: L. A. Tuner Exchange, 4611 West Jeffer- 
son Blvd., Los Angeles 16, California. 
TUBES -TV, Radio, Transmitting And Industrial Types 
At Sensibly Low Prices. New, Guaranteed, 1st Qual- 
ity, Top Name Brands Only. Write For Free Catalog 
or Call WAlker 5 -7000, Barry Electronics Corp., 512 
Broadway, New York 12N, N. Y. 

DIAGRAMS for repairing radios $1.00. Television $2.00. 
Give make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -E, Hart- 
ford 1, Conn. 

GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snoop - 
erscopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 100. 
Meslina, Malden 48, Mass. 

RADIO & TV Tubes at Manufacturer's prices! 100% 
Guaranteed! Brand New! No re- brands or pulls! 
United Radio, Box 1000 -W, Newark, N. J. 

GOVERNMENT Sells Surplus: - Electronics; Oscillo- 
scopes; Transceivers; Test Equipment; Radar; Sonar; 
Walkie- Talkie: Boats: Jeeps; Aircrafts: Misc.-Send 
for "U.S. Depot Directory & Procedures"-$1.00- 
Brody, Box 425(RT), Nanuet, New York. 

PROFESSIONAL Electronic Projects -Organs, Timers, 
Computers, Industrial, etc. -$1 up. List Free. Parks, 
Box 1665 Lake City, Seattle 55, Wash. 

BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes or Hi -Fi Components 
send now for your giant Free Zalytron current catalog - 
featuring nationally known Zalytron First Quality TV- 
Radio Tubes, Hi -Fi Stereo Systems. Kits, Parts, etc. 
All priced to Save You Plenty -Why Pay More? Zalytron 
Tube Corp. 220 W. 42nd St.. NYC. 

"SURPLUS Electronics, Optics. Free Catalog. Thermo- 
electric Devices, Inc. 302 Massachusetts Ave., Cam- 
bridge, Mass." 

DX -100 Owners: Increase power 50 %. Complete kit 
and instructions $19.95. Write Best Radio, 610 N. 
Madison, Goldsboro, N.C. 

CITIZEN'S Band Publication!! Fastest Growing Organi- 
zation for CB'ers only! Latest issue, bulletins and com- 
plete info, only $1.00. Pioneer, Box 989 -CB, Holyoke. 
Mass. 

SURPLUS Electronic Equipment, Parts, Tubes -Enor- 
mous Stocks. Free Listing. Open Saturdays. U. S. x1 
Electronics, 1922 Edgar Road, Linden. New Jersey. 

GARAGE Door Operator Kits- Edwards famous KR -50 
kit. Easily assembled and installed. Available with or 
without remote car control. Thousands sold. Priced 
from $64.95. Write for literature: Edward T. Fink Co., 
Inc., 284 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers, N.Y,, Dept. EW. 

CITIZEN -Band Crystals- Direct from Manufacturer. 
Guaranteed .005% Tolerance. Send only $1.75 for 
Each Crystal with Equipment Mfg. Name, Model No. 
and Channel No. to Michigan Crystal Co., Inc., Box 
413 (C), Lansing. Michigan. 
CITIZEN -band walkie- talkie radios w /BC -band $70. 
pair Rotoken Corporation, Roppongi Bldg., Mikawadai- 
Machi Minato -ku, Tokyo. 

August, 1961 

FREE Fluorescent Catalog. Includes midget fluorescent 
fixtures, fixture kit bargains, parts. Shoplite, 650 E. 
Franklin, Nutley 10, New Jersey. 

ISOLATION Transformer: UTC R -76, 1.2KW. New $27.50 
Plus Shipping, Hiway Co., 1147 Venice Blvd., L.A. 15, 
Calif. 

SIMPSON 480 Genescope -$275.00. RCA WR61A -(R) 
Color Generator -5100.00. WR36A Bar Generator - 
$65.00. Millen Grid -Dip Meter -$45.00. Equipment as 
New -F.O.B. Floam, 3309 Labyrinth, Baltimore, Mary- 
land. 

QUIET operation of your receiver with a Qualitykit 
noise control. Reduce noise without signal loss by 
variable attenuation of high frequencies. Improve 
readability. Available as assembled unit in attractive 
box for $4.95. or as kit for panel mounting for $3.75. 
Complete with instructions for easy installation. Post- 
paid from Qualitykit, P.O. Box 5184, North Charleston, 
S.C. 

DUMMY Load 50 ohm, non -inductive to 160mc.; 200 
watt ICAS. Si_., 6 "x6". Weight 3 lbs. Coax. input. 
Guaranteed. Kit $7.95 -Wired $9.95. Postpaid. Ham 
Kits, Box 175, Cranford, N.J. 

ELECTRONIC Surplus Catalog, 5000 items. Send 10C. 
Bill Slep Company, Drawer 178, Ellenton, Florida. 

WANTED 

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed. 
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Massa- 
chusetts. 

CASH Paid! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want 
unused, Clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting 
special purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast 
types. Want military and commercial lab /test equip- 
ment such as G.R.H.P., AN UPM prefix. Also want 
commercial Ham Receivers and Transmitters. For a 
Fair Deal write: Barry Electronics Corp., 512 Broad- 
way, New York 12, N. Y. (Walker 5. 7000). 

INVENTIONS Wanted for immediate promotion! Pat- 
ented, unpatented. Outright cash; royalties! Casco, 
Dept. BB Mills Building, Washington 6, D.C. 

TRIGGER -W9IVJ We Buy Shortwave Equipment For 
Cash. 7361 W. North, River Forest, III. Phone PR 

1-8616. Chicago TU 9 -6429. 

TAPE & RECORDERS 

TAPE Recorders, HI -FI Components. Sleep Learning 
Equipment, Tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dress - 
ner, 1523 EW Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 

RENT Stereo Tapes -over 2,000 Different -all major 
labels -free catalog. Stereo- Parti, 811 -G, Centinela 
Ave., Inglewood 3, California. 

DON'T Buy Hi -Fi components, kits, tape, tape record- 
ers until you get our low. low return mail quotes. "We 
Guarantee Not To Be Undersold." Wholesale catalog 
free. Hi- Fidelity Center, 220NC E. 23 St., New York 10, 
N.Y. 

SELF -Hypnosis. New concept teaches you quickly by 
tape or LP- record, Free literature. McKinley Publishers, 
Dept. T6, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California. 
MYLAR base recording tape, 1.5 mil, 1200', 7" reel, 
professional quality by prime U.S. manufacturer, indi- 
vidually boxed, guaranteed -6 for $9.00, 12 for $16.00 
postpaid. West Pacific Distributing, 1301 N.W. Glisan, 
Portland 9, Oregon. 

HIGH -FIDELITY 

DISGUSTED with "Hi" Hi -Fi Prices? Unusual Dis- 
counts On Your High Fidelity Requirements. Write. 
Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y. 
Cloverdale 8-4288. 
RECORDERS, Components. Free wholesale catalogue. 
Carston 125 -R. East 88, N.Y.C. 28. 

PRICES? The Best! Factory. sealed Hi -Fi Components? 
Yes! Send for free catalog. Audion, 25T Oxford Road, 
Massapequa. :1.Y. 

SOUNDTASTIC! That's what our customers are saying 
upon receiving our prices on our latest High Fidelity 
Stereo and Monaural, amplifiers, tuners, turntables, 
speakers, tape recorders, kits. All brand new with 
factory guarantee. Individual quotations only. No 
catalogues. Audio World, 2057 Coney Island Avenue, 
Brooklyn 23, New York. Dept. HR 

PROMPT Delivery, We Will Not Be Undersold. Ampli- 
fiers, Tape Recorders, Tuners, Etc. No Catalogs, Air 
Mail Quotes. Compare. L. M. Brown Sales Corp., Dept. 
W. 239 E. 24 St.. N. Y. 10, N. Y. 

RECORDS 

ADULT Party Record & Catalogs: $1.00. DRC, 11024 
Magnolia, No. Hollywood, Calif. 

PATENTS 

PATENT Searches, $6.00. For free Invention Record, 
and "Information Inventor's Need." Write: Miss Hey- 
ward, 1029 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C. 

SHOPPING GUIDE 
Classified 

A HANDY GUIDE TO PRODUCTS, NOT NECESSARILY 
ELECTRONIC, BUT OF WIDE GENERAL INTEREST. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -FILM, 
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES 

SCIENCE Bargains- Request Free Giant Catalog "Cl" 
-144 pages -Astronomical Telescopes, Microscopes, 
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains. 
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey. 

PHOTOMURALS Individually Made Any Size or Color 
Your Negative Or Choose From Our Thousands. Bro- 
chure 50C. Al Greene Associates, 1333 South Hope 
Street, Los Angeles 15, California. 

STAMPS & COINS 

GIGANTIC Collection Free! Includes triangles, early 
United States animals, commemoratives, British Colo- 
nies, high value pictorials, etc. Complete collection 
plus big illustrated magazine a I free. Send 5C for 
postage. Gray Stamp Company, Dept. 72. Toronto, 
Canada. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

FREE Book "990 Successful. Little -Known Businesses." 
Work home! Plymouth -455R, Brooklyn 4, New York. 

MAKE $25 -$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for 
publishers. Some clippings worth $5.00 each. Par- 
ticulars free. National, 81 -DG, Knickerbocker Station, 
New York. 

A Second Income From Oil Can End Your Toil! Free 
Book and Oilfield Maps! National Petroleum, Pan. 
American Building -PP, Miami 32, Florida. 

BECOME a telephoneman, experience unnecessary, de- 
tails free. Occupations Unlimited, 1100 Reeve, Santa 
Clara, Calif. 

AMERICA'S leading franchise firms are listed in the 
new 1961 NFR Directory of Franchisors. Use it as your 
guide to franchise profits. Send one dollar today. 
National Franchise Reports, ZD -528, 333 North Michi- 
gan, Chicago 1. 
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HELP WANTED 

EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches. 
Free Samples furnished. Matchcorp. Dept. MD -81 
Chicago 32, III. 
POSITION open, Antenna Engineer, experienced in an- 
tenna design and project work in the field of com- 
munications antenna systems. Write including complete 
resume and salary requirements to Roger Olson, Di- 
rector of Engineering, Hy -Gain Antenna Products 
Corporation, 1135 North 22nd Street, Lincoln, Nebraska. 

BE SURE 

TO LET US 

KNOW WHEN 

YOU MOVE! 
If you're a regular subscriber 
to ELECTRONICS WORLD. 
be sure to let us know your 
new address as soon after you 
move as possible. 

You can get a handy change 
of address form at your post 
office. Just fill it out and send 
to the address below, with the 
mailing label from your copy 
of ELECTRONICS WORLD. 
This will enable us to make 
sure that you receive ELEC- 
TRONICS WORLD promptly 
at your new address. 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
434 South Wabash Avenue 

Chicago 5, Illinois 

double your income with degree 
-Id investment! Store earn- 

u:lcnt, too. Important firms in- 
ter ieW copals .11 campus ... tin) Irk,. Tri -Star, 

graJaar, r! Quality faster here. BACHELOR 
OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS in Elec- 
trical Engineering (Electronics or Power major I. 
Mechanical. Chemical, Aeronautical, Civil Engineer. 
in,gK. IN 36 AIO. \11IS in Business Administration 
(General Business. Accounting, Motor Transport 
Management majors I. For earnest, capable students. 
Small classes. More professional class hours. Nell. 
equipped labs. Dorms. AI r.J,,r - ru,. Enter Sept., 
Jan.. Mar., June. Write J. II, hlcCarthy. Director 

/ Admirrioui, for Catalog and ..... ,I 
Care,, Book. 

16e1 College Ave., Angola, Indiana 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
All 

Glass Types 
Aluminized DIRESAVCT 

12LP4 -$8.95 17BP4 -$9.95 21AL /ATP4 - $16.75 24DP4- 524.50 27EP4- $39.95 
All Types Available 

These tubes are made from reproe- 
sed Ci.,is. all materials including 

Electron gun are brand new. 

All Price. with old 
'Ube F Chicogo 

PICTURE TUBE OUTLET loft " "le 
or comolete 

2922 MILWAUKEE Chicago 18 Picture Tube list 
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CALENDAR 1133 19 

of EVENTS l 
Afig 

AUGUST 1 -3 
Fourth Western Regional Meeting of the Ameri- 
can Astronautical Society. Sponsored by AAS. 
Sheraton -Palace Hotel, San Francisco. Saunders 
B. Kramer, Lockheed Missiles and Space Div., 
Sunnyvale, Calif. is general chairman. 

AUGUST 16 -18 
Second International Electronic Circuit Packaging 
Symposium. Sponsored by the Deportment of 
Electrical Engineering and Bureau of Continua- 
tion Education, University of Colorado, Boulder, 
Colo. Information on program available from the 
Bureau. 

AUGUST 18 -20 
NATESA Annual Convention. Sponsored by Na- 
tional Alliance of Television & Electronic Service 
Associations. PickCongress Hotel, Chicago. Frank 
J. Moch, Executive Director, 5906 5. Troy St., 
Chicago 29, Illinois for details. 

AUGUST 22 -25 
1961 Western Electronic Show and Convention. 
Sponsored by 7th Region of IRE and WEMA. Cow 
Palace, San Francisco, Calif. Information avail- 
able from WESCON, 1435 S. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles 35, Calif. 

AUGUST 30- SEPTEMBER 1 

Third Annual AIME Semiconductor Conference. 
Sponsored by the Metallurgical Society of AIME 
and the Southern California Section of AIME. 
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles. Pre -registration 
with J. O. McCaldin, 11601 Montana Ave., Los 
Angeles 49, Calif. 

SEPTEMBER 5 -8 
16th National Conference of the Association for 
Computing Machinery 8 First International Data 
Processing Exhibit. Stotler Hilton, Los Angeles, 
Calif. B. J. Handy, Jr., Litton Systems, 5500 
Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, Calif., chairman. 

SEPTEMBER 6 -8 
1961 Joint Nuclear Instrumentation Symposium. 
N.C. State College, Raleigh, N.C. Contact H. S. 
McCreary, Westinghouse Special Atomic Project, 
107 Terrace Court, Pittsburgh 27, on program. 

National Symposium on Space Electronics 8 
Telemetry. Sponsored by PGSET of IRE. Albu- 
querque, N.M. Program details from Dr. B. L. 

Basore, 2405 Parsifal, N.E., Albuquerque, N.M. 

SEPTEMBER 6 -13 
International Conference on Electrical Engineer. 
ing Education. Sponsored by ASEE, IRE, AIEE, 
and Syracuse University. Sagamore Conference 
Center, Syracuse University, Adirondocks, N.Y. 
Information from W. R. LePage, Syracuse Univer- 
sity, Syracuse, N.Y. 

SEPTEMBER 11 -15 
Sixteenth Annual ISA Instrument- Automation 
Conference 8 Exhibit. Sponsored by Instrument 
Society of America. Biltmore Hotel and Memorial 
Sports Arena, Los Angeles. Program information 
from ISA Meetings Manager, Penn Sheraton Hotel, 
530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 19. 
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Marine Sciences Instrumentation Symposium. 
Sponsored by Instrument Society of America 8 
American Society of Limnology and Oceanog- 
raphy. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 
Woods Hole, Mass. Information from David D. 
Ketchum, Woods Hole. 

SEPTEMBER 13 -15 
Conference on Technical - Scientific Communica- 
tions. Sponsored by PGEWS and Philadelphia 
Section of IRE. Bellevue -Stratford Hotel, Philadel- 
phia. George Boros, Moore School of Electrical 
Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Phila- 
delphia 4, Pa., program chairman. 

SEPTEMBER 13 -17 
1961 New York High -Fidelity Music Show. Spon- 
sored by Institute of High Fidelity Manufacturers, 
Inc. New York Trade Show Building, 500 Eighth 
Ave., New York City. Show hours to be announced 
later. 

SEPTEMBER 14 -15 
Ninth Annual Engineering Management Confer- 
ence. Sponsored by PGEM, AIEE, et al. Roosevelt 
Hotel, New York, N.Y. Details from H. M. O'Bryan, 
General Telephone 8 Electronics Labs., 730 Third 
Ave., New York City, N.Y. 

Symposium on Engineering Writing 8 Speech. 
Sponsored by Philadelphia Section of PGEWS. 
Bellevue -Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia. George 
Boros, 2035 Pine St., Philadelphia 3, for program 
details. 

SEPTEMBER 20 -21 
Joint Industrial Electronics Symposium. Sponsored 
by AIEE, IRE, and Instrument Society of America. 
Bradford Hotel, Boston. For information on res. 
ervations, contact D. J. LaCerda, Badger Mfg. 
Co., 363 Third St., Cambridge, Mass. 

OCTOBER 2 -4 
Seventh Notional Communications Symposium. 
Sponsored by PGCS of IRE, Rome -Utica Section. 
Utica, N.Y. Program information from R. K. 
Walker, 34 Balton Rd., New Hartford, New York. 

IRE Canadian Electronics Conference. Sponsored 
by Region 8 of the IRE. Automotive Bldg., Exhi- 
bition Park, Toronto, Ont. Details from A. R. 

Low, c/o IRE Canadian Electronics Conference, 
1819 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 

OCTOBER 3 -6 
Seventh Annual U.S. Army Human Factors Engi- 
neering Conference. Sponsored by Army Research 
Office, Office of the Chief of Research and De- 
velopment. Institute of Science and Technology, 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Information 
from Marshall D. Aiken, Signal Research Office, 
Office of Chief Signal Officer, Room BD 1024, 
The Pentagon, Washington 25, D.C. 

OCTOBER 9 -11 
Seventeenth Annual National Electronics Confer. 
ence. Sponsored by AIEE, Illinois Institute of 
Technology, IRE, Northwestern University, Uni- 
versity of Illinois. International Amphitheatre, 
St., Chicago 1, Illinois. 
Chicago. Information from NEC, 228 N. La Salle 

ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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:75% Off ON 
RAD -TEL'S FIRST QUALITY 

BRAND NEW TUBES 
ONE FULL YEAR 

GUARANTEE 
SERVICEMEN: Now speedy one -day service. 

BUY DIRECT FROM RAD -TEL! YOU'LL SAVE 
PLENTY. YOUR ORDER SHIPPED WITHIN 
24 HOURS AFTER RECEIVING AND PRO- 
CESSING. RAD -TEL SELLS ONLY BRAND 
NEW TUBES, NOT USED. 

THE SIGN OF RAD -TEL'S RELIABILITY 

GUARANTEED TRANSISTORS 

SET TESTED 
AF 

RF 

IF 

All 

Transistors 

Germanium 

PNP 

ST` AF Driver. Use as Driver Low Power Output, 
Code Osc., DC Amp., Control, Test Instr., Pre -Amp., 

amers, Organ. etc. 39c 
ST* as Converter in an American set. Use as Con- A 
verter Sq. Wave Gen., RF Osc., Amp. Regen. Det., etc. Lt 

ST* as 455kc IF in an Amer. set. Use as IF Amp. 

49 

Grid Dip Osc., Electronic Computer. RF Osc., Switch, {{'C 
Amp., etc. 

ea. 

ea. 

ea. 

AUTO ST**as Audio Power Output into Speaker. 90% of ( 
Auto Radios so Powered. Use as Power Amp.. Mobile C e 

,, 

OUTPUT 

Power Supply, Voltage Regulator, Osc., DC to DC ea. 
Converters. 

HI ST**as Hi Power AF Output. Ideal as DC to DC 39 * e 
POWER 

Converter, Multivibrator replaces Vibrator supply. ea. 
11 

'SET TESTED IN AMER. TRANSISTOR RADIO OF CURRENT MFR. 
"SET TESTED IN AMER. AUTO RADIO OF CURRENT MFR. AT 16 VOLT BATTERY SUPPLY. 

Rad -Tel eliminates complicated characteristics and numbers with their "SET- TESTED" Tran. 
sistors. Transistors Tested to Rad -Tel's specifications -available on request. 100°á Satisfac- 
tion Guaranteed. Substitute or replace with Rad -Tel Transistors on the basis of similar 
operating characteristics ... at Low, Low Prices. 

NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY 

SEND FOR FREE TROUBLE SHOOTER 
GUIDE AND NEW TUBE & PARTS CATALOG 

DEPT. EW-161 55 CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5, N. I. 
TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance COD. Orders under $5: add $1 
handlirg charge plus postage. Orders over $5: plus postage. Approx. 8 tubes per 1 Ib. Subject 
to prior sale. Prices subject to change. No COD's outside continental USA. 

August, 1961 

EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY I ATTRACTIVELY BOXED 

Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price Qty. Type Price 

_OZ4M .79 6AX7 .64 12AF6 .49 

_1AX2 .62 6BA6 .50 12A16 .46 
1B3GT .79 6BC5 .61 12AL5 .45 
10N5 .55 6BC7 .94 12AL8 .95 

_ _1G3 .79 6BC8 .97 12AQ5 .52 
113 .79 68D6 .51 12AT6 .43 
11(3 .19 68E6 .55 12AT7 .76 
1LN5 .59 66E6 .44 12AU6 .50 

..1 R5 .62 6806 1.66 12AU7 .61 

.51 6BH6 .65 12AV5 .97 _1S5 
_1T4 .58 66118 .87 12ÁV6 .41 

_1114 .57 6816 .62 12ÁV7 .75 
_1U5 .50 681(7 .85 12AX4 .67 
_1X26 .82 6BC7 1.00 12AX7 .63 

2ÁF4 .96 6BN4 .57 12ÁZ7 .86 
-3ÁL5 .42 6BN6 .74 12B4 .63 

3ÁU6 .51 6805 .65 126A6 .50 

3ÁV6 .41 66066T 1.05 _ 12806 .50 
-36A6 .51 6807 1.00 __126E6 .53 
_ 3BC5 .54 6BR8 .78 _ 128E6 .44 
_ 3BE6 .52 6BU8 .70 _.__126117 .77 _ 3BN6 .76 6BY6 .54 _ 12BL6 .56 
___3BU8 .78 61326 .55 __ 12B06 1.06 
_ _3BY6 .55 6827 1.01 __ 12BY7 .77 
_ 3BZ6 .55 6C4 .43 _ 12B17 .75 
_ 3CB6 .54 6CB6 .55 _ 12C5 .56 _ 3CF6 .60 6C06 1.42 _ 12CN5 .56 
___3CS6 .52 6CF6 .64 _. 12CR6 .54 
_.3DK6 .60 6CG7 .61 __ 12CU5 .58 
_ _3076 .50 6CG8 .71 _ 12CÚ6 1.06 

305 .80 6CM7 .66 ___12CX6 .54 
__3S4 .61 6CN7 .65 _ 120B5 .69 

3V4 .58 6CR6 .51 _120E8 .75 
4BC8 .96 6CS6 .57 _.120L8 .85 

4BN6 .75 6CU5 .58 _ 120M7 .67 
4607 1.01 6CU6 1.08 __ 12D06 1.04 
4BS8 .98 6CY7 .71 _ .120S7 .79 
4BU8 .71 60A4 .68 __12D16 .56 
48Z6 .58 6085 .69 _ 12E16 .50 
4BZ7 .96 60E6 .58 __12EG6 .54 
4CS6 .61 6066 .59 _ 12EZ6 .53 
40E6 .62 6006 1.10 _ ._12F8 .66 
401(6 .60 6075 .76 _.12FM6 .45 

_ 4016 .55 6076 .53 121(5 .65 
5AM8 .79 6EÚ8 .79 12SA7M .92 
5AN8 .86 6EA8 .79 12SKIGT .74 
5A05 .52 6H6GT .58 12SN7 .67 
5AT8 .80 615GT .51 12S07M .78 
5BK7A .82 616 .67 12U7 .62 
5B07 .97 6K6 .63 12V6GT .53 
5BR8 .79 6S4 .51 12W6 .69 

5CG8 .76 6SA7GT .76 12X4 .38 
5CL8 .76 6SK7 .74 17AX4 .67 
5EA8 .80 6SL7 .80 17806 1.09 
5EU8 .80 6SN7 .65 _ 17C5 .58 
516 .68 6507 .73 17CA5 .62 
518 .81 614 .99 1704 .69 
5U4 .60 6118 .83 17006 1.06 
5U8 .81 6V6GT .54 17L6 .58 
5V6 .56 6W4 .60 17W6 .70 
5X8 .78 6W6 .71 19AU4 .83 
5Y3 .46 6X4 .39 19806 1.39 
6AB4 .46 . 6X5GT .53 1918 .80 
6AC7 .96 6X8 .80 21EX6 1.49 
6AF3 .73 . 7AÚ7 .61 25606 1.11 

_ 6AF4 .97 7A8 .68 25C5 .53 
6AG5 .68 786 .69 25CA5 .59 

_ 6AH6 .99 7Y4 .69 25CD6 1.44 

_ 6AK5 .95 . 8AU8 .83 25CU6 1.11 
6AL5 .47 . 8AW8 .93 25DN6 1.42 
6AM8 .78 8805 .60 25EH5 .55 

_ 6A05 .53 . 8CG7 .62 25L6 .57 

6AR5 .55 8CM7 .68 25W4 .68 

_ 6AS5 

6AT6 
6AT8 

.60 

.43 

.79 

. 8CN7 
80X8 
8EB8 

.97 

.93 

.94 

- 
35C5 
35C5 
35W4 

6 .51 
.51 

6ÁU4 .82 11CY7 .75 
35Z5GT 

.42 

. _6AU6 .52 12A4 .60 
5085 

.60 

_ 6AU7 .61 12AB5 .55 5005 
.60 
.53 

6AU8 .87 12AC6 .49 50DC4 .37 
6AV6 .41 12A06 .57 50EH5 .55 
6AW8 .90 12AE6 .43 50L6 .61 
6AX4 .66 12AF3 .73 117Z3 .61 
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX AUGUST, 1961 

Advertisers listed below have additional information available on their products in the form of catalogues 

and bulletins. To obtain more detailed data, simply circle the proper code number in the coupon below and mail 

it to the address indicated. We will direct your inquiry to the manufacturer for processing. 

CODE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE CODE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE (ODE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE 

100 A.E.S. Inc 67 127 G & G Radio Supply Co 108 148 Quietrole Company 70 

101 Airex Radio Corporation 72 128 Grantham School Electronics 5 

Allied Radio 7 129 Greenlee Tool Co 72 149 RCA Institutes, Inc 22, 23 
102 Ashe Radio Co., Walter 103 150 RTS Electronics Division 3 

103 Audio Unlimited 105 130 Heath Company 62, 63 151 Rad -Tel Tube Co 111 

104 Audion 80 152 Radio Corporation of 

131 Indiana Technical College 102 
America FOURTH COVER 

105 B & K Manufacturing Co 21 132 International Crystal Manufacturing 153 Raytheon Company 24 

106 Bell Telephone Laboratories 19 Co., Inc 73 Remington Rand Univac 6 

107 Blonder- Tongue 91 154 Rider Publisher, Inc., John F 97 

108 Browning 105 133 Johnson Company, E. F. 81 
155 Sams & Co., Inc.. Howard W ....78, 79 

109 Candee Co., J.J. 92 134 Key Electronics Company 86 156 Sarkes Tarzian Inc 80 

110 Capitol Radio Engineering 135 Koss Inc 75 157 Sencore 9 

Institute, The 12, 13 158 Shure Brothers, Inc 69 

111 Carston 105 136 Lafayette Radio 11 
159 Sonar Radio Corporation 95 

112 Channel Master 4 137 Lampkin Laboratories, Inc 80 
160 Sonotone Corp 87 

113 Chemical Electronic Engineering. Inc 69 161 Sprague Products Co ....THIRD COVER 

114 

115 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics... 17 

Columbia Electronics 102 
138 

139 

McGee Radio Co 90 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 10 

Sylvania Electric Products 
Inc SECOND COVER 

116 Commissioned Electronics, Inc 92 
117 

118 

Coyne Electrical School 

Cushcraft 
20 

95 
National Radio Institute 
National Radio Institute 

1 

86 

162 

163 

164 

Texas Crystals 
Thorens 

Transvision 

106 

71 

89 

119 Dressner 106 
140 National Technical Schools 15 

165 Tri -State College 110 

120 Dynaco, Inc 14 
141 Pacific International College 

of Arts & Sciences 86 

166 

167 

Tru -Vac 

Twirl -Can Tools 

107 

95 

121 

122 

123 

EICO 

Electro- Voice, Inc 

Electronic Chemical Corp 

26 

25 

74 

142 

143 

144 

Paco Electronics Company, Inc .... 
Peak Electronics Company 

Philco Technological Center 

61 

88 

66 

168 

169 

U.S. Crystals, Inc 

University Loudspeakers, Inc 

70 

16 

124 Electronics Book Service 98, 99 145 Picture Tube Outlet 110 
125 Electronics Communications Inc ... 83 146 Prentice -Hall, Inc 66 170 Valparaiso Technical Institute 90 

147 Progress Webster Electronic 
126 Fair Radio Sales 105 Corporation 8 171 Zalytron Tube Corporation 74 

The coupon below can also be used to obtain additional information on the new 

product items shown on pages 100 through 107 as well as on the ads as listed aboc'e. 

VOID 4 
AFTER 

AUG. 31, 1961 

NAME 

STREET NO 

CITY ZONE STATE 

ADVERTISED 

PRODUCTS 

(SEE INDEX ABOVE) 

100 

120 

140 

160 

180 

200 

220 

101 

121 

141 

161 

181 

201 

221 

102 

122 

142 

162 

182 

202 

222 

103 

123 

143 

163 

183 

203 

223 

104 

124 

144 

164 

184 

204 

224 

105 

125 

145 

165 

185 

205 

225 

106 

126 

146 

166 

186 

206 

226 

107 

127 

147 

167 

187 

207 

227 

108 

128 

148 

168 

188 

208 

228 

109 

129 

149 

169 

189 

209 

229 

110 

130 

150 

170 

190 

210 

230 

111 

131 

151 

171 

191 

211 

231 

112 

132 

152 

172 

192 

212 

232 

113 

133 

153 

173 

193 

213 

233 

114 

134 

154 

174 

194 

214 

234 

115 

135 

155 

175 

195 

215 

235 

116 

136 

156 

176 

196 

216 

236 

117 

137 

157 

177 

197 

217 

237 

NEW PRODUCTS 

& LITERATURE 

1 

21 

41 

2 

22 

42 

3 

23 

43 

4 

24 

44 

5 

25 

45 

6 

26 

46 

7 

27 

47 

8 

28 

48 

9 

29 

49 

10 

30 

50 

11 

31 

51 

12 

32 

52 

13 

33 

53 

14 

34 

54 

15 

35 

55 

16 

36 

56 

17 

37 

57 

18 

38 

58 

MAIL To ELECTRONICS WORLD P.O. BOX 212 
VILLAGE STATION NEW YORK 14, N.Y. 

118 119 

138 139 

158 159 

178 179 

198 199 

218 219 

238 239 

19 20 

39 40 

59 60 

INDICATE NUMBER ri 
OF ITEMS REQUESTED 

112 

Make sure 
that your 

name and address 
are printed dearly. 

ELECTRONICS 

WORLD 

READER 

SERVICE 

COUPON 

Printed in U.S.A. ELECTRONICS WORLD 
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Two outstanding products by the HIDDEN 

c 

amili1i 
p 

500 who plan for your future: 

D'FILM 
Et 

CAPACITORS 

DIFILM 
ORANGE DROP® 

I 

dipped tubular CAPACITORS 

TWO GREAT TUBULARS ... TAKE YOUR CHOICE! 

(± 10% Capacitance Tolerance is standard at no extra cost) 

Sprague Difilm Capacitors can't be beat! Dual- dielectric construction 
combines the best features of both Mylary polyester film and special 
capacitor tissue. And for additional reliability, Difilm capacitors are 
impregnated with Sprague's HCX "', a solid impregnant which produces a 
rock -hard capacitor section- there's no wax to drip, no oil to leak! 

BLACK BEAUTY Molded Tubulars are actually low -cost versions of the 
famous Sprague high -reliability capacitors used in modern military 
missiles. They're engineered to withstand 105 °C (221 °F) temperatures 

. even in the most humid climates! And their tough, molded phenolic 
cases can't be damaged in handling or soldering. 

ORANGE DROP Dipped Tubulars are the perfect replacement for radial- 
lead capacitors now used by leading manufacturers of TV sets. Leads 
are crimped for neat mounting on printed wiring boards. Extremely 
small in size, they'll fit anywhere, work anywhere. And they're double - 
dipped in epoxy resin for extra protection against moisture. 

* The "Hidden 500" are Sprague's 500 experienced researchers who staff the 
largest research organization in the electronic component industry 
and who back up the efforts of some 7,000 Sprague employees working in 14 
manufacturing operations -four at North Adams, Mass.; Bennington and Barre, 
Vt.; Concord and Nashua, N. H.; Lansing, N. C.; Grafton, Wis.; Visalia, Calif.; two 
at Ponce, Puerto Rico; and Milan, Italy. 

Get your copy of Catalog C -614 from 
any Sprague distributor, or write 
Sprague Products Co., 51 Marshall St., 
North Adams, Massachusetts. 

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 
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The life of RCA Picture Tubes depends on it 
The electron gun, heart of every TV picture tube, is a precision 
instrument. A speck of dust in the wrong place can mean the differ- 
ence between poor and outstanding performance in a picture tube. 

RCA assures outstanding performance in Silverama Picture 
Tubes by assembling every electron gun in the super- clean, dust - 
free atmosphere of the "White Room" at RCA's modern plant in 
Marion, Indiana. 

Workers wearing lint -tree smocks, must en- 
ter "White Room" through an airlock. Room 
is kept under constant pressure to force any 
air -borne dust out when a door is opened. 

Measured in terms of your business -this extra precaution helps 
to substantially reduce troublesome "in- warranty failures" and 
costly call- backs. Sell the finest name brand picture tube -RCA 
Silverama. 

Silverama contains all -new electron gun, all -new parts and 
materials except for the envelope which is used. See your Author- 
ized RCA Distributor today. 

Finished guns after ultrasonic cleaning in 
a super wetting agent are carried to the as- 
sembly line in these covered plastic cases 
-further protection against contamination. 

RCA ELECTRON TUBE DIVISION, HARRISON, N. 1. 

The Most Trusted Name in Television 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

Guns await final assembly in this Ares 
surized plastic housing. Blower at top 
maintains pressure, prevents dust from 
entering housing. 
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